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PREFACE BY THE EDITOR. 

I THINK it is right that somethlng should be said' 
about the circumstances under which this volume is 
published. 

On the 14th of June,1851, the career of Henry 
St.George Tucker, then in his eighty-first year, was 
brought to a close. He had been for a quarter of a 
century one of the ablest, and most energetic Di-' 
rectors of the East India Company, and for more 
than half a century had been personally associated 
with, and deeply interested in, the affairs of the 
great empire of which he came to be one of the 
rulers. He read much; he thought much; he' 
wrot'e much. And he left behlnd him a great mass 
of papers written by himself, p3.!tly of an official, 
partly of an unofficial ~haracter-a selection from 
which constitutes the present volume. 

The publication of such a collection of papers was 
contemplated by the author during his lifetime; and 
the Editor of the present series, whilst preparing 
the volume now offered t~ the public, had before 
him a letter from Mr. Tucker to a friend, whom 
he greatly loved and respected, indicating the parti-

6. 
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cular papers which he desired to lay before the world. 
"c If I thought," wrote Mr. Tucker on the 30th of 
November, 1850, "that, by printing some of these 
papers I could promote in any degree the interests 
and credit of the Court, by showing that we are not 
unmindful (as is, I fear I suspected in some quarters) 
of our public duties; or if I could flatter myself that 
the discussions in which I have. engaged were likely 
to throw light on the questions which must soon 
occupy the attention of the Court and of .the Go
vernment, I should not hesitate to contribute my 
share to the general stock of materials to be used 
for framing the new Charter. I should not, of 
course, think for a moment of introducing any per
sonal questions. The selection would have reference 
-1st. To our Revenue systems of administration, 
including the Salt, Opium, and Customs. 2ndly. To 
our judicial administration, including the measures 
adopted in this country for prosecuting the appeals 
of her Majesty in Council. 3rdly. To our political 
proceedings, including the Afghan treaty of June, 
1838, the seizure of Scinde, &c. I should be much 
tempted to 'add my comment on the confiscation of 
Colaba, and on the general policy to be observed 
towards the Princes and Chief& of India. 4tJ;Uy. I 
should be . disposed to introduce my paper on 
Cotton, my remarks on the powers· of t~e Secret 
Committee, and other miscellaneous matters; but 
some of these would require careful consideration. n 

I have endeavoured to carry out the intentions of 
the writer as declared in this letter, but I can hardly 
hope that I have adequately fulfilled them. 
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The task was, indeed, by no means without its 
difficulties. The papers were, for the most part, of 
an official character, and there were many public and 
private·considerations to restrict the free exercise of 
the Editor's power of selection. There were State 
secrets of recent date, not to be divulged without 
public inconvenience; and there were the feelings . 
of living indiViduals which might be wounded, 
whilst their acts, scaxcely belonging to the legitimate 
do~ of Indian history, might not warrant public 
discussion. There was another class of papers, too, 
of which it was necessary to make" sparing use-' 
papers, very ably written, embodying sound opinions 
and comprehensive information, but relating to a by
gone state of things, of little interest in the present 
day. Indeed, next to the desire to carry out Mr~ 
Tucker's own recorded wishes, I have been guided in 
my selections by nothing so much as the wish to illus
trate the present important discussions on the future 
Government of India, by giving open expression to 
the sentiments of one, the weight of whose authority 
is admitted by men of all shades of political opinion. 

In the arrangement of the papers I have en
deavoured, as closely as possible, to follow the classi
:fica~on of subjects adopted by the Parliamentary 
Committees now sitting. As there are few subjects 
connected with the administration of British India 
on which Mr. Tucker has not recorded his opinions, 
the materials at my disposal have enabled me to illus
trate, with more or less completeness, nearly all the 
topics embraced in the present Parliamentary in-
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. qmry. There is not one of these on which the 
opinions of the writer will not be received with respect . 
. If on some of these points the evidence is not as 
copious as might be desired, the deficiency must not 
be laid to the account of Mr. Tucker, but rather to 
that of the Editor-or perhaps, he may be permitted 
.to plead,' to the necessity, under which he labored, of 
.selecting from avast mass of papers materials only 
sufficiElnt to :fill a moderately-sized volume. 

The majority of these papers explain themselves. 
In many instances I have· been able to cull from 
Mr. Tucker's writings an historical introduction ex-· 
planatory of the circumstances under which the 
particular paper was written. Even the few edi
torial notes, scattered thinly through the volume, 
.have not been introduced without reluctance, so 
unwilling have I been to obtrude myself where com
ment, whether in the shaRe of approbation or dis
sent, would have been equal presumption. I can-

. not help having my own {)pinions. To the indul
gent friends who attach any weight to them, I may 
say, that on a large majority of the subjects illustrated 
in this volume, they coincide with those of Mr. 
Tucker. But the selection has not been made with 
any reference to this concurrence of opinion. The 
wo~k is designed to be a fair exposition of the views 
of the able and experienced Anglo-Indian statesman 
who wrote the papers of which it is composed: 

Nothing more need be said, in this place, about 
the construction of the present volume; but, per
haps, a few words may not be inappropriately added 
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regarding its internal charaCter. In this volu:ine is 
contained a selection from the papers'of a member of 
the Court of Directors of the East India Company. 
It may be doubted whether the most iriveterate op
ponent ofthe existing system of Indian governiri.ent 

, will deny that they exhibit a very intimate acquaint
'ance with the practicalities of a great variety of 
'subjects-broad statesman-like views-and a pure 
and earnest ~desire to benefit the people of the vast 
empire committed to the care of hiscolleagries arid 
himself. It is hard to say whether Mr. Tucker was 
more distinguished for his intellectual activity or 
his moralmtegrity. He shrunk from no amount of 
personal labor. He was never driven or beguiled 
from the path of duty by any personal apprehensions 
on one side, or selfi.sh inducements on the other. He 
faced a Mandamus on one memorable occasion, and 
in support of the Right was prepared at any time to 
face it again. He was honest to the very core; and 
though some men differed from the opinions he ex
pressed, all appreCiated the sincerity and admired 
the ability with which he enforced them. 

It may, indeed, be suggested that, as many of Mr. 
Tucker's papers did not reflect the opinions of the 
general body of the Court of Directors, no argument 
is derivable from their character and tendency in 
favor of that administrative body. It is clearly; 
however, not to be expected that a body of thirty 
gentlemen, drawn from different services or profes
sions, with different antecedents, and different idiosyn
'cracies, should concur in opinion ,on every one of the 
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detail questions of administration which come before 
them in their collective capacity. And, indeed, 
such concurrence is as little to be desired as it is to 
be expected. The Court of Directors of the East 
India Company are a deliberative' body. Every 
matter that comes before them is fully discussed. 
The varied experience and the varied reflections of 
many are brought to bear upon the elucidation of 
every question that is submitted to them; and 
though collectively, as individually, they may err, 
they are at least never betrayed into error by 
those temptations which ordinarily· beset men 
immersed in the strife of European politics. An 
utter freedom from all party influences cha
racterises the government of the East India Com
pany. And though, as I have said, on questions 
of adininistrative detail, complete harmony of 
opinion is not to be expected, it is to the honor of 
the Court of Directors, that on questions involving 
great principles of universal justice, as on those of 
the invasion of Afghanistan and ~he spoliation of 
Scinde, there has been little or no diversity of 
opinion. The statesmen who conde:miled the former 
act-the act of a Whig 1\Iinistry-were foremost to 
condemn the latter, though perpetrated by a Tory 
ruler. :Mr. Tucker was a Tory-as were the greater 
number of those who condemned the conquest of 
Scinde and recalled the Governor-General who de
creed it-but uPQn all such questions as these he 
was of no party. He spoke out as strongly and un
compromisingly upon acts of Conservative misrule 
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as Upon. those which defiled the ailmjnjstration of 
the Liberal. predecessors of the men whose home
policy he supported. The general verdict of the 
public has long since pronounced that, upon both of 
these great questions, Mr. Tucker and his colleagues 
wrote and acted in defence of the Right. 

It would not become me in this place to dwell 
any IODoooet" upon these things. I only touch upon 
them here in illustration of the character of M:r~ 
Tucker's writings. He himself cherished the belief 
that the publication of a selection from his papers 
would "promote the interests and credit of the 
Court of Directors;" and. I am strongly of opinion 
that they will. If ther indicate nothing more than 
the fact, that every question that comes before the 
Court is carefully and deliberateiy considered, and 
that a large amount of practical experience' is ap
plied to its elucidation, they are creditable to the 
East India Company. But I believe that they in
dicate much more than this. No reader of this 
volume will deny that the papers it contains are 
distinguished by a profound knowledge of the sub
jects discussed, and an eager desire to promote the 
happiness of the people of Hindostan. It may be 
too much to say that all the members of the Court 
of Directors have the same extensive experience as 
1\Ir. Tucker, and few, perhaps, have the same powers 
of expression. But the assiduous attention which 
he devoted to the aOmjnjstrative business of the 
Company, and the ea.mest benevolence with. which 
he addressed himself to the prol1l,otion of measures 
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for the .amelioration of the condition of the people, 
were but characteristics common to. the general 
body of his colleagues.. He would have been the 
last to claim for himself any exclusive merit for the 
possession of these qualities. 

It need only be . remarked, in .conclusion, that for 
the publication of these papers the Editor alone is 
responsible. It will be assumed that they are 
published with the consent of Mr. Tucker's repre
sentatives; but from no other source has any 
assistance been derived, and from none beside has 
consent been. obtained. The papers, it should ~ be. 
emphatically stated, are published merely as "se
lections." In some cases, they have been divested 
of their official significance. I may not have pub
lished all that I personally could have desired, but I 
alone am responsible for what has been published; 
and I believe' that the selection honestly represents, 
the opinions of the venerable writer. 

J. W. K. 

London, June 20, 1853. 

ERRATA. 

Page 498, line 15, for "having those angry feelings," re,ad "leaving those angry 
feelings." . 

In Table of Contents, page xii, opposite" Case of the Guicowar," for "250," 
read "254." 

Page 102, line 13, for" lha,," read "but." ., 
Page 107, second line from bottom, for" generelU:," read" generauz.' , 
Page lI6, second line from bottom, for "permit," read "admit .... 
Page 135, line 19, for" contribution," read "contriblllDr." , 
Page 149, line 4, for" in," read " on. U 

Page 174, line 9, for" that if it," read " that iLu 
" 

Page 428, line 24, for" ezpediency," read "inerpediem:y." 
Page 442, line 14, for " were," read." was." 
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MEMORIALS 
OP 

INDIAN GOVERNMENt 

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.* 

IN proposing to consider, without pretending to 
resolve, .one of the most difficult problems which 
could be submitted to any body of statesmen, I hope 
that I shall not lay myself open to the imputation 
of presumption. I approach the subject with a 
deep impression of its magnitude, and of the limited 

, extent of my own powers; but if the experience of 
thirty years in a great variety of public stations, 
where I have had pecul.i.m: opportunities of observing 
the machinery of our Indian Government, should 
enable me to throw one feather into the scale of 
truth, my time will not. have been unprofitably 
employed. 

The proposition which I proposed to examine is 

• Written in 18~9 •. These remarks form the introduction to an unfinished 
work, "On the Fut1ue Administration of British India," which Mr. Tucker 
contemplated giving to the world at the time of the last Charter.discussions, 
but which he never completed. 

VOL. I. B 
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-By what system of administration, at home and 
abroad, can Bntish India be governed, with a view 
to secure the greatest degree of happiness and pro
sperity to the people of that country, and at the 
same time, to promote, to. the utmost "extent, the 
general interests of the mother-country. 

To embrace this vast question in all its various 
relations, and to arrive at sound and satisfactory 
conclusions, it would be useful to take an historical 
retrospect of our administration of India. vVe must 
ascend from that which is known to that which is 
unknown-we must judge of the work which is to 
be done, from the work which has been done-we 
must direct our attention to the workings of the ma
chinery in times past, to be enabled to predict with 
confidence with respect to the future. If we would 
correct our errors, and supply our deficiencies, we 
must trace back our steps in order to detect the 
sources from whence these errors have proceeded. 

To provide for the future prosperity of India, we 
should carefully examine every branch of our admi- . 
,nistration.' There is scarcely a tax imposed by our 
Government which does not affect, in a greater or 
less degree, the well-being of our Native subjects. 
The population of India being essentially ~OTicul
tural, their comforts depend mainly upon the system 
of revenue administration which we enforce. The Ab
karry (or tax on spirituous liquors), the opiumreve
nue, the salt monopoly, the stamps, and other imposts, 
all tend, directly or indirectly, to affect the morals, 
t.h~·comforts, and the general character of the people. 

,,' "Without undertaking to discuss at length the 
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various questions which frequent meditation on the 
subject bas presented to my mind, it will, at least, 
be useful to enumerate them. The exposition may 
tend to satisfy those who are wont to leap at conclu
sions, that the most accurate knowledge of the trade 
of Liverpool or Bristol will not qualify us to give a 
constitution to Indiar-that the routine of a count
ing-house and the mechanism of a ledger will not 
prepare us to appreciate those intricate combinations 
and nice adjustments which are found necessary in 
the course of regulating the multifarious concerns of 
a community composed of various nations differing 
in their religion and laws, in their social institutions 
and habits, in their lanoouage, notions, feelings, and 
general character .• Nay, it may be permitted us 
to doubt whether the scholar, the philosopher, the 
metaphysician, or the professional writer of Europe, 
be precisely the person most competent to estimate 
justly the Afghan or the Rajpoot, and to frame that 
system of internal rule which may be best calcu
lated to develop his virtues, to divest his energies of 
any mischievous tendency, and to direct them in a 
way to promote the public good. . 

Few, I suspect, will now be found to concur in 
the dictum* of an eminent historian, that a country 

• "Whatever is worth seeing or hearing in India, can be expressed in 
. writing. As loon as everything of importance is expressed in writing, a man 
.who is duly qualified may attain more knowledge of India in one year, in his 
cro.et in England, than he could obtain during the course of the longeat life 
by the ule of his eyes and his ears in India." 

This sort of syllogistic reasoning, if not carefully examined, is very apt to 
mislead. H it be true (and t1lis may be queatinned), that everything worth 
seeing in a foreign country-everything worth hearing in a foreign language 

B2 
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is best viewed at a distance, and that the condition 
and character of its inhabitants, their wants, inter
nal economy, and external relations, are best appre
hended and described by one who has never resided 
among them. Cresar and Xenophon, according to 
this doctrine, ought never to have written; and the 
minister and friend of Henry IV. must be esteemed 
an unwelcome intruder into the province of history. 
Pl'ejudices may, no doubt, be imbibed, and partial 
views be adopted, by the near, as well as by the dis
tant, observer ; but, all other things -being equal, it 
may' surely be affirmed that he who has semi and 
become familiar with an -object, is more in a con
-can be fully and perfectly expressed in writing, it is not true that every
thing of importance relating to India lias a£tually been expressed in writing. • 
The second postulate, therefore, cannot be conceded. But even if everything 
of importance had been expressed in writing, which certainly is not the case, 
I deny the conclUsion that a man, however qualified, can attain more know
ledge of India in one year in his closet in England, than he could obtain, 
during the course of the longest life, by using his eyes and his ears in India. 
I assume, of course, that he uses his: eyes and hiS: ears as the organs of his 
understanding, because I never can suppose that it was intended to compare 
an intelligent being with the unreflecting animal of the fields. If I were to 
hazard a dictum, it would be, that a residence in India, if not essential, is at 
least extremely useful, to enable an historian to see the manners, to hear tlle 
sentiments, to appreciate the character of a people, and to become familiar 
with those peculiarities, with those faint shades and minute quantities, which 
can scarcely be made matter of written record, but which in the aggregate 
constitute important elements in national character. Mr. Mill is not the 
mere writer of a narrative, nor can he mean to degrade the historian into the 
condition of a mere copyist, or relater, of events collected from books. He 
himself has undertaken to write a critical or philosophical history; and in 
order to do justice to such an undertaking, the studies of the closet are not 
all·sufficient. The course of human action must be judged with reference to 
the situation and circumstances in which the human being may be placed. 
What would appear extravagant and irrational in the case of a well-disciplined 
European, may be perfectly natural and consistent in the mind of an Asiatic; 
and I contend that this A~iatic, like the bee, is best known to the near 
observer, who has opportunities of viewing all the operations of his domestic 
cconomy.-H. St.G. T. 
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dition to describe it than the individual whose know
ledge has been obtained through an. intermediate 
channel.- The real spectator is not debarred access 
to those sources of knowledge from which the re
mote historian draws his materials; he has a test 
to try the purity of those sources, and the value of 
the materials; and he has better means of detecting 
error· and prejudice in the records which form the 
groundwork of history. The able writer alluded to 
has furnished strong evidence against his own theory 
in his delineation of the Hindoo .(as well as in other 
instances), for the resemblance is so slight and im
perfect, that those who are best acquainted with the 
original instantly perceive that the picture has not 
been drawn from life. In fact, it is not safe to 
generalise in describing a people. The high-spirited 
Rajpoot of Central India bears no more resemblance 

• I do not go 80 far 89 to maintain that a country caunot be described by 
one who has never seen it. The late Dr. Blacklock, of Edinburgh, who was 
born blind, wrote descriptive poetry in a nry natural manner; but this was 
a mere mechanical operation-the repetition of what he had heard. He bad 
heard that a rose was red, and he had found through another sense that ita 
smell was agreeable. When he wrote of this flower, it was associated with an 
agreeable sensation; but if Dr. Blacklock had been told that a rose was blue, 
he would have npplied this epithet to it in his poetry. A man may compile, 
collate, digest, nnd arrange, without quitting his closet, and ,may.compose a 
good history, as Robertson and othen have done. },{r. Mill has composed A 

Valuable history; but who can doubt that this history would have been much 
more correct and valuable if he had resided ten years in India, and had been 
as well acquainted with the languages, literature, and laws of the country as 
thnt accomplished scholar, the late Sir William Jones, whom Mr. Mill 60 

much undervalues, or as the late Warren Hastings, a statesman whom he 60 

vehemently condemns? There is much in the administration of Mr. Hastings 
which the moral critic must condemn; bot in Cairnesl he ought to be re
viewed in the position which he occupied (a false one, no doubt, for a British 
lubject) of an Asiatic potentate, Btrnggling for dominion and political ex-
istence.-H. SI.G. T. • 
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to the passive Molungee of the Soonderbuns; the 
fierce Afghan of Rohilcund bears no stronger affinity 
to the patient weaver of Dacca, than the well
appointed citizen ~f this metropolis to the rude 
fisher on the coast of Mekran. :Both miglit be de
scribed as Ichthiophagi, just as it is found conve-' 
nient by the naturalist to class together the human 
species and the bat; but they would scarcely be 
found to have any other habit in common. Generic 
terms convey no distinct idea of a nation. In the 
term "Hindoo" ar~ comprehended numer~us tribes 
and communities, differing widely in their physical 
and moral qualities. These must be seen and studied 
in all their varieties, and in all their relations, to be 
properly understood. 

Many of the questions which I propose to bring 
under view, will, I am aware, be be~t disposed of 
hereafter by the constituted authorities; but, it is 
essential to advert to them, because, in framing a 
constitution of government, and in determining 
upon the instruments which wili be most suitable 
and proper for its administration, regard must be 
had to the nature and extent of the functions to be 
exercised. The pastoral concerns of a tribe of Arabs 
may safely be confided to a patriarchal chief; but 
if questions of international law are to be decided
if a system of jurisprudence and a code of laws must 
be formed for a people in an advanced state of civili
sation-if various and important interests are to be 
consulted and reconciled-if, in short, very complex 
machinery is to be framed and regulated for pro-
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moting the welfare of a numerous people,-then we 
must draw our principles and our ma:xims' from a 
different source, and we must select the agency to be 
employed from a different order. of meri. In .no one 
country, perhaps, do we :find a combination of rare 
and peculiar qualities so necessary as in; those who 
may be entrusted with the conduct of public affairs 
in India. 

It ought not to be matter of surprise that great 
clamor should have been raised against the Govern
ment of the East India Company. Manypersons 
have an interest, or fancy that they have an interest, 
in its subversion. Some feel that they have been 
aggrieved by particular acts, that their merits and 
services have been overlooked or undervalued, and 
have failed to obtain their just reward, and they bo~h 
harbor resentment, and look to a change for the re
dress of their real or supposed wrongs. The origin 
:md growth of our Indian Empire, and the circum
stances which have concurred to preserve it in the 
hands of the East India Company, are so. little 
within the range of common observation, that the 
whole course of things appears strange and inex
plicable; and those who do not penetrate below the 
surface can perceive no natural connexion between_ 
events and their causes. . We have not followed the 
example of other conquerors, either in ancient or 
modern times. What can appear more irreconcile
able with all our established notions than that an 
extensive empire should be governed by a company 
of merchants in the name of a titular pageant? 
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This empire presents' itself to the eyes of manY' 
as an unnatural excrescence-a complication of dis
cordant elements ... The Government, which, indeed, 

• i~ ~que in its kind, is regarded as a sordid scheme 
for . engrossing patronage, as a monstrous alliance 
between political power and commercial cupidity, 
and, in fine, as a plan, devised for sinister ends, 
which is not founded on any recognised principles, 
and which is calculated to uphold a system of tax
ation at once impolitic and mischievous, burden
some and oppressive. 

If these charges, or these unfavorable impres
sions, had any just foundation, no frien~ of his coun
try could wish to see the existing Government per
petuated. It would have lasted too long; and our 
study should be to discover, as soon as possible, 
some unobjectionable substitute. If, on the other 
hand, its defects be such as are inseparable from 
the peculiar circumstances in which our Indian Em~ 
pire is placed; if the difficulties of introducing a 
different order of things be insurmountable, or the 
danger to other great and valuable interests be im
minent and great; or if, as we may reasonably 
hope, the defects of the system be susceptible of a 
remedy-if the Government can, by means of certain 
modifications, be ameliorated, so far as to answer the 
ends for which it ought to be instituted, then let us 
calmly and carefully examine how those improve
ments can best be effected; let us endeavor to 
amend before we resolve to overturn. This is the 
great object which I purpose to keep in view, dis-
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carding from my mind, as far as I can, the pre
judices of "caste," and all those prepossessions 
and motives of personal interest. which a public 
station may be supposed to engender, however un
consciously, on my part. 

From controversial argument I shall abstain as 
much as.possible, nor shall I advert particularly.to 
the various publications which have, for some time 
past, put forth a series of the most delusive and un
fo~ded statements, for the purpose of prejudicing 
the public mind in this country against· the East 
India Company . Unfounded assertions, made with 
confidence, ~ay for a season impose upon the weak, 
the careless, and the ignorant; but I feel assured 
that they cannot long mislead the reflecting part of 
the community. 

I cannot hope to interest the man of letters, or 
the reader for amusement, for I have none of the 
flowers or fruits of literature to offer. I address my
self to the practical statesman, to the good sense of 
Parliament, and to the· good feeling of that part of 
the British public, whose· duty and whose inte
rest it is to examine carefully, dispassionately, and 
thoroughly, the merits of a momentous question, 
on which a solemn judgment must soon be pro
nounced. 
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ORIGIN AND PROGRESS 
OJ!' 

BRITISH-INDIAN -GOVERNMENT.* 

THE native Governments of India, at the period of 
our acquiring territorial possessions in that country, 
and for ages antecedently, had been monarchical and 
military; but, even if I were equal to t~e work, it 
would not fall within the scope of my present under
taking to trace the causes, moral, physical, or acci
dental, which may have produced those social in
stitutions ~ which we found in existence, although 
existing in a st\tte of weakness and disorder~ It will 
be sufficient to observe generally that the Hindoo 
religion inculcates submission to the prince and 
the priest; and that, in the early establishment of 
the Mahomedan faith, the spiritual and temporal 
authorities were united under one head. The con
quering banner of the Khalifand his lieutenants 
was consecrated by religion, whose influence favored 
the concentration of political power. The military 
character of the ruler tended to promote the same 
end. Conquest was held to be a duty. The aristo
cracy, too, being prepared by education and habit 

• Written in 1829. it belongs to the unfinished work from which the 
previous paper is taken. 
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for the military life, it became an xcl1fiile~: 
sion. Honor and glory, and the 'pro (J'Je:la1DlfAP.~ 
fai,th, were the great incitements to aC1~~~~ 
office of the statesman resolved itself into the use of 
the sword. Literature was held in no estimation
knowledge was not the object of pursuit-and the 
great business of life was to dissipate in sensual 
enjoyment the fruits of military enterpri'3e. The 
habits of command and obedience, and the discipline 
of the camp, readily paved the way for the establish
ment of civil despotism. 

From the immense extent of the Moghul Empire, 
under the immediate successors of Humaion, it 
became necessary to place the remoter provinces 
under the administration of members of the imperial 
family, or of powerful chieftains, who, :from here
ditary pretensions, or military virtue and services, 
aspired to these important commands. The wisdom 
and liberal policy of Akbar preserved the wide 
dominion entire, and transmitted it unimpaired to 
his descendant; and notwithstanding the domestic 
feuds, the unnatural rebellion, and desperate civil 
war which raged in the reign of Shah J ehan, the 
vigor of his son, the subtle Aurung-zebe, sustained 
the mighty fabric, ahd uph~l.d a throne, stained by 
his vices, in that high and imposing station which 
obtained for it universal respect and obedience. 

From the death of Aurung-zebe may be dated the 
decline of the Moghul Empire. Cont~sts in the im
perial family ensued j the symptoms of weakness, 
decay, and· approaching dissolution, were soon appa
rent. The ministers and provincial governors affected 
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independence, andaiined at sovereign rule. The in .. 
vasionof tl»)Persian-despot" Nadir Shah;'" in 1738; 
shook the'·empire'to; itsfo..mdati(ms,- the battle of 

, Pa.nniput~ in,01700, and 1-he fero~ triUmph' of the 
A'bdalli; hiid "it prostrate" and for 'tHe, time 'overthrew 
the H'mdoo power, which was ~slngfrom the rUins 
of the imperial throne.' The fugitive pageant, who 
had occupied this throne~ was held' in bondage, and 
passed. successively from> the han~ of 'the Mahratta 
into those::Of·the Mghatl, andagabi from the merci
less grasp of th~ Afghan into tMt~of the predatory 
,Mahratta, until at ,length' the fortunes of the British 
everywhere prevailedtand a safe but humble asylum 
wasproviled 'tor the blindattd age,i SJiah Aulum in 
the once resplendent palace' of his forefathers. 

It was in the Peninsula of India that the struggle 
, , 

for power on the' part of ·the British first COm-
menced; but the centest was' soOn trariBferred to a 
wid-el and more promiSing field. The violence of 
a proviiiCial despot, theSoobadar, or Nuwaub, of. 
Bengal, gave, ocCasion to' those efforts an4 military 
oohievements ,which have terminated in placing 
Great Britain in the proud -station of arbiter of the 
destinies ofihe East. , _ 

In'1763, the first· of that long line' of British sol~ . .. 

• The fame of Lord Clift wiU, we may bope, bre&k -through aneJ 8urviTe: 
the 8tric~e. of the hiatorian; It is not easy for a mere critic to oompau: 
the dimensions of a great itateaman, placed at a distance, in a very extr..-' 
ordinary situation, We may a.pply the microacope, and exhibit mon~ten • 
eTeD in the pure element. ,A double wrong has been 4.one by the lIi~er ur' 
which the proceedings of our Indian statesmen b&ve been arraiined in this'; 
country; The fair fame, of the indiTidualshaa Peen tlU'nished, whil.a 
foreigners have been furnished with texts for decrying the national cbaracter:~ 
-H. St.G.T. ' · ' 
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diers and statesmen, who have raised the reputation 
of their country by their services in India, obtained 
from the titular Emperor of Delhi a grant of what 
is called the Dewanny, or Civil Administration of 
Bengal. We had previously held military occupa
tion of the country, and had exercised unbounded 
influence over the N ewaubs of that Soubadarry, who 
in reality possessed little more than the external 
attributes of power. The seat of Government was 
transferred from the city of Moorshedabad to Cal
cutta, which has since continued to be the metropolis . 
of a powerful empire, and the emporium of an ex
tensive- and valuable commerce. 

I shall have little occasion to advert to the earlier 
period of our administration; for although the form 
of Government was nearly the same as at present, 
our situation was so novel and difficult, and we were 
so much engaged in the business of acquiring and 
preserving, that it was scarcely possible to bestow 
much attention on the means of rendering the acqui
sition most valuable to ourselves, and beneficial to 
the people; Mr. Hastings, in addition to a host of 
foreign ene:rnies, had to contend with a hostile 
Council, and to propitiate a new power (the Supreme 
Court of Judicature), which had been erected in 
1774, and which, on its first establishment, arro
gated to itself pretensions extremely embarrassing 
to his Government, and calculated to paralyse that 
of a less dexterous~tatesman. " 

It was during the" administration of Lord Corn
wallis, which commenced in 1786, that the Govern
ment of India assumed a more determinate and legi-
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timate character. By the Act XXXIII. of Geo. III., 
cap. 52, the Governor-General was empowered to 
exercise, upon his own personal responsibility, an 
the political powers of the state; and collision, ob
struction, and opposition on the part of his Council, 
were thus effectually precluded in one of the most 
important branches of administration. 

By the Act XXI. of Geo. III., cap. 70, thejurisdic
tion of the Supreme Court was better defined and 
limited; and although many questions have since 
arisen with respect to its proper function and powers, 
a check was given to the disposition to encroach, and 
no serious inconvenience of a public nature has oc
curred until lately from the proceedings of this. 
exalted tribunal . 
. By the Act XXI. of Geo. III., cap. 70, the pro

vincial or native courts were recognised as courts of 
record; and by the Act XIII. of Geo. III., .cap. 63, 

, the Governments of India were invested with the 
. powers of legislation, the local regulations framed 
by them for the good government of the country 
'having an the force of law, if not repealed by the 
Legislature or superintending authorities at home 
within the space of two ye,ars. 

A meagre code of regulations had been framed 
n.nd acted upon in the time of Mr. Hastings; but, in 
1793, Lord Cornwallis gave to the people of India a 

I body of laws, intended to define and secure their 
rights, and to r~nder the officers of the Govern
ment, and the Government itself, amenable to the 
jurisdiction of independent tribunals. 

The Supreme Government of India, it is well 
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known, is administered by a Governor-General and 
a Council, composed of three members, one of whom 
is usually, although not necessarily, the Commander
in-Chief, and the other two are selected from the 
Civil Service. * The subordinate presidencies of Fort 
St. George and Bombay are modelled in the same 
n:iaDier;anaexerciSe-.run-power'·iD. the internal ad
ministration of the territory of those presidencies 
respectively, but in subordination to the political 
and controlling authority of the Supreme -Govern
ment. The petty settlements of Prince of Wales's 
Island, Malacca, and Singapore, have also been bur
dened with the costly apparatus of a Government, 
quite unsuitable to the circumstances of those depen
dencies; but measures are now in progress for placing 
the establishment on a footing totally different, and 
verging, perhaps, towards an opposite extreme. 

The Goyernor-General of India is empowered to 
take upon himself the government of the subordinate 
presidencies, whenever his presence at those presi
dencies may be considered necessary or useful. He 
then presides in the Local Council, and he appoints 
a Vice-President to officiate, during his absence, in 
the Council of Fort William. 

The Administrative Government is divided into 
different departments; and the business of these 
departments is conducted by the secretaries. The 

.. Written in 1829, under the Charter of 1814. The Supreme Council now 
consists of the Governor-General, two members of the Civil Service, and an 
oftlcer of the Indian army; besides a legislative member, drawn ,from the 
legal profession in England, and an "extraordinary member"-the Com
mander-in-Chie£ 
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situation of these officers is not analogous to that 01 
a Secretary of State in this -country, or of Chief 
Secretary for Ireland. From their knowledge, and 
experience they are usually the confidential ad
visers of the Government; but they are merely 
ministerial officers, ~d when they have assumed (as 
has occurred in some late instances) a deliberate 
voice in Council, the practice is not sanctioned by 
the constitution of the office. 

Every act of the Government is made matter of 
record. A correspondence is maintained with the 
other presidencies-with the subordinate boards, 
and public functionaries of every description-with 
the authorities in China, the King's Governments of 
Ceylon and liauritius-and, regularly and exten-

i sively, with the Court of Directors; and in no part 
: of tho world,perhaps, are the proceedings of any 
Government detailed and recorded with the same 

, degree of minuteness and precision. This is done 
to afford. to the authorities at home better means 
:of revision and control; but the practice of re-

" :cording every paper, however unimportant, and of 
(corresponding so much in detail, is attended with 
great labor, expense, and delay, while the delay 
is often productive of inconvenience to individuals, 
and of injury to the public interests. It happens 
not unfrequently that papers extending to several 
thousand folio pages must be collected, arranged, 
and transcribed to enable the authorities in England 
to pass' judgment on a particular question, and to 
frame a despatch to India, and those who have not 
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witnessed the manner in which the correspondence! 
is conducted., can form no adequate idea of its ex-I 
tent, variety, and difficulty;* nor would it be pos-i 
sible to .carry it on without a large establishment, 
of able and experienced officers. 

Independently of the general powers of legislation, 
and of the exercise of supreme political authority 
over the territory of British India, extending prac
tically to the declaration of war, the conclusion of 
peace, and the formation of treaties and alliances
the local Government is invested with certain special 
powers for particular p\ll'Poses. 

From this review it will appear that the members 
of the Government formerly compo.sed the Courts of 
Suddur Dewanny Adawlut, and Nizamut Adawlut, 
or head civil and criminal courts of the country; • 
but these courts were new-modelled in 1801,· and 
the Governor-General in Council only exercises now 
the high p1;"erogative of granting pardon to criminals 
under sentence of death for capital offences. 

Although we have not yet assumed the imperial 
or regal titles and dignities, the British Government 
is the paramount authority in India. We have left 
these titles to a mere pensioner, partly upon con
siderations of political expediency, which are no 

• Forty-four folio volumes were collected sa the groundwork of our late 
despatches respecting Blljpootana. It ill not at all uncommon for the public 
despatches from Bengal to extend to several hundred paragraphs; and the 
most indefatigable reader find. it di1Jicult to get throngh the papers con
nected with these despatches within any moderate time.. Indeed, a per8Ol1 un
acquainted with the affaira of India cannot read them with any advantage, 
for he acarcely knOWI to what pointe to direct hie attention.-H. St-G.T. 

VOL. I. C 
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longer entitled to much weight, md partly from 
the inconvenience and incongruity of proclaiming 
the sovereign rule of the Crown of Great Britain . . 

while the temporary sway was committed to an 
anomalous body, whose power and influence it was 
of importance to uphold.· Even that symbol and 
attribute of sovereignty, the impression on the 
public coin, remains to the present day unchanged. 
We still coin* in the name of the deceased Emperor 
of Delhi, Shah Aulum; and in our epistolary cor
respondence with the native princes of. India, we 
observe much the same forms and etiquette which 
belong to the subordinate character of provincial 
administrators, or Viceroys of the Moghul. 

The time has arrived, I think, when these forms 
and observances may safely be dispensed with. The 
natives of India are fully aware of the nature and 
extent of our power, although few of them under
stand the precise import of the trust and authority 
delegated to the East India Company. They no 
longer look up to the House of Timour with the 
same sentiments of veneration. Mahrattas, Af
ghans, Persians, and Sikhs, have all combined with 
us to destroy the illusion; and those incidents, and 
that pretension which at one time might have 

.. At Fort St. George a coin has been issued bearing a. strange inscription, 
intended to designate the Honorable East India Company; but there is some· 
thing puerile, If not ludicrous, in .the barbarous terms of this inscription.
a St.G. T. 

[Since thi. was 'Written, coin:has been issued bearing the image and super
scription of the .Queen.] 
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aroused the je3Iousy of the Viziers of Oude, the 
Nizams of the Dekhan, and other high dignitaries, 
holding. like ourselves, .. om the imperial Cro~ 
'Would now pass unnoticed, or be quietly submitted 
to, under the impression that the real sovereignty 
of India now vests in the British Government. A 
fit occasion will soon occur for substituting the 
essence for the form of things. 

c2 
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• 

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES AND 
AUTHORITIES. 

CONSTITUTION OF THE COURT OF DIRECTORS. * 
THE prominent and obvious defects at present ex

isting in the constitution of the Court of Directors, 
are first, that responsibility does_ not anywhere at
tach; and, secondly, that the -different members are 
not employed in the way in which their services 
might be rendered most efficient and useful. No 
reference or regarJ' is had to their previous habits 
and acquirements; and men who might be benefi
cially engaged in tracing all the intricate mazes of 
Asiatic policy, are by a -preposterous arrangement 
doomed to waste their time unprofitably in cutting 
blocks with a razor. 

This strange distribution of -the business is pro
ductive of another great evil-delay, which is often 
-severely felt by the Governments abroad, as well as 
by individuals. The business is first prepared by 
those who 'know little or nothing about it-at least, 
it is liable to happen so. It is then brought before 
those who may happen to know more about it, dis-

• From a paper headed .. Desiderata," containing suggestions relative to 
the constitution of the Courts of Directors and Proprietors, and the appoint. 
ment of writers and cadets. 
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cussions ensue anew, dissents are recorded, the ques
tion at length finds its way up to the Board of Con
trol, and there, perhaps, eyerything is undone at. the 
private suggestion of a particular individual, whose 
opinion, founded on experience, is worth all the rest, 
and who ought to have been employed in the first 
instance. To remedy this evil I would suggest: 

That the Court of Directors, instead of deciding 
important questions, as heretofore, by ballot, be re
quired to record their individual opinions, or votes, 
whenever a dift'erence of opinion may occur on any 
particular question. 

The decision by ballot is a notable expedient for 
frittering away the small portion of responsibility 
which could attach to the· Directors individually; 
whereas one of the great defects of the present sys
tem is the absence of all responsibility. No man 
whose intentions are good, and whose principles are
correct, ought to be ashamed or to be afraid of re
cording his opinions; and it is essential to good go
vernment and to the ends of justice that important 
decisions should not be passed by men under the 
shelter of obscurity. 

-That the Directors be distributed into Com
mittees, . to be composed as follows: 

Secret and Political Committee to con-
sist of . • . • . • . . . . . 3 

Judicial (including the Law Department 
at home) • • • • • • • • • • 3 

Revenue (corresponding with the Terri:' 
torial Department of India) . • • • 3 
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Financial (including the Department of 
Accounts). & • • • • • • • • 3 

:Military (to be elected from the Military 
Service of India ex.clusively). . . . 3 

Commercial (comprehending China, the 
Warehouse Department, &c.)* . 6 

Marine. . e· • • • • • • .' • • 3 

24 

The Chairman and Deputy-Chairman to preside 
in any of the committees which they may judge it 
proper to attend, and one of them to be required 
to attend whenever the members present may be 
reduced below a quorum of three. Each com
mittee should assemble not less than twice in every 
week. 

The business of each particular department should 
be prepared in that department, and be submitted, 
with the opinion of the members, for the considera
tion and decision of the General Court of Directors; 
but the letters should be signed, and the responsi
bility be made to attach specially to the members 
of the particular committee. 

Each committee should have a separate secretary 
or head-clerk, and no person should be eligible to 
the office of secretary in the Judicial, .Revenue, and 
Military Departments, who should not have served 
in India in those departments, respectively, for a 

. period of not less than ten years. 
That no person be eligible to succeed to a vacancy 

• Written before the extinction of the monopoly. 
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in the Direction, occurring in the Judicial, o~ Re
venue Committees, unless he shall have served in 
India in the Judicial or Revenue Departments for 
a period of not less thaD. ten years .. 

At the present moment there is not, I believe, 
a single judicial servant in the Direction, although 
it is well known that the judicial and. revenue 
branches of the service constitute a distinct profes
sion, and that no individual who has not had. actual 
experience in conducting the business of those de
partments in India" can be competent ~ superintend 
them in this country. How is it possible that men, 
whatever may be their intelligence, can be qualified 
to judge of the system of legislation best suited to 
the habits, feelings, and character of a people whom 
they never saw? It is easy to manufacture consti
tutions and laws in the closet; but laws, to be useful 
and efficient, must be suited to the particular sub
jects to whom they are to be applied. The revenue 
system of India, too, may be considered peculiar to 
that country, and requires great skill and experience 
in its administration. At the present moment there 
is a question pending, upon the decision of which 
the tranquillity of our possessions under the Ben
gal Presidency perhaps depends. I mean the right 
of the landholders in the ceded and conquered pro
vinces to be admitted to the benefit of a permanent , 
settlement. They consider, very generally I believe, 
that the Government stand pledged to grant them 
this boon; and as they are a brave and warlike race 
of men, prudence should suggest (if no higher con-
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siderations influence us) the inexpediency and the 
danger of irritating their minds, and of exciting 
a spirit of disaffection by an act of injustice. 

COURT OF PROPRIETORS. 

I should prefer that the Proprietors of India 
Stock voted openly at the election of the Directors, 
instead of voting by ballot;· for it is notorious that 
votes are sometimes given to one individual after ~ 
they had been promised to another, and thi~ viola~ 
tiori of a moral principle can be committed by 
means of the ballot, without the risk of detection. 
Now, in framing every system for regulating the 
affairs of the community, every temptation to do 
wrong should, as far as possible, be removed; for 
the moral principle cannot be shaken in one instance, 
however trifling, without the danger of its being 
subverted altogether. 

THE ORGANISATION OF COMMITTEES. * 
HaVing seeri: the working of the official machinery 

of· the India~IIouse Government, . both abroad and 
in this country, for a long course of years, I may, 
without presumption, I hope, be permitted to offer 
some suggestions for its adjustment, with a view to 
render it more efficient and more suitable to existing 
circumstances. 

There "are two great objects to be kept in view 

• This paper, written in September, 1833, contains an amplification of 
the suggestions in the previons memorandum, on the Constitution of the 

. Court of Directors • .. . , 
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in remodelling the Committees of the Court of 
Directors. The one, to effect a more judicious dis
tribution of their labor, so as to bring their profes
sional knowledge to bear upon professional ques
tions; the other, to :fix the responsibility of the act 
upon the actor. 

Under present arrangements a member of the 
Court, who may be peculiarly qualified, by know
ledge and experience, for a particular duty, is per
haps employed in a branch of the business with 
which he is altogether unacquainted. .All the Direc
tors are expected to know and to attend to every
thing; but the business is of such magnitude, and 
of so diversified a character, that this is impossible, 
and a great deal of their work is accordingly done 
in a hasty and an unsatisfactory mannel:. It is 
sometimes prepared, in the first. instance, by those 
who are little acquainted with its details and pro
bable tendency; it is then to be revised, and perhaps 
undone, by others better informed ;"wd the conse
quence is, that delays are created very injurious to 
the public service, and that, in many' instances, a 
good deal of patchwork is produced, be~ring no de
terminate character. No individual,I think, can 
have been a member of the Court for six or seven 
years without experiencing the inconvenience of the 
present arrangements; and there are few, I suspect, 
who have not felt that they were sometimes mis
placed, and that their time and labor had been 
misapplied. . 

To remedy this evil, and to distribute the labQ~ ... 
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of the Court in a way to render it more efficient, * 
and to provide at the same time for the greater 
despatch of the public business, I would propose 
that the Court be divided into three principal com
mittees, the members to be selected and nominated 
by ballot, the chairman of the Court being ex-o.fficio 
a member of all corn.ID.ittees, and the-deputy-chair
man being in like manner, ex-officio, the chairman 
of the first, or political and military committee j-

The first, or political and military committee, to 
be composed of eight members, including the deputy
chairman, who will preside ;-

The second, or legislative, judicial, revenue, and 
financial committee, to be composed of eight mem
bers;-

The tl}.ird, or commercial, marine, ecclesiastical, 
house and civil college committee, to be composed 
of seven members, and to embrace all those branches 
of the public business which are transacted in what 
is called the "Yublic Department" in India ;-

The chairman of the Court to exercise a general 
superintend~nce over the conduct of the public busi
ness, as well as over the ministerial officers of the 
court;-

A chairman to be appointed by the Court, by 
ballot, to preside in the second and third commit
tees for the term of one year; but to be re-eligible . 
on its expiration;-

.. This is become more especially necessary, now that the Board are em
powered to exercise 80 direct a control over the correspondenCe and proceed
~gHfthe Court. 
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In cases where the subject may be connected with 
the business of two committees, a joint-committee 
to be formed j-

Each committee to prepare and sign its own de
spatches to India; but the chairman of the Court, or 
any member of the committee, to be at liberty to re
move into Court, by motion, any case or question for 
the consideration and decision of the Court collec
tively;-

The majority of the Court passing the final deci
sion on such appeal, to sign and be held responsible 
for the despatch j-

All despatches prepared by committees to pass 
through the Court j and any member to be at liberty 
to move for their re-consideration, or re-commit
ment; and should any amendment be adopted, the 
members voting in the majority, to sign and be re
sponsible for the despatch;-

Three members of a committee to constitute a 
quo1'1llrfl,; but the committees' generally to be at 
liberty to call in the assistance of other members of 
the Court, to aid their deliberations, on particular 
occasions j-.. 

The Court to refer any question for consideration 
and report to a particular committee, or joint-com-
mittee;- ' 

Any member of a committee, dissenting from the 
decision of the majority, to be at liberty to record 
a protest, and to move in Court for the production 
of that, or any other document, with a view to the 
re-consideration of the question ;-
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Particular questions before the political committee 
to be made secr~t, when judged necessary; and in 
such cases, the question not to be removable into 
Court, except on the motion of the chairman of the 
Court. 

The first committee to be divided into two 
branches, political and military, and to have a sepa
rate secretary and establishment for each depart
ment. 

The second committee to be divided into three 
branches-I, Legislative and Judicial; 2, Revenue; 
and 3, Financial; and to have a separate secretary 
and establishment for each department, the auditor 
being ex officio secretary in the financial depart
ment. 

The third committee to be divided into two 
branches-I, Oomme1'cial and Marine, and 2, Pub
lic, or Miscellaneous; and to have a secretary and 
establishment for each department. 

The foregoing suggestions are calculated, I think, 
to effect the re-organisation of our committees by 
very simple means; and I will only add a brief ex
planation of the grounds on which I.propose the 
particular distribution of the business. 

The political and military affairs of the Indian 
Governments are often very much connected and 
blended; and the military members of the Court 
have, in various instances, been employed in diplo
matic situations. There will, therefore, be an ob
vious convenience in uniting the political and mili
tary duties in the same committee. 
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The revenue and judicial branches of the service 
in India are, in the same manner, very much con
nected and interwoven together; and some of our 
members have been emp~oyed in both departments. 
Their knowledge and experience will, therefore, be 
brought more generally into' use, by placing these 
two branches of the public business under one and 
the same committee. 

The business of the third committee will corre
spond generally with that which is conducted in the 
"Public Department" of India; and will call for 
commercial knowledge, as well as for general expe
rience, in carrying on the miscellaneous concerns of 
a great Government. 

Under the proposed arrangement, the chairman 
of the Court will be relieved from a portion of 
those duties which cannot be well performed by any 
one individual; and a direct responsibility will at
tach to the chall'lIlaD. of the three committees, who 
will be called upon to execute the work which at 
present devolves on irresponsible officers. 

I may be supposed to have abridged the functions 
of the deputy:.-chairman of the Court, but I do so ad
visedly. I perceive no adva:ntage from his follow
ing the chairman into all the committees. If these 
functionaries act in concert, they have too great a 
preponderance in a small committee; if they dis
agree, some inconvenience may be experienced from 
their collision. My object is to render the· chair
man of the committees real, efficient, responsible 
functionaries in their respective departments; for if 
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we do not give them. weight and importance, those 
best quaJified for the situation will not undertake 
the onerous duties which it will impose upon them. 

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS OF THE COURT OF 

DIRECTORS. * . 
The retention of the power to recall governors 

and commanders-in-chief appears to me to be highly 
essential to the respectability and efficiency of the 
Court of Directors. . This power has been rarely 
exercised, and there can be no temptation to abuse 
it; but if it be withdrawn, the public functionaries 
abroad may set at naught the authority of the Court, 
and may hold us in contem:{>t. A governor may be 
lavish in the public expenditure-may think only of 
providing for his own dependents or those of the 
ministry-may be indolent and inactive, or arbi
trary and capricious in the exercise of his powers; 
and, notwithstanding these and other defects of cha
racter and conduct, he will retain :firm possession of 
his station, as long as he can succeed in propitiating 
the ministry of the day, who may be interested in 
his continuance in. office, and even derive influence 
and advantage from his mal-admini~tration. 

I consider the control of the army should con
tinue to be vested in the Court of Directors. I do 
not observe that the Indian army is noticed in the 
proposed plan;. but as the question of incorporating 

• From a paper, written in March, 1833, reviewing the plan of Indian 
government, "nuder the new charter, proposed by the King'. ministers. 
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it with his Majesty's army was discussed at a former 
perio~ and as a great deal of evidence has been 
taken before the Committee of the House of Com
mons on the expediency of such an incorporation, 
it would, I think, have been satisfactory if it had 
been specifically declared that it was not the inten
tion of his J\Iajesty's ministers to propose any mate
rial change in the constitution of that force, which 
has hitherto been maintained as a distinct corps, 
deriving its existence from the East India Company, 
and owing allegiance to that body. 

I attach little importance to the proposal to de
prive the Court of Directors of the power of ma~jDg 
small grants of money, and of bestowing small pen
sions and annuities. We have not abused the power, 
I hope; and whether it be quite delicate to with
draw it without a necessity, or any apparent reason, 
I am quite satisfied that the public expenditure 
should be subject to as much check and control as 
possible. While men act right, and only desire to 
do that which is just and proper, they· can feel no 
objection to the most rigid scrutiny of their proceed
ings. 

Regarding the number of members to constitute 
the Court of Directors, I would observe that-

If the number of Directors were to be determined 
now for the first time, and the Court were relieved 
from their commercial duties, I should say that 
twenty, or even sixteen Directors might conduct the 
territorial business; but I can perceive,no sufficient 
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reason for a change; and I should be disposed to 
l'etain the present number in preference, for the fol
lowing reasons: 

We are more likely to find the knowledge and 
experience necessary for conducting such diversified 
and complicated duties in the larger number. 

The patronage can with more safety be assigned 
to the larger number. 

There is a greater probability of our commanding 
the services of men of 'high character and inde
pendent fortune. One of the practical advantages of 
the present system, strange and anomalous as it 
may appear in theory, is, that it collects together 
men from different branches of society, possessing 
habits of business, and varied knowledge and expe
rience in almost every profession and department of 
the public service; and these different elements ope
rate mutually as checks upon each other. Their con
nexions are numerous; and supported, as they gene
rally have been, by the Proprietary, and by this once 
powerful city, they constitute a great and influen
tial body, which no ministry could safely attempt to 
coerce while they act upon sound public principles. 
Their power: and, independence would diminish with 
the diminution of their number; and they would no 
longer constitute a barrier to protect the interests of 
India against the selfish policy which too often dis
plays itself in this country. 

Party spirit;~which is apt, no doubt, to impede 
public business,' may be found among four as well as 
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among twenty-four: a. fact which was strikingly 
illustrated during the memorable administration of 
the late Mr. Hastings in India. 

It is quite true that business proceeds, in general, 
with more despatch when conducted by small num. 
bers of men, and that responsibility- can be made 
more direct and efficient. But it would not be diffi. 
cult, I think, to accomplish these objects, by dividing 
the Court into committees upon a different system. 
This is suggested to us in the proposed plan; but it 
is matter of internal arrangement, which the Court 
are competent to adopt without any legislative pro. 
vision.. A very simple 'and easy modification of our 
committees would enable us to apply our knowledge, 
and to distribute our labor in a more useful manner, 
and would supersede the necessity for substituting' 
seals and a secretar!/ s signature to our despatches, 
as proposed, since the committee which should pre. 
pare the despatches right be required to attest them 
under a personal responsibility. 

But the greatest difficulty which the proposed plan 
of administration involves remains to be noticed; 
namely, the disposition of the powers of the Board 
and the Court, in such manner as to ma4ttain a just 
equipoise, without compromising the efficiency of the 
system. This is a difficulty inherent in the complex 
problem to be resolved. 

Unity of design and action is, I acknowledge, very 
essential in the exercise of politi~al power; but the 
plan before us would seem to put us forward before 
the public as an administrative body, to be entrusted 

VOL. I. D 
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with certain mechanical functions, while all substan- " 
tial power would vest in the Board. It would make 
us something like a steam-engine, which the hand of 
the engineer is wont to stop or put in motion at plea- • 
sure. Now, the very worst system of administration 
is, I think, that which assigns ostensible responsi
bility without actual power, and bestows unlimited 
power without direct responsibility. 

Still, however, we must not be too. fastidious. The 
present system is by no means perfect. It works 
tolerably well, because it commands the services of 
respectable, upright, and independent men. Good 
instruments will improve an indifferent systelll, aild 
take much of the evil out of a bad one. If we fly off 
because things are not placed precisely on the foot
ing which we would wish, the new machinery may 
fall into worse hands, and the people of India will 
be the great sufferers. 

I will state concisely the points which it appears 
to me necessary to insist upon; and which, if con
ceded," would enable the Court, I hope, to· continue 
to a~t as a useful" organ for administering the affairs 
of India. 

1st. The Pourl to retain the initiative in all cases, 
except those which relate to the secret political 
correspondence with India. 

2n~. The Court to retain the absolute' power of re
calling governors and commanders-in-chief, as well 
as all other public functionaries and servants, with
out the exercise of a veto by the Board. 

ard. The Court" to retain the military patronRoooe, 
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and the control of the Indian army and the estab~
m.ents,abroad, upon the present footing. 

4th. The Board to continue, as at present, to exer-
• cise the power of sen~ out political despatches 
throug!t a secret committee of the Court; and to exer
cise further, upon their own, responsibiJity, the same 
powers which have been conferred on the Governor
General in Council in India, of acting without the 
concurrence of the Court, on all matters involving 
questions of international law, the obligation and ' 
construction of treaties, the levying of war, making 
peace, and, generally, on an matters purely of a 
political character; but in cases where the Board 
may so act on their separate responsibility, the 
grounds of their proceeding to be regularly recorded; 
and such powers n~t to extend to. revenue; judicial, 
commercial, or military matters. 

5th. The Board td have the power of altering 
despatches prepared by the Court; but should the 
Court demur upon any important 'occasion. (after 
remonstrance, or a personal conference) to adopt 
such alterations, in cases involving a great public 
principle-as, contracts with the public creditors~ 
engagements with the landholders, and the like-the . 
Court to be at libe'rly to bring such questions before 
the Privy Council; and the Cou,rt to be' bound to 
carry into effect any orders which may issue under 
the sanction of that tribunal. But, in all cases, 
the Court to be at liberty to record' their protest or 
dissent from orders issued by the Board upon their 
separate responsibility; and copies of all such pro
tests or dissents to be printed every year; and sub .. 

D2 . 
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mitted to Parliament, and to the Court of Proprie
tors;* except in instances where, from the na~ure of 
the subject (the discipline ~f the army, and the like), • 
publicity may, in the judg1llent of the Court, be 
liable to produce public inconvenience. • 

6th. In cases of minor importance, where the 
Court may differ from the Board, without being 
prepared to oppose the alterations made in their 
despatches, the Board to have the power of ordering 
the despatches so altered by them to be forwarded 
immediately to India; but· the 'Court to be at liberty 
to enter a protest upon their proceedings, in all cases 
where they may see fit to do so. 

7th. The Board to exercise a veto in the case of 
all monel grants and pensions, both at home and 
abroad, as well as on the creation of new officers, 
and, generally, a restrallring power over the public 
expenditure, both in this country and in India. 

It appears to me ,that, with some such provision, 
the Court might safely undertake to become the 
organ of the territorial administration; and it is 

'" Mr. Tucker felt very strongly on this subject. He never ceased to con· 
tend that the Court of Directors, both in their general administrative capa· 
city, and as represented in the Secret Committee, ought to have the right of 
publicly recording their protests against the acts oC the Board of Control. In 
1846, he was involved in a correspondence with the President of the Board 
relative to the right of the JPembers of the Secret Committee to record their 
protests. The President dec1ared that such protests coula only be received 
as "private hints." Mr. Tucker wrote in reply: "I never could persuade 
myself that the Legislature intended to constitute the Secret Committee mere 
unreflecting automata, commissioned to attest despatches, for this office 
could have been equolly well performed by a secretary or a seal. A member 
of the Committee cannot ruter a despatch prepared by the Board; but surely 
he can relieve himselffrom responsibility, by recording his opinion when it 
appears to him to be liable to objections on public grounds."-See further 
remarks by Mr. Tucker on this subject at pp. 46, 47, 4S. 
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unquestionably our d~ty to smooth the way, as far 
as possible, to a satisfactory settlement of the great 

. questions at issue with his Majesty's ministers. 

THE ·CONSTITUTION OF THE BOA.ltD OF CONTROL. 

[Written in October, 1841.] 

The Board of Co~ssioners for the .Affairs· of 
India are ·now invested with large powers by the 
Legislature for superintending the administration of 
that country. 

It is unquestionable that, where large powers ro:,e 
to be exercised, there should be direct responsibility; 
and that there should also be found knowledge and 
experience to regulate their exercise. In no country 
is a knowledge of localities, and of the particular 
subject-matter to be dealt with, more necessary than 
in India, where we find pe.culiarities and diversities 
in the religion" laws, usages, habits, languages, and 
character of the people; while a knowledge of all 
these is only to be obtained by long experience and 
a residence among them. 

To apply these premises, Without further preamble, 
I would observe that the India Board, although com
manding great talent and general knowledge, is 
likely to be deficient in that local and professional 
knowledge ·which are essential to the good govern
ment of India. 

I will adduce one instance to show how much 
depends upon an accurate acquaintance with the 
usages and languages of India. 
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4.a despatch to India, some· years ago, the claims 
to a large J agheer were adjudicated, under circum
stances which appeared to my late friend, Mr. Ed
monstone, and myself to be extraordinary and sus
picious; a garaen, and the Jagheer, having been 
assigned to a party who appeared to us to have no 
just claims to the succession. We consulted the' 
records abroad in the English .language, and found 
that the Court's despatch was supported by them; 
but Mr. E., not feeling sa?sfied, referred to the 
original deed in the Persian language, and there 
we found that the whole case hinged upon an erro
neOustranslation~ the conjunction" and" having 
b~ substituted for the preposition " in;" that is, 
the original deed conveyed the garden of -- in 
the J agheer of --, .instead of the garden and the 
Jagheer. 

Here we have a decis~onof the local authorities, 
founded in a mistake which had escaped the notice 
of the Government abroad and their officers; and 
which our chairs and our officers, and the president 
and secretaries of the Board, had not detected, and 
could not possibly detect, without the vigilance and 
critical knowledge of an individual conversant with 
the languages. Yet, upon the decision of these 
authorities, the destination of a large property de
pended. 

I do not mean to intimate that such cases are 
common; but I do submit that the usefulness, the 
efficiency, and the moral influence of the Board 
would be greatly increased, by its commanding the 
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services of a function3.ry fa.milia,r with the adJ:p.inis
tration of India. I would say that the appoint
ment of a vice-president to the Board, possessing 
experience and a knowledge of the' country, might 
be expected to produce the following advantages: 

1st. There would be a responsible functionary on 
• the spot to officiate for the president, in the-event of 

his illness 01 absence. 
2ndly. This functionary woul.d be able to collect 

and 8.lT8noOO6 the necessary materials, whenever ,an 
Indian question was to be brought into either House 
of Parlia.ment by the president or the secretaries of 
the Board. • 

3rdly. He would be able to assist the president in 
his negotiations with the chairs, and in smoothing 
away those difficulties which sometimes occur from 
a difference of opinion between the Board and the 
Court. . 

, . 
4thly. He would be able to apply his historical 

and professional knowledge beneficially in assisting 
to revise the drafts of despatches to India. 

Other advantages might be pointed out; but this 
brief snmmary may be found sufficient to justify the 
proposition which I have ventured to submit. 

It is well known that in all the great depart
mentsof the State there is a vice-president, or a 
deputy, to aid the cabinet minister in conducting 
the business of his department. In the India Board 
alone is this provision wanting, although the affairs 
of India require it, perhaps, in a greater degree than 
it is required in other departments, where the minis-
'.~ • 4' 
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ter is generally familiar with all the details of 
business .. 

The station being respectable and honorable, I 
have no doubt that the services of a well qualified 
and independent man might be obtained on a mode
rate stipend (say 10001. per annum); and I should 
hope that the Court of Directors would be ready to ~ 
concur in making the necessary disposition for pro
viding for an arrangement which may tend essen
tially to promote the interests of the public service. 

The foregoing suggestion was submitted to a high 
authority some months ago; but my meaning ap
pears,- in one particular, to have been misappre
hended. It was supposed that I suggested the ap
pointment of a Persian translator to the Board; but 
the instance adduced by me, where a singular error 
had been discovered in a singular manner, was in
tended only to illustrate the ad-rnntage to be derived 
from a knowledge of ihe 'usages, laws, and habits of 
the people. An error Qftranslation rarely occurs, and 
still more rarely can it be detected; since the docu
ments in the native language are seldom transmitted 
to this country. It was a familiarity with the usages 
of the people which led to a more minute exami
nation of the case; and the detection of an error 
was a consequence, and not a cause. I could have 
brought forward much more important cases, where 
the decision of the home authorities was liable to 
affect the most'.weighty interests; and where the 
justice of that decision depended upon the applica

. tion of knowledge and sound principles in the act !If 
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adjudication. For example,-a despatch to India 
had. been drafted in 1834, authorising the deposition 
of the King of Oude, upon the abstract proposition 
that all government was instituted .for the benefit 
of the people; and that, ~ his Majesty had not 
governed well, it was fitting that he should be set 

. aside. This decision was strenuously opposed by two 
gentlemen at the Board, * who had been in the civil 
service of India, and whose opinions came 4t aid of 
the chairman of the day, and enabled him to quash 
the despatch which had been proposed. 

Another instance may be mentioned. It had been 
determined by the authorities abroad, by the Court, 
and by the Board, to resume, as an escheat, the J ag
heer of Rampoor, which had been assigned to the 
Rohillah chief, Fyze-Oolla Khan, and settled on his 
descendants as an hereditary fief; butthe late Presi
dent of the Board, on being made acquainted with 
the sentiments of two' members of the Court, who 

. were well acquainted with the facts and merits of 
the case, and who foresaw that great evils must 
result from the resumption, was induced to revise 
the decision; and the J agheer, most fortunately, has 
been restored to the. family. 

Other cases could be cited, to show that the most 
important advantages might be secured by giving to 
the President of the Board an assessor or assistant, \ 
or a third secretary, from, Ute Service of India, 
fami1iar with the usages, laws, and character of the 
people of that country j-that he would, by this . 

• Mr. H. "Ellis and Mr. Holt Mackenzie. 
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means, be relieved .from some duties to which he 
cannot possibly pay all the necessary attentio~; and 
that, by strengthening his machinery, the influence, 
authority, and reputation of the Board would be 
raised, with certain advantage" to the public service. 

I might add, that in order to secure constitutional 
responsibility for the disbursement of the public 
money, it would be desirable to have an officer at 
the Boa.rd whose special duty it should be to watch 
over those disbursements which are made as "Secret 
Service Money," under a direct responsibility to the 
East India Company and" to Parliament. Large 
sums have been issued under this head of late years, 
through the Secret Committee, and' no account has 
ever been rendered of their application; although 
different members of the Court of Directors have, at 
various times, called for the necessary explanations, 
and have protested against the exercise of a power, 
which is p.able to abuse,· by parties who incur no 
responsibility. ·It occurs to me that this objection 
might be removed by having an officer at the Board 
specially commissioned to superintend the applica
tion of the" Secret Service Money," and liable to 
be called upon by Parliament t9 verify the accounts, 
and to justify the disbursements. 



.THE SECRET COMMITTEE. 

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SECRET COMMITTEE. 

[Written in September, 1846.] 

The 35th section of the last Charter Act [3rd & 4th 
Will. IV., cap. 85] provides for the appointment of 
a Secret Committee by the Court of Directors "for" 
the particular purposes in this Act specified." 

The 36th section provides that any despatches, &c., 
treating of war or peace, or of negotiations with 
native princes or .other states, which" shall be of 
a nature to require secrecy," shall be transmitted 
through the Secret Committee. 

Now, from these premises I deduce-1st. That the 
Secret Committee, being appointed by the Court of 
Directors, is responsible to the Court; that, as a de
legated body, it cannot exercise functions with which 
it has not been expressly charged; and that it cannot 
usurp the powers properly appertaining to the body 
which delegates . 
. 2ndly. That the Secret Committee, in becoming 
the organ of the Board for the transmission of de
spatches relating to war or pea;e, or political nego
tiations "of a natpre to require secrecy," are re
sponsible to the Court, if it shall afterwards appear 
that such despatches are illegal or unconstitutional, 

. or that they have trenched upon some right or pri
vilege, vested in the Court, and that they were not 
"of a nature to require secrecy." 

3rdly. That it is competent to the ,Secret Commit
tee, in aU' such cases, to place on record, either col
lectively or individually, a dissent or prot~st, setting" ". 
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forth their objections to th~ particular despatch, in 
order to relieve themselves from the responsibility 
attaching to it; and that it is incumbent upon the 
Board, in all ,such cases, to receive and to record any 
such dissent or protest upon their proceedings. 

Many cases might be cited where the legality of 
an order might be questioned upon the clearest and 
most indisputable grounds. No man can be required 
to commit an act contrary to the laws of God and of 
his country; but witho~t referring to extreme cases, 
it may be observed that a public functionary might 
demur (and he would incur responsibility if he. did 
not demur) to orders directing the misappropriation 
or misapplication of the public mon~y. 

But a case more within the range .of possibility 
might be cited. 

The Court of Directors are the natural and consti
tutional protectors of their own servants, civil and 
military. 

Would it be competent to the Board of Commis
sioners, through the Secret Committee, and without 
tlte intervention, or- knowledge of tlte Oourt, to dis
miss, or to order the dismissal of a public functionary 
from office, such dismissal necessarily becoming an 
overt act, and not therefore being "of a nature to 
requh:e secrecy," or to render it possible? 

As this question may involve personal conse
quences, and perhaps public inconvenience, I will 
add a few general remarks explanatory of my views 
on the subject: . 

The constitution of this country, I apprehend, does 
not recognise any secret tribunal, invested with un-
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limited powers, and acting without responsibility. 
The Inquisition and the Star Chamber have long 
since been abolished. 

The cabinet deliberates in secret, and' issues secret 
orders, but the minister is responsible to Parliament 
and the country for all his acts. 

The House of Commons hav~ lately assumed the 
power of imprisonment for real or supposed offencml 
against its privileges; but there are few reflecting 
men in the c01lD;try who did not feel with the.Chief 
Justice, that every British subject is under the pro
tection of the law. 

The Boaxd of Commissioners ·axe empowered to 
check, restrain, and control the Court of Directors in 
all matters oi a public nature; but the Court have 
the power to remonstrate and ultimately to protest; 
and Section 33 of the last Charter Act provides that, 
in case of a difference of opinion between the two 
authorities, involving a question of la"-!,, a reference 
shall be made to the Judges of hi~ Majesty's Court 
of Queen's Bench. 

The Boaxd, "in all matters of a nature to require 
secrecy" (and no other, I presume), are empowered 
to send out orders to the Governments of India 
through the Secret Committee; and the particular 
cases in which the necessity for resorting to this' 
channel is contemplated, are specially referred to
(the occurrence otwax, &c., &c.). 

But does it follow that this committee was to be 
used as a mere passive instrument for attesting 
despatches, This manual office could be equally., 
well performed by a secretary. 
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Is it not more' reasonable to assume that the 
Legislature intended to ,assign a f11ll'tction to the. 
committee? that it wa1;! intended that the Secret 
Committee, ~hosen from the most· experienced of 
the Directors, should act as assessors to the Board 
-should 'aid with their advice, and incur a respon
sibility ? Can it be ,supposed that a committee so 

'appointed was intended only to perform a mer~ 
mechanical part in the most important branch of 
Indian administration? 

If my notions of the powers and functions of the 
Secret Committee ~e correct, it will follow that their 
authority does not extend to cases not requiring 
secrecy, such as are involved in the a~stration of 
public justice-in the management of the public re
venue-and in the conduct of the public servants; 

~ for in these cases secrecy is manifestly impracticable. 
~d if these premises be sound, and ~e candidly 

admitted, it ~ appear, I apprehend, that the Board, 
through the Secr~t. Committee, have transgressed 
their authority in very many instances, in regu
lating the internal administration of Scinde in 
matters which did not require, and which did not 
admit of secrecy; 

I would then ask, in what manner should a 
. member of the Committee proceed who' dissents 
from the orders of the Board on the ground that 
they transcend the legitimate authority of that body? 
Is he not at liberty to record his opinions, and to 
protest? Is he not responsible to the Court and to 

~ 

. the country, if he neglect to protest? 
And if he decline to sign what he believes to be 
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an illegal order; does he incur any penalty? what 
process can be used against him to enforce his sig
nature? and what means has he of protecting him
self, placed, as he may be,' in the dilemma. of either 
committing what he believes to be an illegal act, or 
of refusing obedience to a constituted authority? 

THE COURT OF DmECTORs AND THE :BOARD OF 
CONTROL.-

.... I am willing to hope that his Majesty's 
ministers intend to render the Court a useful and 
efficient ~rgan of administration; but, at present, I 
cannot perceive how that object is to be accomplished., 
while all real power is reserved to the Board. We 
shall only, I fear, b~ome a screen interposed between 
the Government and the British people. The Govern-, 
ment will not have the direct responsibility which 
ought to attach to the exercise of power; and we 
shall have the discredit of measures which we may 
have disapproved and opposed .. 

It is not' easy, I admit, to point out a safe and 
lDlobjectionable c.ourse; for there are difficulties in
herent in the nature of the thing to be obtained:
~od government, by a mixed agency and a judicious 
distribution of powers. The Court were of op:inj.on 
that publicity would afford the best security against 
maladministration; since men acting under the public 
eye may be expected, generally, to act with cau
tion and correctness. The right to appeal to another 
tribunal may be expected to produce good, although 
rarely exercised. All we have contended for is the 

. • From a paper written in 1833. 
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privilege of laying our protests before Parliament in 
particular cases. This could only be done on great 
and ~portant occasions; and if the privilege should 
ever" be abused by factious men, the remedy would 
rest with Parliament itself. A vote of c~nsure would 
strip them of all credit; and render it impossible for 
them to retain their places. An appeal to the Court 
of Proprietors could scarcely produce the same effect; 
although I am sensible that an appeal to the public 
through this channel woUld not be without its use. -

I repeat, that we have gained muc~ in the course 
of our negotiation with his Majesty's ministers; but 
more might have been conceded to us without public 
inconvenience; and not only with advantage to the 
proprietors, but with benefit to the national interests, 
which, I am persuaded, would have been best con
sulted by continuing the East India Company as the 
organ of the territorial remittance, and as the instru
ment of supplying the British consUmer -with the 
article of tea. But we are now i.IJ. the hands of Par-

-liament; and must submit to the wisdom of the 
Legislature, the guardian of the national welfare. I 
still hope that the two points at issue may be con
ceded to us. 

The extension of the Guarantee Fund, although 
of importance to us, cannot be matter of irriportance 
to his Majesty's Government .• The privilege of re
sorting to Parliament, where two authorities are 
supposed to exercise a concurrent jurisdiction, might, 
no doubt, produce incoJivenierice if abused; but there 
is no reason to apprehend abuse; and as the Court 
of Directors will- be stripped of all that influence 
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which their commercial character gave them-as 
they have now little connexion with Parliament
and as their patronage, which also' conferred influ
ence, will probably be placed on a different footing, 
it appears to me that the independence of the Court 
'ought to be better secured;. and its power to be 
strengthened rather than curtailed, if it is to per
form any useful office in the administration of India. 
I cannot lift up the veil which hangs over the future; 
it may conceal from us sunshine or storms. The 
plan of his Majesty's ministers has not been fully 
disclosed to us, and it may not yet have received its 
last finish; but viewing it, as I must do, in the 
form in which it has been presented to us, my im
pression is, that it must fail, and that its failure will 
produce financial, commercial; and perhaps political 
deraIlooocment. His Majesty's Government have been 
urged forward by the popular yoice; to take from the 
East India Company every part of the China trade; 
but public opinion, on this subject, appears to me 
already to have undergone a change. The merchant 
is already calling for our protecting shield, and the 
manufacturer for our fostering care. Let not truth 
arid reason come too late. I do feel a most anxious 
solicitude on this subject; and it is that strong feel
ing which has impelled me to place my. opinions 
upon record. 

VOL. I. E 
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THE SUPREME GOVERNMENT AND THE MINOR GOVERN

MENTS OF INDIA. * 
To the proposition of Mr. -- for the formation 

of a fourth presidency I have not the smallest ob
iection; on the contrary, the Board ·of Commis
sioners, of which I was a member, in their report 
to the Supreme Government of the 13th April, 
1808, were induced to recommend "that a more 
efficient authority be established in the ceded and 
conquered provinces;" and the grounds· for this 
recommendation, far from being weakeried, have 
acquired force from the extension of our territory 
and connexions, and from the unsettled state of our 
western provinces and the adjoining country of 
Oude. 

I consider the imperial city of Agra to be par
ticularly well adapted for the seat of the new Go
vernment. Situated on the J umna, it has, to some 
extent, the advantage of river navigation; it has 
a fortress for the· protection of our treasure and 
archives; it is sufficiently near to Delhi, to llhurt
pore, Gwalior, Rajpootana, and other points which 
must always be observed with care and vigilance; 
and it is not only centrically placed with reference 
to the territory likely to be assigned to the new pre
sidency, but it occupies an intermediate and conve
nient station between Calcutta and Bombay; it is 

• From a paper mitten in 1833, reviewing the provisions of the present 
•. ' .Charter" Act. 
0';"'" 
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also near the principal stations of the Bengal army 
-Muttra, Meerut, &c. 

But upon the constitution of this, and the other 
subordinate presidencies, I differ widely from the 
views entertained by the President of the Board, 
whose proposition goes to degrade them into mere 
lieutenancies, stripped of a council, and deprived of 
all independent authority; the Supreme Govern
ment being invested with "a precedent and pre
ventive, in place of a 8ubsequent and corrective 
control" '\Vhat functions of government are these 
lieutenants intended to exercise ? We are told that 
they are to have a council of "secretaries;" but 
~e these ministerial officers to deliberate and vote 
under a direct responsibility? And are they to be 
remunerated with salaries equal to those which have 
hitherto been received by the members of Govern
ment ? If so, there is only a change of name; and 
the executive duties of the secretary will soon, no 
doubt, be consigned to some inferior officer. If 
they are not to be deliberative and _responsible func
tionaries, in what situation will not the Government 
be placed? Some man of rank will be appointed 
governor, or lieutenant-governor, who has never 
seen anything of Indiar-who is unacquainted with 
the languages, manners, and feelings of the people, 
and who must depend upon the advice of an :irre
sponsible secretary for conducting all the affairs of 
his government. The members of council are not 
only qualified.in general, by their knowledge -and 
experience, to give wholesome advice to the new _~_ 

E2 
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governor, but they are a constant check upon him; 
and by recording their minutes, when a difference of 
'opinion occurs, the home authorities are enabled to 
form a more correct judgment on the merits of every 
case which may be brought under their notice. 

I see no objection to the Supreme Government 
bemg ,invested with a general power of restraint 
on: the public expenditure at the subordinate presi
·dencies; and it may be useful that the regulations 
framed at those presidencies should ·be submitted for 
sanction to the superior authority, in order that 
uniformity in the general principles of legislation 
may be preserved; but I am by no means' of opinion 
that legislation should vest entirely and exclusiveiy 
in the- Supreme Government. It: appears' to me 
that laws should be .adapted to the 'state of the par-
· ticular society; and the local administration must 
· certainly be best qualified to judge of the wants of 
the community over which it presides. ,Absolute 

,uniformity in legislation is neither necessary nor 
,desirable, nor perhaps practicable. 

Nothing can be more dissimilar, than the charac
ter and habits of different classes of the population 
of India; and no assumption could be more falla
cious than that the same laws would answer equally 
well for them all. The natives of Bengal Proper 

· bear no resemblance to the inhabitants of . Upper 
Hindostan; and, although I cannot speak from the 
same personal knowledge, I have reason to ,believe 
that t}te 'Mahrattas' of the Deccan, and the N airs, 
Mossllas, and bther inhabitants of the peninsula, are 
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distinguished in a remarkable manner from both. 
Why is it that the regulations of 1795 for Benares 
have been found more suitable and easy of execution 
than other parts of our code P Simply because the 
Benares regulations were drafted on the spot, JlPon 
an accurate knowledge of the condition and wants of 
the particular society. I contend, then, .that the 
power of legislation should be continued ,in the 
subordinate governments; although I do not object 
to their being required to submit their regulations 
for revision, and for the ultimate sanction of· the 
supreme authority in India. 

I am of opinion that the seat of the Supreme. Go
vernment should be fixed in Calcutta; and I could 
assign many reasons for this opinion,in opposition to 
that of Lord William Bentinck (who prefers "Alla
habad"), if the question were still open for considera
tion. The provinces from Benares* eastward, in
cluding Arrac'an and' the settlements on the coast 
of Tenasserim, would constitute, I think, the proper 
limits of the superior presidency; and as these pro~ 
vinces have, with the exception of our late acquisi
tions from the Burmese, been long settled, the super
intendence of their internal affairs would, not impose 
upon the Supreme Government any very onerous 
duties, or interfere materially with the exercise of a 
general control over the other presidencies. The 

• There would be a convenience in this division on financial considerations. 
The Furruckabad mpee is the currency of the upper provinces, from Benares 
westward; the Calcutta sicca mpee alone circulates in the lower provinces 
east of Benares.-H. St.G. T. 
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chief functions of the Governor-General in Council 
will, no doubt, be legislative and political, with a 
general superintendence; but it appears to me by no 
means advisable to divest the Supreme Government 
of the immediate management of a particular terri
tory. This sort of abstraction would separate it too 
much from the people; and remove it too far from 
the sphere of their internal conce~. One great 
evil incidental to our rule is, that the Governors of 
India can rarely become acquainted with the people 
over whom they are placed. 

The projected change in the construction of the 
Supreme Government appears to me to call for the 
most serious consideration. It is to be composed of 
Beven members instead of Jour, the present number j 
and the councillors are to be appointed "by the 
Court, t()itl~ the approbation oJthe King," instead of 
being selected, as at present, by the Court, without 
any interference on the part of his Majesty's minis
ters. For the proposed addition of three members I 
can perceive no sufficient reason; even if no objection 
occurred on the ground of expense. With one hand 
we take away the councillors from the subordinate 
presidencies; and with the other add (unnecessarily, 
as I think) to the apparatus of the Supreme Govern
ment.* 

If it be intended to take the three additional coun
cillors from the service of the subordinate presiden- . 

• This project or one Central Council was abandoned in 1833, but as it is 
now again under consideration, the passage in the text is retained. The sub
ject is one of the gravest importance. 
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cies, we shall remove them from the spot where their 
knowledge and experience are likely to be most use
ful; and we shall bring them to a, quarter where 
they will :find a different state of things, and where 
even the ~"'Wlges which they have acquired will 
not enable them to communicate with the people. 

If it be proposed, by means of this extendedappa
ratus, to carry on in Calcutta all the details of ad
ministration, from Cape Comorin to the Rima.Ja,ya 
Mountains, and from t1].e borders of China to the 
Indus-then, I say, the project is visionary and im
practicable. The machine will be overloaded, and 
will not move :-the responsibility will be divided 

,between the Supreme GQvernment and its lieute
nants. The latter, divested of all independent autho
rity, must dwindle into insignificance; or if, when 
differences occur, an appeal is to be made to the 
home authorities, the decision in the last resort must 
either weaken the influence of the controlling power, 
or become altogether nugatory. The plan, in truth, 
appears to me to place the Supreme Government in 
the position which the home authorities at present 
occupy; but as it is not intended, I presume, to 
withdraw their superintendence, an intermediate 
process of revision will have been superadded; and 
if it be required that the subordinate Governments 
should send home their proceedings, and that the 
superior Government should also transmit its cor
respondence, containing the revision of those pro
ceedings. the public business will be increased in a 
degree likely to produce the greatest embarrassment. 
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. I am quite aware that much of the good which 
has been done in India has been effected by the 
local Government, and much ought at all times to be 
left to its discretion; but I cannot think that the 
check of the home authorities is without its use, or 
that it can ever be safely dispensed with. I would 
strengthen the political power of the Supreme Go
vernment to the utmost, nor can. it well be armed 
with an authority too absolute. over Europeans re
sorting to India; but I cannot perceive any neces
sity. for withdrawing from the subordinate presi
dencies the free and independent exercise of all the 
administrative functions of government, whether re
venue, judicial, military, oommercial, or even legis
lative. 

APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS OF COUNCIL. * 
The best security which we possess at present for 

good government in India depends upon the judi
cious exercise of the power to select from the service 
at large the membe1's of council at the different pre
sidencies. We do not exercise the same independent 
power in appointing the Governors of India; his 
Majesty's ministers must, for obvious reasons, be 
parties to such appointments. These high function-

• aries have generally been political characters of dis
tinction connected with the Administration~ and 
they must possess the confidence of the national Go
vernment; but the Court of Directors are better ac-

.. Written in 1833. 
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quainted with the merits and pretensions of. their 
own servants, and it is of importance that the whole 
service should look up· to them for protection and 
advancement. The high statioD: of a. member of 
council is looked to as the' reward of distinguished 
service, and it operates as the great stimulus to ex
ertion; but if his Majesty's ministers be allowed to 
appoint their own partisans, or individuals. not con
nected with the service, this fair and legitimate 
object of ambition is at once removed, and those 
motives and feelings which have heretofore produced 
such devotion to the public service will necessarily 
be weakened, if not extinguished. . 

THE SUPREME GOVERNMENT AND THE LEGISLATIVE 

COUNCIL. * 
I will now proceed to notice those changes in the 

constitution of the administrative body which ap
pear to me likely to have an injurious tendency. 

1st. I cannot satisfy myself that the Court of Di
rectors will continue to be an efficient and inde
pendent organ of administration. I perceive only 
two powerful functionaries, the Governor-General of 
India and the President of the Board of Commis
sioners; and upon these must the fate of India hence
forward mainly depend. . We may afford useful as
sistance by our knowledge and experience, but we 
shall not be the governing power, nor ought the 
responsibility of governing well to attach to us. 

• Written in 1833, with reference to the revised draft of the present 
Charter Act. • 
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2nd. Although the change in the constitution of 
the Supreme Government will impart great energy to 
it-an energy very necessary to counteract the evil 
w-hich particular provisions of the Bill are calculated 
to introduce-I cannot admit the necessity for add
ing'so many members to the Supreme or Legislative 
Council of India, at a very great expense. Had the 
councils at the subordinate presidencies been dis
pensed with, some plea might have been found for 
enlarging the apparatus of the Supreme Govern
ment; but it has been most wisely determined that 
the Governments of Fort St. George and Bombay 
should retain their council,and continue to exercise 
nearly the same functions Il;S heretofore, and I can_ 
not, therefore, perceive the necessity for so large an 
addition to the Council of Bengal. 

ard. I anticipate much inconvenience from the 
institution of a Law Commission fo1' the revision of 
our local regulations, professedly with a view to in
troduce greater uniformity in the code. The e~pense 
of such a Commission, with its attendant establish
ments, will be very considerable; and if the inquiry 
contemplated be necessary, it is quite competent to 
the local Government to institute it, without any 
legislative enactment in this country. The real ob
ject seems to be, to prepare for the introduction of 
English law; and I am persuaded that, in the esti
mation of our native subjects, a greater evil could 
not well be inflicted on them. "You cannot," ob
serves a writer on Mahomedan law, "change the 
law of any country for that of any other, even for a . " 
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better, without offering great violence to the people 
-to the people of India of all others." 

The truth of this remark can scarcely be disputed. 
It were most unreasonable and extravagant to com
pel the countless millions of India to acquire a 
foreign language, and to submit to an unknown law, 
even if their prejudices were not so deep-rooted 
in favor of their own. Their present rulers, few in 
number, can, from the advantages of education, and 
the habit of study, acquire without difficulty the 
languages and laws of the multitude over whom they-
are placed; but we cannot re-cast a whole people in 
a new mould. The Mahomedans did, it is true, en
force their criminal code; and they made use of the 
Persian language very generally in official corre
spondence, in their sunnuds or grants, and in other 
deeds and public documents; but their example is 
no~ one which we ought to follow in this particu
lar; and they were placed in a situation which en
abled them to indulge their own prejudices, and to 
enforce an arbitrary policy with less hazard to their 
dominion. 
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THE LAW COMMISSION.* 

I doubt the necessity or expediency of appointing 
a Commission to inquire into the administration 
of existing laws with a view to the introduction of 
greater uniformity in our judicial system. I have 
already observed that there is a great diversity in 
the habits, usages, and religious tenets of our native 
subjects in different parts of the country; and 
although uniformity in the general principles of 
legislation is highly desirable, it appears to me 
neither wise nor practicable to apply the same rules 
and regulations indiscriminately to all classes of our 
people. The local Governments ought to be most 
competent to judge of their wants, and of the nature 
of the laws which will be most suitable to them. 
The expense of the proposed Commission would con
stitute a very great objection to it; and I am. not 
without apprehension that it is intended to commi~ 
the inquiry to English lawyers. Now, to this pro
ject I have a decided objection. The natives of 
India, although abundantly acute, ought to have a 
plain, simple, intelligib1~ code, divested as much as 
possible of technicalities; and our object should be, 
to keep as closely as possible to their ancient usages, 
to which they have been long familiarised, and to 
which they are attached. Our Acts .of Parliament 

"are so encumbered with a peculiar phraseology, t 
.. Written in 1833. • 
t I have had a slight acquaintance with three of the languages ollodia; 

and I should say that it is scarcely possible to translate the barbarous jargon 
of our statutes into a language which would be intelligible to the natives of 
that country.-H. St.G. T. 
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that they are scarcely intelligible to any but profes
sional men; and even lawyers of the greatest emi- r 
nence· are found frequently to differ in their con
struction of them. We attempted too much, I fear, 
in the Code of 1793, to imitate the cumbrous and 
perplexed language of our statutes; and we intro
duced forms, after the same model, which have the 
effect of swelling our . proceedings, of creating diffi
culty and delay, and of subjecting all litigants to a 
heavy expense. It may also be apprehended that 
advantage is taken of our formal processe8-;-Our 
subtle distinctions-and ingenious refinements and 
devices-to shelter fraud, and to cover corrupt evi
dence; and it cannot. be doubted that the natives 
who have been most in the habit of frequenting the 
King's Courts, are among the most worthless of the 
community. English lawyers repair to India at too 
late a period of life to acquire a general and correct 
knowledge of the languages; and the consequence 
is, that they rarely become· intimately acquainted 
with the people. , Even .the illustrious Sir William 
Jones-all accomplished as he was as an oriental 
scholar-never acquired the vernacular tongue (the 
Hindoostani); and he was compelled to use an in
terpreter to communicate with the people through 
the medium of the Persian or Sanscrit; the one 
a foreign-the other a dead language. t These ob-

• Contrast, for instance, the opinions delivered on the Hyderabad case by 
Lord Lyndhurst, Mr. Justice Bosanquet, and the late Lord Gi1ford, with those 
subsequently submitted to the HouBe of Lorda by the twelve judges.-
H.St.G.T. . 

t I .peak from personal knowledge; as I had the honor of being" Clerk" 
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servations may appear out of place; but while I ad. 
~t that precision in language is highly essential 
in all legislative enactments, and while.I also freely 
acknowledge that English lawyers usually receive a 
more finished education than our own servants, and 
that they possess a more extensive and accurate 
knowledge of those' great principles which form the 
basis of all good laws,-yet I must strongly and 
earnestly deprecate the introduction of English law 
among our native subjects, in supersession of their 
own laws, usages, and institutions. Scotland, al. 
though so long and so closely connected with us, 
,has retained its own laws and institutions, which it 
would not willingly exchange for our judicial ma· 

I chinery. We, as Englishmen, may have an im· 
pression in favor of the superiority and perfection 
of our own laws (to which, nevertheless, no wise or 
good man ever willingly appeals); but the King's 
Courts in India are unquestionably to the natives 
in the interior the objects of terror and aversion. 

Much stress has been laid upon the expense which 
will attend the establishment of a fourth Govern. 
ment at Agra; but I wish that we had urged this 
objection "more forcibly in bar to the appointment of 
a Law Commission, and to the addition of three new 
members to the Supreme Government, at an expense 
'Of 300,000 rupees, or 30,000l. per annum. The one 
appears t,o me to be necessary; the other to be un· 
called for and objectionable. * 
to Sir William; an honor to which, at this dar. I look back with pride.
H.St.G.T. 

'" Mr. Tucker was at this time rooted in the conviction that the establish. 
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SELECTION FOR CIVIL EMPLOYMENT.· 

In order to prevent inconvenience and injury to 
the public service by reason of the employment of 
mdividuals in public situations for which they may 
not be prepared and dilly quaJifiedby previous 
knowledge and experience; 

In order to prevent jealousies and dissension 
between the two great branches of the service, civil 
and military; to prevent the unnecessary with
drawal of officers from their corps in a way to preju
dice the discipline, and to iinpair the strength and 
efficiency of their regiments; to introduce a more 

ment of the Law Commission was A mistake; and he subsequently believed 
that the l'OIIult had justified his anticipations of its failure. Writiqg, in 1842, 
to Sir Robert Peel, he expressed himself in the following terms on the subject: 

II My colleagues," I believe, are nearly unanimous in opinion that the 
... Law Commisaion' in India may be dispensed with. I do not go.so far aB to 
.. maintain that twa Commission has been of no public utility, but I do think 
.. that a more simple machinery might be employed to answer every neoes
.. lary purpoae. The' Macaulay Code,' as it is called, w wch cost us not less 
.. than 100,0001.. remains a dead letter; and though I have repeatedly called 
II attention to it, I have reason to believe that it is never likely to be brought 
.. into practical use. In this case, we shall have maintained A costly esta
.. blishment, with little or no fruit from its labors; and we shall justly incur 
.. reproach if we continue a large expenditure without obtaining any commen
II surate advantage • 

•• It occurs to me (and I am not singular in the opinion). that all the func
.. tiona of legislation for India may be performed by the Council of India, 
"with the alsistanceofthe Chief Justice, aBone of the judges of the Supreme 
.. Court, who might occupy the seat in the Legislative Council about to be 
.. vacated by Mr. Amos, with such addition to the ealary of judge B8 would 
.. make it equal to that of a member of Council. 

• This AlTangement would effect the laving of the judge's salary; 1md if 
.. at the same time the Law Commission be dispensed with, A saving to a 
I. very large amount would be effected ip the judicial charge of India." 

• Written in February, 1845. 
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uniform practice in selecting for public employment 
from the different branches. of the service; and to 
put an end to those questions which are apt to arise 
from the professional feelings of its members, civil 
and military; 

It would seem to be desirable that some definite 
rules should be prescribed for regulating the selec
tion for office by the Governments abroad ; . and it is 
accordingly submitted: 

1st. That, according to established usage, founded 
on considerations of justice and convenience, the 
Political Department should be· considere~ open 
equally to the ciVil and military services; the selec
tion for office· being made with reference to the 
qualifications, merits, and claims of the individuals. 

2nd. That, on the ground of previous preparation 
and professional education, all offices' " purely civil" 
be held exclusively by the civil service, in the same 
manner, and for the same. reasons, that situations 
purely military are held exclusively by the military 
service. Offices" purely civil '10 should comprehend 
all situations in the revenue and judicial depart
ments. 

3rd. That, as an exception from this rule, military 
officers be held to be eligible for employment in the 
Thuggee Department, and in the military police 
(should such establishments be maintained), with 
the powers of magistrate. 

4th. That, in accordance with the principle esta
blished and enforced' by the Regulations of 1793, 
the officers employed in 'police duties, whether civil 
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or military, be invested with the functions of magis
trate only-that is, that .they be empowered to ap
prehend, take evidence, and commit for trial, but 
without the power of trying, convicting, and punish
ing the offender. 
. 5th. That all trials for- the crime of Thuggee, 

Gang-Dakoity, &c., under col'Illliitments by the ma
gistrate (whether a civil or military functionary),. 
be conducted in a regularly constituted court of 
justice; and sentences for capital punishment, or 
transportation, be referred, as at present, for confir
mation by the Court of Nizamut Adawlut. 

6th. That military officers appointed to the ma
gistracy, or other civil duties, be required to sub
scribe the same oath, and to undergo the same 
examination in two of the native languages, as is 
prescribed for civil servants appointed to similar. 
situations. 

7th. That no military officer be eligible for em
ployment in the civil department of the service until 
he shall actually havE!' served with his regiment for 
not less than, say, five years, and shall be reported' 
to have made himself acquainted with his profes
sional duties. 

These simple provisions would not only tend to 
obviate the inconvenience which is at present ex
perienced, and to prevent the just complaints of the 
civil service, arising out of their late exclusion from 
employment in the political department, but they 
would tend to establish a unifornuty of proceeding 
which is highly desirable, but which has not of late 

VOL. I. F 
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years· been observed on the part of the local G'overn
ments. 

It has been urged in a high quarter that the 
employment of the military in civil situations is an 
arrangement recomniended by economy;. but,. if this 
statement were well founded (which it is not), I 
must contend that the reason assigned is objection
able in principle,. for the public; servants ought to 
be remunerated with reference to the nature, extent, 
and responsibility of the duties to be- performed,. and 
not with reference to the profession of the party 
performing- them.. Buti on. the other hand, I am 
prepared to show:. 

1st .. That the highest allowances in the service 
are at this moment drawn. by military men;, and" 

2nd.. That a large number of young' subalterns. 
are employed; in civil situations, on allowances supe
rior to those drawn by civilians of the same rank 
and standing in the service;. and even in some 
instances, I believe,. on allowances exceeding· those 
which civilians would be entitled to draw under the 
provisions of the Act of Parliament. • 

The following objections may be· stated (and they 
have repeatedly been urged) against the selection of 
military officers for civil employment :: 

1st .. Many highly gifted officers are detached from 
their regiments, and so far detract from. the effici
ency of the. military service. 

2nd... Officers of. inferior merit are· sometimes, 
through interest, promoted to civil situations for 
which they are not qualified, while officers of supe-
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nor pretensions, not possessing interest or infl.uence, 
are left to go through the drudgery of regimental 
duty, and fancying thelWlelves to be neglected,. they 
become discontented. 

3rd. Officers long employed in civil situations 
become disqualified for the performance of regi
mental duties-are apt to find such duties irksome 
-and, when they attain the rank which may entitle 
them to command, they are n() longer competent to 
perform efficiently, or to see that others perform, the 
duties of theu profession. 

4th. A young subaltern appointed t() a civil situa
tion soon after his arrival in India (which has hap
pened) will never be likely to learn the duties of his 
own proper profession, and can never be expected to 
make a good regimental officer. 

5th. Some of the officers of her Majesty's service . 
who have served long in India,. and have become 
well acquainted with the languages and usages of 
the people, must naturaJ.1.y feel their total exclus~on 
from civil employment a hardship, when the Com
pany's officers, not possessing superior qualification, 
are held to be eligible for such employment. 

If the practice which has of late prevailed of em
ploying the military, as well as the "uncovenanted" 
servants of the Company, in civil offices requiring 
peculiar qua1i1ications,. is to be continue~ and 
perhaps extended (for it has been growing of late), 
the reasons for maintainiJig an. exclusive service will 
cease,' and it will 00' for the home authorities to 
eonsider whether it will not be expedient to. abolish 

F2 
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that service, or to consolidate the two branches of 
the service, and thus to save the very heavy expense 
which both- the Government and the families of their 
civil servants at present incur, in bestowing a costly 
education on those who are destined to perform 
duties which it is now assumed others can perform 
without such education. 

To exclude the civil service altogether from em
ployment in the political department (as has been 
done of late), is virtually to determine that no indi
vidual of that service shall have an opportunity of 
qualifying himself, by knowledge and experience, for 
the high political functions which he will have to 
exercise as a member of the Government--a situa
tion which that service looks to as -the only reward 
held out to distinguished merit. . The civilians have 
never, I am Convinced, felt any objection to, or any 
degree of jealousy at, the selection of eminent men 
from the military service for political situations; 
but they have -felt their exclusion as a grievance and 
injustice, and as disparagi1;tg the character of a body 
of men who have served their country faithfully and 
successfully, and who have not merited systematic 
neglect, and still less contumely, from their em
ployers. If they have not. manifested of late that 
high spirit, zeal, and independence which heretofore 
distinguished the service, -the deficiency must be 
attributed to their having been most unwan:antably 
degraded of late. :Men who lose their own self
esteem and the esteem of others, ~ose much of their 
power of usefulness. Confidence is necessary to 
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stimulate zeal, and the best instr 
much of their value and efficiency 
to hands which know not how to use tern, 
which are disposed capriciously to abuse them. 

REVENUE AND JUDICIAL ESTA.BLISHMENTS. * 
The changes announ~ed by the Bengal Govern

ment in their despatches [of the 10th and 30th 
Dec., 1828J have been introduced. professedly with 
the view to render our revenue and judici3J. admi
nistration more efficient, and this object is to be 
accomplished by separating the criminal from the 
civil department of our judicial system. and by an
nexing the criminal branch to the revenue autho
rities. 

It is not pretended that in this change any new 

• From a paper, bearing date July II, 1829. It was called forth by the 
meaaures of Lord William Bentinck for the reorganisation of the civil de
partments, eonsequent on his abolition of the Provincial Courts. Certain 
Commissioners of Circuit and Revenue were appointed, whose business it 
was to preside over the criminal branch of the judicial administration, and 
to luperintend the settlement of the revenue. This union of the functions of 
the judge and the fiscal officer in the same person, was conceived by Ur. 
Tucker to be a dangerous anomaly, and he has pointed out very clearly and 
convipcingly, in this paper, the evila of the system. The result has abundantly 
proved the soundness of his views. The system was not found to work 
beneficially for the public service; and the business of the Sessions was 
subsequently entrusted to the civil judge. 1'he Commissioner continued to 
superintend the police establishments; and, in consequence of the new duties 
imposed upon the civil judge, the functions of magistrate were transferred 
from him to the collector; and thus again the principle, for which:Mr. Tucker 
contended, was violated in the Bnbsequent arrangementB. The system has 
Dot worked well. The magisterial duties have generally been postponed 
to the fiscal, and have, therefore, been inefficiently performed. 
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materials are acquired. We are to employ the same 
men in nearly the same numbers; and the only 
difference will be, that these -individuals will be 
employed in a different manner. The labor will be 
distributed in a different way; but the constituent 
parts of the machinery will remain the ,same. 

The first question which presents itself is, whether 
the same individual, under the title of "Commis
sion.er," can with efficiency and advantage perform 
the duty of directing .and superintending the reve
nue concerns of an arrondissement, or circle of five 
or six districts, containing probably 15,000 or 20,000 
villages, and a population of from 3 ... 000,000 to 
4,000,000 of people, and at the same time perform 
the circuit of these districts, at least twice in the 
year, for the purpose of holding a general gaol de
livery at the principal stations. 

There m~y be gifted persons who can with the 
same facility embrace and expound the most recon
dite principles of law. and unravel and master the 
most intricat~ details of a revenue settlement; but 
if we take men of ordinary or average capacity, such 
as they are found in real life, this versatility of 
talent will not be forthcoming, ·and we shall be con
vinced that particular men are best suited to par
ticular purposes. 

I will not insist that the subdivision of labor has 
been found Useful in multiplying the powers of labor 
in almost every branch of industry to which the 
energies of man have been applied; but I do main-
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tain that the powers of the individual, both physical. 
and intellectual, illspose him towards particular pur
suits, and qualify him for the attainment of parti
cular objects in different degrees ; and that these 
powers are developed, strengthened, and improved 
by use and habit, when applied to particular rather 
than to general objects. 

Sir H. Strachey, and OUI" colleague "lfr. Stuart, 
are known to have been among the very best judges 
which our service has produced; but these gentle
men would probably have made only ordinary col
lectors, while some highly distinguished collectors, 
who might easily be named, would\never probably 
have risen above mediocrity as judici81officers. 

In the list of new commissioners, I can point out 
more than one gentleman who has never been em
ployed in the revenue branch of the service, and 
who, if he attempted to interfere in the revenue con
cerns of a district, must expose his ignorance to 
every revenue officer under him. What purpose of 
real utility, I would ask, is intended to be answered 
by employing this gentleman in a situation to him 
so new and so difficult? 

In the unsettled districts, especially, the superin
tendence of such a functionary must be merely 
nominal. Without knowledge and experience him
self, it is impossible that he should direct the opera
tions of' others with any kind of Mvantage, even if 
his whole time and attention were devoted to the 
particular object; but when he has tw,? duties to 
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perform, will he not naturally apply himself to the 
one which is become familiar to him, and compara
tively easy, to the neglect of that to which he feels 
conscious that he cannot do justice? 

And further, I contend that, let the disposition 
and habits of the individual be what they may, 
he cannot perform the circuit of five or six, dis
tricts twice in every year, for the purpose of hold
ing the Sessions, and. at the same time bestow the 
necessary attention on the revenue concerns of 
the provinee. The work, we say, is at. present 
too great for the instruments, and is not, conse
quently, performed; but can we reasonably assume 
that it will be better performed by such a change in 
the distribution: ;9f these instruments as shall con
verta judicial into: a revenue-officer, and break up 
all the established habits and associations of the 
service?- .. 

The Supreme Government, with their territorial 
secretary, have pro~ounced the present judicial and 
revenue system to be extremely defective and ineffi
cient, if not" a complete failure j" and this intelli
gence is calculated to produce the utmost pain in the 
mind of every man who takes an interest in the wel
fare of the people of India and in the honor of the 
British name. But is a partial re-union of the re
venue and magisterial authorities the appropriate 
remedy for the evils stated to exist? 

These authorities were united, at an early period 
of our administration; upon a plan nearly resembling 
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that· which it is now proposed to introduce. Provin
cial Councils superintended the general concerns of 
a certain number of districts-individual members 
took charge of particular districts, for the formation 
of the settlements and for executing the details of 
business. At a later period the plan was modified 
by the substitution of principal collectors· or c¥efs, 
with assistants under them, uniting the revenue and 
judicial authorities. But what was the state of our 
Bengal provinces under this system ? It is notori
ous that corruption prevailed-that the people were 
oppressed-that justice was not administered-and 
that the country was impoverished and desolate~ 

This system was accordingly conderimed, in 1793, 
in the same manner as the system of 1793 is now 
denounced by the Government of India as pregnant 
with evils, which are to be remedied, not exactly by 
a recurrence to the old and exploded plan" of internal 
administration, but by a sort of compromise between 
the two systems. 

Now, when everything which we undertake seems 
to end in failure, ought we not to . look deeper for 
the cause, and ought we not, with becoming mo
desty, to hesitate before we condemn and undo the 
work of our predecessors while there is any, the 
slightest, reason to apprehend that our remedies and 
appliances are not such as are calculated to reach 
the source of the evil. 

. . . It may be thought strange and incon~ 
sistent that I should refer any of the defects of our 
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administration to OUI' character of foreigners, when 
these foreigners are so well qualified by their educa
tion, and by their acquaintance with the laws and 
institutions ofa country in the highest state of 
civilisation, to introduce among a people much less 
advanced those principles of government which are 
supp~sed to produce the greatest sum of human 
happiness. But while I admit, and indeed proclaim 
with pride, that OUI' rule in India has been at
tended with advantage to its inhabitants, and esp~ 

, cially in protecting them from the misery of foreign 
; invasion, I cannot conceal from myself that some of 
I the evils which the country suffers are inherent in 

l0UI' situation as conquerors and strangers; and that, 
.studious as we should ever be to alleviate them, 
they cannot be entirely prevented, while they may 
be aggravated by indulging that restless disposition 
which will leave nothing to settle, and which is only 
to be satisfied by the trial of some new experiment. 

Upon principle, I consider the re-union<?f the re
venue and judicial authorities in India to be unsafe 
and inexpedient. The combination of such powers 

1 in the same hands is liable always to generate 
I abuse-it is difficult to control the :exercise of them 
lby any wholesome and efficient checks. These 
powers, so combined, were, at a former period, no
toriously abused; and it is equally true, I believe, 
that since, the separation of the two authorities in 
1793, OUI' revenue administration has been more 
pUI'e, that corruption has been more generally pre-
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vented, and that the people have been. better pro
tected in their persons and property. The improve
ment, I am aware, is not to be ascribed solely, nor 
perhaps chiefly, to the separation of the two autho
rities. The service was raised to an honorable 
independence by the grant of liberal allowances; 
and it is now, I hope, better educated and b~tter 
trained for its more important duties. 

But while I contend, npon principle, for the se
paration of the revenue .and judicial authorities, I 
am. not so devoted to system as to deny that. they 
may D.()t in particular cases, and under certain cir
cumstances, be combined with convenience and 
advantage, or that the existing system is not sus~ 
ceptible of improvement. I myself have long 
thought that some useful modifi<:ations might be 
introduced, in order to render it more simple and 
efficient, and, I may add, less expensive. 

What I object to in the new arrangements intro
duced by the Supreme Government is, that after 
displacing nearly the whole service, and disturbing 
all our official mac1rinery, and after incurring a very 
heavy expense, we shall find the new commissioner, 
unchanged in his identity, unequal to the discharge 
of the two duties imposed upon him, unqualified for 
the one, distracted in his attention to the other, and 
perhaps not unfrequently failing in both. Can it 
be supposed that the criminal judge, whose mind 
has been upon the stretch while anxiously trying a 
case, where the character and life of a human being 
are at stake, can suddenly turn from this grave and 
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sacred duty to examine the details of a revenue set
tlement? That speculation is visionary and delu
sive which proceeds on the assumption that rare and 
splendid qualities are to be found in the aggregate, 
and that various, difficult, and dissimilar duties can 
be executed by the generality of men, merely be
cause they can be embraced, in all their vaiiety, by 
some one favored individual. 

Mr. Holt Mackenzie, for instance, who seems to 
have planned the new arrangements, evidently mea
sures the capacity of other men by the standard 
of his own mind, and no mistake could well lead to 
more erroneous conclusions. He could not other
wise have described as plain, and easy, and even 
" pleasant "-in short, as mere pastime-the forma
tion of a settlement in a district containing eleven 
thousand villages,·" after a field measurement, an 
individual assessment, with a detailed census," &c., 
&c. If this be true, how has it happened that 
to the present moment this holiday work has no
where been completed? The ·secretary's papers 
abound in reflections and abstract propositions, 
which may all be perfectly just and true, without 
advancing us towards any practical results. We 
have to deal with an imperfect instrument; and, 
however specious may be the speculations of the 
closet, we must be prepared for disappointment if 
we measure out our work less with reference to the 
capacity of the workman than to the demands of 
a favorite theory. i do not object to the newar
rangements that they aim at a greater degree of per-
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tection. Perfection, although unattainable, should 
be aimed at in order that we may approach it j but 
as the most liberal and unprejudiced among us are 
apt to regard that only as good and fa.i:l which is 
reflected from our own minds, nothing will ever be 
stable, nothing will endure, if respect be not had to 
the opiillons and decisions of our predecessors, and 
if the whole mechanism of government is to be 
taken to pieces and re-cast at the pleasure (I will not 
say the caprice) of every succeeding theorist ..... 
. Even admitting, what 1 cannot admit, that the 
" Commissioner" will be equal to the double duty 
of superintending the Revenue and the Police, and 
of performing the periodical circuit for the trial- of 
criminal offences, no provision is made for his 
absence or' sickness. He has rio deputy- or sub
stitute, although it is nearly certain that one will 
occasionally be required, and must be supplied at 
further expense. 

When the public business is entrusted to Courts 
and Boards consisting of two or more members, it is 
not often found necessary to provide for the tem
porary absence of an individual, because one of his 
colleagues is at hand to take his place. Nor is this 
the only circumstance in favor of such establish
ments. From among two or three individuals there 
is a fair chance that one, at least, will be found 
active, intelligent, and efficient. Something, more
over, is to be gained by an interchange of opinions, 
by comparing and examining facts and the differ
ent sources of knowledge. Timid men, who would 
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shrink from responsibility while acting singlY:J and 
who are liable to be overawed:r even by their in
feriors of more energetic character~ proceed with 
more confidence" and exert greater vigor" when sup
ported by an official associate. And, above all, the 
vice of corruption is best checked by the presence of 
a near observer. There are' few persons so' dead to 
all feeling as not to pause before the commission of 
a dishonorable action which is likely to> expose 
them, not merely t()l the observation of an official 
colleague, but to the contempt of one with whom 
they habitually associate, and whose esteem is ne-, 
cessary to render society of value. 

I am aware, at the same time, that~ by confiding 
power to a single hand, collision and contention are 
avoided, despatch in the conduct. of business is pro
moted,. personal. eXertion is stimulated, and respon
sibility is rendered. more sure and deter:rnmate. 

These are great advantages, I admit; but how if 
that individual be ignorant, indolent, weak in body 
or mind, the dupe of others? Will he be: able to 
effect anything great or good? And how if he be 
corrupt, rapacious,. arbitrary, intriguing~ capricious, 
destitute alike of principle and of shame-will not 
his very activity be mischievous to the public P 

I .do not undertake to decide between the two 
alternatives;' but I do; presume to submit to those 
who are so prone to decide,. that the grounds on 
which they claim. a ,preference for their own par
ticular system are not so clear' and indisputable as 
they would seem to imagine. 
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Sir C. Metcalfe, to my surprise and regret, appears 
desirous of re-investing the Government with the 
administration of civil and criminal justice, even (to 
use his own words) tQ the extent of "revising. cor
recting, and altering judicial decisions." 

There is something, I own, very inviting' in the 
simplicity and uniformity of that theory which 
would refer all power to one source, and which would 
give life and motion to every: object. by the applica
tion of one all-pervading impulse;. but it would be 
as reasonable to impose upon the head the offices of 
the hands and the' feet, as to require the Supreme 
Government. of India to exercise all the legislative; 
administrative, and judicial functions of the state~ 
The Privy Council of England,. it is true,. acts as a 
high court of appeal; but it is not the Government, 
nor the Legislature. 

But this theory has been tried at no nry remote 
period, and it was found wanting, although our terri
tory at the time did not reach one half its present 
extent. 

It is contrary to sound principle that a Govern
ment should sit in judgment upon its E>:wn acts; but, 
waiving this objection to the accumulation of powers, 
which ought in some cases to operate as reciprocal 
checks, the functions of the Sudder Dewanny and 
Nizamut Adawlut cannot possibly be exercised efii
ciently by the Government. When the attempt was 
made, what was the consequence? That the business 
devolved upon irresponsible officers, the reporter and 
registrar of the Court. I can speak tD this fact with 
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confidence, because I held at the time situations both 
under the Court and the Government, which gave 
me an opportunity of seeing how the legislative and 
administrative duties, as well· as of those of the 
Sudder Courts, were carried on. The system was 
condemned and exploded, not merely upon abstract 
reasoning, but after a fair experimental trial. 

In the same manner Mr. Secretary Mackenzie pro
poses to mix up the revenue and judicial branches of 
the service by appointing our young civilians to offi
ciate, in the first instance, as assistants to the col
lectors, and thence to take their promotion into the 
higher judicial and revenue stations. There cannot 
be a doubt that an intimate knowledge of revenue 
management, in a country whose population is essen
tially agricultural, must be of the highest utility. A 
large proportion of the suits which are filed in our 
courts originate in boundary disputes, and in ques
tions relating to the landed property, and to the con
tracts between landlord and tenant; and from the 
frequent absence of authentic documents, from the 
difficulty of ascertaining local usages, and from the 
defects of native evidence-these are among the most 
intricate and .embarrassing cases which we are called 
upon to unravel and decide. But is not the course 
recommended exactly that which was pursued at a 
former. period? Was not the usual routine of pro
motion from the situation of assistant to a collector 
to that of register, t~ence to a collectorship, thence 
to a zillah, or City judgeship, and soon to the higher 
grades of the service P I can attest that this was the 
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usual course with few exceptions; but it was changed 
because it was thought not to answer well., It was 
considered that these two important branches of the 
service required a particular education and a separate 
course of training. And, let me ask, were Sir H; 
Stracheyand Mr. J. Stuart (these were among the 
exceptions) ever employed in the revenue depart
ment of the service? They were not. And let me 
further ask, are we always to employ the talents of 
our best servants for the great purpose of extracting 
a landlord's rent from the country which has been 
committed to our sway, we may hope for some nobler 
purpose? :Mr. Secretary Mackenzie calmly suggests 
that the ablest registers should be withdrawn from 
the courts, and employed as sub-collectors. The pro
position was well meant, I am sure; but can we be f 
surprised that justice is not well administered, and I 
that the people are unprotected, when everything { 
must give way to considerations of revenue? It is { 
idle to pretend that these useful officers are to be 
lent to the revenue department, for the mere pur
pose of qualifying them better for judicial duties at 
some future period. What is the immediate object 
of taking 'them away from those duties which are 
now well perfonned by them? If they had not 
been well performed, would these officers have been 
thought of for a revenue trust? 

I differ from Mr. Mackenzie not in his end, but in 
his means j and his means have been already tried .. 
If there be one defect in our service more striking 
and more reproachful to us than any other, it is the 

VOL. I. G 
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want of preparation and qualification for our high 
judicial functions. Young men, half-educated, and 
without knowledge or experience, are often called 
npon to exercise the sacred office of judge, to do that 
which no human being can do with any certainty 
that he is doing right. Far, then, from blending 
the judicial with any other branch of the service, and 
far from depriving it of some of its most valuable 
members, it ought, perhaps, ab initio, to constitute 
a distinct and distinguj.shed profession. Without re
ference to the present question, I have been led to 
reflect upon this subject; and it appears to me that , 
the Court of Directors would act wisely and judi-
ciously were they to select the most promising of our 
college youth for the judicial department, and to 
provide specially for their instruction in the laws, 
local regulations, institutions, and usages of the 
country in which they are destined to serve. For 
this purpose, it would be necessary' to detain them 
at Haileybury for a longer period-(say, to the age 
of twenty-one )-in order that they may receive a 
more finished education, and become more compe
tent, from the direction given to their studies, to un
dertake the important and responsible duties which 
await them on their arrival in India. The elevation 
of the judicial service will be found more particu
larly necessary, if (unfortunately for the country) 
Europeans are to be allowed to hold lands in it, and 
English law is to be administered by our provincial 
courts to an increased number of British adven
turers; but the discussion of the subject would be 
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out of place on the present occasion, and it is too 
large to be treated incidentally'. 

With the sentiments which I have ventured to 
express on the new arrangements adopted by the 
Supreme Government, I may be asked whether I 
think they should be peremptorily set aside by the 
authorities in this country. To do so, would be to 
resort to another unsettling change, which I depre
cate; and it is much to be apprehended that we 
could not now retrace 0UI' steps without inconve
nience. But the plan will not, I am persuaded, be 
found efficient in practice; and without absolutely 
condemning it, orders may be given to reduce the 
nwnber of commissioners, and the arrangement may 
otherwise undergo some salutary modification-as 
thus : 

1st. The commissioner heretofore attached to the 
judicial department, who shap not be found useful 
as a revenue officer, should be sent back to the pro
vincial courts, or his services may be dispensed with 
altogether. 

2nd. The commissioners in the old and settled 
territory, and "especially in Bengal Proper, may un;. 
questionably be dispensed with; because the· duty . 
of prosecuting local inquiries, when necessary, can 
be provided for by the occasional deputation of one 
of the three members of the superior Board at the 
presidency. 

3rd. In those provinces where a commissioner 
may not be stationed, the duties of the circuit may 
be performed by one of the judges of the provincial 

G2 
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court; and these courts, where necessary, may be 
reinforced by the judicial officers, whose services 
shaJl have been dispensed with as revenue commis
SIOners. 

The saving consequent on the reduction in the 
number of commissioners, is likely to be of more 
importance than may at first appear; because, even 
if we suppose that these high functionaries, placed, 
at the head of a province, will find a salary of 
36,000 rupees per annum (or 42,000 rupees, includ
ing travelling expenses) sufficient, we shaJl be caJled 
upon to provide occasional· substitutes, secretaries, 
translators, kutcherries, and other appendages of 
high station, which must occasion additional ex
pense; and· ,vith every disposition on the part of the 
Government to observe economy, the new apparatus 
which they have introduced will, I apprehend, be
come. the source of a growing and an intolerable 
charge upon the revenues of India. The very first 
movement will be attended with a heavy expense, in 
travelling charges, extra aJlowance to officiating ser
vants, &c., a large proportion of tlie revenue and 
judicial service having changed their' stations. 

The alterations pointed at ·are . not Ulllikely, I 
think, to be adopted by the Supreme Government 
itself; for when I endeavor to trace the progress of 
the plan, and the manner in which the machinery 
may be expected to work, my impression is that the 
new distribution of powers and agencies will be found 
inconvenient and· defective, and that the plan must 
undergo some early modification. 
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The commissioners who have been heretofore 
employed. in the judicial department, ~ it may be 
presumed, attend to the gaol deliveries, and to 
objects connected with the police of the country; 
but they will not probably interfere in revenue mat
ters, with which they must be generally unac
quainted. The business of assessment and collection, 
of forming butwarries (the division of estates), and 
other detaps, will accordingly devolve upon the dis
trict collector; and the new functionary, in his 
revenue capacity, will thus become a mere channel 
of correspondence betWeen the collector and the 
superior Board, and so far a sort of drag-chain upon 
public business. 

On the other hand, the commissioners. who have 
been distIDoouished as revenue servants, will take 
but little interest in gaol deliyeries; they will na
turally apply themselves to that branch of their 
duty which is most familiar to them, and from the 
successful performance of which they can hope to 
acquire credit and promotion. Su~sful exertions 
in raising a r~venue are much more obvious, and 
lead much more 1'mI.uently to honor and profit, than 
the steady, useful, but less obtrusive labors of the . 
ju~ooe; nor can it admit of a doubt. that the revenue 
duty will gene~y command a preference, and that 
the office of deciding upon the liberty and lives of 
our native subjects, will be held only in secondary 
estimation. 

But who will undertake the. arduous duty pre
scribed. by Regulation I. of 1821, of revising the 
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transfers of landed property, and of correcting the 
abuses which have been committed by revenue offi. 
cers in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, for the 
last twenty-five years? ASudder, or head Commis
sion, was appointed for thiS express purpose, with a 
Mofussil ( or subordinate) Commission, for the pro
secution of inquiries on the spot. Experienced ser
vants were selected for. the particular duty; they 
have been engaged on it for eight years, and what 
have they accomplished? . Their investigation has 
not extended beyond two districts (those of Allaha
bad and Cawnpore), constituting about one-sixth 
part of the territory on which their labor was to 
have been employed; and unhappily, too, the late 
despatch from Bengal gives us reason to apprehend 
that new mistakes have arisen, that recent abuses 
have been committed, and that while we are cor
recting at one end, new work is added at the other. 

, 

The special Commission (Sudder and Mofussil), 
with its task unfinished, is now to be superseded; 
but will the Dftw commissioner, or the collector, or 
the superior Board (upon whom the duty is to de
volve), by snatching a few hours of occasional leisure 
from their numerous avocations, be able to com· 
plete the work? Or are the people to be left, after 
all, to endure those grievous ills which are depicted 
in such fearful terms in the preamble to Regulation 
I.of1821? 

I am not contending for the continuance of the 
special Commission. It originated in humane feel
ings. Great abuse had prevailed in the sales of 
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land in the '''''estern Provinces, which ought to have 
been more generally avoided, and which my col
league and myself, while in charge of the Western 
Provinces,· discouraged decidedly. But I am will
ing to believe that the· evil was magnified, and I 
never did entertain very sanguine hopes that the 
people would derive much relief from the very 
questionable expedient which was resorted to. At 
all events, even admitting (which I am willing to 
do) that the measure has been attended with partial 
success, and that some injuries have been repaired, 
the work appears to me now to have been virtually 
abandoned; although the circumstances which. gave 
rise to it are still made the theme of unwearied re
proach, or unceasing lamentation. 

FURLOUGH REGULATIONS FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE. 

[Written in 18~6.] 

The existing rules for granting furloughs to the 
Cape, Australia, the Sanataria on the Hills, and 
other places, are certainly defective; and, in gene
ral, fail to produce the benefit which they were in.-

- .tended to secure to the C'ftoil Service of India. They 
operate as an encouragement to the idle, who can 
resort to those places at a small sacrifice of official 
income. They create a necessity for frequent changes 
in the local functionaries, to the great inconvenience 
of the publio service, and to the injury of the people, 
who are, more or less, affected by these frequent 

• See Report oC the 13th April, 180S, Para. 243. 
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changes. And they make very inadequate provision 
for the officers who are appointed to officiate for the 
absentees; while, in m~y instances, an expense is 
incurred by the Government, consequent. upon the 
removals and changes which frequently. take place. 

But the plan proposed, a.s a substitute for .the ex
isting furloughs, provides only for an absence of 
twelve months t~ Europe, the absentee, during that 
period, being permitted to retain his office, with a 
certain portion of the salary-say one-third; and 
the residue, or two-thirds, being enjoyed by the 
locum tenens. 

A furlough of one year to Europe is not, however, 
I apprehend,sufficient to accomplish the ends usu
ally proposed; viz., the restora;tion of health and 
strength to constitutions enfeebled by a long and 
laborious service in the climate of India. Medical 
men are very generally, I believe, of opinion that a 
short residence in our native climate is not sufficient 
to restore the tone and habit of the body, and to 
give firmness to a constitUti01~ much impaired by 
local complaints, or long-continued application to 
business in India. A furlough of one . year, from 
the time of delivering over office to the time of re
suming its duties, would scarcely admit of a resi
dence of six months in England. 

1st. I would therefore suggest that a furlough of 
eighteen, *. instead of twelve months, be allowed to 

.. Perhaps a distinction might be made between furloughs on sick-certifi
cate and furloughs on private affairs; the former being granted for eighteen 
months, and the latter for twelve months, from the date of embarkation.
H.St.G.T • 

. ~ 
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the civil servants of India, for the purpose of visit
ing Europe j and that the present practice of grant
ing ieave of absence to the Cape, and other places 
beyond sea, or to the Hills; for any period exceeding 
one month in each year, be elltirelydiscontinued. * 
A furlough of eighteen months will generally admit 
of the individual passing two winters in his native 
land. 

2nd. I 'Would propose that the absentee be allowed 
to draw one-third of his official salary, and that the 
remaining two-thirds be assigned to his locum tenens. 
The following sketch will show the medium rates of 
income receivable by each: 

Medium Receimble ~.!Y SaIar.J. by 
A.bsentee. Tenens. 

SntHmt. or the 1st Class, whose salaries} 
Rupees. Rupees. Rupees. 

amonnt to 36,000 rupees per annum, and 39,000 13,000 26,000 
upwards. • • • • • • 

2nd Class, salary from 24,000 to 36,000 30,000 10,000 20,000 
3rd Claas, salary from 12,000 to 24,000 18,000 6,000 12,000 
4th Claas, assistants under 1,200 rupees 7,500 2,500 5,000 

3rd. That any servant obtaining the prescribed 
medical certificate, be admitted to the benefit of tM 
furlough. 

4th. That any servant applying for the furlough 
on any other ground than that of ill health, be 
granted the indulgence of the furlough, provided he 
shall have· served in India for not less than tent 
years; and that he shall satisfy the local Govern-

• Or if they choose to go to these places ... prefereru:e, the furlough should 
be on the same footing and terms as that proposed for England.-H. St.G. T. 

t Or eight. 
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ment that he has good and sufficient reasons for 
wishing to visit his native country. 

This rule will, no doubt, render the number of 
furloughs indefinite; but Government will not incur 
any expense in consequence, as they do under the 
existing regulations j and the servants out of em
ploy, who now receive a subsistence allowance, 
would have situations provided for them, as offi
ciating for the absentees. 

5th. That any of the senior servants, entitled to 
the retiring pension, who may take the furlough 
and retire while at home, shall be required to refund 
the furlough allowance which they may have drawn 
from the perio4 of delivering over charge of their 
office in India. 

6th. That servants of the 1st Class, whose salaries 
may exceed 45,000 rupees per annum, be not, in 
any case, permit.ted to draw a furlough allowance 
exceeding 15,000 rupees per annum, as the maxi
mum rate . 
• 7th. That lieutenant-governors, and the members 

of Council, and general officers on the staff, who are 
appointed to serve for a limited period, be not 
allowed the benefit of the furlough. 

8th. That military officers, haying held civil 
situations for not less than eight (or ten) years, be 
entitled to the indulgence of furlough on the same 
terms and footing as the civil servants. 

9th. That the advocate-general and Company's 
law officers-the superintendent of the Indian Navy 
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-officers of the Mint, and others, not being cove
nanted servants, lie admitted to the same indulgence 
after a service of not less than eight (or ten) years 
in India. 

10th. That the furlough allowance be paid quar. 
terly in England, at the exchange of two shillings the 
Company's rupee, on a certificate showing the date on 
which the party ceased to draw the allowances of his 
office in India. 

11th. That a second furlough be not granted ex· 
cept in very special cases, to be established to the 
entire satisfaction of the local Government. 

12th. That any person being absent beyond the 
prescribed period of twelve or eighteen months, as 
the case may be, be held to have forfeited his office, 
which shall be otherwise- filled up accordingly. 

13th. That. these rules take effect (say, from the 
lst of September, 1846), irrespective of former fur. 
loughs, and of any furloughs which may be granted 
and taken up prior to that date, after which they 
shall be granted only under the present rules. 

The foregoing rules are calculated, I think, to 
remedy many of the evils of the present system, and 
to comer a great boon on the service, especially to 
those who are co:rp.pelled by ill-health to vacate their 
appointments, * and to proceed to Europe; and who, 
on their return, are obliged to wait. for vacancies 
until they can be employed, and on allowances 

• In consequence of the forfeiture which is incurred by coming to England, 
Borne of our most zealous servants remain at their posts until their constitu
tions are destroyed, or injured, when they are no longer the same efficient 
functionaries.-H. St.G. T. 
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which are not sufficient to defray their necessary 
expenses. 

It may be apprehended that too great a tempta
tion will be held out to our servants .to visit England; 
but it will be more useful, as well as more agreeable 
to them to visit this country rather than the Cape; 
and the journey does not now occupy much more 
time than the passage to the latter place of resort. 
The Government will not incur any ~ddi!ional ex
pense; and the individual will, in general, return to 
the s~ation where he has been previously employed, 
and where, from his knowledge of the people"and the 
Amlah serving under him, his servicE!s. are likely to 
be found most useful and efficient. 

A legal question may arise, whether our servants, 
in passing out of the Company's jurisdiction, and 
coming to this country, will not, ipso facto, be placed 
out of the service; but if the law should, as at pre
sent understood, interpose any bar to the arrange
ment, a short clause in an Act of P~rliament, in the 
next session, would remove the difficulty. 
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TIlE MILITARY ESTABLISHMENTS. 

TIQ; OFFICERING OF THE NA.TIVE ARlIY. 

[Written in 1848.] 

RECOLLECTING, as I do, the constitution of our 
nath"e army some fifty or sixty years ago, and the 
high state of discipline and· efficiency which it noto
riously maintained, I cannot understand how the 
complement of European officers in our native corps 
can be considered insufficient; unless, indeed, it be 
assumed that those officers can, without liniitation, 
be detached from their regiments, to be employed 
on civil and other extra-regimental duties. 

Prior to 1796, a Sepoy battalion had only nine 
_ European officers attached to it; and at an earlier 

period, a still smaller nUmber was found to be suffi
cient, the battalion being usually commanded by a 
captain, and very rarely having a field-officer· at its 
head. . 

At present, a Sepoy regiment of 750 or 800 rank 
and file, has a complement of twenty-four European 
officers; and a regiment- of regular cavalry a com
plement of twenty officers. 

"When it was proposed to give an additional captain 
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to the regiments of Native Infantry, on the ground 
that there was a deficiency of officers of that parti
cular grade, I reluctantly concurred; but I urged at 
the same time the expediency of reducing a subaltern 
in each corps. This would have made the ladder 
one step shorter; and I have always felt that there 
was an evil in slow promotion in our Indian Army, 
sin~e it necessarily engenders discontent. By this' 
suggestion, too, if adopted, the expense of the 
additional captain would have been considerably 
reduced. 

In considering the proper complement of officers 
for our native corps, we must not forget that the 
native officers (the Soubadars in particular) are 
highly efficient, and can be most usefully employed 
in maintaining discipline, and in promoting the effi
ciency of the semca. 

Indeed, I am" inclined to doubt whether the mul
tiplication of young European officers may not, in 
some respects, have had a prejudicial tendency. 

Inexperienced as they are for some time, and ig
norant of the native languages, their interposition is 
sometimes galling to the veteran Soubadar of forty 
or fifty years' standing in the service, who has been 
present in many a well-fought field, and who cannot 
understand the fitness of unfledged youngsters for 
military command. 

MoreOver, the multiplication of numbers renders 
~he Europeans independent of native society. They 
congregate in theIr messes and clubs, write for news
papers, and are absorbed in pursuits strictly and ex-
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elusively of a European character. Too many of 
them marry at an early age; and this becomes 
another cause of alienation from their native as
sociates. 

Formerly the Soubadar paid his respects regularly 
to his commanding officer, attended often at his 
breakfast-table, and gave an account of everything 
which was passing in the regiment ;'so that the 
commanding officer became familiar with the cha
racter and conduct of every Sepoy under his com
mand. He was enabled often to do. them little 
services; and he obtained an influence, the effect of 
personal attachment, which rendered the exercise of 
authority easy. 

Our military, too, secluded as they were from 
European society, and mixing more with the natives, 
acquired the colloquial dialects; and some of our 
best linguists of that day were found among our 
Sepoy officers. Just now, some of them, no doubt, 
go through a formal examination in the native lan
guages to qualify for staff situations; but the know
led~e they acquire' is generally from books, and not 
from men. 

But I may be told that some of our native regi
ments have not half their complement of officers 
serving with the corps. This is very true; and I 
remember that the 2nd Bengal Grenadiers took the 
field lately, and marched to Kote-Kangra under the 
command of the fourth lieutenant, not a single cap
tain, or field officer, being present with the corps. 
This is doubtless an evil; but the evil arises in gene-
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ral from an undue proportion of officers being de
. tached on civil and other employment, notwithstand
ing the repeated orders of the Court of Directors to 
limit the number of officers to be so employed. 

The practice of detaching a great number of the 
military, on civil and other duties, extra-regimental, 
is attended with inconvenience in two respects. The 
officers so detached acquire habits which indispose 
them to return to regimental duties; and I appre- . 
hend that an indifferent regimeIl:tal officer is not 
likely to become a very efficient commander in the 
higher grades of the army. . 

Then, again, the officers who are left behind to do 
the drudgery of ~he regiment, feel that they have an 
undue share of duty imposed upon them; and they 
become discontented, not only upon this ground, but 
because they fancy ,that their equals, or their inferiors, 
have been preferred before them solely because they 
had more interest at head-quarters. 

:But the immediate question is, whether the cavalry 
should have an additional captain assigned to each 
regiment, on the same grounds on which a s;lxth 
captain was given to the infantry. 

I do believe that in the field, and perhaps even in 
cantonments, the cavalry officer has generally hard~r 
work than the officer of infantry; for he has horses 
to attend to, as well as men. The promotion in the 
:Bengal cavalry has also been very slow; and the 
proportion of officers detached on civU duties is not 
usually so great as ill the infantry. 

B~t, on the other hand, our ten regular regiments 
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supply, with few exceptions, the officers required for 
the eighteen regiments of Irregular Cavalry; and if 
our cavalry officers are less frequently detached, the 
complaint of a deficiency of officers for regimental 
duty can scarcely be urged. 

The slowness of promotion in Bengal may in part, 
perhaps, proceed from the more expensive habits of 
the cavalry, which prevent the early retirement of 
the officers in this branch of the service; but the 
disadvantB.o~ would scarcely be removed by adding 
another captain to the strength of the regiment .. 

Upon the wh.ole, I cannot see sufficient ground 
for granting this addition j although I would not 
have objected to' it (nor would I now), if a subal
tern had been struck oft" from every native corps on 
our establishment. This would be attended with a 
saving of expense, without injury to the army. 

I am willing to hope that the number of irregular 
corps of cavalry may gradually be reduced; and at 
an early period. These corps are composed, I be
lieve, of excellent materials; and they are very effi
cient and serviceable in the field i-but in the present 
state of our political relations, their services would 
not seem likely to be required. Still, this warlike 
soldiery cannot suddenly be discharged, without the 
risk of public inconvenience and disorder. 

In the present condition of our finances, it is clear 
that some large reductions must be made in the 
public expenditure j for· we cannot augment our re
venue; and we must look to e1l"ect reductions in 
those quarters where our establishments have been 

VOL. I. H 
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largely increased in consequence of the existence of 
a state of war. The heavy burthen which the acqui
sition of Scinde has entailed upon us, has contri
buted mainly to the derangement of our finances; 
and I own that I do not yet perceive in that quarter 
any decided appearance of early amelioration. 

SALE OF COMMISSIONS.· 

This boon was once rejected by the Company's 
officers; but I believe their sentiments are now 
changed, and that the great body of the service 
would accept it with eagerness at this moment. t In 
fact, it would confer upon the whole army a trans
ferable property, which they do not now possess, 

• From a paper without date, written many years ago, containing sugges
tions for the improvement of the Indian Army. Many of these suggestions have 
been carried out since the paper was written. The question of the sale of 
commissions in the IndiaIi Army, and the amalgamation of the Qneen's and 
Company's armies, having been recently considered, two extracts from the 
document are inserted. 

t The ensigncy would always be obtained, as at present, without purchase. 
The other commissions might be valued as follows: 

Lieutenantcy .£500, or 4,000 rupees. 
Company • • £2,000 ,,16,000 " 

Difference 12,000 
Majority • • £4,000, or 32,000 " 

Difference 16,000 
Lieutenant-Colonelcy • £5,000, or 40,000 " 

Difference 8,000 
I have valued the commissions higber than in the King's service, because 

they are really more valuable perhaps; because money is more easily ohtained 
in India for purchases; because it is desirable that there should be one uniform 
price, which is not likely to be evaded; and because it is desirable to relieve 
the retired list by encouraging sales. 

I have made a greater difference between the value of a company and a 
majority, and that of a majority and lieutenant-colonelcy. because the majority 
is a most important step as securing the benefit of the King's brevet, and 
because the sum of 50001. is more than equal to the value of the annuity to 
which a lieutenant-colonel would be entitled on the retired liat.-H. St.G. T. 
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without expense to the Government, or to any other 
party; and the means of realising this property 
would be of the utmost importance to those junior 
officers in particular, who are sometimes compelled 
to resign the service, from ill health and other 
causes, before they have acquired the right to retire 
on a pension. An officer who has not served for. 
ten years in India cannot even obtain a furlough;· 
and when called to England by urgent considera,.. 
tions, he must either disregard these considerations, 
or resign the service, and with it his profession pro
bably, and the hopes of his future life. The effect of 
allowing the sale of 'commissions would be, to acce
lerate promotion throughout the army-to relieve 
gradually the retired list, which has already entailed 
an enormous expense on the Company-and, by a 
quicker succession of officers, to weaken local habits 
and local interests. 

Supersessions would, no doubt, occasionally take 
place; but the promotion of an officer could scarcely 

I 

in any instance be retarded by a junior officer pur-
chasing above him. He might not move forward, 
but he would never be thrown back, or be deprived 
of a step, except, perhaps, in the instance of a 
death.bed sale, which is sometimes allowed as an 
indulgence in his Majesty's service. But the gene. 
ral effect of allowing the purchase and sale of com· 
missions must certainly be to accelerate promotion, 
and to prevent that stagnation which is always the 
fruitful source of ill·humor and discontent. 

lf2 
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EXCHANGES BETWEEN KING'S A.ND COMl'ANY'S 

OFFICERS.* 

This is a measure less free from objection, and of 
more questionable policy, than the P!eceding; but 
it might be applied to the artillery and the European 
regiments, and as far as it went it would tend to 
weaken local habits, local attachments, and local 
interests, and to take away from the Indian Army 
its provincial character. 

It would also tend, in some .degree, to relieve the 
retired list; for although it· would be proper to 
allow King's officers, exchanging into the Company's 
service, the benefit of that list, by taking into the 
account of their twenty-two years' service the period 
in which they may have served in India in a King's 
regiment, yet in general they would not come so 
soon upon the retired list as the Company's officers 
with whom they may have exchanged would pro
bably have done. 

These exchanges, moreover, would be of the 
utmost advantage to officers in the Company's ser
vice, whose constitutions may have been so far 
impaired as" to prevent their continuing to serve in 
a hot climate . 

. I am not quite sure that the exchanges between 
officers of the native corps and officers of the King's 
regiments who have "actually served in India, might 

• 
• From the same paper as the preceding. 
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not be permitted with safety, under some such re
striction as the following, viz. : 

A King's officer who shall have served three 
years in India, with an ensign, cornet, or lieutenant. 

Ditto, ten years, with a captain .. 
Ditto, fifteen years, with a major. 
Ditto, twenty years, with a lieutenant-colonet 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN THE NATIVE ARMY.· 
In a paper of notes prepared for Lord Ellen

borough t I ventured to suggest that corporal punish •. 
ments should be so far re-established (in the native 
army) as to be made the concomitant of dismissal 
from the service. The high-bred Sepoy will never 
incur it, nor ever deserve it; and his pride will 
rather be gratified that he should not be associated 
with men who have deserved it. To the native 
officers, who have lost much of their influence and 
authority, it will, I have reason to believe, be highly 
satisfactory; and it will check a practice, which has 
become not uncommon among the men, of throw
ing up the service upon very trifling occasion, where 
they happen to be discontented with their officers. 
Had the dread of· corporal punishment been present 
to the minds of the Sepoys at Aseerghur and Se
cunderabad, I am disposed to doubt whether the 
mutiny, or resistance to their officers, would have 
taken place. 

• From a letter to Sir Robert Peel, written in 1842. 
t POIIt, page 204. Corporti punishment was re-introduced by Lord 

Hardioge. 
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Had the officers and the men been placed on the 
same footing, I a~ equally disposed to doubt whether 
the resistance would have been made. The officers 
would only have had to explain to them "we are all 
sufl'erers alike, and, as soldiers, we must submit and 
obey." When the" double full batta" was abolished 
in .Bengal, and the full batta. at Bombay, I do not 
recollect that any complaint was made by the troops; 
and why r-the officers were the great sufferers. 

The mutiny of the 15th Bengal Native Infantry, 
in 1797(1 think), originated in their having been 
called upon, without sufficient preparation, to em
bark on board-ship (at that time a novelty); tha~ 
they were put down after a slight struggle, by a re
giment of their own countrymen. 

The quasi mutiny at Barrackpore, in 1824, was one 
of the most unfortunate occurrences in our military 
history-one which I have always deplored. The 
regiment could not move without the means of con
veyance for its baggage, which had not been pro
vided; and they were cut to pieces by a battery of 
artillery, when fair words might have brought them 
to reason. 

In the Madras mutiny, in 1809, the Sepoys only 
followed their officers, and sacrificed their lives in a 
cause in which they had no interest whatever. And 
who were punished· for this daring act of rebellion P 
Not the officers certainly. The only sufl'erer was 
Sir George Barlow, w~o put down the mutiny by an 
act of extraordinary vigor. 

I allude to these occurrence's for'the purpose of 
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extenuating the offence of the native troops on the 
late unhappy occasion; for although they may be 
misled, they are easily guided by reason in the garb 
of kindness. .And how are we to punish in cold 
blood the large body of men who are reported to ha'\Te 
been sent off from, Secunderabad as prisoners, for 
the purpose of being subjected to trial, and eventual 
punishment for their late passive resistance? I can
not even conjecture how it is proposed to deal with 
them. There are no men more patient in submit
ting to privations than the Bengal Sepoys. Of the 
Madras troops I cannot speak with the same confi
dence. In the Mahratta war of 1803 and 1804, their 
pay was seven months in arrear, and in some in
stances, if I recollect, as far as thirteen months, and 
they were exposed to the greatest hardship; but not 
a complaint was, I believe, heard. 

The duty of providing for the payment of these 
arrears, exceeding a million, devolved upon me in 
1805; and I was obliged to give a preference to the 
irregular corps, which had become worse than use
less, and which could not otherwise be disbanded. 
Both officers and men displayed the best spirit j and 
the former, I have heard, were compelled in some 
instances to dispose of their little articles of plate to 
supply their immediate wants, and to assist their 
men. 

With such instances of patient endurance and 
loyalty to the service, their errors ought to be re
garded with clemency, and we ought to be more soli
citous to prevent than to punish them. 
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CORPORAl:. PUN]1;HMENT IN THE NATIVE ARMY.* 

This subject may appear to be beyond my pro
vince, and not . at all connected with the other 
objects adverted to. It is one of extreme delicacy 
and difficulty; but it is one of deep interest. I have 
had communication with many of our officers, and I 
heard from them but one opinion as to the singular 
indiscretion which characterised the measure, and 
its injurious effects, both with reference to the feel
ings of the European soldiery, and the discipline of 
the native troops. One officer, in particular, observed 
to me that he had commanded a regiment of Sepoys 
for sixteen years; that he had never previously had 
any trouble in managing the men; that he rarely 
had occasion to inflict corporal punishment, and still 
more rarely to. inflict it in a way to entail disgrace; 
but· that, after the promulgation of the order of 
Lord W. Bentinck, he could no longer preserve the 
discipline of the corps; that he was unable to sup
port the native officers, who were set at defiance by 
the men; while a general notion prevailed among 
them that they had only to relinqu,ish the service 
whenever it became disagreeable to them. 

The motive for this order was, no doubt, to raise 
the character of the Sepoy, and to enable us to 
recruit the native army with men of a higher tone 
of character; and it may be freely admitted that the 
Bengal Sepoy seldom becomes the proper object of 

• Written in 1841. This is extracted from the paper referred to in the 
f~regoiDg. 

~ 
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corporal punishment, and that he !s ne:ver made a 
better soldier by it. 

At a former and somewhat remote period, the 
petty landholders were anxious to place one or more 
of their sons, or relatives, in a Sepoy corps, in order 
to obtain a friend and patron in the commanding 
officer, through whose intercession and influence 
they expected to obtain justice and favor from the 
collectors, and other public officers, before whom 
they might have occasion to bring their complaints 
of grievances; but after the establishment of regular 
courts of justice, and the assessment of the lands in 
perpetuity, a different order of things took place, 
and our ranks were no longer recruited to the same 
extent from the same motives, and from the same 
source. 

'Vhether it would now be prudent or safe to re
establish corporal punishment in our native army, 
it would be presumptuous in me to pronounce; but 
I lately declared to one of our functionaries that I 
was quite prepared to take my full: share of respon
sibility if the proposition were brought forward.' 

The course which I should be disposed to suggest 
would be. to identify the infliction of corporal 
punishment with dismissal from the service; that 
is, to retam. no man in the ranks after he shall have 
incurred this penalty, making him liable to it, how
ever, under martial law. Colonel Skinner, an ex
perienced officer, has established this usage in his 
corps; and it is quite notorious that a finer body of 
men, more orderly, and of more gallant bearing, is
not to be fourid in our native army. • 
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THE REVENUES AND RESOURCES OF INDIA.. 

SYSTEMS OF LAND REVENUE. * 
IT is assumed by some writers that the Sovereign, 

or Government, is the universal proprietor of the 
land. This was the doctrine of SirT. Munro, whose 
experience had been acquired in districts from which 
Tippoo Sultan had driven away and exterminated 
the proprietors, and where no vestiges remained of 
private rights, in consequence of his extortion and 
oppression. His (Tippoo's) object was to engross 
both the rents and revenues of the country; and Sir 
T. Munro followed up the same system, as I think 
to the impoverishment of the country, the people, 
and the Governm~nt itself. 

What is to be understood by the words "Sove-
. reign," or " Government p" The~ forl11~r term has 
been said to describe the first successful" soldier
the latter imports an administrative OOCly, dif
ferently constituted at different times, in different 
countries, under different circumstances, but cOI;lSti
tuted for the purpose of protecting the community, 
and superintending and regulat~g the national af-

• From a private letter written in 1845. It takell a brief comprehensive 
survey of the different systems of Indian land revenue, and paves the way 
towards a right understanding of the subsequent more detailed reftections. 
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fairs and interests. For this purpo it ;~~ a, 
necessary, and what mJ1y almost be t ~~4z.. 
1erent, right to levy tuea for defraying theee~=F 
of ailrnjnjstration and of protection; but it requires 
no property in the soil for these objects, and the pro
perty in the land mJ1y be said to have belonged. to 
him who first occupied and cultivated it. True it 
is, that in Europe and elsewhere, before the esta
blishment of a regular system. of taxation, the So
vereign held large landed possessions, or estates, the 
renta of which were applied to the same purposes 38 

our present land rer;enue; but in modem times a 
marked distinction has been established between rent 
and rer;emle. So, too, in India, the Sovereign, both 
Hindoo and Yussulman, claimed a right to partici
pate in the produce of every beega of land, and in 
theory, the proportion was usually calculated at one-
sixth; but under a necessitous or rapacious Govern
ment no such rule was practically observed, and the 
Sovereign, or his instruments, extorted 38 much 38 

the countr,'would yield, or the people could pay. 
But we then cOme to the s!J8tem of administering 

the land revenue in India, which has varied greatly 
at different. tiines. It was usually committed to the 
~ooe~~t of Aumils (administrators), who w~re 
empowered to collect the public dues, and who ge
nerally collected as· much more as th~y could for 
themselves. 

Large districts were sometimes let out to farmers 
(the French fermUJr8 genereur), who extracted as 
much as they could from the country, and often 
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oppressed it grievously; but neither Aumils nor 
farmers could rightfully dispossess the Talookdars
village Zemindars-Mokuddums - Khode Khoost 
Ryots, and other classes, who were acknowledged 
to have a beneficial interest in the soil, as well as 
the right of occupancy. And, moreover, even the 
native Governments not only recognised a perma. 
nency of tenure, but they also-in theory at least
professed to establish uniform rates of. assessment; 
the Aumils and farmers engaging to collect accord. 
ing to established usage (dustoor 001 Moolk), and· 
the Pergunnah rates (or Nerikh) , as recorded by the 
Canoongos and Putwarris. When Lord Cornwallis 
arrived in India,- in 1786, he found the country im. 
poverished, and the people wretched, under short 
settlements generally concluded with farmers for 
five years; and after a long- and elaborate discussion 
with Sir John Shore and others, he determined to 
establish a system of revenue administration founded 
upon the recognition of private rights in the land, 
and the introduction of the principle of permanency. 

He accordingly proclaimed to the people that the 
Zemindars and others would be treated with as the 
proprietors of tlte soil, the Government reserving to 
itself only its acknowledged right to rece~ve a por. 
tion of the produce of each" beezah" of land, or, in 
other words, the right of taxatidn. 

2ndly. He established courts or'justice, indepen. 
dent of the Government, for the protection of these 
and all other private rights. 

3rdly. He resolved to fix the assessment upon the 
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land in perpetuity, in order to stimulate industry by 
giving the landholders an interest in the success of 
their own exertions-to augment the general pro
duce-and to encourage the accumulation of capital, 
by which alone extensive works Could be undertaken 
for the improvement of the country-(tanks, wells, 
water-courses, roads, &c., &c.). 

Then arises the question, whether fluctuating, 
permanent. or long settlements, were to be preferred. 
The first had been tried, and had egregiously failed, 
it having been found that, the year before the expi
ration of the lease, the farmers and others invariably 
extorted the last rupee, by forcing the sale of the 
cattle, implements of husbandry. &c., of the help
less Ryot, so as to a,nnjhj]ate the little capital by 
which the lands were cultivated; and this was done, 
not merely to extract as much as possible from the 
under-tenant, but also to reduce the land" to such a 
state of desolation, as to discourage competition for 
it, and thus to obtain a renewal of the lease on 
their own terms. 

Long leases are certainly much less objectionable, 
and they possess one great advantage in enabling 
both parties, the Government and the lessee, to ac
commodate their next contracts with due regard to 
the ch~ges which niliy take place in the value of 
the precious metals, or by the introduction of new 
and more valuable articles of cultivation. 
. I, accordingly (in 1827), was a party to the intro
duction of leases for thirty years in the Western 
Provinces, by way of compromise for violating the 
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pledge which had been given to the 1andh~lders in 
1803 and 1805 to confirm the settlement, then made 
with them, in perpetuity. 

I trust that this long term will operate as some 
compensation for their disappointment, and that it 
will, in a great degree, answer the ends proposed. by 
a permanent settlement; but as a principle, I still 

I maintain, that permanency of tenure, and a limita
I tion of the public demand upon the land, were boons 
I 

. bestowed under the dictates of a just and enlightened 
policy, and that Lord Cornwallis is to be regarded as 

. the greatest benefactor of India. 

THE PERMANENT SETTLEMENT OF BENGAL. * 
That great measure has become the object of per

petual attack and misrepresentation. Yen, who are 
not even acquainted with its principles, and who are 
evidently ignorant of the manner :iIi: which its ·detaiIs 
were conducted, have come forward to arraign and 
condemn it. Let those persons peruse the corre
spondence and minutes of the Government and of 
the Board of Revenue at Calcutta, between the 
years 1788 and 1791; and they will be convinced, I 
think, that the permanent settlement of Bengal was 
not concluded in a state of darkness and ignorance
that some of the ablest men whom our service has 
produced, were employed in discussing its principles 
and arranging its details-and that in several dis-

• From the introduction to II paper, written in 1832, on the settlement of 
the .Ceded and,Conquered (now known as the North-Western) Provinces. 
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tricts the engagements were taken from the lowest 
class of landholders. A passage in ::Mr. Chaplin's 
report, quoted with commendation by the Court 'Of 
Directors, describes 'the very manner in which our 
Bengal collectors proceeded in obtaining the neces
sary materials for assessing the lands. They took 
what is technically called the "Rust-o-bood;" that 
is, they ascertained, in many instances by minute 
and careful examination, the present and past assets; 
and from these they deduced the future resources of 
the estate. Not with mathematical certainty, be
cause the unknown quantity was liable to be affected 
by many contingencies; such as, the introduction, 
of more valuable products, the improvement of agri
culture, the fluctuation of prices by reason of the 
abundance or scarcity of the precious metals, &c., 
&c. These could scarcely be estimated; but if thtj' 
permanent settlement deprived the Government o~( 
all participation 1n future and contingent improve- ( 
ment, it opened the door to that improvement, 
which might not otherwise have taken place. Other 
parties have benefited by it directly, and the Govern
ment itself indirectly, by the advance of agriculture 
and commerce, and by the augmentation of the 
capital of the country. With me it is matter of 
doubt whether the indigo manufacture, upon which 
our means of remitting the tribute from India now 
mainly depends, would ever have attained its pre
sent magnitude, if, intent only upon the present, 
and regardless of the future, we had continued to 
raise the assessment on every new article of produc .. 
tion which promised to yield a higher rent. 
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INITIAL MEASURES FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF THE 

CEDED AND CONQUERED PROVINCES. * 
In 1803, during the administration of Marquis 

Wellesley, a Regulation was passed (XXV. of that 
year), declaring, that a permanent settlement of the 
ceded provinces would be concluded at the end of 
ten years, for such lands as should be in a sufficiently 
improved state of cultivation; and further proclaim
iIig the" proprietary rights of all Zemindars, Talook
dars, and other descriptions of landholders possess
ing a right of property in the lands, composing their 
zemin~arries, talooks, or other tenures, to be con
firmed and established under the authorit!J of the 
British Government, in conformity to the laws and 
usages of the country, and to the regulations which 
have been, or shall be hereafter enacted by the Go
vernor-General in Council." 

It was also provided by the same Regulation, that 
those Zemindars who might decline to enter into en
gagements for their lands, should be allowed" Nan
kar" not exceeding ten per cent. on the jumma of 
their estates. 

In 1805, a Regulation (IX. of that year) was passed 
by the same Government in nearly corresponding 
terms; declaring that a permanent settlement would 
be concluded with the Zemindars and other land
holders in the conquered provinces, at the expiration 
of the decennial leases. 

• From the same paper al the preceding passages. These three extracts 
set forth, briefly and luccinctly, the historical circumstances of the Indian 
land.tax, and form a fitting introduction to the succeeding papers, wbich are 
of a more disquisitional kind. I -
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But in 1807, the Supreme GoverI!nlent being 
anxious to extend to the landowners of our newly 
acquired territory those advantages which had been 
conferred on the Zemindars of the lower pr~vinces, 
by fixing the land-tax in perpetuity~ Regulation X. 
of that year was enacted, appointing fommissioners 
for superintending the settlement of the Ceded and 
Conquered Provinces j and notifying" to the Zemin-" 
dars and other actual proprietors of land in those 
provinces, that the J umma which may be assessed on 
their estates in the last year of the settlement imme
diately ensuing the present settlement, shan remain 
fixed for ever, in case the Zemindars shall now be 
willing to engage for the payment of the public re
venue on those terms in perpetuity, and the arrange
ment shall receive the sanction of the Honorable the 
Court of Directors."· 

The arrangement for anticipating the permanent 
settlement was made subject to the approval of the 
home authorities; but no reservation of the kind was 
made in the regulations of 1803 and 1805 for con
cluding that settlement at the expiration of the de-
cennialleases. . 

Far from objecting to the pledge given to the land
holders in those regulations-far from contending 
against the principle of a fixed assessment, either on 
the ground of policy or of justice, the Court expressed 
their approbation of the measure contemplated, and 
gave it their unreserved sanction. To as late a pe
riod as 1813_ not even a doubt was expressed in the 

.. See BeC. 5, Reg. X. of 1807. 

VOL; I. I • 
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. way of discouragement; and the Government of India 
had every reason to presume that they were proceed
ing in this great work with the full concurrence and 
approbation of the controlling authorities in this 
country. I will not quote from the despatches to 
the Supreme Government on this subject; because 
my colleague, Mr. Edmonstone, in his able and in~ 
structive letters to the Court of the 31st July, 1821, 
has shown most conclusively that the plans and pro
ceedings of the Government abroad received an 
ample confirmation. 

Unhappily, as I think, different views were adopted 
at a subsequent period; and since 1813* the whole 
tenor of the Court's correspondence with the Supreme 
Government has not only discountenanced the idea 
of a permanent settlement of the lands in the Ceded 
and Conquered Provinces, but peremptory injunc
tions have been issued to that Government, prohibit
ing the formation of such a settlement, at any future 
period. The pledge so formally· given to the land. 
holders in 1803, and 1805 and 1807, has accordingly 
remained unredeemed to the present day-temporary 
settlements have been concluded in various ways 
with d.i:fferent classes of persons-some of the prin
cipal Talookdars have been set aside, and deprived of 
the management of their estates-and the great ob
ject seems to have been to introduce the system of 
revenue administration which obtains in the tern
tory of Fort St. George. 

• See Court's Letter to :Bengal of the 16th of M~; 1813. 
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:EXTEYSION 01!' THE I'ERMANEN'r SETl'LEMENT •• 

The objections urged against the extension of the 
permanent settlement are: 

1st. Want of materials for forming a permanent 
settlement. 

To these objections I briefly reply: 
If we have not collected sufficient materials after 

an experience of twenty years, during which minute 
surveys have been undertaken and laborious investi
gations have been made, we are never likely to com
mand such materials. 

But I am. content to leave this question of lact to 
be decided by the local Government, and to make 
the order for the formation of a permanent settle
ment conditional, and dependent upon the fact of 
our materials being sufficient in the opinion of the 
local authorities. 

2nd. The fear of under-assessment. 
. There can be no ground to fear unaer-assessment. 
~ collectors are too prone to exact the uttermost 
farthing. because their credit depends upon the 
amount of their collections. Our lightest assess-/ 
ment is, perhaps, too. heavy. A certain degree of 
equality is, no doubt, desirable; but it is not essen
tial, nor perhaps practicable. 

ard. The fear of over-assessment. 
I am. much more afraid of over-assessment; but 

• This paper is without date. It WIll perused by Mr. I:dinonatone, whose 
marginal notes show JuJ. entirely he c:onc:urrecl m the opinions expressed. 

12 
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all we can do is to enjoin the. greates~ .caution and 
moderation, and to discountenance all. large and 
sudden augmentations in the J umma. 

4th. Our ignorance of the rights of the land
holders. 

I admit that it is highly desirable, although it is 
not ~bsolutely necessary, to ascertain the rights of 
the parties wjth whom the settlement is to be 
formed, prior to its formation; but if we cannot 
decide this question after twenty years' possession 
and experience, when shall we be prepared to decide 
it? But, in reality, we may :fix the assessment 
without determining immediately what party shall 
benefit by the limitation of our demand. The one 
act is not necessarily dependent upon the other, 
however desirable it may be that they should be 
contemporaneous. We can form the settlement with 

1 
the same parties .whom we found in possession, and 
with whom we now engage under temporary settle

; ments, making a general reservation in favor of all 
other parties who may hereafter establish Ii. better 
claim. In fact, it should be our object to disturb 
the existing state of things as little as possible. 

But a difficulty founded upon private rights can 
scarcely be urged by those who contend for the right 
of Government to demand "rent" from the whole 
territory. This sweeping assumption of the right of 
property in the land, is a virtual a.nnibilation of all 
private rights; for I will not permit the right to 
perform a daily task-work to be any right at all. 
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We must create property, before we talk of rights; 
and property in land can never be created under any 
system which is founded upon the assumption of the 
Government being the universal landlord. 

·5th. The difficulty of determining with whom to 
form the settlement. 

This objection has been partly replied to above. 
I object to the term cc middle-men," both as being 
inapplicable to our Zemindars, and as tending to as
sociate our Bengal system under the permanent set
tlement with the system prevailing in Ireland. 

I would form the settlement with Zemindars, 
Talookdars, lfaliks, or others, where such be found 
to exist, making a reservation in favor of the rights 
of all other parties. Where these landholders be 
. not found to exist, I would form the settlement by 
villages, either with the village community or cor
poration, where such be the usag~, or with the vil

.lage Zemindar, Potail, or Head Ryot, according to 
the circumstances which might be found to. give a 
claim to preference in the particular distri(lt. . The 
designation of the party is of little moment. 

In all cases, I should be disposed to assess by vil
lages, without attempting to apportion the Jumma 
on each particular Beega. 

Although it be, desirable, I think, to assess the 
,land by villages, I shall be glad to see larger estates 
. grow up. 'I perceive no advantage, either to the 
parties themselves or to the State, by constituting, 
or attempting to constitute, the laboring peasantry 
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proprietors of the land, ·or forty .. sbil]jng freeholders; 
and, ataJl events, I am satisfied that ;a Zemindar 

. or Talookdar is a less <objectionable '" middle-man .. 
than a Tehsildaror Aumil.Theone has '3Jl in
terest in protecting and assisting the peasant-the 
other seldom has any fellow-feeling with him. The 
Ryot can complain against the Zemindar-against 
the Tehsildar he dare not; especially under our pre
sent system, which arms the revenue-officer with 
judicial power~ . 

6th. The uncertainty whether a money-rent or.a 
determinate proportion of pl'oduce is intended to be 
taken. , 

..A. money-rent is decidedly to be preferred, I 
think, and is certainly intended by the Government 
of Bombay. We might:fix the Government pro
portion of the produce, but this would be the pro
portion of a'varying quantity, fluctuating also in 
value; and this mode of assessment would be pro
ductive of endless frauds and disputes. , 

7th. The necessity of providing against a change 
in the value of the precious metals . 

. A great change in the value of the precious metals 
may, no doubt, take place by the production of a 
greater quantity from the mines. Science, skill, ca
pital, and the powers of machinery may effect much; 
but the powers of absorption may be commensurate 
with the powers of production, and I am disposed 
to think (upon grounds which it is not necessary to 
explain in ·detail) that such is likely to ~e the case. 
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in India. I see no reason to apprehend our being 
overstocked with the precious metals; and if we are 
to be stopped by the fear of remote and improbable 
contIDor.encies, there is scarcely any. projected im
provement which may not be objected to. More
over, let it be remembered that we are a Government 
debtor as well as a Government creditor, and that it 
is only upon the balance of the account that we 
should suffer in consequence of a depreciation in the 
value of the precious Ip.etals. If we xeceive less 
under our contract with the landholders, so, on the 
other hand, we should pay less in intrinsic val~e to 
the public creditors. In both instances, the en
gagement is to receive and to pay the Sicca rupee, 
or a given number of grains of £ne silver; and we 
could only lose upon the difference between the fixed 
revenue andfi:ced charge. 

ZElIIN1>.ARRY RIGHTS. * 
There is no person more anxious than myself to 

protect the interests of the agricultural population of 
India; but in upholding the rights of the Ryot, real 
or supposed, we must not overlook the rights of 

. others; nor must we proceed upon mere abstract 
considerations, without consulting the wishes and 
interests of those whose cause we undertake to ad
vocate. 

• From an elaborate paper on the Settlement of the North-Western Pro· 
vinces, written in 1832. 
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The right to occupy and cultivate the land, which 
is so much insisted upon in favor of the Ryot, may 
be of no value in itself. It may be, and it often has 

-been, a burdensome obligation; and those who con-
tend -for anything further are bound to. show that 
some real and more valuable privilege was actually 
enjoyed by the peasantry of India. The word 
" Ryot,"as I have elsewhere observed; ~ a generic 
term; and it comprehends the mere husbandman, 
who labors for. wages, up to the petty landholder. 
The Khode-kasht chuppurbund-or domiciled Ryot, 
is a favored yeoman, whom it was the interest 

-of the Zemindar to encourage and retain .upon his 
estate, by allowing hiin to hold small parcels of land 
upon favorable terms, and who was not often dis
turbed in his possession. This, I presume, is the 
party pointed at in our correspondence, under the 
designation of "hereditary cultivator," and I have 
no objection to the designation. But I cannot pos
sibly assent to the proposition of the Court-that 
all beyond the dues of Government belongs to this 
person :-on the contrary, I maintain that there are 
parties in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, pos
sessing a beneficial interest in the land-whose 
rights are susceptible of much more direct proof 
than. those arbitrarily. a~signed to the Ryot-and 
who cannot be reduced to the condition of mere 
pensioners without signal injustice. 

One of our most experienced revenue servants
who held the office of collector in the Ceded and 
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Conquered Provinces for a period of about fifteen 
years, with great credit to himself and with great ad
vantage to the public-writes to me in these terms 
in a very late letter: "I have never been able to 
discover the right of the Ryot himself: the Zeniin. 
dars that I have met with have generally possessed 
title-deeds for their tenures, and when those should 
have been wanting, there would be the prescriptive 
right arising from long possession." He again ob
serves: cc In the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, it 
is my opinion that the Zemindars generally possess 
a substantial lien on the land; there is the prescrip
tive right arising from long possession, and frequently 
title-deeds are forthcoming, in support of their several 
tenures, which no one disputes, and which, of course, 
could not be set aside without a regular judicial in
vestigation. The Zemindars, in short, have long 
ceased to be (if ever they were) stipendiary officers, 
or agents of Government; and as for the Ryots, in 
many instances, they would not think of separating 
from those to whom they have been subservient from 
time immemorial. I do not mean to say that one 
uniform system obtains throughout the country; for 
in Bundelkund the Bhyachara. tenure is to be found; 
-and of cOurse in other parts a greater diversity of 
custom may exist." 
,Here we have experience opposed to theory

actual observation on the spot contradicting an hy
pothesis -framed at a distance. But does it follow 
that the Ryots are not. to be protected in . the enjoy-
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ment of everythlngwhich they can justly claim under 
usage, or otherwise? Far from it-the population 
of India is almost entirely agricultural ; and the 
people have now scarcely any.resource, except in the 
eulture of the Jand. The peasantry should un
doubtedly be supported and encouraged by all just 
and proper means by a Government which is solici
tous to promote the welfare of its subjects. The 
Mahomedan Government was by no means insen
sible -of this duty, for its sunnuds, and perwannas to 
the Zemindars, and to its revenue functionaries, -very 
generally contain an injunction to "foster and pro
tect the Ryot." 

But I contend that for this purpose it is notneces
sary to separate him. from his .ancient hereditary 
landlord ; and that his condi~on is not :improved by 
placing him immediately under a stipendiary .officer, 
nor by calling him. a joint tenant or co-proprietor 
with the Government. This language, although not 
so intended, is a mockery of his condition. 

The Talookdars and Zemindars of the Doaub are 
not the mere creatures of :imagination. I have seen 
them and communicated with them, and found some 
of them prosperous, and all well satisfied with our 
assurances, and apparently well :affected to our Go- . 
vemment. We may caiI t1J.em middle-met1J, and con
tractors, if we wish to degrade them by odious asso- . 
ciations; but they are the hereditary gentry of tite 
country. The AU1nil, or manager, was more properly 
a contractor for the i-evenne-; but this officer, when 
his agency was resorted to, was co-existent with the 
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Zemindar, and did not necessarily supersede the 
latter or supply his place. 

I do not argue in favor of the sudden creation of 
11. landed aristoC'l"acy; but I would not destroy it 
where it is found to -exist; and even where it does 
not yet exist, I would allow it to take root a:v.d spring 
up, as it "D.aturally will do under the influence of 
laws which protect property and encourage industry. 
We must, .at all events, be prepared to tolerate a 
-class of persons in India above the condition of the 
laboring Ryot; for if, after giving the people new 
ideas, new views, and new desires, by means of edu
cation and the Press, we withhold everything calcu
lated to gratify those new feelings, they will not be 
long in examining much too closely our situation 
and their own. . 

The Hootahdar of Madras, whose fate is so fre
quently alluded to as supplying an argument against 
the recognition of our Bengal Zemindars, was a new 
creation. The pl~t was not indigenous; it was forced 
forward much too rapidly; and on the first exposure 
it withered and failed. :But the Talookdars and Ze
mindars of the Doaub are, I believe, the growth of 
ages; and both· J aats, Goojurs, and other Hindoos 
have been maintained in their possessions, although 
in the immediate neighbQurhood of the prlncipaJ seat 
of the Mahomedan Government. 

Their peasantry have long stood in the relation to
wards them of tenant and landlord-the Ryots know 
little of our Government-they see it only in our 
native servants, who appear always in the unpopular 
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character of tax-gatherers. It is in vain that we 
would impress them with notions of our benevolence 
and consideration towards them, when we begin by 
vexatious scrutinies, and end by exacting the utmost 
which the land can yield in the shape of rent. The 
way to conciliate them, or to improve their condition, 
is not, I think, by dissolving the connexion between 
them and the superior Talookdars, or village Zemin
dars. The one we have, I fear, entirely displaced ; 
but we cannot destroy the memory of their past, or 
the consciousness of their present state. They were 
once prosperous; and they and their descendants 
must feel that they are no longer so. They are silent; 
because the natives of lndia are accustomed to en
dure and to submit to the will of theiJ.. rulers; but, if 
an enemy appear on our western frontier, or if an 
insurrection,- unhappily, take place, we shall find 
these Talookdars, I apprehend, in the adverse ranks, 
and their Ryots and retainers ranged under the same 
standard. 

Views of policy cannot be admitted to determine 
a quest jon of- right; but it is fortunate when these 
views come in aid of the claims of justice. The 
Talookdars and Zemindars of the western provinces 
are recognised by the r~gulations of 1803 and 1805, 
as the parties with whom.a settlement of the land 
revenue shall be concluded; and the local Govern
ment superadded spontaneously another promise, 
that the public demand should be fixed in perpetuity 
on the expiration of the decennial leases. In set
~ing aside the hereditary landholders, we _ break 
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through the usage of the country-disregard the 
claims of possession-depart from our engagement 
"-and contravene laws which bear the sanction of 
the British Legislature. I may add, that we have 
not even consulted the interests of the revenue. 
With the exception of the district of Goruckpore, 
the cultivation of the country had sufficiently ad
vanced fifteen years ago, to admit very generally of 
our fixing the assessment on favorable terms. The 
land revenue in the western provinces seems, indeed, 
to have r~hed its maximum; and there is great 
reason to "apprehend that it will henceforward de
cline. 

TENANT RIGHTS. * 
By a "Ryotwar Settlement" I understand a set

tlement to be concluded with the immediate culti
vators of the soil, to the exclusion of all Zemind3l's, 
Talookdars, and others, who of late years have been 
designated "middle men," and have been denounced 
as such. 

It is unquestionable that we found in many parts 
of our territory, under various designations, a class 
of persons intermediate between Government and 
the cultivator, and enjoyin~ from father to son a 
beneficial interest in the land. Whether these par-• 
ties were landholders or public officers, it is not my 
purpose to inquire; but to set them aside without 
any indemnification, and to deprive them of that 
~ 

• From a long and elaborate paper on the Settlement or the Broach Per
gunnabs, written in 1827. 
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which they have enjoyed for generations, would,. in. 
my opinion, be as unjust all to disregard the real or 
supposed rights of the" hereditary cultivators." 

If' it be intended to grant. them an indemnifica
tion in the shape of an annual pension (Nankar), 
the Government will incur the ch~rge of double 
agency~ and will~ 1 apprehend, substitute: an agency 
of a more objectionable character. The European 
collector cannot realise the :rents 01' revenues from 
the numerous cultivators of the soil; and Tehsil
dars, or native collectors, must therefore be em
ployed under him. For the 'Zemindar, br Talook
dar, then, who is connected with the land, and with 
whom the people have been long associated, we sub

'stitute a stranger, who is bound to them by no 
common tie, who has no permanent interest· in the 
land, and whose, object in general will be to make 
the most of a sifu.ation. which he holds under 'a very 
precarious tenure. 

I object decidedly to: this change of agency,. both 
on grounds of justice and of policy; and in setting 
aside th~ Zemindars, Talookdars, and others, whm'e 
8uch functionaries are found to exist, I contend that 
we innovate upon the native institutions instead of 
upholding them. 

I 
The term" Ryot" is very indefinite_ There' are 

Ryots, who may justly' be esteemed: petty land-· 
holders; there are: others who are tenants with a 
right of perpetual occupancy; others, again, who 
are not domiciled on'the land (the Payeen Kasht 
Ryot), who are moveable, sometimes cultiva.ting in 
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one village and sometimes in another, and who may 
be regarded as contractors for carrying on the cul
tivation; and lastly, there are Ryots who. are mere 
laborers for hire, who possess neither cattle. nor 
plough, nor stock of any kind, and who are supplied 
even with the. seed grain, receiving the W3t,ooe8 of 
labor usually in kind. 

To class these several parties together" is t{)1 con
found all distinctions, and to apply to them all, in
discriminately, the term "hereditary cultivators," 
by way of denoting those. wh() are to be specially 
favored and preferred, is to deal with words without 
much regard to circumstances and things. 

With the. first class (whether bearing the desig
nation of Meerassydar, Malik, .or otherwise) I shall 
be glad to see the settlement concluded; although 
I am not one of those who consider the minute sub
division of landed property desirable or beneficial in 
any country •. 

The rights of the tenantry who claim under pre
scriptive usage, or otherwise, the perpetual occu
pancy of the soil, ought alsfr to be carefully main.
tained; and ill forming the settlement, it would be 
wise and proper, I think, to require the landholder 
to.fix his rent, and to make it bear a just and deter
minate proportion to the Government revervue as
sessed on the land~ In furming the Permanent Set
tlement in Bengal, it was certainly intended to 
secure the under-tenants against any arbitrary in
crease of rent; but the provisions made for this 
purpose were not sufficient, and have nat" I admit, 
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been found to answer completely the end proposed. 
We . have now, however, acquired more experience; 
and I apprehend no difficulty in introducing into 
our future settlements such conditions and pro
visions as will effectually guard the rights of the 
under-tenants against the e~croachments of the 
landholders. 

With respect to the other classes of .Ryots, who 
have no fixed tenure or interest in the land, I 
should say that th~ intervention of Government 
between them and the landholder is by no means 
necessary, or likely to be useful. The parties should 
be left to form their own. arrangements; and, if 
personal freedom be guaranteed to the Ryot, the 
landholder can seldom find his account in continuing 
towards him a course of oppressive conduct. 

But does.the "Ryotwar" system, which in theory 
elevates the cultivator to the condition of a tenant 
holding immediately from the Government, confer 
upon him the blessing of personal freedom? Can 
he quit his land, and remove to another district? 
No; he, in this case, is pursued as a fugitive-he is 
liable to be brought back by an officer invested with 
judicial powers, and to be dealt with by a summary 
process. "The desertion of Ryots" was a common 
theme of complaint in the revenue correspondence· 
in Bengal, prior to the introduction of the perma
nent settlement ; and the evil, I fear, still exists in 
the territory of Fort St. George. W71y do they de
sert ? Are men prone to abandon that which is of 
real value? My great objection to the Ryotwar 
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system is, that while it takes away from one class 
that which bears a value, it bestows nothing of value 
upon any other. If we find none but peasants in 
the country, this is a. lamentable truth; but in this 
case we must of necessity deal with them. Instead, 
however, of descanting upon rights which they do 
not at present enjoy, let us confer a. real benefit by. 
limiting our demands upon them. Property will 
tken spring tip, and with)t ~ rigltts, which exist at 
present only in name. The con~tion of an "here
ditary cultivator"JIUl.Y be one fraught with evil; 
and I myself have never been able to discover those 
rights connected with it under the" Ryotwar sys
tem," which we are so anxious to secure and per
petuate. 

THE" RYOTWAR" SYSTEM.-

Under this system, a. good collector may do great 
justice to the peasantry, by securing to them a com
fortable subsistence from the land, and by perform
ing towards them the office of a. benevolent and 
considerate landlord. He may manage the territory 
in the same manner as an intelligent proprietor 
would manage his estate; and it is the interest of 
every proprietor to foster, and protect,' and encou-
rage an industrious tenantry. • 

But the system requires the agency of numerous 
officers, who are not all considerate, intelligent, and 
incorruptible.. The nature of our European service 

• From the eame paper a8 the preceding. 

VOL.L K 
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is such as to allow little range for selection; and if 
the European superintendence be not efficient, the 
inferior instruments will have the power of doing 
infinite mischief. 

The assessment involves innumerable details, and 
it must be regulated with reference to the particular 
species of agricultural produce~ varying with the 
quantity, quality, and price of the article produced. 

The system renders lP~onal coercion sometimes 
necessary, to stimulate labor and prevent migration. 

It operates as a check upon industry; since the 
demand for revenue keeps pace with the produce. 

It tends to the suppression of valuable products 
in some instances; since these may require an out
lay of money, or the exertion of a degree of skill and 
attention which are not likely to be called forth 
while the Govel'Illl;!.ent, in quality of landlord,- de
rives the chief' benefit from the more valuable pro
duction. 

It prevents the growth of capital, and the accu
mulation of landed property. 

By opening the door to frauds on the part of the 
peasant, and corruption on the part of the pub
lic officer, where the superintendence is defective, 
it has a tendency unfavorable· to the morals of the 
people. 

By removing all intermediate classes connected 
with the land, between the Government and the 
peasant, it prevents the establishment of that 
" landed interest/' which in other countries consti-,. . 
tutes a powerful support of the Government. 
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It tends to perpetuate a state of poverty through
out the country; and, as the peasant cannot save 
and hoard up from the produce of ablIDdant seasons 
wherewithal to supply the deficiency of a bad har
vest, it provides no safeguard against the evils of 
scarcity and faminew 

It cannot be concealed or denied~ I think,. that 
the object of this system is to obtain for Government 
the utmost which the land~ yield in the shape of 
" rent;" and although a humane collectol"" will con
nect with this object, as fal"' as possible, the protec
tion and encouragement of the peasantry, can we 
expect to see the people generally prosperous while 
our Government act upon the assumption that the 
vast territory of India is to be held and managed, 
for their accolIDt and benefit, as if it were some legi
timately acquired freehold estate r.-

One argument in favor of ·variable assessments, 
and against a permanent settlement,. I must not pass 
over unnoticed. It has been urged that the value 
of the precious metals may lIDdergo a great change, 
in consequence of the American mines becoming 
more productive; but I must observe that India, 
from the pres,ent state of its manufactures and com
merce, is little in a condition to supply itself with 
any large quantity of gold and silver; while the 
waste and absorption of' these metals in our pro
vinces must always tend to maintain their value. 
Our currency is almost exclusively metallic: a great 
waste takes place by the wear of the coin in circula
tion, as well all during the process. of coinage and 

• K 2 
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re-coining, the rupee being invariably called in when
ever it loses more than six-sixteenths per cent. of its 
weight. The people, too, use habitually a consider
able quantity of gold and silver in ornaments for 
their women and children; and a very great con
sumption of the article takes place in this way an
nually. Moreover, let it be remembered that the 
Company is a Government debtor, as well as a Go
vernment creditor; and that the disadvantlloooe ap
prehended from the depreciation of the precious 
met~ven if an excessive importation should ever 
take place-is likely to be felt only on the difference 
between the .fixed revenue and the .fixed cltarge. * 

'Vrr.LA.GE SETTLEMENTS. t 
U ndei whatever modifications the settlement may 

be ma.de, annual a~sessments will be liable to many 
of the objections which I have enumerated; but a 
settlement by villlloooes requires less interference on 
the part of the public officers-it is· less vexatious 
and oppressive-more congenial, I think, with the 
habits and feelings of the people-it yields a more 
certain and equal revenue, and is less expensive in 
collection. 

This mode of settlement has, I believe, been tried 
with success in some of the Madras districts; and 
the chief difficulty attending it consists in the 
selection of a proper representative, or manager, to 
superintend the concerns of the village community, 

• See ante, pagos 11S, 119.' 
t From the same paper as the preceding. 
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and to undertake the responsibility for the public re
venue. The ma.IlB.o"'Cr (whether potail or cultivator) 
may favor himself, his relatives, and friends; and, 
in quality of petty farmer, may become the little 
tyrant of the village; but my: limited experience 
would lead me to say that we too often take a dis
trustful and unjust view of the char8(!ter of our 
native subjects. They are not destitute of a proper 
sense of right and wrong; and among each other 
their d~gs are regulated by the same feelings 
which govern us. They do not habitually prey upon 
e~ other; although they are often led, from their' 
situation and circumstances, to oppose falsehood an~ 
fraud to violence and extortion. At all events, Ii 
would rather commit a vill3.0oe to one of its own 
corporation than to a stranger, in the char8(!ter of a 
Government officer; and if there happen to be a 
Zemindar, or Meerassadar, in the case, there can be 
no question, I think, that he is the proper party to 
en8'llooe for the public revenue. 

·Whether the settlement be made for each village, 
OJ:. be concluded for each field, with the individual 
Ryot or cultivator, a fixed assessment, or long leases, 
will constitute a real good. This is, no doubt, a 
great advance towards improvement; but still, if 
we have no class above the mere yeomanry, the 
country is never likely to attain any great degree of 
prosperity-capital will not be generated-wells, 
reservoirs, watercourses, and other useful works, 
will not be undertaken upon any large scale-foreign 
commerce is not likely to be extended-rich con-
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sumers will not be found to encourage rare and 
valuable productions-there will ~e no gradation in 
society-no education...;.,..,no middle class to constitute 
the elements and instruments of a useful system of 
judicature-the population may, and probably will, 
be excessive, and the people may produce food suffi
cient to sustain existence j but the :British Govern
ment will have done nothing to raise the people 
from one common condition of universal poverty. 

THE PERMANENT ZEMINDARRY SETTLEMENT. * 
Let me repeat that, accustomed as .I am to' our 

Dengalsystem, I have no partiality for names. In 
tne term "landholder," I would comprehend all 
Zemindars" Talookdars, Chowdries, Maliks, Meeras
sadars,:folygars, Deshmookhs, Deshadekars, as well 
as Ryots, or "hereditary cultivators," and all others 
whom we have found in the possession of the land, 
an~ in the enjoyment of hereditary rights and pri
vileges. If we happen to fip.d two parties on' the 
same land, I should be disposed to follow the Bengal 
practice, and to conclude the settlement with the 

I superior, requiring him and the under-tenant to ex
change pottahs and kubooliats (leases and engage
ments) at fixed rates, bearing a due, and, as far as 
possible, an exact proportion to the Government 
assessment. 

Such settlement .might easily be made in a way to 
secure the just rights of the tenantry. Land con

• In continuation of the same paper. 
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stituting the peculium of the Zemindar or Ryot, and 
held under the authority of long usage or otherwise, 
either at a low .rate, or exempt from assessment, 
would be continued on the same footing; and every 
species of tenure, existing under the native institu
tiOllS, might bexespected and preserved. 

This settlement with a superior class of land
holders is calculated, I think, to encourage industry, 
to promote the interests of .agriculture, the growth 
of capital, and the extension of commerce-to iden
tify the interests of the governors and the governed, 
so as to £lecure the a.1legiance and attachment of the 
people; and, finally, to add to the sources of human 
enjoyment. 

The most common objection urged against 't~. 
system is, that the Government sacrifice the mean 
of making future additions to its revenue, in pro
portion to the augmented resources of the contribu
tion; and that the peasantry .do not participate in 

. the benefit which may be derived from, ,extended 
production. But, if we 1illd by experience that the 
resources of the country do not. increase under 
annual and varying assessments, Government can 
scarcely be said to make any sacrifice; and it cannot 
fail to benefit, directly or indirectly, by the increase 
of capital,' of production, and consumption, and by 
everything which contributes to the prosperity of 
its subjects. ' 
If this universal truth be questioned..llet me refer 

to the ample revenue whicli we have drawn of late 
. years in Bengal, from salt, opium, customs, abkarry..l 
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stamps, &c.; and although I am aware that the 
principle and policy of some of those taxes may be 
questioned, and that the land has for ages been 
looked to in India (and for obvious reasons) as the 
main and legitimate source of revenue, I cannot 
admit that, under a judicious system of administra
tion, we may not reasonably look forward to new 
objects of taxation, less objectionable than an im
moderate and uncertain land-tax .. . 

The under-tenants and peasantry may not benefit 
in an equal degree with the principal landholder, 
from the limitation of the public demand; but we 
cannot attain to absolute perfection by means of any 
fiscal arrangements, and we must be content to se-· 
cure the greatest attainable good to the greatest 
numbers whose situation is susceptible of ame- . 
lioration. .... 

I cannot admit that the Zemindars, who have an 
interest in the prosperity of their estates, and in the 
well-being of their tenantry, are likely to be more. 
oppressive functionaries than the officers of revenue, 
who have no sUQh interest. The over-zeal of a young 
and inexperienced collector* (and there are many 
such, I fear) is supposed to have caused 50,000 
beegas of land to be thrown out of cultivation in.a 
single year, in one of the Baroach districts. No 
Zemindar could have been guilty of such gratuitous 
folly; for he must have perceived that his own ruin 
would be the inevitable consequence. I have always 

• See the proposition of the collector of Chingleput for the confiscatioll of 
Meerassy tenure. (hereditary property) a. a means of compelling the Ryots 
to cultivate their laods.-H. St.G. T. 
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felt that the fewer officers we employ in the collec
tion of the revenue, and the less these. officers come 
into immediate contact with the agricultural popu
lation, the more ease and comfort will the people 
enjoy. A prudent and considerate collector may do 
a good deal of good, I allow; but the object of our 
intermeddling is in general to obtaiD. money; and 
our Government so seldom appears in any other 
than the character of tax-gatherer, that I should not 
be disposed to put forth unnecessarily the instru
ments and symbols of this unpopular office. 

It may be asked whether, in supporting a parti-. 
cular system, my object is to establish " a principle 
to be hereafter called into operation throughout the 
whole of the British territory in India, where a per
manent settlement has not already been introduced?" 

I do not hesitate to acknowledge that I earnestly 
~esire to see sound and salutary principles prevail in 
the administration of every part of our Indian. ter-

• ritory; and that the orders proposed to be issued 
for the settlement of the districts of Baroach have 
not, in my opinion, been framed in the way best 
calculated to promote the prosperity of those dis
tricts. But I have never manifested, at any time, a 
~h to disturb existing arrangements, and to su
persede in the Madras territory, with which I am. 
only very imperfectly acquainted, a system of ma
nagement which has long been established, and 
which comes recommended by a gentleman so' 
justly entitl«jd to the highest consideration and 
respect. V . 
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THE SALT-DUTIES. 

[Written in 1827.] 

IN examining this question of the salt-duties, two 
objects must be held in view: the one, ±he security 
of the public revenue; the other, the comfort of the 
consumer, to whom it is desirable, certainly, that 
we should furnish an article of primary necessity at 
a moderate price. 

The first of these objects has been :attained by the 
operation ()f the system which was introduced in 
Bengal about forty years ago, the revenue from salt 
at that presidency having been gradually raised from 
a very insignificant 'Sum,until it :now.amounts to 
nearly a million and a half sterling per annum; while 
the revenue ~derived from the same :.article at .. Fort 
St. George, where the cost of manufacture is only, 
about one-third of the medium cost in Bengal, does 
not exceed the sum of twenty-five lacs, or 250,OOOl. 
per annum. 

The'difference in the produce of the tax at the two 
presidencies does notarise, as T have reason to be
lieve, from any great dispropOl-tion .in the population 
of the countries which contribute respectively towards 
this revenue. It arises from a difference in .the~ates 
'of taxation. .At Fo~ St. George .a strict monopoly 
cannot be maintained at any high prices, because it 
,is scarcely possible to prevent the illicit manufacture 
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of salt throughout the long line of coast under that 
presidency; and smuggling would inevitably take 
p100e under the temptation of .large profits:. The 
same difficulty opposes the establishment of a high 
tax in our Bengal provinces west of Behar, salt being 
produced in Malwa, and other countries west of tl,te 
J umna, at a low price; and it being impossible to 
guard effectually against its clandestine importation 
throughout a long line of frontier, without adopting 
measures of severity which would be quite intolerable 
to the people, and without maintaining numerous 
officers at an expense which would absorb a large 
portion of the tax. A futile ana inconsiderate at
tempt was made to establish a salt monopoly in our 
western provinces soon after -their acquisition; but 
it has been very properly abandoned, and we now 
ronfine ourselves to the imposition of a moderate 
duty on the importation of the article into our west
ern territory, including the province of Benares, 
whose consumption is supplied almost exclusively 
from the produce of Malwa, Lahore, and other coun
tries situated beyond the J umna. The Bengal mo
nopoly, in reality, extends only to the provinces of 
Bengal Proper, Behar, ana Orissa, the population of 
which cannot greatly exceea that of the territory 
which .contributes to the s~lt-revenue of Fort St. 
George; and though this population, which has been 
.estimated at 30,000,000, would unquestionably con
sume more salt, lithey could obtain the article at a 
lower price, no sudden or considerable increase in. 
the consumption can be safely calculated upon with
out a material reduction of price. 
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Now, let me ask (since it is always useful to re
duce new projects to some specific proposition), at 

.what rate is it proposed to fix the price of salt in 
lthe first instance? 'What, in fact, is that scale of 
price to which the article ought to be reduced, for 
tp.e purpose of affording the desired relief to the con
sumer P The average of the sales in the last year 
(1826) was not quite 353 rupees per 100 maunds. 
Is this price considered too high? and are we pre
pared to entertain a proposition for its reduction, 
say, to 250 rupees per 100 maunds, which would still 
leave the tax. at the rate of 150 per cent., while that 
at Madras is only 100 per cent. ? Under such a re
duction, the consumption remaining the same, we 
must be prepared for a diminution' in our gross re
venue to the extent· of 50 lacs of rupees per annum; 
or,.in order .that the revenue may remain undi-

I minished, an increase must take place in the con
\sumption to the extent of 33 lacs of maunds-that 
is, it must suddenly advance from 50 to 83 lacs of 
maunds; an increase which no reasonable person 
can venture to anticipate.. Again, let it be proposed 
to reduce the price gradually, and to fix it, in the 
first instance, say, at 300 rupees per 100 maunds. 
This would be attended with the sacrifice of only 25 
lacs of annual revenue, the consumption remaining 
the same; or, in order that the revenue may.remain 
the same, the consumption must at once be increased 
above 12 lacs of maunds, a rate of increase which so 
small a reduction of' price cannot, I think, be ex
pected suddenly to produce. 
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Let us next inquire what degree of relief would 
be extended to the consumer of salt by reducing 
the tax in the sum of 25 lacs of rupees, even 
admitting, what would by no means follow as a 
necessary consequence, that, by disposing of our salt 
at the public golahs at the fixed price of 300 rupees 
per 100 maunds, a corresponding reduction of price 
would take place in the retail market. 

Taking the population of the three provinces whose 
consumption is supplied by our periodical sales at 
30,000,000, and assuming the net revenue drawn 
from the salt monopoly at 1,25,00,000 rupees, 
1,250,000 pounds sterling (the charge of manufac
ture evidently constituting no part of the tax), 'each 
individual contributes, on a medium, tenpence 
per annum; and if a remission of 25 lacs of 
rupees were granted, each contributor might be ex
pected to benefit to the extent of something less than 
twopence annually., The lower classes do not, how
ever, pay quite so much as tenpence, as they do not 
consume at the medium rate. 

It is far from my intention to insinuate that a 
poll-tax of tenpence, or even less, when levied on 
the poorer classes of the population of .India, is 
likely to be felt as a light contribution; or that a 
saving of less than twopence in their annual expen
diture would be matter of indifference. What I 
would submit is, that in the present state of the 
finances of India, we cannot afford to grant a 
-remission of even 25 lacs in our Salt Revenue, 
unless we could discover some unobjectionable sub-
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stitute for it; and I am. decidedly of opinion that w.e 
could not suddenly raise this' sum. in India by any 
new tax, without subjecting the people to a degree 
of inconvenience and hardship which would by n(} 
means be compeJ!.Sated by a trifling reduction in the 
price of salt., 

But is it at ali certain that the individual contri
butor would actually benefit by the remission of the 
tax? or, in other words, that the retail price of salt 
to the consumer would fall in proportion to the re
duction made by Government in the wholesale price 
of the article? 

This benefit does not appear to have resulted gene
rally from the reduGtion of the tax at Fort St. 
George, it being stated,;" that the salt merchants had 
not afforded to t;tJ,e. inhabitants of many of the dis
tricts a corresponding reduetion in the retail price ;n 
and the fact, tends verY' much to strengthen the 
apprehension which I' e~tertain with regard to the 
practical good to be expected from the projected 
change of system. 

I have no grounds for affirming that a sub-mono
poly exists at Fort St. George, either on the part of 
the public servants, or the merchants; but it is 
matter of notoriety, and it was matter of just re
proach to the Government of the day, that the 
utmost abuse' prevailed in Bengal prior to the esta
blishment of the present system, under which the 
periodical sales are conducted in.a public manner, 
and are open to general competition. 

The same abuse can: never be practised again in 
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the same degree; but should it be determined to :fix: 
the price of salt at a reduced rate, and to confine 
the sales to the public. golahs, or storehouses, it ap
pears to me that the native servants will have great 
opportunities of levying contributions from the- mer~ 

'chant and consumer, even if they' should not ac
tually succeed ill establishing a regular sub-mono
poly. 

The boats, which bring down,· from the more 
remote districts, grain and other bulky articles,. for 
the consumption of Calcutta and its neighbourhood, 
and for exportation by se~ are usually employed in 
c~ back salt; and under the existing system 
of periodical saless the m~chant who carries on this 
double traffic, by effecting- his purchases previously, 
can. secure always the required s;}pply of the article, 
deliverable at the particular station which may best 
suit his purposes; but, if the sales are to be made 
at the golahs, he must send ~ boats, at a venture, 
without any certainty" of his being able to procure a 
supply. The native servants in charge of those 
golahs will have only to say that he is too late, and 
that the salt in store had already been disposed of to 
others; and they will reduce him to the alternative 
of submitting to their exactions, or of returning dis. 
appointed, after having been subjected. to expense 
and delay, and the other inconveniences usually 
resulting from the derangement oL a. commercial 
speculation. If it be said that such vexatious delays 
may be created for corrupt purposes even under the 
present system, I admit that this is possible; but in 
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the one case the officer complained against may urge 
a plea which it will be extremely difficult to dis
prove; while, in the other, no justification can be 
pleaded for the non-delivery of that which is known 
to be ill store,which has been actually purchased, 
and for the delivery of which the purchaser holds 
an order, or warrant, from a .public officer of the 
Government. 

If, with the view of obviating this objection, it be 
proposed that the sales should be made, at fixed 
prices, by the Board of Trade at Calcutta, and not 
at the golahs, then, I contend, that a sub-monopoly 
is likely to'be established by the Calcutta capitalists, 
who will purchase up the whole quantity offered for 
sale, and compel the.real merchant to take what he 
requires from them at an advance of price. This is 
not mere vague' speculation. Attempts have been 
made to engross in this way both the salt and opium, 
and they have been attended with partial success, 
even under the difficulty of open competition; but 
if the salt be tendered for sale at a reduced and 
fixed price, I apprehend that the great capitalists 
will experience little difficulty in establishing a sub
monopoly. 

If, in the very laudable design to bring salt home 
to every man's door at a cheap rate, it be proposed 
to allow the petty dealers and consumers to purchase 
the article at the golahs in small quantities, without 
the intervention of the wholesale merchant, I submit 
that, in addition to the objection already stated with 
regard to the opportunity of levying contributions, 
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which will be afforded to the native servants, facili
ties will be given to smuggling in a way calculated 
to affect the public revenue. I will not insist that, 
according, to the principles of political economy, 
labor is most productive when subdivided and ~p
plied to individual objects, and that nothing is 
gained by taking the petty dealer from his shop, or 
the manufacturer from his loom, in order that these 
parties may dispense with the services of the inter
mediate merchant. What I would urge is, the diffi
culty of preventing smuggling, if the salt be disposed 
of in small quantities in the Irlltnufacturing districts, 
with liberty. to the purchaser to convey it through 
those districts. The Molungees are in the habit of 
secreting a part of their produ~, for the purpose of 
realising, by private sale, a higher price than they 
receive from Government; and in order to. check 
this practice, it has been found necessary to prevent 
as much as possible the transit* cof salt in small 
quantities within certain limits, and to confine the 
transportation of it under rowannahs, or passes, to 
the principal rivers and routes, until it passes beyond 
the Chokees, or Guard Stations, when the trade be
comes free, and the article may be distributed over 
the country without interruption or hindrance. But 
as salt cannot easily be identified and distinguished, 
the practice of allowing it to be removed 'in small 
quantities from the golahs, would afford great facili
ties to the Molunge~s (and, I may add, to the native 

• See sections 36 and 47, Regulation x., 1819; also sections 55, 60, 'alldJ~ 
lit the same Regulation. 

VOL. I. L 
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servants) for the removal of illicit salt; and the 
market being thus in part supplied through an irre
gular channel, the interests of the monopoly would 
be liable to be affected in a serious degree. 

'fhe object of the Board, I presume, is not to 
reduce the tax at this moment. It is to promote 
consumption, and to give the poorer classes more 
salt to eat for the same money, while the Govern
ment draw the same revenue from an extended sale. 
This is a 'just and humane object; and I am as 

, anxious as any man can be to promote its attain
ment. But does it follow that it is only to be ac
complished by disposing of our salt in small quan
tities at fixed prices? It appears to me that the 

. end may be attained,.equally well, and with less risk 
to our revenue, by extending the public sales. If 
the present price (about 350 rUpees per 100 maunds) 
be considered too high, let an addition be made, say 
of five lacs of inaunds, to the quantity annually 
brought to sale; and if that be not sufficient, let a 
further addition be made, and it is unquestionable 
that, by a seasonable and judicious adjustment of 
the supply to the demand~ the price may be regu
lated with a great degree of precision. The specula
tions of individuals may sometime~.no doubt, run 
up the prices beyond the proper scale,' and for' a time 
disturb this adjustment; but when t~e intention of 
the Government to lower the price by enlarging the 
sales is known and understood, and the public be
come sensible that steps can and will be taken to 
restore the equilibrium whenever great Huctuations 
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occur, the disposition to speculate must be mate
rially checked. 

But what means will the Government possess of 
regulating or influencing prices in the retail market, 
if the whole produce be offered for sale at a fixed 
price, and the wealthy capitalist (as he probably will 
do) deternrine to purchase it up as fast as it can. be 
brought forward P Under the existing system, the 
real merchant is sure· of obtaining a supply if he 
chooses to bid. high enough, and there is little 
danger of his being undersold while he purchases· 
like others, at nearly the average of the public 
sales; but, if the supply fall into the hands of sub
monopolists, he will not only be exposed to arbitrary 
and indefinite exactions, but h. will be liable to be 
undersold in the market of consumption by the sub-

o monopolist himself. ~ . 
Although adverse to the plan. of disposing of our 

salt at the public golahs at fixed prices, I have long 
been of opinion that, with a view to the benevolent 
object contemplated by the Board, the supply of salt 
to our Bengal subject should be gradually augmented; 
and that the importation of the article from the coast 
of Coromandel should be more encouraged. There ex
isted, heretofore, in Bengal, a prejudice against this 
s3.1.t; but it is now, I underst:md, getting into more 
general use, ,and the price is approximating more 
nearly to that of our Bengal manufacture. The fol
lowing, among other reasons, may be urged in favor 
of extending the importation of it. 

L2 
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1st. By substituting it more generally for the 

Bengal salt, we shall be enabled to discontinue the 
manufacture of .the latter article in the Sunderbunds, 
and other situations where the climate and local cir
cumstances are so injurious to the Molungees. 

2nd.' We shall·obtain. a cheaper, and, I may add, a 
better article, the cost "Of the-coast salt, with the ad
dition of freight' and other charges attending its 
transportation to 'Calcutta by sea, little' exceeding 
one-half the cost of our Bengal inahufacture. 

3rd. The interests of the revenue of Fort St. 
George are promoted in some degree by the exporta
tion of salt from the territory under, that presi-
dency. . 
. 4th. The' coasting trade, "and especially that which 
is carried on in th~ native vessels, or doriie8~ is Vel-Y 

much promoted' by permitting the importation of 
salt and 'receiving it from the importer at a fixed 
price. These vessels seldom make'more than one 
trip in the year; they convey grairi from Bengal to 
the coast of Coromandel; but the trade is liable to 
be impeded or checked if they are riot allowed to take 
a cargo ofsalt, on terms to yield a freight, and supply 
a remittance for the purchase' of 'grain in Bengal. 
Moreover, by maintaining the dony tonnage, we 
provide the means of alleviating the sufferings of the 
people on the coast of Coromande1." ~ in seasons of 
scarcity; lmt our existing regulations are not calcu
lated to encourage and extend it. The selling price 
of coast salt last year in'Bengal was about 330 ru-
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pees per 100 maunds; and as only 30 rupees of the 
amount were receivable by the importer (or some~ 
what less than the original cost of the article), h~ 
could have realised no freight in the cargo. 

THE OPIll'M MONOPOLY. 

[Written in 1829.] 

It is scarcely necessary for me to speak of the 
policy which had been pursued. by the East India 
Company, systematically for a long course ~f years,. 
with relation to the monopoly of opium in Bengal. 
The leading feature of that· policy was, to limit the 
manufacture to- a moderate quantity, seldom exceed~ 
ing 4500· chests-to confine the cultivation of the' 
poppy to those districts in which'the drug could·be 
produced of the best quality, and at the low:est cost 
-and to prevent, as far as possib~e, the sale and use 
of it in our territory, except for medicinal purposes. 
In prosecuting this policy we went so far as to pro~ 
hibit the cultivation of the poppy in the districts of 
Baugulpore and Rungpore, where it had long been 
grown extensively, and where the produce had here
tofore been appropriated to the purposes of the mo
nopoly; and, at a period not very remote, on infor
mation being obtained that the cultivation in Rung
pore had been clandestinely renewed, the Govern~ 
ment did not hesitate to order the plant to be eradi
cated, in the most peremptory and arbitrary manner. 

• Average annual sale in eleven years, from 1814-15 to 1824-25-Bengal 
opium chests, 3942. 
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In short, the very essence of all our arrangements had 
been to draw the largest revenue from the smallest 
quantity of the article. 

On the, cession of Malwa to us by the Mahrattas, 
the Governments of India seem to have entertained 
the project of raising from that province an opium 
revenue, similar to that which we had succeeded in 
establishing in Bengal. For this purpose a very high 
duty* was imposed on the transit and exportation of 
the article by sea from Bombay and the ports on the 
western side of India; and I am persuaded that if 
this simple plan had been persevered in, we should 
not only have succeeded in affording very material 
protection to our Bengal monopoly, but that we 
'should also have raised no inconsiderable revenue at 
Bombay by means of the duty. It was very high, 
no doubt; and when high duties exist, smuggling 
may be expected to take place in:a greater or less 
degree. Eut surely we had greater means of pre
venting or checking smuggling after we had obtained 
possession of the whole coas~with the exception of 
the obscure ports of Diu and Demaun-and after we 
have established a paramount authority or a predo
minant influence throughout the whole of Central 
India-than we can be supposed to have possessed 
While the Mahratta and RaJpoot states enjoyed poli
tical independence. 

Some small quantity of opium would, I can readp.y 

• Twelve- rupees per seer. Had this duty been collected on one· half the 
quantity of Malwa opium at present exported, it would have yielded an annual 
rennue of at least 24.00,000 rupees.-H. St.G_ T. 
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believe, have escaped our custom-houses, and have 
been exported through the Portuguese settlement of 
Demaun, as heretofore; but the Bengal. monopoly, 
which had always this competition to encounter, 
would at least have been as well, if not better pro
tected, while a certain revenue would have been 
drawn from the regular trade in the article. More
over, I would observe that the difficulty, risk, and 
expense of carrying on an illicit traffic in opium 
from Malwa would have been so great as to constitute 
a. virtual protection to our monopoly. The cost of 
production in that province far exceeds that of Behar 
or Benares; while the sale value in the market of 
consumption was less. The transportation of the 
article a distance of several hundred miles, through 
mountain passes, in a country possessing no regular 
roads or other facilities for conveyance, must have 
been opposed by very formidable obstacles, and have 
been attended with very great expense; while the 
exactions of the petty chieftains through whose ter
ritory it must pass, would have all tended to erihance 
its cost, and in so doing to afford an indirect protec
tion to our Bengal monopoly. Opium, in fact, is an 
article very difficult to smuggle in large quantity. 
Its presence is easily detected; and it must be pre
pared and packed in a particu.l.ar manner to com
mand the confidence of the foreigD. purchaser. 

Notwithstanding these circumstances, which 
seemed to favor so decidedly the success or the first 
plan projected, it was suddenly abandoned, even be
fore it had been" brought to the test o~ experiment. 
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A large quantity of opium, which the proprietors 
appeared unable or unwilling to export, was pur. 
chased at Bombay at an eno:rmous* price. The mo. 
nopoly was subsequently undertaken on account of 
Government--it was for some time notoriously mis. 
managed-high prices were given, very far exceed· 
ing the natural cost of production-the cultivation 
of the poppy was thus encouraged and extended
and, to finish this hasty sketch, I may observe 
that we have now become the manufacturers or 
purchasers of above twenty thousand maunds (say 
one million and a half of pounds weight) of Malwa 
opium, annually, without enjoying even the poor 
conso~atio:il of knowing that by this monstrous pro. 
duction we have added to our financial resources. It 
is true that a small profitt is at length exhibited in 
the publio accounts; but my own conviction is, that 
the Bengal monopoly has ·sufl'ered from the excessive 
produotion of the article. in Central India in a de· 
gree far exceeding the revenue which has been ob. 
tamed, or which is ever likely to be obtamed from 
the monopoly established in our new territory. 

But this is not all. The utmost efforts have been 
used to extend the cultivation of the poppy in our 
old provinces: Premiums and rewards have been 
held out-new offices and establishments have been 
created-the revenue-officers have been enlisted in 

.. In January, 1821, a large purchase was made at 400 rupees per Surat 
maund of 39.2Ibs., or 1400 rupees per chest of one pec:ul = 133!lbs., or near 
1600 rupees per Bengl\l chest 0049i1bs. Theprime cost of a chest of Bengal 
opium is about 200 rupees; or, with cliarges, about 270 rupees.-H. St.G. T. 

t About 600,000 rupees per annum. See Court's letter of the 16th Sep-
tember. . 
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the service-the influence of that department has 
been brought into action to promote the production 
of opium-and what has been the consequence? By 
the multiplication of agents, responsibility has b~n: 
diminished-the powerful impulse given to the in
crease of quantity has caused the quality to be less 
attended to-the quality of the drug produced in 
Behar, the province notoriously most favorable to 
the growth of the poppy, has been deteriorated.:.-and 
the Supreme Government, on a late occasion, were 
exposed to the embarrassing and humiliating situa
tion of being compelled to indeinnify the merchant, 
to the extent of near one hundred and fifty thousand 
pounds, for having supplied him with a defective 
commodity. 

The Supreme Government of India, too, have con
descended to supply the retail shops with opinm. for 
domestic consumption; and have thus added a new 
feature to our fiscal policy.II believe that no one act 
of our Goyernment has appeared, in the eyes of 
respectable natives, both Mahomedan and Hindoo, 
more questionable than the establishment of the 
Abkarry, or tax on the sale of spirituous liquors and 
drugs. Nothing, I suspect, has tended so much to 
lower us in their regard. They see us derive a 
revenue from what they esteem an impure source; 
and when they find the pollution of public-houses 
spreading around them, they cannot understand that 
our real object is to check the use of the noxious 
article which is sold, or to regulate those haunts of 
the vicious with a view to objects of police. And 
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have we succeeded in promoting these objects P Will 
any man b~ so hardy as to maintain that the use of 
spirituous liquors and drugs has been djmjnjshed by 
the operation of the tax? or that it has not been 
everywh~re extended? Have we the slightest ground 
for concluding that in licensing Abkarry shops we 
have promoted the purposes of an efficient police? 
But even if we admit that these objects have been 
kept in view, or that it is become necessary, in the 
present state of the country, to regulate the vend of 
spirits and drugs, )Vas it becoming in a great Govern
ment to exhibit itself as the purveyor of opium to 
publicans, or "to establish shops on the part of the 
Government" (I use the words of the Regulation) 
"for the retail sale of the drug?" Is it desirable 
that we should bring it to the very door of the lower 
orders; who' plight never ptherwise have found the 
article within their reach; and who are now tempted 
to adopt a habit alike injurious to health and to 
good morals ? 

But the evil of introducing or extending. the use 
of opium assumes a still more serious character, if 
we trace its probable effects in Central India, or in 
Rohilkund, where it was lately proposed to encou
rage the cultivation of the poppy, and to establish 
an agency. The following short quotation is from 
the valuable work on Rajasthan, or Rajpootana, by 
Lieut .• Col. James Todd, our late political resident at 
the court of the Rana of Oodipore : 
. "This pernicious plant (the poppy) has robbed 
the Rajpoot of half his virtues; and while it obscures 
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these, it heightens his vices-giving to his natural 
bravery a character of insane ferocity, and to the 
countenance, which would otherwise beam with in
telligence, an air of imbecility. Like all stimulants, 
its etrects are magical for a time; but the reac;tion is 
not less certain; and the faded form, or ani.orphous 
bulk, too often attest the debilitating influence ofa 
drug which alike debases mind and body." 

The cultivation of the poppy ~s now been°.spread 
throughout a large portion of . Rajpootana, as well as 
in our own and the Mahratta districts of. Central 
India, and the Affghan state of Bhopal. N egotia
tions have been entered into, and treaties concluded, 
such as are not, I believe, to be paralleled in the 
whole history of diplomacy. We have undertaken 
to pay Holkar the sum of six lacs of rupeesannuallYi 
and we are aIixious thatS.cindia should be induced 
to acce:pt a subsidy of the same description. Oodi
pore, Kotah, Boondi, and other Rajpoot states, are 
all to receive, and some of them do actually receive, 
annual payments from us on account of opium. And 
for what purpose are these pecuniary engagements 
contracted P Are they intended as an indemnifica
tion to the chiefs and their subjects for 8uppre88ing. 
the cultivation of the poppy ?Quite the contrary. 
These burdensome contributions bear a rateable pro
portion to the quantity of opium supposed to b.e 
produced; and they therefore operate as a direct and 
powerful stimulant to the production of the article. 
We engross the -supply, it is true, as far as we cani 
but, when such encouragement is given to produc-
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tion, the domestic consumer must necessarily enjoy 
greater facilities in procuring the drug. We make 
it the interest of the chief to iu.crease the growth of 
the poppy, to the exclusion, in some instances, of 
sugar-c3:Ile, cotton, and other products which consti
tute the riches of a country, and which ought to 
minister to the comforts of the people. 

The virtues of the Rajpoot are highly colored by 
the partiality of Colonel Todd; but one fact is quite 
clear-that with all his heroic bravery and other 
good qu3Jities, he requires very skilful management. 
The same may be said of the Affghan of Rohilllin.d, 
who is still more restless and. impatient of control; 
and, if theI'e were not other and better reasons, I 
should say that it is not safe with either race, 
Rajpoot or Affghan, to supply the means of habitual 
excitement,which must render them more turbulent 
and ungovernable. If we suppose that the use of 
opium. tends to demoralise and brutify a people. 
we cannot countenance it without incurring a.. still· 
deeper responsibility. 

The advocates of the present system urge two ar· 
guments in justification of the monopoly established 
in Central India: the one, that it would be unjust 
to debar the Rajpoot and other states from the ad. 
vantage which they have hitherto derived from the 
cultivation of the poppy-the other, that we ,cannot 
prevent the M:aJ.wa opium. from fihding its way to 
the sea coast, for. exportation to China and· the 
Eastern Islands; that we cannot, in consequence of 
the competition arising from this and from the Tur-
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key opium, maintain our high monopoly price, and 
that it is become necessary, therefore, to endeavour 
to draw the same revenue from a larger supply at 
lower rates of profit.- The :first ground is the best; 
and-if we had granted a pecuniary indemnification 
to the native states for any loss of agricultural profit, 
or of revenue, which they might sustain from our 
restrictive system, or if we had allowed them to col
lect duties on the transit of the article through their 
own territory, or to participate' in the high export 
duty which we proposed. to levy-I should have 
thought that we acted wisely, justly, and con
sistently; but our present subsidies are evidently 
calculated to produce an effect directly opposite to 
that which is contemplated. 

To the second ground I attach little import
ance; and it is, in fact, admitted in the Court's 
letter of the 16th ultimo, that the mountain passes 
of the Aravalla, and other parts of t:p.e route, might 

. be so far guarded as to prevent any considerable 
t;atnc in contraband opium from Central India; and, 
if this be true, I conceive that every fair and legiti
mate object might have been accomplished by per
severing in the origiD.aJ. plan, incorporated in Regu
lation I. of 1818, and II. of 1820, of the Bombay 
Government. The competition. from'Turkey we can
not prevent; but the supply from that quarter is not 
considerable; and although it is, no doubt, liable to 
be increased by high prices, I· must contend, that if 
a revenue cannot be drawn from such an aa,1icle as 
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opium otherwise than by quadrupling* the supply, 
by promoting the general use of the drug, and by 
placing it within the. reach of the lower classes of the 
peopl~no fiscal consideration' can justify our in. 
flicting upon the Malays and Chinese so grievous an 
evil. I deny, however, that this extension of the 
monopoly-was necessary or conducive to the interests 
of the revenue. t • • 

The purchase of houses in Calcutta, noticed in the 
10th and 11th paragraphs of the Court's letter (cer
tainly in·terms of slight reprehension), appears to me 
to hav~ been highly unjustifiable; and the additional 
establishments reluctantly sanctioned in the 19th and 
2~agraphs of the despatch, I consider to be 
worse }han useless; but these are minor objects, and 

-IDy..-l:5usiness is, with the system-the objections to 
which may b~ reduced to the following general heads :. 

1st. We are stimulating by high 'prices the pro· 
Chests. 

• Average annual sale of Bengal opium from 1814-15 to 1824-25 3942 
Sale in 1826-27 : 

Behar 4982 t 6570 
Benarea • 1588 I 

'Malwa not ascertained with certainty; but the produce is now estimated 
at above 20,000 maunds. ' 

Chests. 
t Net annual profit on Bengal opium, on an ave

rage of ten years, from 1814:15 to 1824-25 
Amount of profit realised on :Bengal opium in 

1826-27, the last year for which the accounts 

3907 

Rs. 

82,26,253 

have been adjusted • • 6570 66,25,754 
Profit on sale of Malwa opium in 1825-26, as stated 

in Court's letter of the 16th Sept. 6,55,754 
Ditto, in )826-27 • ••••• 22,22,907 

But I apprehe.nd that this latter sum will be subject to heavy deductions on 
accou,I;!; of our payments to Holkar and other native states.-H. St.G. T. 
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duction of opium, in places by' no means favorable to 
the growth of the poppy, and where the natural cost 
of production is comparatively bigh. The late agent 
had, it is true, the :ntflrit of reducing the price of the 
Malwaopiumfrom 55 rupees perpussaree (Qr 10lbs.) 
to 30 rupees; but even this reduced rate is more than 
double the cost of tlie opium produced in Behar and 
Benares, and it is further enhanced by the annual 
payment; to the R~jpoot and Mahratta states. 

2nd. We are compelled to place an immense sum an
nually in the hands of an agent, who is stationed at a 
vast distance from the seat of control; and we not only 
impose upon him a heavy trust and responsibility in 
consequence, but a temptation to abuse is held out, 
to which it is not desirable that any public officer 
should be ex:posedr In one year (1823) the agent in 
Malwa had occasion to draw for no less a sum than 
86,25,000 rupees, or near a million sterling; and, 
much as I value the character of our service; I do not 
think it prudent to commit sums of such magnitude 
to the discretionary management of any individual. 

3rd. By the very large payments which we have 
had occasion to make for Malwa opium, the excess of 
our expenditure in the west of India has exceeded 
the sum which could be supplied from Bengal 
through the channel of the trade; the exchanges 

. were, in consequence, deranged, and the Government 
of Bombay could no longer draw on Calcutta on· the 
same advantageous terms as heretofore.. This effect 
has been partially removed by bringing to sale at 
Bombay a portion of the Malwa opium; but·-as far 
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as the exchange has been lowered to our disadvan
tage,' the difference may be considered as justly 
chargeable to the acc.ount of the Malwa monopoly. 

4th .. By attempting to engross the produce of Cen
tral India, we have exhibited ourselves to the Raj
poots and Mahrattas as -a Government eagerly pur
suing a grasping and selfish pollcy; and all our sub
sidies, bur.densome as they are to us, and professedly 
intended to give them a common interest in the 
success of our restrictive measures, will not,I fear, 
remove that feeling, nor satisfy them that they have 
not suffered, both in revenue and in character, by 
their engagements with us. 

5th. By promoting. the growth of the poppy 
tlu .. oughout Centl'al~ India as we have done, by 
paying high prices, and by giving the native chiefs 
an interest ~ ·pr..od·ucing, rather than in restricting 
cultivation, 'we became accessory to the probable 
extension of a pernicious habit among a race of men 
whose well-being ought never to be an object of 
indifference to us. 

6th. By encourBt,oing and extending the growth of 
the poppy in our own provinces, and becoming the 
retail vendors of the drug, we shall promote the in
troduction or extension of the same pernicious habit, 
which is calculated both- to debase our native sub
jects, and to render the maintenance of an efficient 
police more difficult and burdensome to our finances. 

7th. By pursuing this course, we impose upon 
ourselves,.at the same time, a necessity for extend
ing the sphere and operation of _severe penallaros, 
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which cannot be perused, I think, without a painful 
and compunctious feeling. • 

8th. By forcing upon China. such an enormous 
quantity of an article whose importation is. prohi. 
bited, we run the risk of exciting the attention of 
the Government of that country,·and of inducing it 
to resort to more peremptory and effectual measures 
for the suppression of this contraband trade. 

Finally. By extending our monopoly, we exhibit 
ourselves more prominently to the public in a very 
unpopular character. We place ourselves gratuitously 
in a most unfavorable point of view; and we seem
almost, as it were, by choice and preference-to run 
into a course of policy and legislation totally incon. 
sistent with the character of a mild and benevolent 
Government.· 

• Mr. Tucker, in common with other members of the Court of Directors, 
entertained very strong opinions on the subject of the Opium Monopoly. He 
would fain han seen it abandoned altogether as a source of revenue to the 
East India Company, if this eoUId have been 8CCOmplished without a dan
gerons derangement of their financial affairs. Or if this could not be done, 
he desired so to restrict the cultivation of the poppy, as tG derive the neces
IBIY revenue from the smallest posaible quantity of the drug. " When I was 
connected with the finances of India,» he wrote tG Sir Robert Peel, in No
vember, 1842, .. the policy pursued in the management of the monopoly was 
tG draw the largest revenue from the smallest quanti~ of the drug. The 
districts most favorable to the cultivation of the poppy were selected, the 
culti"fBtion was abandoned in other quarters, and on one occasion the Govern
ment went so far as tG order the plant absolutely tG be eradicated, npon 
grounds which may at least be regarded as questionable. •••• But when the 
province of Malwa came under our dominion, it occurred tG Bome of our 
functionaries that an opium revenue might be obtained at Bombay, analo
gous to that derived from the monopoly of the manufacture in Bengal, and 
every possible stimulns was given to the cultivation of the poppy •••• From 
this time an entire change in our policy took place, and it became the object 
of the Government to crush the competition from other quarters, which high 
prices might engender, and to draw the same revenue from a large quantity 
at lower rates.» In another letter of an earlier date, to Mr. Campbell 
Marjoribanks, Mr. Tucker eays: "For the last twenty years we have been 

VOL. I. 11 
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CULTIVATION OF'rNDIAN COTTON. 

[Written in November, 1828.] 

My attention has lately been called to the im
portant question of extending the importation of 
cotton-wool from British India, both with a view to 
the great national object of rendering Great Britain, 
as far as possible, independent of foreign supply, in 
the first instance, of a raw material, upon which her 
most valuable manufacture depends; and also with 
a view to add to the agricultural resources of India, 
and in so doing, to facilitate the means of remittance 
from our extensive possessions in the East, which 
incur annually a political and commercial debt to 
the mother country. I shall therefore submit, in a 
summary way, the results which I have been enabled 
to obtain by consulting the public records, and by 
personal communications and correspondence with 
those individuals (Dr. Wallich and others) who ap
peared to me likely to possess the best information on 
the subject. \v 

There are two species of the cotton-plant pro
ducing the wool which is used in our manufactures
tlie"go88!Jpium I3arbadense~ and the g088!1pium her
baceum; and there "are persons who maintain that 

encouraging the production by all possible means, and we now export to China 
alone the enormous quantity of 27,000 chests. This I have always con
sidered an intolerable evil, and my voice has been raised against it on num
berless occasions. I have regularly opposed all the measures in detail, which 
had for their object to increl1l!e the production of the article." That the 
monopoly is a great evii is generally admitted; but it may be 40ubted 
whether the unrestrained cultivation of the poppy would not be a greater 
evil stilL 
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an essential difference exists, not merely in th~ bo
tanical character of the two species, but in the 
strength and durability of the filament which these 
plants produce. It is well known that the gossy
pium BarfJadense is grown generally in America and 
the West Indies,. and may be designated the cotton 
of the West, while the species berfJaceum is a native 
of Asia, and may be distinguished as the cotton of 
the East. 

There are several varieties of each species, * pro
duced probably by a difference in situation, soil, cli
mate, and culture; and although the two species, 
with their several varieties, have an original and na
tural site, there is reason to believe that they can be 
cultivated indifferently, in any tropical situation fa
vorable to the production of the plant generally. 

The cotton of the West, as the raw material. of our 
manufactures, has hitherto borne~ and still bears, a 
much higher price in the markets of Europe than 
the cotton of the East; although it is contended 
that the fabrics wove from the latter surpass, in the 
essential character of. .. strength and durability, those 
which are manufactured from the cotton of America. 

Without insisting upon the superiority of the 
Eastern cotton as a natural production, its inferiority 
as an article of commerce, and its consequent depres
sion in price, may be accounted for by the following 
circumstances, which operate in a greater or less 

• Some natnaIista reckon four specie! of the cotton-plant; and many va
rletie! lire I!IIUmerated by Dr. Lastreyrie and others. As I am not a na
turalist, I ,hall not attempt to give botanical description! nor 'lISe botanical 
tenDI.-H. St.G. T. 

M2 
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degree in deteriorating its quality and merchantable 
value = 

1st. The best variety is not generally cultivated for 
exportation. 

2nd. The best situations are not always chosen for 
its cultivation. 

3rd. The mode of culture is essentially defective, 
the natives of India being in the habit of growing 
different articles of produce upon the same land at 
the same time, with little regard to a rotation of 
crops j and owing to this injudicious husbandry, and 
to carelessness and mismanagement in other respects, 
the shrub, which under proper care is elsewhere ren· 
dered biennial, triennial, and even perennial, is in 
India found to be an annual only.* 

4th. The cotton is not properly cleaned and sepa. 
rated from the seed, the machinery employed for this 
purpose being very insufficient, and greatly inferior 
to that now in use in America. t 

5th. In consequence of the defects of the ma· 
chinery, the essential oil of the seed is liable to be 

• By some authorities it is considered judicious husbandry to root up the 
plants every second or third year, and to change the seed periodically. The 
natives of India, where the plant is an annual, rarely, I believe, take the pre
caution to procure seed from other quarters, although tllls is known to be 
heneficial, both in rural economy and in horticulture; Where the cotton
plant is biennial or triennial, it is said to yield the best produce in the first 
year; and so far the Indian cultivation may be right in allowing the shrub to 
die oft' annually; but it still may be highly useful io change the seed and to 
practise a more useful husbandry.-H. St.G. T. 

t It has been urged that the saw-gin tears and injures the filament, and so 
perhaps it does; but although hand-picking is very essential to aid in clean
ing the cotton, it cannot become a substitute for machinery. In India, where 
labor is so cheap, the process of cleaning the wool ought to be well executed; 
but the churAer (or cylinders) used for separating the wool from the seed is 
a very rude machine, and leaves much to be done by the hand.-H. St.G. T •• 
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expressed and suffused over the cotton, to the injury 
of its color and quality. 

6th. The cotton being produced generally at a 
greater distance (in some instances not less than 
1000 miles) from the place of export, and the state 
of the rivers at the season of gathering the crop 
not admitting of its being conveyed the whole dis
tance by water, it is frequently warehoused for 
months at intermediate stations; and a whole season 
is often lost before it can be packed and screwed for 
exportation. 

7th. During its progress to the place of export in 
loose bags or bales, partly by land and partly by 
water, it is much exposed to the inclemency of the 
weather; the bales are often rendered wet or damp* 
by the heavy rains which prevail in tropical climates; 
and the cotton seldom arrives at its place of destina
tion without. some discoloration and partial damage, 
incidental to its conveyance in open carts and ill
secured boats, during a long land journey and 
tedious river navigation. 

8th. Although attempts are made to clean the 
cotton, and remove the seed and particles of the pod 
and leaf before it is submitted to the screw, this is 
never done effectually, and the extreme compressure 
to which the cotton is then subjected by this power
ful machine, with a part of its seed and impurities 
still adhering, must tend to injure the fibre. 

9t~. The heat and moisture of the hold of a ship 

.. It has been alleged that the natives sometimes "damp" the cotton, in 
order to increase its weight; but the defect may be referred, with greater 
probability, to other causes.-H. St.G. T. 
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during a long voyage, in which great alternations of 
temperature are usually experienced, may also tend 
to injure the quality of the article . 
.\ Lastly. It may be observed, that the practice, 

. heretofore common in some of our· provinces, of 
receiving the cotton in payment of rent and re
venue, was calculated to make the cultivators more 
solicitous to increase the quantity than to improve 
the quality of the article. Their necessities, more
over, may be supposed to have co~pelled them often 
to gather their crop unseason:ably, for the purpose 
of IDa,kjng these payments in kind; and it is well 
known that cotton gathered in wet weather is liable 
to be materially deteriorated in quality and value. 
The practice of receiving payments in kind has been 
discontinued at :Bombay; but effects are often felt 
long after the original cause has been removed. 

Without assuming the superiority of the Eastern 
cotton as a natural production, the greater degree 
of strength and durability of the fabrics made from 
it may be referred, perhaps, to the following circum
stances: 

1st. The thread spun with care by the hand is 
probably more perfect. 
. 2nd. The operations of the loom, when conducted 

carefully by the hand, are not so liable to injure the 
fibre as the process carried on by machinery. 

ard. ,The process of blanching the brown web is 
effected in India by steam and the solar ray; and 
the texture of the fabric is not liable to be injured 
by the use of muriatic acid or other chemical sol
vents. 
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4th. The fabric, for the purpose of being rendered 
more even and beautiful, is not exposed to the very 
delicate operation of singeing off the ends of the 
thread and other excrescences. 

5th. The raw material is not- economised in our 
Eastern manufactures in any way t<? diminish the 
firmness and strength of the texture. 

The Bairati kupas, the finest variety, perhaps, of 
the Eastern cotton, is produced only in small quan
tity in the districps north-west of Dacca; and is 
never exported, I beli~ve, as an article of commerce. 
Its favorite site seems to be the high banks of the 
Ganges (or as it is called in a part of its course, the 
Pudnah) , and its tributary streams; but as the 
country adjacent is liable to annual inundation, the 
tract of land applicable to its cultivation is not ex
tensive.* This variety, which is also called by the 
natives IJes!I (of the country), would seem to be, as 
the name imports, the indigenous cotton of Bengal, 
producing those unrivalled fabrics which have been 
known and highly valued in Europe from the earliest 
period of authentic history. 

Other varieties (the Bogka kupas, &c~) are found 
in BeDoooal. Proper, and are used in its domestic 
manufactures j but the cotton which is exported to 

• Many years ago I resided in this part of the country, and was induced, 
from the great snperiority:of the Bairali kupas, to send the seed, with a model 
of the churker, to my native island (Bermuda); but the cultivation of cotton 
was not prosecuted in that island. The fibre of the Bairati is extremely fine, 
silky, and strong; but the staple is very short, and the wool adheres most 
tenaciously to the seed. I have in my possession a specimen of the thread, 
which has been above forty years in this country, and is apparently still 
perfect.-H. St.G. T. 
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Europe and China, from Bombay and Calcutta, 
under the denomination of S~trat and Bengal, * is 
produced chiefly in the tract of country lying be
tween the rivers Jumna and Nerbudda, and extend
ing westward to the Gulf of Cambay. Cotton is also 
grown in the southern parts of the Peninsula, and is 
exported from Madras under the denomination of 
Tinnevelly; but the quantity pr.oduced is not very 
considerable, and the strong durable fabrics manu
factured in the Northern Circars are made from 
cotton obtained from the territory of Berar, and the 
neighbouring districts. I may add that attempts 
have been made to cultivate cotton on the Malabar 
coast; although it is understood that they were not 
attended "With such success as to lead to a belief that 
the situation is favorable for the growth of the 
arlicle.t 

.An experiment was made a few years ago, under 
the auspices of Lady Hastings, to introduce the cul
tivation of two varieties of the Western cotton (the 
Barbadoes and Brazil), at a place called Futteghur, 

.. The cotton exported from Calcutta as Bengal bears a great variety of 
names on the spot (Jalson, K,'neb, Banda, Cuckaura, &c.), derived from the 
place of growth, or the principal marts to which it is brought for sale; but 
although the quality is very different, owing to a difference in soil, culture, 
and management, the cotton is all, I believe, of that description which Dr. 
Hamilton Buchanan designates hill cotton. The cotton of Surat differs from 
it only in consequence of the difference in local circumstances.-H. St.G. T. 

t Attempts have also been lately made to cultivate cotton in the province 
of Cuttack; but I understand that they have not succeeded. More recently 
the cultivation of the plant has been undertaken in the island of Saugor; but 
sufficient time has not elapsed to enable me to ascertain the result. Dr. 
Wallich is sanguine in his anticipations of success; and, in fact, it is well 
known that the plant likes an alluvial soil and the neighbourhood of the sea. 
-H.St.G.T. 
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in the vicinity of Calcutta; but although the cotton 
produced was reported to be of good quality, the ex
periment was upon too small a scale, and bore too 
much the character of mere garden cultivation, to 
furnish any decisive results. It may be observed, at 
the same time, thaitthe thread spun from this cotton 
was ~ot considered by the Indian manufacturers to 
be by any means ~qual in quality to that obtained 
from their own native cotton-it being estimated by 
them at eight· and ten per cent. below the value of 
the latter. This would seem, to favor the notion that 
there is an essential difference in the fibre of the 
Eastern cotton; nor can it be disputed that the 
Asiatic fabrics, t from whatever cause" are superior 
in strength and durability to the manufactures 
which are produced from the cotton of America. 

The Bairati kupas, although its fibre be fine and 
silky, and admirably calculated for the manufacture 
of the muslin or thinner fabrics, has the disadvan
tage of a short staple, while the wool adheres so 
closely to the seed that it is with difficulty ·sepa
rated; and this variety is otherwise, perhaps, too 
costly a production to enter largely into our manu
factures. 

• Brazil eight per cent. worse, Barbadoes ten per cent. Both plants have, 
under culture, been found to be triennial (i. e., they produce for three years). 
The shrub will last longer, but is not productive after the third year.
H.St.G.T. 

t The nankeens of China are, perhaps, the stoutest cloths manuflJ.(ltured 
from cotton; and yet we do not know the plant which produces the wool, nor 
are we agreed whether the color be natural or artificial. The wool of the 
g08B!lPium religiosum has much the same color; but it is not supposed that the 

ankeens are made from this cottoD.-H. St.G. T. 
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Although some of the finest cotton is produced in 
:islands and situations within the influence of the 
sea, this circumstance does not appear to be essen
tial to the perfection of the plant; since a large por
tion of the article used in our manufactures is 
grown in districts very remote from the sea. Still~ 

it is of importance that the cultivation of the article 
should be promoted as much as .possible in situa
tions which are near the coast, or which have an 
easy communication with our seaports; because 
any difficulty 'ordelay attending its exportation not 
only occasions expense, but in many cases renders the 
cotton liable to deterioration in quality and value. 

It would appear from the papers lately printed 
by Parliament on the. American tarif, that the cost 
of cotton grown i1;l the United States has of late been 
very materia11y. reduced, either by improvements in 
their domestic husbandry and in the mode of clean
ing the cotton, by opening and extending number
less channels of internal communication, or by other 
means. 

At their principal seap0l1s the price of cotton is 
now about ten cents, or fivepence per pound. 

In Calcutta the ordinary price of Bengal cotton is 
twelve* rupees per maund, or about fourpence per 

• Dr. Hamilton Buchanan, in his statistical account of Diaagepoor, esti
mates that cotton can be produced in India at a very low cost. Circumstances 
have, no doubt, changed within the last twenty years; but there is reason to 
believe that, uuder a proper system of culture, the article could be grown in 
many of our provinces at a very moderate rate. The charges on the Cem
pany's cotton are at present very high; and it is sometimes found that the 
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pound; but the latter article incurs a heavier charge 
for freight ~nd other outlays, while it usually sells 
in the English market at about twopence per pound 
below the price of good American cotton. 

In the United State~ the cost of subsistence and 
the wages of labor a.re considerably higher than they 
are in British India; and other circumstances being 
nearly equal" this ought to give us a material advan
tage in producing a raw material for the supply of a 
foreign market. In point of fact, the Americans, at 
no very remote' period. did actually import cotton
wool from India. although it was charged with a 
duty of three cents per pound; but being landed 
for about fifteen cents, or sevenpence-ha1fpenny per 
pound. it came into successful competition with their 
own produce, which bore at the time a price of from 
eighteen. to twenty cents per pound. . 

In the United States. although the cost of sub
sistence is much less than in England, the wages of 
labor are higher; and,. placing machinery out of the 
question, which may indefinitely multiply labor in 
either country, this lower rate of wages ought t? 
give us a present advantage as a manufacturing 
people. But the wages of labor. which are generally 
regulated by the cost of subsistence,1tre compara
tively high in America at present; because new ob
jects, upon which labor can be advantageously em
ployed, are perpetually presenting themselves, and 

articIe can be purchased from individuals at th~ place of export, at a price 
below the invoice cost of their investment j but the concern is surely suscep
tible of more economical arrangements. If the quality were good in propor
tion, the higher price 'Would afford less matter for regret.-H. St.G. T. 
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the demand may therefore be considered to exceed 
the supply. • 

As the population increases and the objects of pro
fitable employment are successively exhausted, the 
American laborer must be content with a less liberal 

• subsistence, the wageS of labor must gradually fall, 
and the advantage whlch we at present enjoy will be 
turned in favor of that country which produces ~he 
means of subsistence at the cheapest rate. 

The public debt of ~he United States, which does 
not at present exceed fifteen millions sterling, is 
likely to be extinguished, in seven or eight years; 
and the Government will then command a large 
surplus income, which may be applled to the ad
vancement of any national object. Imbued as the 
peeu>le of that country are with a singular spirit of 
rivalry, eager in the pursuit of wealth, active, enter
prising~ and: intelligent-::-is it not to be expected that 
their resources will be applied, by means of bounties 
and other encouragement, to force their produce and 
manufactures into every market of consumption? 
They have already made great progress in the esta
blishment of different manufactures, and in the in
troduction of machinery; and instead of importing 
largely, as the} have hitherto done, from this country, 
they already supply their own consumption with the 
coarser cotton fabrics; and are likely from year to 
year to become less dependent upon any foreign 
supply. Nor do they confine their views to their 
own consumption. With that confident spirit which 
peculiarly characterises them, they are already cast-
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ing abroad and anticipating the hour when they 
shall supplap.t us in every market of the commercial 
world. They propose to meet us in China and in 
our own colonies and dependencies; and if, while 
they are thus rapidly advancing, this country should 
make no corresponding efforts to preserve her com
mercial superiority, and to uphold her manufactures 
by. obtaining the raw material of the best quality, 

. and at the lowest cost, who shall venture to say that 
their most extravagant anticipations will not be re
alised P 

Adverting to the foregoing premises, which must 
be regarded only as the brief exposition of a question 
of deep interest, I would submit the following pro
positions: 

1st. That it is become highly expedient, as a 
national object, to encourage and promote in British 
India the cultivation of the two species of cotton, 
or those varieties ~hich are most esteemed, and 
which are likely to be found most suitable and 
useful in extending and improving the manufactures 
of this country. 

2nd. That with this new, it is desirable to esta
blish two or more plantations upon a larger scale, 
under the superintendence and management of the 
public servants, for ascertaining experimentally the 
best system of husbandry applicable to the growth 
of cotton, and the species or varieties of the plant 
which can be cultivated with the greatest advantage 
in the soil and climate of British India. 

3rd. That if persons acquainted with the mode of 
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cultivating cotton in America can be procured, one 
or more be sent out to India, to assist in the ma
nagement of the experimental farms which it is 
proposed to establish; and that steps be also taken 
to procure from the :Brazils, Egypt, the Isle of Bour
bon, and otherqnarters, the necessary supply of 
fresh seed of the most approved varieties of the 
Western cotton. * 

4th. That if it be recommended to the Govern
ment to make choice of situations for such esta
blishments contiguous to the sea, or having easy 
means of communication with a convenient sea
port; the coast of Tenasserim, and some of the dis
tricts on the west side of India, under the Govern. 
ment of Bombay, being considered likely -to afford 
suitable sHuat~ons for the purpos,e. 

5th. That two or more of the machines, known 
under the name of 'Whitney's Saw-Gin, t and now 
generally used in America for ~parating the cotton:-

.. The color of the seed is a qistinguishing character in cottOD; but Nature 
is arbitrary, it' not sometimes capricious, in her arrangements: and the black 
and the- green seed are converted into each other by a change of place and 
circumstances. The sea-island cotton, which bears so high a price in our 
markets, is from the black seed; but I am told that, if it be transplanted to 
the Upland or back country, the black seed in the second year becomes 
green, and the length and quality of the staple undergo a great change. 
Upon the whole, however, the green-seed cotton appears to be that which 
enters largely into the great bulk of our manufactures, and to which our 
attention should be chiefly directed.-H. St.G. T. 

t Ihave endeavoured, but hitherto in vain, to procure Whitney's saw-gin-in 
this country, or a model or drawing of it. I am led to believe that it is only 
an improvement upon the machine which WlIII made by Messrs. Maudsley, 
the engineers, and sent out to India. in IS14, for separating the wool from the 
green-seed cotton. A much "lIiore simple machine is used for-the black seed, 
to which the wool does not adhere so closely. It is upon the BaIIVl principle 
as the Bengal churkhe, but_very superior to it in materials and Construction.
H. St.G.T. 
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wool from the seed, be prepared and sent out to 
. India, to serve as models j and that every facility 
be given to the multiplication of this machine for 
the use of the Indian growers of cotton. 

6th. That it be recommended to the Government 
to establish the cotton screws, in all practicable 
cases,· nearer to the districts where the cotton is 
grown than they are at present; because the bales, 
when packed, will occupy less space, and be more 
secure against· the weather in their passage to the 
place of export. 

7th. That in order to bririg into operation . the 
stimulus of private interest to aid in promoting a 
public object, and at the same time to· obtain the 
advantag~ of European skill,industry, and enter
prise, . the Government of India be authorised to 
grant to any :British subjects, properly qualified by 
character, and by possessing the command of capital, 
such quantity of unoccupied land as may be judged 
necessary or expedient for the establishment of a 
cotton plantation, the land being secured to the 
parties on lease at a low quit-rent for a term of 
years, on condition of its being used for the cultiva
tion of this article. 

8th. That in the event of any difficulty occurring 
in assigning Government lands of proper quality, 

• For iostsoce, at Surat and Kalpee on the Jumna, instead of Bombay 
and Calcutta. The Company's cottou is at present halj'-sareIJIsd at Kalpee I 
and an experiment was made a mw year. ago to. complete the procen of 
screwing at Surat; but the bales were reported to have burst, and the pIau 
was abandoned. I cannot, however, persuade myself that, with the same 
materials an"a J!achinery, cotton cannot be Icrewed as well at Surat _ at 
Dombay.-H. St.G. T. . . 
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and in suitable situations for this purpose, the' 
Government be authorised to grant permission to 
such European British subjects to purchase from the 
Zemindars and others, or to rent for a term of years, 
any quantity of land not exceeding five thousand 
begahs, which the parties will undertake and engage 
to employ in. the growth of cotton. 

9th. That the Governments of India be authorised 
to offer annual prizes for the production of the 
best cotton in the best merchantable condition, in 
quantity not less t~an one hundred maunds. 

lOth. That the Governments of India be in
structed, generally, to afford every possible encou .. 
mgern.ent to promote the trade in cotton, by freeing 
it from all duties of customs* on: transit and ex
portation, ~by facilitating the means Qf internal 
communication, and otherwise obviating, as far as 
possible, those causes of delay which tend to enhance 
the cost' of the article, and to prevent British India 
from carrying on a successful competition with other 
countries, and from supplying the mother country 
with a raw material, constituting the basis of a 
manufacture upon which her commercial prosperity 
mainly depends • 

... Cotton appears to have been charged with a duty of three-and-a-quarter 
per cent. at Surat. A transit of twelve annas per maund is levied in our 

\ Bengal provinces; but the whole is drawn back on the cotton being exported 
to sea on British bottoms. This system may have some slight tendency to 
encourage our shipping; but it leaves the Indian manufacture subject to a 
high tax on the raw material j and it is, moreover, a great disadvantage to 
the expQl'ter to be compelled to advance the duty, and to be subjected to de
tention at Buccessive custom-houses for the payment of the duty. for the 
examination of the passes, and subsequently for the purpose otestablishing 

," his right to the drawback.-H~ St.G. T. 
, .... 
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MR. TUCKER AND COTTON CULT ATION. THI;77 
8ERVANTS UP- J~ 

[This valuable paper was originaIly published iD. 1 6, in afJO~~ ~ lRe-' 
port. and Document. connected with the Proceediog the E.II/I~1iiW~. 
pany in regard to the Culture and Manufacture of c...fr'aIII,OUf •• 
and Indigo in India." There were few subjects to which M . ~ 
hi. attention more earnestly and energetically than to that of the a 0 

of In~ cotton. In a letter to Mr. Thomason, dated Sept. 17, 1847. he says: 
.. I have for a very long period taken a particnIar interest in the cultivation of 
cotton in India, esteeming it a great national object, and twenty years a.,ao I 
.ubmitted to the Court a little memoir on the subject; but it was overlooked 
and disregarded for BOme years, until the attention of the Board and of the 
British public was drawn to the subject. I have .lately h9.d a good deal of "
communication with Dr. Royle, the American planters, and the merclui.nts ,of 
Manchester, on the best means of extending the cultivation of the article, and 
of rendering it better suited to the purposes of the British manufacturer • 

.. There is a great difference of opinion among tlle Manchester gentlemen 
with respect to the species of cotton which will answer best. Mr. Turner (a 
leading authority) is of opinion that our nisi, or indigenous, cotton, if 
carefully cleaned and prepared, will answer every purpose; while Mr. 
Peel (another high authority) confidently maintains that the cotton produced 
from the American seed will always command a decided preference. I would 
try both, until we arrive at lome certain result. 

II It is singular that I should, at this late period, after the lapse of nearly 
.ixly years, be pursning an object which attracted my attention as a boy, 
when residing in the Hurriaul Aurung, in the district of Rajashahi. I sent 
to my little island of Bermuda from thence some of the' seed of the Disi 
Kupas, with the model of a churki for cleaning it, on the idea that what 'pro. 
duced the beautiful fabrics of Dacca might enrich that island; but it was not 
found that cotton could be cultivated with advantage." 

In another letter, addressed to Mr. Cornewall'Lewis, under date Dec. 13, 
1847, Mr. Tucker observes: 

"There is no question on which I feel that we are stronger than on that of 
cotton. Nearly twenty years ago I took up the question, as involving a great 
national object, and I composed a little memoir on the subject, which I believe 
you will find on the records of the Board. Indeed, the Board bestoweG 
earlier attention upon it than my own colleagues, by whom it was for some 
years overlooked. But oflate years we have used the utmost exertions, anil 
have incurred great expense, to extend the cultivation of cotton, to improve 

• it. culture, and to introduce the species best calculated to snit our Home 
manufactures. We have sent out machinery, American planters, as instruc
tors to our agriculturists, and a variety of seeds from all quarters. 

"The point which Mr. Bright is likely to moot, will be the expediency of 
redru:ing the rent, or tar, on cotton lands. The assessment is now made on all 
lands accordiog to their value; and we cannot compel the Ryot, or Zemindar, 
to gi"e a preference to cotton cultivatioo, nor can we lower the Government 
tax without recurring to the system of granting bounties, which, I should 
think, has beep. pretty generally exploded. 

" I explained these circumstances some time ago to a deputation of manu-
VOL. I. N 
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facturers from Manchester, and Mr. Turner (the head of the &sociation) 
appeared to be perfectly satisfied. I pointed out to him that, if those inte
rested in the cnltivation of cotton wonld proceed as onr indigo manufactnrers 
have done in Bengal for fifty or sixty years, they wonld experience no difti-
cnlties from the local government." . 

Writing again to Mr. Lewis, on the lOth of February, 1848, Mr. Tucker, 
looking at the subject with the eye of a practised financier, wrote thus: 

" But there is one point to which I wonld draw your particnlar attention
the means of obtaining a remittance of four or fi ve millions from India, as its 
tribute to the· mother country. This remittance was secured heretofore, to a 
great extent, by means of our imports in tea; but one of the greatest difficul
ties which I anticipated from the change of system under the new Charter 
Act, had reference to the question of remittance. We now, indirectly, obtsin 
a remittance through China, to a certain extent; but we have not been able 
of late to command the large supplies which are required to meet our Home 
expenditure; and unless encouragement be given to the productions of India, 
I apprehend that, in two years, or sooner, we shall come to a stand, and find it 
impossible to draw from India that tribute which that territory has heretofore 
yielded to the mother country."] 

INDIAN SUGAR. 

[Written in 1823.] 

It is maintained: 
1st. That it is inconsistent with the principles of 

sound policy to exclude by prohibitory or eXorbitant 
duties, the importation into this country of raw 
sugars, the produce of any part of the British domi
nions, whether such sugars be required to supply the 
consumption of our own population, or to furnish 
our refiners with the raw material to enable them to 
supply the foreign market with the· article in its 
manufactured state. 

2nd. That the duty of thirty-seven shillings per 
ewt. on East India sugars, being equal to a tax of 
about 200 per cent. on the prime cost of the article 
in India, is manifestly of this description, and has 
not only checked the importation of the finer sugars, 
the produce of British India, by subjecting the im-
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porting merchant in many recent instances to a 
heavy loss, but has actually, in the case of the coarser 
sugars, operated as a prohibition, and has excluded 
those sugars altogether from the British market. 

3rd. That it is not only inconsistent with the 
dictates of a wise policy to check the trade in this 
article from any part of the British dominions; but 
that to exclude the' produce of a particular depen. 
dency, by the imposition of partial and unequal 
duties, for the sole purpose of favoring the importa
tion of the article' from some other quarter, is a 
manifest departure from those principles of equal 
justice, to the benefit of which the subjects of these 
realms have all an equal claim. 

4th. That the additional duty of ten shillings per 
cwt. imposed upon East India sugars~ which is further 
aggravated by levying upon those sugars almost in. 
discriminately the duty of five shillings per cwt., 
payable upon cloyed sugars (although it is well 
known that the finest sugars from British India are 
very inferior both in quality and value to the cloyed 
sugars of the West Indies), is a partial and unequal 
tax, intended to favor a particular interest at the 
expense of other important interests, and is not sanc· 
tioned by any principle of justice. 

5th. That, although the British Legislature should 
succeed in excluding East India sugars from the 
British market by prohibitory duties, this exclusion 
would but little avail the parties whom it is intended 

. to favor, while those sugars can find their way into 
the markets of Europe;. since it is perfectly certain 
that the price of the commodity in our own market, 

N2 
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which contains a large surplus for exportation, must 
'be regulated, or be materially affected, by the price 
wWch the article bears in the general market of 
Europe; and that, consequently, while this attempt 
to comer a benefit on the West India interest seems 
little calculated to 'accomplish the' end proposed, it 
is evidently calculated to alienate a valu~ble branch 
of trade~to give employment to foreign in pre
ference to British shipping-and to enable the 
foreign refiner, by supplying him with the raw ma
terialat a lower 'rate, to compete successfully with 
the British manufacturer. 

6th. That, whether it be justifiable or not, in re
gulating our system of com:r:i1ercial policy, to make 
a distinction. between European British subjects and 
the natives of, India, who, by the dispensation of 
Providence; have been placed for more than half a 
century under' the dominion of Great Britain,-this 
partial and unequal tax does unquestionably injure 
the property, and affect the interests of large numbers 
of British-born subjects, who have claims to legis
lative protection, upon grounds as strong and incon
testible as those which have been urged, or can be 
urged, by the proprietors or mortgagees of estates in 
the.West Indies, or by any other class of British 
subjects. 
, 7th. That European British subjects who have in
vested their capital in houses, factories, and other 
buildings-in docks, machinery; and other immove
able property, ,and who can draw to this country the 
income of such property, and ultimately the principal 
itself, in no other way than by means of the produce 
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of India, are placed in a situatiori perfectly analogous 
to that in which the proprietors and mortgagees of 
estates in the West Indies describe themselves; . and 
have just ground to complain of those legislative 
enactments which, excluding the produce of !ridia 
from the British market, virtually deprive them of 
the means. of removing their capital to the ·mother 
country. 

8th. That the income of British-born subjects 
from capital in India, with the annual sa-rings of .the· 
public servants and others from professional· allow ~ 
ances and other source~, for which' a reinittance to 
this country is required, has . been estimated at the 
sum of three millions sterling per annum; and that~ 
assuming this fact, which is strongly corroborateliby 
the difference which has long existed, and which still 
exists, between the amount of imports and exports in 
the trade of !ridia and China with Great Britain, it 
would appear that the value of property, and extent 
of interest, held by European British subjects· in 
India, is not· inferior to that held by .their fellow.;, 
subjects in the West Indies. 

1820. 
Imports into Great Britain • 
Exports from ditto 

Excess of impo1;ts 
1821. 

Imports into Great Britain 
Exports from ditto 

Excess of imports • 

• £7,537,000 
• 1,998,000 

£5,539,000 

• £7,562,000 
• 2,978,000 

£4,584,000 

9th. That the protecting duty of ten shillings per 
.cwt.,which was imposed for the first time in the 
year 1813, to favor the trade of the West Indies at 
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the expense of British India, has necessarily the 
effect of enhancing generally the price of all sugars 
in the home market; and that, consequently, as f~ 
as West India produce is in question, it imposes upon 
the British consumer a tax, the p~oduce of which 
does not :find its way to the public exchequer, but 
which is levied, without discrimination, not merely 
for the benefit of the proprietors of estates in the old 
colonies, who are known to be in a state of distress, 
but also for the benefit of Demerara, and the other 
newly-acquired colonies, which can neither advance 
the same plea of distress, nor pretend that they have 
acquired any peculiar rights on the ground of long 
possession. 

10th. That this forced enhancement of price in the 
home market is injurious to tlie British refiner, and 
tends to prevent his obtaining the supply of the 
foreign market, while the drawback which is granted 
to compensate this disadvantage can be supplied only 
by means of direct contributions from the British 
public. 

11th. That the partial and unequal tax already 
described, although more obviously affecting the 
British consumer and the capitalist who has occasion 
to draw his funds from India, is not less injurious to 
the interests of the British manufacturer, who sees 
within his reach an extensive market ready to receive 
his cottons, woollens, hardware, and other articles, but 
who :finds it impossible to extend, or to continue, his 
exportation in consequence of not being permitted to 
import, at a fair rate of duty, the raw produce of 
India in return. 
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12th. That, all commerce resolving itself ulti
mately into a. barter of commodities, an import duty 
may, and in certain cases must, have the effect of 
checking and altogether preventing exportation; and 
that the enormQus and unequal, duty imposed upon 
East India sugars, does notoriously tend to prevent 
that free interchaDol7C of the malmfactures of Great 
Britain for the raw produce of her Eastern posses
sions, which is calculated to secure great and reci
procal advant3.00'e8 to the two countries. 

13th. That even the agricultural interests of these 
islands are exposed to injury by those injudicious 
enactments, :which tend to check the exportation of 
British commodities; since every measure which de
presses the condition of the manufacturer, diminishes 
his means of consuming, and circumscribes his de
mand for the produce of the land. 

14th. That the East India Company, who are 
under an oblioooation to furnish a remittance for a 
portion of the interest of the territorial debt, are 
liable to incur, and have actually sustained, a heavy 
loss in consequence of the high protecting duties 
levied upon East India SUoO'3.rS; and that this loss, 
which might have been avoided under a more equit
able system of commercial regulation, has actually 
trenched upon a capital which may be regarded as 
national property. 

15th. That the East India Company, precluded as 
they have lately been from the importation of sugars 
to any extent, by reason of the excessive duties, have 
found themselves compelled to have recourse to the 
importation of specie and bullion from their Eastem 
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possessions, as the only. channel of remittance which 
was open to them. That upon this remittance, 
amounting in the last year to the sum of about 
two millions sterling, a loss must be sustained of not 
less than twenty or twenty-five per cent.,-and that, 
if it should be found necessary to continue the im
portation of specie in future years, either for the 
purpose' of enabling them to fulfil their engagements 
to the public creditors, or for the purpose of defray
ing the territorial charge incurred in this country to 
the amount of' about one million and a half sterling 
per annum, the loss must become of such magnitude· 
as to affect the.profits, or dividends, of the numerous 
body of individuals who hold an interest in the Com": 
pany's stock~ 

16th .. That the exportation of specie from British 
India, a cop.ntry which is not known to possess any 
mines 'of .the 'precious metals, must, if continued 
upon a large scale, soon produce a scarcity of the 
circulating medium; and that such a scarcity, by 
lowering, as it probably would do, the price of all 
consumable articles, . the produce of the soil" must 
tend to create a difficulty in the realisation of the 
territorial revenue, and ultimately to reduce that re
venue in proportion to the diminution in the value of 
the produce of. the land. 

17th. That the probability of such a result can 
scarcely be doubted by those who are aware that the 
land constitutes the chief source of revenue in India; 
and that; adverting to the fact of the gross revenue 
of. our . Eastern . possessions being now supposed to 
.exceed twenty millions sterling per annum, and to 
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have yielded in the last year, 1821-22, a net sur
plus of not less than two millions, it is manifestly 
an object of such vast national importance as to de
mand that it should not be placed at hazard by com
mercial enactments, originating in a desire to protect 
and favor a particular interest. 

18th. That it is a solecism in· political reasoning, 
and a proposition perfectly monstrous in a moral 
point of view, to maintain the right to exact the 
payment of a large aIqlual tribute from a dependent 
territory, at the same moment "that its produce and 
manufactures,. from which alone such a tribute can 
be paid, are peremptorily excluded from the mother 
country by the imposition of prohibitory duties. 

19th. That even admitting that the Government, 
as lords paramount of the soil, should succeed in 
realising the same revenue from the country, not
withstanding the fall of prices, the landholders and 
peasantry of our possessions in the East, who are. 
under engagements to pay a fixed money~rent, must 
suffer from a diminution in the value of their raw 
produce; and especially in. the instance of sugar, 
which is represented to be one of the most profitable 
articles of cultivation. 

20th. That admitting further, that a scarcity of 
the circulating medium should not take place so as 
to occasion a sensible fall of prices, the persons en
gaged in the cultivation and manufacture of sugar, 
and other classes of industrious individuals, must, 
suffer from the exclusion of that article from the 
home market; for, although it is quite true that 
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sugar will be grown in India while there is a demand 
for it in the general market of the world, it is by no 
means a slight injury to shut it out from that market 
to which it would be sent in the natural course of 
trade, and in which a rapid increase of consumption 
may be expected to take place under the influence of 
moderate prices. 

21st. That the prosperity of the trade from India 
generally depends in a great degree upon the admis
sion of sugar, since it is matter of notoriety that 

. cotton-wool, raw silk, indigo, and other articles, con
stituting, as they do, a very light cargo, cannot 
safely be transported by sea without a certain pro
portion of dead weight; and that, if sugar be ex
cluded, a portio~ of the tonnage of every ship carry
ing "these light goods must either be occupied with 
ballast, yielding no freight, or with saltpetre, an 
article which cannot be imported at present without 
a heavy loss. 

22nd. That the exclusion of East India sugars from 
the British market has consequently a tendency not 
only to divert the trade in that valuable article into 
a foreign channel, but also to force with it into 
foreign ports a portion of the cotton-wool, which 
forms the raw material of our most valuable manu
facture. 

23rd. That those deductions, which reason and 
the~ry long since suggested, have lately been made 
manifest by actual. experience; and in no instance 
more remarkable than in t~t of coffee :-namely, 
that high taxes dry up the very sources of revenue, 
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and that moderate impositions upon commerce are 
often more productive than the highest duties; and 
that, applying these premises to the case of sugar, it 
may fairly be pronounced that the apprehensions in
culcated of a. decrease of revenue being the inevitable 
consequence of an equalisation of the duties, are as 
little reconcileable with the deductions of sound 
reasoning, as they are with the results of actual ex
perience. 

24th. That the argument founded upon the com
parative security and permanency of our possessions 
in the West Indies, is not entitled to more weight or 
attention, since it might easily be made to appear 
that our insular possessions in the West, situated. as 
they are in the immediate neighbourhood of an as
piring and powerful state, are much more exposed to 
the attacks of a foreign enemy than o,¥, extensive 
continental possessions in the East; while the slave 
population of the former, having almost before their 
eyes the example of St. Domingo, are less to be de
pended upon, and are more likely to break out into 
dangerous insurrections than the free native subjects 
of our Indian Empire, who enjoy the inestimable ad
vantages of freedom, and who have hitherto been 
protected in their rights (with, perhaps, the single 
exception of commercial restriction), with a. degree 
of care and solicitude characteristic of a. benevolent 
and paternal Government. 

25th. That while a. well-founded reliance may be 
placed in the stability and security of our Indian 
Empire so long as that vast territory shall be admi-
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nistered by a wise, just, and energetic Government, 
'it is not intended, or wished, to conceal that it may 
be exposed to danger: that we may forfeit the attach
ment of the people upon which the very foundations 
of our empire rest: that they may be goaded by 
oppression, and irritated by injustice; and that it 
ought, consequently, to he a primary object of the 
British Legislatu.re to remove all those commercial 
restrictions and prohibitions whic]:J. are calculated to 
excite in the minds of our Asiatic subjeCts a sense of 
injustice-which may alienate their affections, and 
cause them to regard the domination of Great Bri. 
tain as a calamity rather than a blessing to their 
country. 

26th. That the· East Indian interest, far from 
wishing to extend to their fellow-subjects those op
pressive restrictions on commerce of which they 
themselves have so much reason to complain, are 
ready and willing to co-operate with the West Indian 
interest in soliciting from the Legislature relief from 
any remaining restrictions and disabilities under 
which they may still suffer, and which can be re~ 
moved without compromising the general interests 
of the empire. 

27th. That the East Indian interest would most 
cordially and zealously concur with the West Indian 
interest in urging upon the British Legislature the 
expediency, and still more the moral obligation they 
are under; of endeavouring, by all justifiable means, 
to put an end as soon as possible to that unhallowed 
and execrable traffic in human beings, which is still" 
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carried on by some of the nations of Europe, and 
which constitutes the foulest blot in the history of 
the civilised world. 

28th. That while the East Indiim interest are pre
pared to deny and to disprove the claims to a protect
ing duty set up by the West Indian interest on the 
ground of prescription, they are ready and willing 
to co-operate cordially with their fellow-subjects in 
petitioning the Legislature either to substitute a mo
derate ad valorem duty on the importation of sugar, 
or to reduce the duties on East and West India 
sugars respectively to the rates· at which they stood 
in the year 1803; satisfied as they feel that these 
duties were then regulated on juster principles, and 
that a recurrence to them would, without involving 
a sacrifice of the public revenue, afford essential relief 
to those who are interested in the manufacture and 
trade in sugar, both in the West and East Indies. 

29th. Finally. That with a view to these several 
considerations, it being apparent that the high and 
unequal duties at present levied on East India sugars 
do, in a greater or less degree, affect the interests of 
the British consumer-of the British manufacturer 
-of the agriculturist-of all those engaged in the 
trade and transportation of sugar, cotton, and other 
articles from· British India-of the British capitalist 
who has invested his funds in Indi~of the land
owners and peasantry of our Eastern possessions-of 
the manufacturers and merchants employed in carry-

• Viz.·-On Muscovado • • • 20 shillings per cwt. 
• E. I. white sugars • 22 do. do. 

W. I. cloyed. • • . 23--l do. do. 
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ing on the internal trade of those provinces-of the 
British and Indian shipowners-and, lastly, ·of the 
East India Qompany themselves, both from the large 
interest which they hold ;in the produce of the soil, 
and from the obligation they are under to continue 
the great organ of remittance from India-it is the 
bounden duty of the Honorable Court of Directors, 
of the Court of Proprietors of East India Stock, and 
of all others connected with, or tak1ng an interest in, 
the ~elfare and prosperity of British India, to en
deavour, by all lawful and justifiable means, to obtain 
the repeal of an arbitrary and oppressive tax, which 
is not reconcileable either with the views of an en
lightened policy, or with the dictates of impartial 
justice. * 

.. Mr. Tucker had long been familiar with this matter of ,Indian Sugar. 
As far back as 1793-94 he Wrote a treatise on the subject, which was embodied 
in Mr. Colebrooke's work on Indian Agriculture. More than half a century 
afterwards he was in close communication with Lord George Bentinck and 
others on the important question of the Sugar Duties, and was examined 
before a Committee of the House of Commons in 1848. He always insisted 
upon the necessity of encouraging the production of this article as a means 
of remittance to the mother country. Writing to Lord George Bentinck on 
this subject in May, 1848, he said: "I need hardly repeat that India can only 
discharge her annual tribute to the mother country, for a continuance, by 
means of her produce and manufactures; and if this country will not receive 
that produce at remunerating prices, the same amount of tribute cannot be 
realised. I have stated that sugar appears to me our most promising article 
of export from India; but at the present prices in this market it cannot be 
exported with advantage; and if the supply should· cease, or be materially 
curtailed (which is certainly to be apprehended), I know not where a substi
tute is to be found. • : • . Again, I would urge, without presuming to 
point out the quo modo, that one of the greatest benefits which the British 
Legislature could coufer on India and the East India Company, would be to 
encourage, by whatever means, the importation of sugar from our Indian pos
sessions." 
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THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM. 

LORD CORNWALLIS AND THE REGULATIONS. * 
IN the year 1793, the Supreme Government framed 

a code of regulations for the better administration of 
our Indian territory; and by Regulation XLI., which 
is, in fact, the keystone of the code, it was provided 
that " every rule or order that may be passed by the 
Governor-General in Council, regarding the adminis
tration of justice-the imposition or levying of taxes, 
or of duties on commerce-the collection of the public 
revenue assessed upon the lands-the rights and 
tenures of the proprietors !IDd cultivators of the soil 
-the provision of the Company's investment-the 
manufacture of salt or opium-and generally all 
regulations affecting in any respect the rights, per
sons, or property of the natives, or any individuals 
who may be amenable to the Provincial Courts of 
judicature, shall be recorded in the Judicial De
partment, and there framed into a Regulation, and 
printed and published, as hereafter directed." 

Lord Cornwallis, with that wisdom and foresight 
for which he was distinguished, was anxious, how-

• From a paper on the Settlement or the North-West .ProYinces, written 
·in 1832. 
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ever, to secure, the rights and interests of ·our native 
subjects by something more binding and authorita.,. 
tive than an enactment of the local Gove~ent. 
He was quite aware that the love of system, and the 
love of change, or fiscal cupidity, might at some 
future period predominate; and endanger, and per.,. 
haps overturn, the best and· the wisest institutions. 
He accordingly, in concert with the able statesmen 
who at that time conducted the affairs of this country, 
procured to be enacted by the British Legislature a 

/ clause in t:he 37th George IlL, whereby the code of 
regulations framed for the Presidency of Bengal in 
1793 was fully recognised and confirmed; while a 
general power of legislat~on was conferred pro.,. 
spectively upon. the Government of India, in terms 
the most distinct and comprehensive. The very 
words of the preamble to Regulation XLI. are 
quoted; and' as it appeal's to me of importance that 
we should keep in view this most important provision 
of the Legislature, I shall transcribe in this place sec
tion 8 of the Act of the 37th George III., c. 113. 

"VIII. And whereas certain regulations for the 
better administration of justice among the native 
inhabitants and others, being within the provinces 
of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, have been from time 
to time framed by the Governor-General in Council 
in Bengal; and among other regulations it has been 
established and declared as essential to the future 
prosperity' of the British territories in Bengal, that 
all regulations passed by Government, affecting the 
rights, properties, ?r persons of the subjects, should. 
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be formed into a regular code" and printed with 
translations in the country languages, and that the 
grounds of every regulation be prefixed to it; and 
that the courts of justice within' the, provinces be 
bound to regulate their decisions by the rules and 
ordinances which such regulations may contain, 
whereby the native inhabitants :may be made 
acquainted with the privileges and immunities 
granted to 'them by the British GO'\Ternment, and 
the mode of obtaining speedy redress for. any in. 
f?ingement of the same. .And whereas it is essential 
that so wise and salutary a provision should be 
strictly observed, arid that it should· not be in the 
power of the Governor-G:eneral in Council to neglect 
or to dispense With the same: be it therefore enacted 
that all regulations which shall be issued and framed 
by the Governor-General in Council at Fort William 
in Bengal, affecting the rights~ persons, or property 
of the natives, or of any other individuals who may 
be amenable to the provincial courts of justice, shall 
be registered in the Judicial Department, and formed 
into a regular code, and printed, with translations, 
in the country languages; and that the grounds of 
each regulation shall be prefixed to it; and all the 
provincial courts of judicature shall be, and they are 
hereby directed to be, bound by, and to regulate 
their decisions by such rules and ordinances as shall 
be contained in the. said regulations; and the said 
Governor-General. jn Council shall annually transmit 
to the Court of Director~ of the East india Company, 
ten copies of such regulations as may be passed in 

VOL. I. 0 
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each year~ and the same number to the Board of 
Commissioners for the affairs of India." 

It is not required by this enactment that the 
regulations of the Indian Government should re. 
ceive the sanction of· the home authorities, in order 
to their becoming valid and effective. They are not 
placed on the same footing as those rules and ordi. 
nances which, under another provision of the Legis. 
lature, must. be registered in the Supreme Court 
before they can take effect; nor are they of the 
nature of certain other regulations, by which the 
Indian Governments are empowered to impose and 
levy duties of customs and other imposts at the 
three presidencies. These are not valid without the 
sanction of the home authorities; and for very suffi. 
cient reasons, because they imply the power to tax. 
British commerce and British subjects. 

But Lord Cornwallis would not have secured ade
quate protection to the rights of our native subjects, 
if, in bestowing upon them good laws, he had not 
at the same time provided independent courts of 
justice for the administration of those laws. He 
did establish such caurts; and he rendered the affi. 
cers of Government, and the Gavernment itself, 
amenable to' their jurisdictian. My conviction is, 
that if this great bulwark had nat been pravided, 
the Permanent Settlement, as sacred a campact as 
was ever entered intO' by a Gavernment, would not 
have endured to' the present day. 
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PROPOSED REVISION OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM. * 
A very intelligent P!'lople enacted that the pro- V 

poser of a new law should come forward with the 
terrors of death impending over him, ~nd in thus 
discouraging innovation they acted upon the sound 
dictates of reason and experience. Change is in 
itself an evil. When any system has been once 
settled and established, habit comes in to its aid, 
smoothes away little difficulties,' and reconciles 
trifling defects. It cannot then be disturbed with
out inconvenience, nor often without danger i and 
he who would innovate should not only be fully 
satisfied that there is a certain and a serious evil to 
correct, but he should also have .the strongest 
grounds for presuming that the remedy proposed to 
be applied will remove it, or mitigate its effects. 

It is matter of notoriety at present, not only that 
our system of police is very defective, but that our 
whole judicial system is so encumbered and unwieldy 

• Thia paper is without date. It was written many years ago-perhaps 
about 1815. Many of the evils which it points out have been amended; at 
all eveut. the system has been revised-for revision is not always amend
ment-and some ot the changes introduced, on the abolition of the Provincial 
Courts (see Mr. Tucker's paper on "Our Revenue and Judicial Establish
ments''), had inherent defects of their 0_ It has been thought advisable, 
however, to insert the paper in the preseut collection, partly because it has a 
sort of historical value, partly because some of the remarks which it con
tains are still applicable to the present state of things, and some of the sug
gestions it puts forth may still be stu~ed with advantage. Indeed, a consi
derable portion ot it might have been written yesterday. 

o 2 
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as to have become altogether inefficient. I will not 
undertake to explain what is already known, nor 
is it material to trace the causes of defects with 
any other view than to. discover the appropriate 
remedy. 

Many circumstances may have a prejudicial in
:H.uence upon the good order of society, and some 
of these may operate without impeachment of the 
system of police. For example, the decay of manu
factures, the high price of proVisions, the disbanding 
of armies after the termination of war, &c., &c., may 
all tend to produc~ disorder; but such causes of 
derangement may be expected to h~ve a temporary 
influence only. There are other circumstances 
which may be attended with more permanent effects 
-the habit of gaming, the immoderate use of spi
rituous liquors, and generally, all immoral habits 
and practices. ... 

I myself am. disposed to deduce very serious con
sequences from the increased and increasing use of 
spirituous liquors and drugs in these provinces; but 
the large revenue at present drawn from the Abkarry 
will, I fear, operate as an insuperable bar to the 
adoption of any plan having for its object -the cor
rection of this pernicious practice. Indeed, when 
the use of a powerful stimulant of the kind has once 
been generally adopted by a people, it is scarcely 
possible for a Government, acting upon the most 
benevolent principles, to eradicate the habit en-
tirely. -
- I will not -undertake to examine the merits of the 
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experiment which was resorted to a few 'years .ago, 
for the purpose of invigorating and improving om' 
system of police; because men of greater know, 
ledge and experience. than myself have canvassed 
the pIan, and after a very elaborate discussion, it is 
still vehemently condemned by one party, and as 
vehemently extolled by the other. I allude to the 
employment of Goindahs, or informers, as instru
ments of police. With respect to these persons I 
shall only observe that, as far as I had an opportunity 
of judging of their agency in the judicial situation· 
which I formerly held, my testimony is decidedly 
against them.. I regarded the employment of Go
indahs as a measure pregnant with the greatest 
mischief; and I was satisfied that they were scarcely 
a less grievous burden upon the country than the 
bands of robbers whom they were employed to root 
out. 

I do not mean to assert that a magistrate should 
not look abroad for information, or that he should 
not employ instruments to obtain it. I object to 
those roving commissions which have beEm given to 
men of questionable and even infamous character, 
Under which they erect petty tribunals in the in
terior of the country, spread alarm wherever they. 
appear" suborn evidence by the most shameless 
means, conjure up offences which have no existence 
but in their own atrocious machinations-levy con
tributions from those who are rich enough to pur-

• I was employed in the Judicial Department during a period of eight 
years, but I have long been detached from it.-H. St.G. T. 
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chase off accusation-and finally, drag the indigent 
and helpless to a jail, for the purpose of manifesting 
a merciless and mischievous activity. 

These abuses are not the creation of imagination 
-I rememb.er full well to have convicted a band of 
Goindahs of the most oppressive and criminal con
duct j and if proof be required of the irregular and 
unjustifiable proceedings of these men, the public 
records will, I believe, supply it. 

The bands of Dakoits which infest the country are, 
no doubt, a very· serious evil; but there is no· de
scription of robber so formidable as the licensed free
booter, who acts under the sanction of law: 

My attention, has, however, been directed chiefly 
to what apperu: to me defects in other parts of our 
system; and as these may, perhaps, be susceptible 
of a remedy, 1 shall venture to submit some propo
sitions for the consideration of those who have the 
deepest interest in promoting the public welfare. 

1st. Our provincial courts are inefficient from the. 
great lengt:h of the circuits-the immense number of 
appeals, &c., &c. * 

2nd .. Our district magistracy is inefficient from 
the circumstance of the judicial officers being 
burdened with a variety of duties, civil and crimi
nal, and from these duties being encumbered with 
innumerable and perhaps unnecessary forms. 

Srd. The judicial officers are in many cases incom
petent to the due discharge of thei:t: functions from 

.. The provincial courts 'Were Bubsequently abolished by Lord William 
Bentinck. 
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want of experience, and from their possessing only 
an imperfect knowledge of the languages, manners, 
moral habits, prevailing opinions and prejudices of 
the people, &c., &c. 

This ignorance of the moral qualities of tlie wit
nesses frequently disqualifies the magistrates for 
judging of evidence, and prevents them from scruti
nising and exhibiting it to. the superior courts in a 
shape to admit of those courts forming a satisfactory 
judgment upon it. 

From these and other causes" upon which I shall 
not enlarge, the administration of justice in Bengal 
is notoriously defective; and as the difficulties which 
are already experienced may be expected to increase, 
it is to be apprehended that in the course of a short 
time the encumbered machine will· stop altogether. 
I am. far from presuming to think that I could con
struct a better system; but the simplest bystander 
may fortunately perceive, and seasonably .remove, 
little obstructions, which, if allowed to remain, might 
embarrass and impede the action of the most perfect 
machinery. I will proceed, then, to give a brief 
sketch of the modifications which I think may with 
advantage be introduced into our present judicial. 
system; and I will afterwards add such remarks as 
may be necessary for the purpose of explaining the 
grounds of the proposed alterations. 
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Provincial Oourts. 

1st. I would propose that the provincial circuits 
should be discontinued, and that the criminal court 
should be constituted a tribunal for superintendence 
and revision. 

2nd. That the number of judges should be reduced 
to two; or, in the courts where there are now four 
judges, to three. 

ard. That the proceedings of the district magis
trate should be referred to this court for revision in 
all caSE;lS where the punishment adjudged shall ex
ceed twelve months' imprisonment, or fifteen strokes 
of the korah, or thirty strokes of the rattan. 

4th. That the provincial court shall pass sentence 
without reference to the Nizamut Adawlut in all 
cases where the punishment adjudged shall be short 
of death, or perpetual imprisonment, or transporta
tion for life, reserving only capital cases for the final 
decision of the latter court. 

5th. That the provincial court shall try all charges 
brought against any magistrate, judge, or collector, 
or against any public officer, or servant, employed in 
the district courts, whether civil or criminal, or under 
the collectors in their judicial capacity. 

6th. That the provincial courts shall entertain and 
try all suits in the first instance, when the value of 
the property contested shall exceed the sum of 1000 
rupees. 

7th. That the provincial courts shall receive, try, 
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and decide finally all appeals from the district courts, 
when the value of the property litigated shall exceed 
100 rupees, and be less than 1000 rupees, the district 

'judge deciding finally, without appeal, to the amount 
of 100 rupees. 

8th. That the provincial courts shall decide finally 
to the extent of 5000 rupees in suits brought before 
them in the first instance when the judgment passed 
in full court may be llna,nirnous; but in such cases, 
the individual opinions of the judges shall be re. 
corded. 

9th. That an appeal be allowed in, all such suits to 
the Suddur Dewanny Adawlut when the judgment is 
not unanimous, and in all cases where the value of 
the property contested shall exceed 5000 rupees. 

Zillah, or :District MagistraCJj. 

10th. That the present judges and magistrates be 
constituted m8noistrates only, the civil duties being 
otherwise provided for. 

11th. That the magistrates pe:rform the circuit of 
their districts twice in the year, visitmg the Tannahs, 
hearing complaints against the officers of police, and 
holding a session at the prIncipal towns. 

12th. That the magistrates hold a continued 
session at the Suddur, or head station, when.they may 
not be employed on the circuit. . 

13th. That the police Darogahs be superseded, 
and the duties of these officers, with some modifica
tions, be committed to Zemindars and 'other respect. 
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able residents of the distric~, to be selected by the 
magistrate, and confirmed by the provincial court. 

14th. That the ~alaries and establishments of the 
present Darogahs be transferred to these Zemindars; 
or other officers of police. 

15th. That the magistrate preside at all crirhinal 
trials, assisted as at present by a M:ahomedan law
officer; but that the verdict be given by a jury of 
natives. 

16th. That the magistrate at every session be re
quired to issue a Sunnud, or commission, appoint
ing five of the most respectable inhabitants of the 
district or town (M:ahomedans and .Hindoos being 
chosen indifferently), for the purpose of officiating as 
jurors in the trial of ,all criminal cases. 

17th. That these jurors be required to take an oath, 
or to subscribe the usual. declaration, engaging them
selves to the true and faithful discharge of the trust 
reposed in them. 

18th. That the jurors be required to attend in 
court throughout the trial-that they be allowed 
liberty to examine the witnesses, and on the conclu
sion of the proceedings be required to give in their 
verdict declaratory of the guilt or innocence of the 
prisoner upon the whole, or upon any part of the 
charge. 

19th. That in the event of the jurors not being 
unanimous in their verdict, the individuals be re
quired to deliver their opinions in writing, with an 
explanation of the grounds of such opinions; and 

, 
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that. the court, to wl:tose decision the proceedings 
may be referred, be required to pass sentence upon 
the verdict of the majority, if it 'be for an acquittal, 
0): to mitigate the punishment at their discretion, if 
the verdict of the majority 'Condemn the prisoner. 

20th. That, in cases where the provincial court, or 
Nizamut Adawlut, may have reason to believe that 
some palpable error has been committed in the course 
of the trial, or that the jurors have been tampered 
with-these courts be empowered to order a new trial, 
and, if necessuy, to nominate a new set of jurors. 

21st. That after the verdict shaJI have been given 
and approved, the Mahomedan law-officer be re
quired, as at present, to deliver in a Futwah, ap
plying the law to the fact, but not embracing the 
proof. 

22nd. That the Court be empowered to take the 
opinion of the Mahomedan law-officer upon the 
competency of evidence, and other points of law 
which may arise out of the trial. 

:District Civil Courts. 

23rd. That in lieu of the present assistant judges 
and registers, a district judge be appointed.in ea.ch 
Zillah and city, with a salarf of 1000 rupees per 
month, and liberty to appropriate the fees payable 
on the causes which may be decided by them re-
spectively. • 

24th. That the district judge be empowered to 
decide :finally in all suits for property not exceeding 
in value 100 rupees. 
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25th: That the district ju~ge- be empowered. to 
entertain suits for property to the amount of 1000 
rupees.; but that ~n appeal be allowed to the pro
vincialcourt, when the value litigated shall exceed 
100.rupees. 

26th. That. one. or more native commissioners, 
referees, or arbitrators, be .appointed, as at present, 
at the Suddur, .or head station, of each district or 
city, with jurisdiction to the extent of twenty-five 
rupees; but ~hat the commissioners who are spread 
over the interior of the country be recalled. 

27th. That an appeal-be allowed to the district 
court from the decree of the commissioners; but 
that the judgment of arbitrators, nominated by 
mutual. consent of parties, be final in all cases, 
unless corruption be charged against the arbitrators. 

Oollectors' Oourt. 
28th. That the collectors of the land-revenue be 

empowered to take cognisance of all suits between 
landlord and tenant, and between different land
holders in cases of disputed boundaries, undue ap
propriation of crops, and other trespasses. 

29th. That the collectors be empowered to decide 
finally to the extent of 100 rupees; but that an 
appeal be allowed to the provincial court when the 
value of the property litigated may exceed that 
sum. • 

30th. That the collectors be empowered to nomi
nate commissioners, referees, or arbitrators,. at the 
Suddur station, with jurisdiction to the same extent 
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as that which may be given to the same description 
of officers acting under the district judge. 

31st. That the. jurisdiction of the revenue com
missioners be strictly confined to suits for disputed 
rents. 

32nd. That the collectors' court be rendered the 
depository. of the revenue registers, and of all re
cords relating to disputed boundaries, the division of 
estates, the assessment of the public revenue, &c., &c. 

33rd. That the Canoongoes, or other· officers, be 
appointed under the collectors to prepare and pre
serve the revenue registers, &c.,· upon the plan re
commended to Government by the Board of Revenue 
on the 15th November, 1808. 

34th. That these officers be also employed.in pre
paring registers of all rent-free lands upon the same 
plan. 

35th." That an officer of record be constituted at 
the presidency, under the Board of Revenue, for 
the purpose of collecting, arranging, and preserving 
these registers upon the same plan. 

Explanatory Remarks. 

If I were called upon to describe the· prominent 
features of our present judicial * system, I should 
say that it attempts too much-that it mairifests 
eveI"YW:here a spirit of distrust-and that it mul-

• I am far from wishing to cavil at th~ .ystem, which, in my opinion, with 
all its defects, still pOlsetlses great merit. Its founder, Lord Comwa!lie, 
I revered as a genuine patriot-a brave and able soldier-a statesman who 
acted alway. on principles of justice-and, lastly, as a good and honorable 

. man.-H. SlG. T. 
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tiplies checks and for~ in such manner as to 
detach. and fritter away responsibility, instead of 
fixing it in any particular quarter. 

The police Darogah apprehends persons accused 
or suspected, takes examinations, -and sends them 
up with a long train of witnesses to the magistrate. 
The latter officer examines the prisoners, takes the 
depositions of the witnesses a second time, and if he 
see reason" coIDInits. 

In many instances, however, this coIDInitment 
does not take place until after the lapse of a consi
derable time; for the number* of persons appre
hended in some of the districts is so great that 
months must elapse before it comes to the turn of 
persons accused to undergo the necessary examina
tion. In the mean time they are crowded together 
in a place~.of confinement. If they be innocent, 
they 'fill probably come out contaminated; and if 
they be guilty, opportunity is given them to in
trigue with the low, sordid Vakeels, who hover about 
the criminal courts, to tamper with, and perhaps to 
intimidate, the witnesses, and to support, by perjured 
evidence, some fictitious story calculated to discredit 
the charge. During this period the prosecutors and 
witnesses are detained at much personal inconve
nience to themselves. Their usual occupations are 

'" At Nuddeah there are, I understand, about 1500 persons in general 
under examination, and before their commitmen~ or discharge can take 
place, they have already suffered a ,long confinement. This delay is in itsel£ 
a severe grievance, and it is a punishment which every malignant character 
hall it in his power to inflict on the innocent. The Goindahs are well aware 
of the use which can be made of it to extort money.-H. St.G. T. 
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suspended~ and Government is subjected to a heavy 
expense in providing for their subsistence. 

At the expiration. of some months, the Court of 
Circuit appears at the station, and if the trial be not 
postponed to a future' session (which happens not 
unfrequently), the prisoners and witnesses are again 
examined, and sentence is at length passed. But 
the fate of the parties is not yet decided, if the 
crime be of any magnitude, for in this case the pro
ceedings must be referred to the Nizamut Adawlut 
(and, in some instances, to the supreme executive 
authority). Then the trial in reality commences; 
and if no material error should have been committed 
in the course of conducting the proceedings in the 
lower court, sentence of condemnation or acquittal 
is at length pronounced. 

In a country where knowledge is generally dif. 
fused, and where the governors and the governed 
are the same people, complex and artificial arrange
ments are not always attended with material inCOll'
venience; but when a foreign power, setting aside 
ancient institutions, undertakes to legislate for 8i 

conquered people, with whom it is only very imper
fectly acquainted, the system which it may propose 
to substitute ought to be simple, intelligible, an~ 
easy of execution. Codes of laws have everywhere 
a tendency to grow; and whatever they be in their 
origin, they are liable, in the course of time, to shoot 
out excrescences which require to be pruned~ 

But what, let me ask, is the great utility of the 
Courts of Circuit? Do they bring justice to the 
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door of the party injured? Do they operate . as a 
check upon the judicial officers? or do they place 
before the eyes of the superior court, and of Govern
ment, a true and comprehensive chart of the moral 
state of the community? 

The judges have to travel on each half-yearly cir
cuit a distance of from 600 to 1200 miles; much 
time is occupied in performing this tedious journey 
in a country where there are no conveniences for 
travelling. They find at every station more busi
ness than they can . possibly get through with ease 
and satisfaction to themselves. It is hurried over ;* 
they cannot wait to consider how it ma~ best be 
done, they are compelled to study how it be most 
speedily done. Trials are put off to the next session 
whenever a plausible reason can be found for delay; 
and the exhausted judge, if he had leisure to look 
around him for information, would probably find all 
access to him barred in those instances where the 
misconduct of the district officers might render it of 
importance that he should scrutinise the proceedings 
of the local authorities. 

I do not mean to assert that this description of 
the circuits applies universally. There are .some 
distinguished exceptions, and the Circuit Reports of 
Sir H. Strachey, Mr. Stuart, and others, reflect honor 
on the service which has produced such men. These 
valuable documents are not, however, the offspring 

... I have heard of a judge of circuit conducting two or more trials at the 
Bame time I Is not this a mockery of justice? Few of our judges have 
had the advantage of a professional education, and yet some are found to 
attempt what Lord Mansfield never dreamt of undertaking II-H. St.G. T. 
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of a hurried journey. They are the emanations
of reflecting minds; and their chief value consists 
in the acute discri.m.iD.ation of national character 
which they manifest, in the judicious use and appli
cation of general principles, and in the laborious 
and accurate attention bestowed to trace effects to 
their true causes. Th.ese reports might have been 
produced equally well, if the same men had never 
moved beyond the borders of a single province or 
district. . 

The judges of circuit, in fact, do little more than 
perform the office of a grand jury, and by employing 
them in this manner as a sort of sifting tribunal, 
we not only encumber and embarrass the execution 
of criminal justice, but we deprive ourselves of the . 
means of providing adequately for the administra
tion of justice in civil cases. 

The magistrates, assisted by a few intelligent· 
natives, would perform the functions assigned to the 
judges of circuit with much. better effect. They would 
labor every case while yet warm from the forge--
they would have it in. th~ir power to prosecute thflir 
inquiries on the very spot where the crime may be 
committed-they would have better means of be
coming acquainted with local circumstances, and 
with th; characters of the people placed tinder their 
authority-prosecutors and witnesses would not be 
carried away repeatedly to a distance from their 
homes, at great inconvenience to themselves and 
families-and the Government would not be sub .. 
jected to a heavy expense in supporting them-all 

VOL. I. p 
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the mischief of delay would be in a great degree pre
vented-punishment would follow more closely upon 
the coDlllftssion of crime, would be more striking and 
impressive, and would operate in the way in which 
it is .most desirable that it should always operate
in the prevention of crime. Pro'secutors .and wit
nesses would .have less to app:rehend, .and the com
munity might be. brought to take a more active part 
in the prevention and detection of offences. . 

But it may be asked, perhaps, how I can reconcile 
it to principle that the power of apprehending, try
ing, and punishing, should be committed to the same 
hands? I reply that the cumbrous process which we 
have established is the fruitful source of those evils 
which I am anxious to see corrected. There are few 
temptations to cQrruption in the administration of 
criminal justice-confidence must in the .end be re
posed in some quarter, and power must ultimately 
be committed to some hands, however scrupulous 
we may be in the selection. The magistrates will, 
no doubt, be liable to error; but if the drea~ of fall
ing into error is to operate as a perpetual check and 
discouragement, we cannot hope to accomplish any
thing good or useful. I do not propose to leave 
everything to the magistrate-the Provincial Courts 
will revise his proceedings in cases of magnitude; 
and to th~ NizamutAdawlut will be reserved the 
power of passing final sentence whenever the verdict 
may adjudge death, or perpetual imprisonment, or 
transportation beyond sea. 

If it be absolutely necessary that the conduct of 
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the ~trate8 should be watched, and that periodi
cal reports of the state of the country should be sub
mitted to the Nizamut Adawlut and to Government, 
the itineraIit superintendents of police might be em
ployed in the performance of this duty. The· Pro
vincial Courts, moreover, are not so re1!lote as to be 
precluded from the~xercise of an efficient control 
over the conduct of the district officers; and I have 
expressly provided that aU complaints preferred 
against those officers and their servants should be 
brought before the Provincial Courts. By requiring, 
also, that civil suits of magnitude should be brought 
in the first instance into those courts, they will be 
resorted to more frequently by the natives, and. be 
regarded generally as the central and superintending 
authority in the province. 

It may· be supposed that in assigning the magiste
rial functions to the principal officer of the district, 
and in taking from him all civil jurisdiction, I have 
rather neglected the civil concerns of the people; 
but I have been influenced by the consideration that 
it is of more importance to protect the person than 
the property of the subject, and that it is more neces
sary to protect his property against open violence 
than against the less alarming attempts of fraud and 
dishonesty. The district judges will certainly be men 
of less experience; but their jurisdiction will be 
limited, and the Provincial Courts must be looked to 
as the great safeguards of property in all cases where, 
from its InaoD'llitude, it could not be prudently en
trusted to inexperienced hands, or where, from the 

1'2 
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same circumstance, it is liable to become the object 
of intrigue, and the exciting cause of corrupt prac
tices. 

Even now, in some districts, the judge is com
pelled often to suspend the exercise of his civil 
functions, and to give a preference to the duties of 
magistrate; and if the business of the Dewanny 
Court proceed at all, the parties are principally 
indebted to the labors of the Registers. 

I fear that I shall be suspected of an intention to 
revolutioJrlse the· natives, when I propose the insti
tution of juries; but we must not be misled by 
names. I use this term for want of some better 
designation; but I have no idea of recommending 
the trial·by jury in these provinces upon the· model 
of that established in England. I wish to employ 
the agency of natives in weighing evidellce. 'Ve 
cannot assimilate with the people.of this country
we cannot enter into their characters, and we cannot, 
therefore, judge correctly of their words and actions. 
An endeavour on their part to conform. to our ideas 
frequently misleads them and deceives us, and ter
minates in the absolute perversion of evidence. But 
the difficulties which a British judge experiences 
from this circumstance are so clearly and ably de
scribed by Sir H~ Strachey, in a letter which is 
quoted in the Fifth Reporit of the Committee of the 
House of Commons, that it is necessary only for me 
to refer to this authority. 

The jury should. not be constituted a sort of 
standing tribunal, for in that case an opening might 
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be given for intrigue. The jurors ~hould be changed 
frequently; and, indeed, "one of the best and most 
characteristic features of an English jury is, that the 
individuals composing it 'come to the performance of 
their important functions without any previous 
knowledge of the cases which they may be caned 
upon to try, and without an opportunity being given> 
to the 'parties to influence their judgments by the' 
arts of intrigue, or by holding out to them improper 
inducements of any kind." 

By employing a greater number than :five jurors,' 
we should only create confusion and prevent unani. 
mous verdicts; and by. reducing the number still' 
lower, we should plaCe in -the hands of a few indi.' 
viduals . a more active kind of power, which would' 
be liable to be abused. . 

Incompetent as we are from circumstances to dis. 
tinguish and appreciate the true tendency and value 
of nativ,e evidence, another difficulty is . superadded" 
by the mode in which our criminal trials are some· 
times conducted; The depositions of the witnesses 
are usually recorded in the Persian language, which 
few of the deponents understand; and instead of 
taking oral examinations, the courts ,of justice not 
unfrequently, I believe, are content to read in 'a 
translation the evidence delivered before the magis. 
trate, or the police Darogah. But, without insisting 
upon the difficulty (I might almost say, impossi. 
bility) of transfusing evidence with perfect accuracy 
from one language into another, I must observe that 
written evidence' can scarcely in any case be made 
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to answer the pUrposes of parole· evidence. Every 
person who has had the least experience in judicial 
proceedings must be sensible that the countenance, 
the manner, and even the tone of voice of a witness, 
constitute essential points of evidence. 

We shall not, however, have advanced very far in 
the way of improvement by providing a more easy 
and expeditious mode of trial, if we do not at the 
same time provide for the apprehension of offender~, 
and for the suppression of acts of violence and out. 
rage. Nothing, I own, can be more difficult than to . 
provide effectually for the protection of the persons 
and property of the natives of the Bengal provinces. 
Their habitations afford Ito defence; they are little 
accustomed to the use of arms ; and the timidity of 
their character is' .such that they are rarely found ·to 
resist open violeD.ce~ 

And what protection have we provided for them P 
The police Darogahs are absolutely useless as in. 
struments of police; and sometimes, I fear, worse 
than useless. These officers are usuaIly selected 
ftOI!l among the servants and dependents of succes
sive magistrates. They have been in the .situation 
of Sircars or J emadars, and in some instances, I 
believe, in offices still less respectable. The extent 
of country committed to their charge is such as to 
preclude their superintending it generally in person; 
and the number of Burkandanzes upon their esta· 
blishment is not sufficient to keep in awe the ban. 
ditti which infest almost every district. As far as 
my experience extends, it certainly has not furriished 
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me with any grounds for placing confidence in these 
officers, whom I generally found much more 1!usT 
in fomenting domestic feuds and village disputes, 
and in bringing forward eases of adultery, and other 
offences against good morals, than in suppressing or 
resisting the more violent attempts against the public 
peace. 

I am aware that attempts have been made to em·· 
pl9Y the agency of the landholders in the Police, and 
I know that difficulties oppose the substitution of 
their agency for that of the Darogahs. The separa
tion of the Talookdars from the larger Zemindarries ; 
the subdivision· of estates by sales, and in the cour~e 
of inheritance; and the mismanagement or misfor": 
tunes of many of the ancient Zemindars,.which have 
terminated in the dismemberment of their large pos
sessions-are circumstances which have produced a 
great change in the organisation of the native com
munity in the interior of the country. }Ir. Stuart, 
in one of his reports from Benares, has well de
scribed this revolution, which has in reality broken 
the chain of connexion and dependency heretofore 
subsisting throughout the different gradations of 
society, a;nd which has destroyed, or greatly impaired, 
the influence naturally attaching to the poss.ession of 
extensive est~tes. • 

To the ancient Zemindars have succeeded a new 
order of landholders. Hindoos of various ranks and 
degrees, who, in the service of Europeans, or in the 

• .As a member DC the Board of Revenue, I strenuously opposed the prin
ciple of facilitating and promoting the subdivision of landed property i but 
my Toice was overruled.-H. St.G. T. 
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pursuit of commerce, have amassed great wealth, 
which they find it advantageous to invest in landed 
possessions. These persons, although better ma
nag.ers than their predecessors, do not, in general, 
command that respect which rank and family usually 
bestow, and they cannot, therefore, exert with the, 
same effect that influe:nce which is a substitute for 
power, or power itself in a milder form. 

The separation of the Talooks, and the subdivision 
of the Zemindarries, have caused the different estates 
to be intersected in all directions; and this circum
stance would prevent our assigning Police jurisdic
tions to the landholders with that mathematical 
precision with which we profess to describe the 
jurisdiction'~f .t~~ Darogahs. We cannot certainly' 
form compact arrondissements, if we confine the au- ' 
thority of the Zemmdar to his own. estate; and if 
we extend it· over the lands of his neighbours, jea
lousiesand .dissension may be engendered. This is 
a difficulty, no doubt; but I think it will be neces
sary to encounter it, and that we shall not succeed 
in ~ffecting much improvement, unless we employ 
the principal Zemindars, and assign them jurisdic
tion over the inferior estates in instances where, from 
contiguity or otherwise, the arrangement would be 
attended with public convenience. • 

I am not at all confident that the plan of Police 
which I contemplate would be free from every 
inconvenience. 'What human institut.ion is exempt 
from defects? Some' objections occur, undoubtedly, 
to the employment of the Zemindars as officers of 
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Police. Their authority may be abused; but I 
cannot perceive that we have any alternative. No 
other agency within our reach is likely to be suffi
ciently powerful and energetic; and it is notorious 
that there is felt at present a want of that active 
power, which. is necessary to quell turbulence and 
disorder, and to preserve the tranquillity of the 
country. The military power may occasionally be 
called out to suppress dangerous tumults; but it 
never can be advisable to use this power habitually, 
or on trifling occasions; and, indeed, it is the most 
expensive instrument of Police to which a Govern
ment can well resort. 

It would answer little purpose for me to enter 
into. more minute details on the projected plan of 
Police withou,t knowing whether the outline is ap
proved; nor· shall I have occasion to offer many 
remarks in explanation of my propositions with re
gard to the administration of civil justice. 

The multiplica~ion of I1ppeals is; in my opinion, a 
serious evil. We are never certain that the last 
decision will be more correct than the first; but we 
are quite certain that a suit cannot be passed 
through the ordeal of a court of justice without 
much inconvenience. The parties are subjected to 
a heavy expellse in every stage of the proceedings; 
they lose what ought always to be of value-time; 
and ,their attention is diverted from useful occu-

. pations. The time of the public functionaries, 
which is the property of the community at large, 
and which ought to be a valuable property, is often 
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wasted unprofitably; and the accumulation of busi
ness becomes so forriridable, that the judge, indus
trious as he may be, seeing no prospect of melting 
down the mass, is discouraged altogether from the 
attempt. We never work with cheerfulness and 
spirit when we see no end to the labor. 

In a large proportion of the. cases which come 
before our Courts; the appeal is prosecuted, not for 
the purpose of obtaining the correction of some 
notable blunder, but for the purpose of gaining time 
-of evading the immediate payment of just de
mands-or of. embarrassing aliddistressing some 
personal adversary. The natives of these provinces, 
to whom. the duel is little known,. repair to our 
courts as to the listed field, where they may give 
vent to all their malignant passions. But should 
we encourage them in this perverted. use of the 
forum? In my opinion~ the combat should not be 
allowed-repeatedly, at all events. One appeal is 
surely sufficient in any case, and when we have 
obtained the solemn judgment of two disinterested 
men, we ought to be satisfied. Errors will still be 
committed, I admit, as long as human wisdom is 
confined within narrow bounds, and as long as 
human passions have sway j but it is better that a 
few individuals should suffer injury from the mis
takes of a judge, than that the whole community 
should be· harassed, alid all the ends of justice be 
defeated. 

We have proceeded upon the benevolent notion of 
bringing justice to every man's door, in constituting 
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petty tribunals throughout the country; but instead 
of bringing justice, we have, I fear, brought litiga
tion to the hut of the peasant. The natives of this 
country, from various causes, are prone to litigation; 
and we have, I think, acted injudiciously in gi~g 
them so many opportunities of indulging this spirit. 
The universal dispensation of justice may well be 
regarded as the consummation of those great ends. 
for which men unite in societies. We do not often 
reflect seriously upon the functions of a judge; but, 
in truth, the being who is elevated to this station is 
commissioned by us to perform the office which can 
alone be perfectly executed by Om.nIscience itself. 
He disposes of property, character, and life, and of 
that which is often more valuable than existence. 
I am aware that the business of life may be carried 
en without sublime theories; and that a Govern
ment, in nominating' judges, must consider the 
practical purposes which these officers are destined 
to answer; . but I contend 'that it is not prudent or 
safe to invest a great number of individuals with 
powers which are always liable to be abused. I 
have had no experience myself of the conduct of the 
native commissioners; but I have frequently heard 
complaints of their proceedings, and they ought not, 
I think, to be entrusted with authority in situations 
where their conduct cannot be superintended by 
European agency. It is better that t4e lower classes 
should submit to trifling wrongs, or that they should 
be obliged to travel some distance in the pursuit of 
justice, than that numberless petty trib~als should 
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be domesticated among them, at the hazard of ex-
citing and perpetuat}ng discord. . 

If it should be found that the courts proposed to 
be established at the head station of the district are 
not equal to the· trial of. the causes brought before 
them, I would suggest that the commercial residents, 
or other Europeans of respectable character, residing 
in the district, be empowered to try and decide suits 
for property to the amount of 100 rupees,- iIi. cases 
where their own servants or" dependents may not be 
parties; or that native conimissioners be appointed 
at the towns where there are European residents of 
this description, for the trial of suits for property to 
the value 'of25 rupees, with liberty to the parties to 
appeal to the commercial resident. 

Perhaps the agency of these officers might also be 
usefully employed in some instances in the Police; 
and they might either be appointed justices of the 
peace, or be invested with commissions to act under 
the magistrate. • 

I own, ho-\\rever, that the grea~est improvement 
which I anticipate in the admiriistration of civil jus
tice, will arise from the employment of the collectors 
in the trial of revenue suits: One of the greatest 
mistakes which we committed in modelling oUr judi
cial system, was the abolition of theMaal Adawlut, 
or Collectors' Court; for of all the suits· which are 
brought before our tribunals~ the most perplexing: 
are tbos~ which ~volve questions· relating to rent; 
and the boundaries of estates. 

Both landholders and tenants are alike unwilling 
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to exchange written engagements and acquittances, 
the one expecting to extort something more, and the 
other hoping to pay something less; and the judge, 
seeing himself without any evidence which can be 
depended upon, is compelled to decide at raD.dom~ I 
felt myself so incompetent to adjuSt, in any 'satisfac
tory manner, a revenue account, that I was solici
tous always to induce the parties to refer their case 
to the arbitration of so~e native officer of the court'; 
and by taking a medium course between exaggerated 
pretensions on either side, it was sometimes possible 
to satisfy both parties. 

The' collector; however, from his experience, from 
his habits, from the greater leisure which he enjoys 
in many instances, and from the assistance which he 
would .derive from the revenue servants, must evi
dently be much better qualified to try such cases. 

It may be imagined that the rules prescribed 
in section 13, Reg. VIII., 1794, in section 21, 
Reg. V., J.812, and also in Regulation VI., 1813, 
provide sufficiently for the speedy adjustme:r;J.t of reo. 
velIUe suits; but it appears to me that the references 
which the judges are authorised to make to the col
lectors under those regulations, tend unnecessarily 
to swell, the proceedings, and that no material benefit 
will be derived from the employment of the collec
tors, unless they be empowered to decide, as well as 
to conduct summary inquiries. 

Still, however, the mere establishinep.t of courts, 
well adapted as they may be to the purposes of jus
tice by the nature of their constitution, will not be 
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fOlm.d sufficient if those coUrts cannot command good 
and satisfactory" evidence. It is matter of. general 
complaint that the· testimony of those among the 
natives who most frequently appear in our Courts, 
cannot be confidently relied upon; and I fear that 
the evil lies too deep for any remedy which I could 
apply, for it is to be referred to the moral character 
of the people. * I' 

. .All we can hope to accomplish is to supply the de
fects of this evidence in particular instances; and 
With this view I have proposed the re-establishment 
of the office of Canoongo, upon the plan submitted 
to Government by the Board of Revenue in 1808, 
when I held a seat at that Board. 

The utility, and I might say the absolute"neces
sity, of maintaining an office of record for the 
purpose ofregist~ring transactionS relating to the 
landed property of the country, must be apparent; 
although the office of Canoongo had, I believe, dege
nerated, and was, probably, in different instances 
perverted. 

• I should have added, in justice to this people, that theit' defects are to be 
traced to the defects of their government. Falsehood and fraud are but too 
often resorted to by the weak against the strong. The people of India hilve 
many redeeming vittues.-H. St.G. T. 
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l' U N C HAY E T. 

[Written in 1827.J 

The U Punchayet" has been tried under more than 
one form.; and it has been very generally rejected by 
those very parties to whom it was offered, under an 
impression that it was coveted by them as the greatest 
possible boon. Experience has, in fact, established 
that which reason might safely have predicated with
out an experiment :-namely, that the vague and 
undefined project resorted to for settling disputes, 
under the denomination of "Punchayet," is alto
gether unsuitable to the present state of society in 
British India.· 

If by "Punchayet" be meant a system of volun
tary arbitration, no reasonable man can object to it; 
and the r;sort to this mode of arbitrament i.i:I. civil 
cases, is both sanctioned and encouraged by the 
Bengal regulations of 1793. 

If, under this name, we propose to give our Eu
ropean judges the aid of native assessors, or of a 

. native jury under certain moclifications, this is a pro
position which may merit consideration; but which 
has not yet been brought forward in any distinct or 
debateable form.. 1, myself, am far from m~aning 
to contend that useful auxiliaries may not be em- . 
ployed in our EurQpean. courts; and still less . am I 
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disposed to exclude native-agency from the adminis~ 
tration of justice. It is largely employed at present; 
and I am willing .to hope that, under judicious 
checks, and a vigilant- superintendence, the native 
Moonsifi's will, by-and-by, be found very fit and un
objectionable instruments for dispensing justice ge
nerally to their countrymen. If, on the other hand, 
it be proposed, eith~r wholly or partially, to dis
pense· with our European courts, and.to substitute, 
under the designation of" Punchayet," "an assembly 
of natives, taken promiscuously froni the mass of the 
people, for the adririnistration of justice, then, I say, 
we must be prepared to' maintain that the uncertain 
dictates of private judgment are to be preferred to 
written law; and that untutored men are as likely 
to take a clear and comprehensive view of difficult 
and . complicated questions as men who have been 
trained by education, study, and professional habits, 
to the examination of such. questions. Such ~sseni
blies of frie~ds ~nd neighbours in a rude state of so
ciety, where the objects of contention we~e few and 
worthless, would naturally be resorted to, andw:ould, 
no doubt, be perfectly competent to compound and 
settle petty disputes; but this is not the condition of 
society at present in the greater portion of British 
India. The people Jiave written laws: they possess 
property: that property is liable to contracts of va
rious kinds; and it is liable ultimately to be claimed 
by heirs upon various and dissimilar grounds. And, 
let me'. ask, could an enlightened Government say to 
this peopl~" Go, assemble YOut neighbours, and let 
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them settle your disputes' in the best manner they 
can; for written laws are unnecessary, arid courts of 
justice are a nuisance." (?) • 

I am not one of those who would wish to apply 
the same machinery to all purposes and under all 
circumstances; and if I could find, in any part of 
oUr territory, those respectabie patriarchs whom the 
imagination of some writers has created, able and 
willing to dis:eense impartial justice to their country
men with the aid of a little village council, I should 
readily admit that, in su,ch situations,' the more ela
borate forms and process of our cOurts might well 
be dispensed with. But the . advocates of "Pun
chayet," and of "Native Institutions," are apt to 
overlook entirely one great consideration-namely, 
the total and obvious inadequacy of such an in-. 
stitution as a protection to the people against 
Government and it8ojficer8. Let it be admitted 
that neighbours may arbitrate' between neighbours; 
but no inconsiderable portion of the injuries -suffered 
by the individual originate in the acts of thecoIi. 
stituted authorities; and who is so ignorant of the 

. people of India as to indulge a hope that a "Pun
chayet," or assembly of natives, can be rendered an 
efficient instrument to guard the rights of the sub
ject against the encroachments 'of power and official 
oppression. It was one main object of the Regula
tions of 1793 to establish such a safeguard, and to' 
interpose between the Government and the people 
an independent authority which should fairly ,and 
fearlessly decide between them. This authority its~ir 

VOL •. I. Q 
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is controlled and directed by -written law, promul
gated to the people in their own languages. The 
system has unquestionably operated to curb violence 
and .restrain injustice·; ,and it is infinitely to be pre
ferred to the state of anarchy which had previously 
existed. 

I cannot for one moment believe. that. the en
lightened members of the India Board can contem
plate a return to this state of barbarism, under an 
anxiety to 'preserve to. thena~ives their rejected 
"Punchayet/'or .other forgotten institutions ; and 
I do regret that the Board should feel any unwil
lingness to meet and try the great question of Indian 
judicature, now that our difl'erenttheories can be 
submitted to the safe test of experience, and that 

.landmarks have been obtained to enable us to 
legislate for the people of India not merely upon 
those general principles which 'the statesman may 
sometimes apply too indiscriminately, but upon the 
knowledge' acquired by us of the wants ,and wishes 
of the people themselves.· 
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OUR POLITICAL RELATIONS. , 
[Under this 'general head will be given a selection from Mr. Tucker's 

numerous papeI'll relating to the Native State. of India, the external relations 
of the 13ritiah-Indian Government, and the ,wars in which we have recently 
been engaged. The selection may be jdvant&geously introduced by lOme 
pusages from the unfinished work, quoted at the commencement of the collec
.tioo, including a brief historical retrospect illustrative of the extension of our 
Indian Empire.] 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

WE are connected with the Native States of India 
in a variety of ways, and some of our relations with 
them bear a perplexed and embarrassing character. 
It would be necessary to travel through ~ series of 
treaties, - in themselves extremely 'Complicated, in 
order to show the precise situation in which we stand 
towards the different powers; . but as ~his cannot be 
attempted at present, something will be gained by 
distributing those powers into classes, distinguished 
by some marked feature in the nature' of our con
nexion with them. 

In the :first class 'are included those states which 
enjoy real independence, and exercise sovereign rights 
within their own territory, without any interference 
on our part. 

• The collection of 'Treaties with the Native States, published in 1812, 
8hon1d be JlOnslllted by those who study the political history of British India. 

Q2 
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2nd. Those- states which enjoy a nominal sove;, 
reignty and territorial possessions, held under a 
guarantee of military protection on our part. 

3rd. Those powers acknowledged to possess a bene
ficial interest in territories which are under our im
mediate control and management. 

4th. Those powers who have lost their territorial 
possessions, and are now become mere dependents 
upon the British Government. 

Our relations with t!;l.e indep~ndent states do not 
involve any questions of peculiar difficulty. It is our 
interest to preserve with them a good understanding 
as neighbours, to maintain peace undisturbed; and 
we have no motive for forming a closer connexion 
with them, except in the possible case of a European 
power harboring designs which it might be our 
common .interest to oppose. We qo not covet their 
territory-we are already .encumbered with a larger 
domain than we can successfully manage; The three 
provinces of Bengal, Behar, and Benares, are of more 
value than the rest of our widely-extended empire; 
and if they were· insulated, or protected. by an im
penetrable barrier, we should be richer by being 
confined to this our first great acquisitio~ and best 
possession. 

The injunctions of the Legislature all breathe the 
genuine spirit of peace, and are intended to enforce 
a constant regard to the obligations of justice and 
good faith. The policy of the Court of Directors, 
and of the controlling authorities of his Majesty's 
Government, has always been pacific, and for plain 
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and obvious reasons-wars are invariably attended 
with a large expenditure of money, and are gene
rally followed by financial embarrassment. The ex
tension of territory seldom produces an' 'increase of 
revenue commensurate with the increase of charge; 
and the empire of India, from its very magnitude, 
not only· brings with it duties difficult of execution, 
but, like other enormous masses, it may be in danger 
of falling by its own weight. 

How, then, it may be asked, have our Governments 
abroad been led to pursue one uniform career of 
conquest, in defiance of the solemn injunctions of 
the Legislature, and in opposition to the dictates of 
an obvious policy? Since it was our interestto be 
moderate, and just, and forbearing, how has it hap
pened that we have encroached upon all our neigh
bours, and finished by absorbing the possessions of 
all who come into contact with us into one immense 
dominion? 

'Then the ball has received its momentum, the 
hand can no longer' arrest its course. The British 
Government was propelled onwards by a powerful 
iinpulse, and sometimes advanced because it was 
not safe to retreat, or even to remain stationary. I 
am. unWilling to take a larger retrospect; but it ~ay 
be useful to trace the origin of the wars which have 
taken place since the administration of Lord Corn
wallis. 
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HISTORICAL RETROSPECT. 

The first. Mysore war~ which commenced in 1789, 
was undertaken fOJ! the protection of an ally, the 
Rajah. of Travancore; and it terminated, after a 
fierce and. protracted struggle,. by the defeat and 
1:.umiliation of Tippoo Sultan,." who was compelled to 
sacrifice a mOIety of his territory to the allied powers 
-the Nizam, the Mahrattas,. and the British Go
vernment. 

But the son of Hyder Ali, with an instinctive 
hatred and dread of the British name, rallied again, 
and, in 1798, endeavoured to obtain support from an 
European power, just at the time when Lord Wel
lesley, who had. witnessed the terrible energy of the 
revolutionary Gover:pment . of Frances assumed the 
administration of India. 

The conduct. of 'the Mysore ruler was weak and 
absurd; and if his movements p-ad been unconnected 
with other circumstan,ces, his hostility would have 
been little calculated to excite serious alarm. But 
a French party had obtained the ascendancy at the 
Court of the Nizam of the Dekhan, and were in 

. military occupation of the country,. while another 
French leaders General Perron,. the successor of 
General du Boigne, governed" in the name of Sin. 
diah, the districts around the imperial cities of Delhi 
and Agra, and a large portion of the Upper Doaub, 
or country lying between the J umna and Ganges, 
and immediately bordering upon" the territory of 
Oude, which we were under engagement to protect. 
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Egypt was not known to have been invaded at 
the time; but the Governor-General,abundantly 
alive to the dangers of French influence' and power; 
determined to anticipate the threatened movements 
of the Sultan of Mysore; and, in one brief cam
paign, the usurpation of the short-lived dynasty of 
Hyder was a:nnihilated, and tlie ancient Hindoo Go
vernment restored. 

By another masterly operation the French party 
at Hyderabad was. overawed and, suppressed,. and 
military occupation of the country was assumed by 
a British force. • 

In these instances it would be unjust not to admit 
that our wars were undertaken to- avert a great and 
impending danger; and that conquest, and extension 
of territory, although contemplated, no doubt, as, a 
consequence, w~ not proposed as a primary object •. 

But General Perron and a French corps remained; 
and by the cession of territory which was made' to 
us by the Vizier of Oude in 1801, oui frontier 
touched the very border of Smdeah, who, by means 
of his European officers, had .disciplined a formi,. 
dable army upon the model of those of Europe .. 

Here again was presented a state of things. calcu .. 
lated to 'produce political uneasiness.; The danger 
was unquestionably very much diminished since the 
subjugation of Mysore, and. the dispersion of the 
French party at Hyderabad; nor can the command 
of armies and the mere possession of power, without 
the manifestation of hostile designs,. be assumed as: 
a legitimate ground for war; but it may be, fairly;: 
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contended that the co-existence and. proximity. of a 
. French and British force, maintaining a peaceful 

attitude, on the' plains of Hindoostan, was scarcely 
possible while the two nations were waging a des
perate struggle for national independence in every 
quarter of the world in which their arms could 
penetrate. . 

The campaigns of 1803 and 1804 left the power 
of Sindeah and Holkar in much the same condition 
as that of Tippoo Sultan after the dismemberment 
of Mysore by Lord Cornwallis.. The Mahratta had 
cast away the sword and the lance, .the appropriate 
arms' of the predatory horseman, 'which had ren
dered him so formidable; and tying himself, as it 
were, to unwieldy artillery, in imitation of a people 
much more advariced in the science of war, he 
yielded to the skill, discipline, and, valor of his 
opponent. JIis armies were overthrown and crushed , 
-,his' country was subdued, an.d the districts around 
Delhi and Agra, and the whole of his possessions in 

·the Doaub, became the spoil of the conqueror, and 
gave a wider range to British domination in Hin
doostan. Our frontier advanced beyond the J umna, 
and the military outposts of Loodiana and Rewarry : 
the former, on the banks of the western branch of 
the Indus, brought us into the. immediate neigh
.bourhood of the Seikhs, the J aats, and Rajepoots of 
Central India. 

After the' termination of the war with Sindeah 
and Holkar, Hindoostan enjoyed a longer repose 
than usual, and there existed a political calm, w:hich 
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has been most unjustly ascribed to Ii timid and tem;. 
porising policy. The prudent and unostentatious 
Government of Lord Minto was engaged in tran
quillisingand composing the elements. of discord, in 
circumscribing our political engagements, and in 
restoring order to our finances; and, in regard ,to 
the last of these objects, his . lordship's administra-" 
tion, it will be admitted, was eminently successful .. 

The Marquis of Hastings took charge of the 
Government in 1813, and manifested, at a very 
early period, that his views of our foreign policy 
differed widely. from those of his immediate prede
cessors.· He was evidently impressed with the 
opinion that the absolute supremacy of the British 
power throughout India must be maintained, and 
that the Native States must be united in one great 
federative league, under a supreme head, which" 
should control and protect them. 
• This broad scheIQ.e of palicy, which has found 
some strenuous advocate!!!, i~ very much in unison 
with that which was for some time successfully Pur'
sued in Europe by the late ruler of France. The 
ostensible object was to organise the great family of 
nations, and to promote universal peace' and har
mony; but the plan necessarily involved the sa
crifice of national independence, and, although. it 
seemed to embrace a. multitude of arrangements, it 
was perfectly simple in its own nature, and re-

• I do not think it necessary to refer to his lordship's minutes· and cor
respondence, in which this opinion is expressed. It is throughout maintained 
and acted upon.-H:St.G. T. 
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ducible to one single' proposition-the establishment 
. of the well-meant despotism of' a powerful state 
over all its weaker neighbours. 

The attention' OD the Governor-General was first 
directed to the Goorka state' of N epaul,. with. which 
soine border questions had arisen,.. as. border ques
tions will arise betweeru states. whose' frontier is ill
defined. The tract of forest land at the foot of. the 
hills had long continued a coinmon barrier~ of little 
value otherwise to either' party; but as cultivation 
advanced,. the lands became of more value, the Ze
mindars and others. on the border pushed forward 
their cultivation and intersected the forest in dif
ferent directions,. until their. possessions were inter
mingled, and· disputes arose among them. and the 
officers of police -stationed on the frontier;. Their 
adverse claims and petty conflicts, which had long 
been disregarded, as insufficient to call for or justify 
a national war, finally produced a resort to arms. 

The valley of N epaul had been deemed inaccessible 
to a regular army, and the country was defended by 
a brave and sturdy race of mountaineers. Our first 
efforts to penetrate were far from successful, and the 
service was so new and difficult, that much dis
couragement. for a time existed; but the perse
verance of Lord Hastings, seconded by the skill of 
the general 'and the valor of the troops, at length 
prevailed, and succeeded in planting the British 
banner on the snowy region~ of the. Himalyah. The 
'spirit of the Goorka was subdued, and. our northern 
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frontier was advanced into the mountain range by 
the acquisition of the province of Kumaon. 

I d() not pretend to the office of bestowing praise 
or censure; but it is impossible not to be struck 
with the unwearied industry with which Lord Has~ 
tinooos prosecuted his researches~ and collected in
formation and materials relating to the countries 
which were destined to become the theatre of his 
military operatioIl;s. Even a. civilian may be per
mitted to admire his military dispositions~ his ex.
tensive combina.tions, the foresight and care with 
which he provided against contingencies and re
verses, and his unshaken fortitude and perseverance 
in the prosecution of his designs to a successful 
issue. How sad a. contrast was shown in the late 

'Burmese war, which was apparently undertaken 
without plan or preparation, and which was fertile 
only in the display of that military prowess ill the 
field, for which the army of India has been so long 
distinguished. ' 

The Mahratta campaigns of 1817 and 1818 soon' 
followed the war of N epaul, and produced the usual 
result-an extension of territory as the fruit of 
IJ!ilitary success. ' 

A horde of freebooters, under the well-known de
signation of Pindarries, had grown up from the weak
ness or connivance of the Mahratta states, and had 
established themselves in the districts bordering on 
the N erbudda river under different chiefs, who di
rected their movements and exercised an irregular 
authority over them" without the character or respon-
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sibility of a recognised Government. Their numbers 
had greatly increased; their force assumed a more 
organised. appearance; they had become the scourge 
of the neighbouring country, not sparing even the 
territory of the Peishwah himself; and they at length 
carried their audacity so far as to invade the British 
territory on the coast of Coromandel (or Northern 
Sircars), where they pillaged and devastated the 
country, and inflicted the most grievous calamities 
on. the miserable inhabitants who happened to. be 
within the range of their desolating course. They 
even menaced the rich proVinces of Behar and Be
nares, which had not known the footsteps of an 
enemy for half a century. 

At an early period, the Marquis of Hastings 
opened .negotiations with the N ewaub of Bhopal, and 
with a native chief, who had pretensions to the prin
cipality of Saugor,as these districts were considered 
to afford good· military positions, or a sort of conve
nient fulcrum, from whence we might sweep away the 
pestilent banditti, whose enormities could no longer 
be tolerated by a Government which affected to 
secure protection to its subjects. 

But several of the Mahratta states had claims upon 
Bhopal, and none of them were probably friendly to 
a movement which would place a British force in the 
very heart of their territories, while this force, by 
breaking their line of communication, must afford . 
great facilities for the prosecution of hostile designs, 
should such be contemplated, against the different 
Mahratta powers of the Dekhan and Central India. 
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It is not to be doubted that the jealousy and fears or 
the Mahrattas were excited; and that, far from being 
disposed to co-operate with us in the suppression of 
the Pindarries, they dreaded much more the conse
quences of that success, which must have brought 
us into their more immediate neighbourhood. 

These feelings soon produced an explosion. The 
Peishwah and the Rajah of N agpore, apparently py 
a concerted and simultaneous effort, attempted to 
overpower and destroy the subsidiary force stationed 
in the vicinity of the two capitals of Poonahand 
N agpore; and no common exertions could have 
warded off the insidious attack, or have averted the 
calamitous consequences which must have attended 
its success. But the energy of the British residents, . 
and the steady and unconquerable fortitude of the 
troops, bafHed the attempts of the enemy,and 
afforded another singular illustration of the supe
riority of discipline over the force of numbers. 

The campaigns of 1817 and 1818, which embraced 
a very extensive line of operations, terminated in the 
captivity of the Peishwah, in the conquest of his 
capital and country, in the flight of the Rajah of 
N agpore, and the total abandonment of· his terri
tories to the .British power. The remnant of the 
ancient farrilly of Sattara, which had once reigned as 
head of the.Mahratta confederacy, was released from 
confinement, arid assigned a principality ; the state 
of N agpore, circumscribed in extent, was re-esta
blished and restored· to the next heir; and the British • 
Government appropriated to itself such portion of 
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the conquered countries as seemed to be bestcalcu
Iated to consolidate its power, 'and to give it a more 
decided and undisputed ascendancy. as the supreme 
head of the nations of India. . 

It is impossible to look back without astonishment . 
upon the rapid, yet regular progress of our :advances 
towards this elevated station. Fortune seems to have 
attended us in every stage of our career; but fortune 
is a convenient term for expressing that which results 
from wisdom, energy, discipline,science,skill, 'and 
military virtue. 

The occupation of Malwa, and the other arrange
ments consequent on the overyhrow !If the federative 
union of the Mahrattas, brought us into a direct and 
intimate connexion with the Rajpoot states ~f Cen
tral India, as well "as the great feudatories uf the 
Dekhan, and gave full scope to the 'project of Lord 
Hastings for establishing British supremacy in the 
East .. 

The Rajpoots, although among the bravest of the 
brave, had become tributaries to the Mahrattas, a:nd 
had suffered grievous oppressions from that Tapa
cious people. The states, from being divided into 
principalities, could not resist singly the Mahratta; 
and there existed ~o bond of union among them of 
sufficient force t<t induce them to combine for their . 
common defence. They could not even xepel the in
cursions, or resist the exactions of the Mghan 
adventurer, Ameer Khan, who, 3J.though nominally 
in the service of Holkar, had assumed the indepen
dence, and pursued the lawless career, of a fudarry 
chief. 
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Having succeeded to the station and pretensions 
of the Mahrattas, we soon entered .into treaties ;0£ 

friendship and alliance with all the Rajpoot states: 
-Joudpoor, Oudipoor, -Jyepoor, Kotah, Boondee, 
Kirawlee, Bikaneer, Jessulmeer, Kishenghur, Doon-
gurpoor, Banswarr~ and Purtabghw=. ' 

[The hiatorieallketch, it is to be regretted, closes here. It is taken from a 
fragment of a work which, perhaps lacking time for its completion, Mr. 
Tucker discontinued. The following more general observations are taken 
frOm the l&IDe paper. The arrangement has been altered 10 as to separate the 
narrative and disquisitional parts of the paper, and render the former more 
continuous and complete.] 

OUR POLITICAL SYSTEM-CHARACTER OF NA.TIVE 
GOVERNMENTS.- . 

The policy of Lord Wenesley had been to impose 
upon the Native States within the range of our in
fluence, subsidiary treaties-to obtain, under "these 
arrangements, military occupation of the country, 
at the cost of the state which enjoyed our protection, 
and thus to acquire the services ofamilitary force, 
which might be used to preserve internal tranquillity, 
and to oppose the designs of a foreign enemy .. 

This policy was specious and inviting, but, as it 
led to political entanglement, it was not viewed with 
favor, nor at all countenanced by the '3.uthoritiesat 
home; and during the administration of Lord Corn
wallis, Sir G. Barlow, and Lord Minto, a determina
tion was shown to avoid such engagements, and to 
recel}e from those already;contracted, -as far as this 
coum. be done without the violation of an actual 
compact. 

• From the slime paper a.s the jlreceding. 
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Experience has since shown that, however 'plau
sible and unassailable the theory, this system has 
produced much inconvenience and embarrassment, 
and has been followed by consequences which were 
not probably foreseen, even by the comprehensive 
mind of one of the first of British statesmen. The 
princes and nobles of India are not prepared by 
education for the great business of public life-the 
civil administration of their country. If they have 
not war, they can scarcely be said to have any public 
occupation. They are brought up as boys in the 
Zenana, or female apartments ; and although they 
acquire very polished, and often very dignified man
ners, they see little of real life, and they have little 
opportunity of acquiring that knowledge of men ~d 
things which is so essential to those who are called. 
upon by their birth and station to superintend the 
interests' of a great community. Except when ex
cited by war, or the sports of the field, or the exer
cise of horsemanship, and the use of the sword, they 
are indolent, and inclined to indulge in those sensual 
gratifications which tend to enervate the frame, and 
to indispose the :mind for the diffic-qltand laborious 
duties which the conduct of public affairs imposes 
upon public men: There are illustrious* exceptions, 
no doubt. Men ~f great energy, and possessing 

'" The Maba Rana Zelim Sing of Kota, and others. Even among the 
females some very 'remarkable characters have appeared. The Mahratta 
Princesp, Ahilya Bhye, the heroine of Sir John Malcolm's tale, showed great 
skill in the management of public affairs, and a frame of mind which fitted 
her for a nobler theatre than that on which she performed 80 distiuguished a 
part. The Oudipoor Princess, Khrishna Bhye, may challenge competition 
with all the Arrias of Rome.-H. 'St.G. T. 
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high endowments, have appeared even since the 
ascendancy of the British, which has unquestionably 
had the effect of checking the spirit of ambition, 
and of discourllooing, on the part of the natives of 
India, those impulses which prompt to heroic action 
or useful labors, and which lead to honor and 
distinction. 

In this state of things it has usually happened 
that the native princes, our allies or dependents, 
when invested with power, have been found incapable 
of carrying on the business of Government. They 
have generally fallen into the .hands. of favorites, who 
for the purpose of preserving their influence, and of 
engrossing all power in their own persons, .have been 
stwlious to encourage the indolence, the extrava
"ganoe, and the vices of their master. Thoughtless ex
penditure, necessarily leading to pecuniary embarrass
ment, the most ruinous expedients have been resorted 
to for raising funds to command some momentary 
gratification-the peo~le are surrendered to the ruin
ous exactions of unsparing· creditors,or rapacious 
revenue-officers - discontent is engendered - the 
country is made desolate-and nothing but themili
tary force of the British Govern:tn~nt is sufficient to 
repress insurrection, and· to . ma~tain the deluded 
prince in the possession of his worthless dignities. 

VOL. I. R 
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• 

BRITISH INTERFERENCE. * 
And what,. under such circumstances, do the dic

tates of honor and humanity, and justice and sound 
J;>olicy, prescribe to the British Government? Inex
perienced persons, actuated by just and natural feel
ing, will readily answer the question; but it is not 
so easy of solution. Different courses have been 
tried. We ,have' changed our system from time to 
time when we have found it productive of evil; but 
we have as often discovered in the alternative new 
sources of mischief and embarrassment. 

Ought the British, Government to abstain alto
gether from interference i;n the internal conce~s of 
its allies OJ:' dependents? 

Ought its interference to be partial and limited, so 
far as to correct, or mitigate, the evils of misgovern
ment, without 'superseding the authority of the 
prince? 

Or, ought its interference to be direct a:rld peremp
tory, in order to prevent the abuse of authority, to 
protect the people, and to rescue the coUntry from 
anarchy and desolation? 

The last expedient pointed at will have mallY ad
vocates; but it involves the violation of treaties, and 
it would impose duties which we cannot .successfully 
perform. 

We cannot manage the wide territory already pos
sessed by us in a way to do full justice to the im

'" From the unfinished work quoted in the preceding sections. 
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porlant trust; and where are we to stop P Are we 
to mtgTOss the possessions of all our allies P We 
have gone on, after every war, advancing our frontier, 
but we still :find new neighbours; and are these to 
be deprived of their' independence, and to be subju
gated to our domination, becauSe they have not suc,.. 
ceeded well in governing themselves P 

Our great difficulty is not, however, with those 
states which enjoy real independence, such as that 
of the Seikh Chief, Runjeet Sing. It·is with those 
whose independence has been guaranteed to them by 
treaty, while we have undertaken to protect them 
against foreign and. domestiCl enemies by a military 
force. 

But a direct interference with these allies involves 
the necessity of our undertaking the internal admi
nistration of their country. We must frame laws 
from a mass of crude materials-we must erect 
courts of justice,'whe~e none exist, which deserve the 
name-we must provide for an efficient police-we 
must r~te the system of revenue, aild aid in the 
collections-we must select and support the minister, 
and superintend the whole business of administra
tion ;-offices, all difficult in their own nature, and pe
culiarly unsuitable to us as foreigners and strangers. 
But, even if the difficulties could be all surmounted, 
the great objection would still remain-that our in
terference would amount to an infraction of existing 
elloooagements, and an usurpation of recognised rights, 
to the discredit of our national character. 

The second proposition supposes an interference 
R2 
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by friendly counsel and good offices;' and.this is the 
course of. proceeding which has been most gen~rally 
resorted ,to. But. at the very outset a necessity 
occurs for. supporting a particular minister,' who is 
considered to be favorable to our' views of policy, 
and, of sufficient talent and -energy to govern the 
country. Here the seeds of jealousy and discontent 
are imniediately sown in the mind of the prince,who 
:finds his authority superseded and his. dignity in
fringed, and who becomes indifferent to the concerns 
of. his. country, and the welfare of his peop~e. He 
confines himself to the retirement. of the Zenana-. 
engages, in low pleasures and puerile amusements
dissipates his treasures or his income-contracts 
debts~and. soon~ sinks ·into a state of humiliation 
and'distress. .: The British Resident is looked up to 
as. the real' ruler, fOJ.: he appoints the ruler. What
ever maybe his vigilance or. the austerity. of his 
virtue, his. officers and dependents are prone to 
interfere and' eager to establish a double authority 
or influence in the country. The ostensible rninis-

. ter must provide Tesources for the payment of sub
sidy or tribute, as well' as for defraying the public 
charges; and being assured of support, he is. reck
less and careless about the means, and often resorts 
to the .most. mischievous expedients for raising sup
plies; the people are. impoverished' and discouraged 
by endless exactions;' the: country' falls. into a state 
of decay ; and the' whole " obloquy attending this 
course of mal-administration falls upon the British 
name. . Nor is it unreasonable that 1t should do so. 
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• We are accessory, and mainly instrumental in the 
establishment of, an anomalous administration~ A 
nominal Government without authority--an ;Un
avowed ruler without responsibility. And after all, 
this system leads to direct interference; for when 
the revenues at length fail, and debts contracted 
under our guarantee accumulate, the country (as in . 
the instance of the Gulcowar and others) is placed 
under sequestration to redeem the pledge. , 

The plan of non-interference 'is not without its 
difficulties and objections; but it is .that which 
accords best with the principles of justice, with-the 
dictates of prudence and moderation, and theobli
gations of good faith. 

What, then, are the difficulties attending· it ? 
Can we not forbear, when forbearance is enjoined 
equally by policy and justice? . 

The British Resident at the native court sees a 
great deal which does not square with our· system 
and m~s, or with his particular notions. A bad 
minister is appointed, and he fancies that he could 
make a much better selection, and he is encouraged 
in this idea by all those who _ surround him, and 
perhaps by an intriguing party in. the court of the 
prince himself. He feels a' restless desire to .. be 
useful. This is increased, if the revenues are, not 
well administered-if complaints are made ag~inst 
the Aumils, or collectors, ,or. farmers-if the police 
be neglected-if riots and tumults occur-ifbanditti 
collect on the b.orders-:-if fugitive criminals from the 
Company's provinces be )larboured and. encoUraged 
-if disputes arise between the subjects of the two 
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states. All these things will happen, and do hap
pen; _and the Resident, impelled by an irresistible 
desire to do good, cannot remain an indifferent spec
tator. A military force must be called in to avert 
an impending evil; but before we can employ it 
with propriety, an investigation must be made into 
the merits of the case-...-we must be satisfied that we 
are not countenancing oppression and supporting in
ju.stice. We interpose as umpires, and dec~de as 
dictators. 

But the first step was a false one. We have no 
right to assume that the people of India· are inca
pable of governing themselves in their own way. 
When their princes enjoy real independence, they 
are under the restraint of public opinion-they are 
liable to be checked, and even controlled by their 
nobles and military chiefs-they have feelings in 
comrilon with their subjects, sympathy for their 
misery-they are alive to the charms of praise and 
renown, and not insensiblejo the value of those 

I qualities which command It. The restraints may 
not. always be effectual, 'nor the motives to good 
conduct so powerful as it is desirable they should 
be; but it is a mistake to suppose that popular opi
nion has no influence in India, or that the elements 
of an organised society are wanting. 

When we interpose, the charm is dissolved. A 
military force is all in all'-:"'it resolves all questions
supersedes all responsibility-and the native prince, 
secluded in the -recesses of the Zen~na, leaves the 
world to Cresar. 
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TREATIES WITH NATIVE STATES. 

After subduing the :Mahomedan power of :Mysore, 
and dispersing the French party at Hyderabad, it 
became the object and aim of the British Govern
ment to strengthen itself by "general defensive 
alliances," and to induce the Native States. con
nected with it to disband, their own irregular and 
disorderly troops, and to subsidise a British force 
for the general protection of India. 

On the 12th October, 1800, a treaty was concluded 
by :Marquis W ellesl~y with the Nizam of the Dekhan, 
by which we engaged to supply a corps of 8000 
infantry and 1000 cavalry for the protection of his 
Highness' dominions; and to defray the expense of 
this force, the Nizam ceded to us the whole of the 
territory which had been acquired by him from :My
sore after the successful termination of the contest 
with Tippoo Sultan. 

Under a treaty concluded by Lord Teignmouth, in 
1798, with the N ewaub Vizier, Saadut Ali Khan, 
the Newaub engaged to pay an annual subsidy of 76 
lakhs of rupees (about 760,0001.) in consideration of 
our undertaking the defence' of his dominions; but 
on the 10th November, 1801, this arrangement was 
modified by :Marquis Wellesley, the Vizier consenting 
to cede territory, estimated to yield an annual reve
nue of 1,35,00,000 Lucknow rupees (or 1,350,000l.), 
in consideration of our providing a military force for 
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the protection of "the terr~tories remaining to his 
Excellency, against all foreign and domestic ene
mies," and for suppressing all "rebellions and 
disorders" which might arise in his Excellency'S 
reserved dominions. 

By the. sixth article of the treaty it was stipulated 
that his Excellency should retain the exclusive admi
nistration of the reserved territory; but that "he 
should advise With, .and act in conformity to, the 
counsel of the officers of the Company." 

A great desire was manifested to extend these 
alliances, and to induce the neighbouring states to 
subsidise our troops; ,but the cautious Mahrattas 
stood aloof; and until·the struggle between 8indiah 
and Holkar for the ascendancy atPoonah had 
driven .the .Peishwah from his . capital, no success 
attended our 'endeavours to form Ii. closer .connexion 
with the Mahratta power. 

'When~ however, the. Peishwah became a fugitive 
for personal safety in Bassain, the favorable oppor
tunity was not neglected; and on. the 31st of De
cember, 1802, "a general defensive alliance" was 
formed with his Highness, who engaged to subsidise 
a corps of 6000 native infantry, with the usual pro
portionof artillery, and to cede a territory estimated 
to produce' a revenue· of. twenty-six lills. of rupees 
(or 260,000l.) per annum for defraying the annual 
charge. 

By the ninth article of the treaty, this force" was' 
to be employed, if necessary, for the chastisement of 
rebels and exciters of disturbance, and for the due .. . 
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correction of his Highness' subjects- or dependents 
who may withhold the payment of the Sircar's just 
claims." 

This treaty brought us into the very centre of 
}!ahratta politics j and if it did not produce the war 
of 1803 and 1804, with Sindiah and Holkar, it was 
immediately followed by the rupture with those 
chiefs. 

It has been contended that the Government of 
India, although so frequently involved in war, has 
pursued a defensive policy; and if it be meant that 
these wars have been undertaken generally to avert 
an impending danger, or a supposed evil, or to 
strengthen our position as conquerors, which· our 
foreign character rendered unsteady and insecure
the proposition may be maintained with. every ap
pearance "f reason; but our enemies might with 
equ~ reason contend that their combinations and 
other hostile demonstrations and movements had a 
defensive object in view. 
. The policy of the authorities at home has been in
variably pacific; and if the obvious considerations of 
justice and prudence were not sufficient to account 
for the disposition, the very nature of the elements 
composing the Court of Directors would· furnish the 
necessary explanation. }lerchants and financiers 
find not their advantage in war,· which is liable 
always to derange and impede comm:erce, and which 
·occasions an excessive expenditure, leading generally 
to financial embarrassment. The Court share not in 
the triumph of victory, while they are held largely 
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responsible for the ·consequences of failure; and it is 
both their duty and their interest to provide those 
resources which are necessary to pay regularly the 
. dividends of the Proprietors who elect the~ and 
whose capital must suffer depreciation from finan
cial der8fl1gement. 

[To the preceding papers, setting forth Mr. Tucker;s opinions regarding 
the conduct to be observed towards the native' princes of India, the following 
brief extracts from documents, written oulya very few years ago, may be 
appropriately added.] 

Those who are ea'ger for the extension of our 
territory, flatter themselves that we are extending 
our power as a necessary consequence; but the an
nexation of a principality to our gigantic empire 
may, in my opinion, become the source of we~ess, 
by impairirig our moral influence over our native 
subjects. I remonstrated against the annexation 
(I am disposed to call it confiscation) of Colab;;t., the 
ancient seat of the Angria family, to which allusion 
has been made in the Bombay minutes; and far 
from having seen reason to recall, or to modify, the 
opinion recorded by me on that proceeding, I have 
availed myself of every suitable occasion to enforce 
my conviction, that a more mischievous policy 
could not be pursued than that which would en
gross the whole territory. of India, and annihilate 
the small remnant of the native aristocracy. There 
are persons who 'fancy that landed possessions in 
India cannot be successfully adririnistered by native 
agency. In reproof of this notion, I would point to 
the Rampoor J agheer in Rohilkund, which was a 
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perfect garden when I saw it long ago, and which 
still remains, I believe, in a state of the highest 
agricultural prosperity. Nay, I would point to the 
principality of Sattara itself, which appears to have 
been most successfully adm,inistered, both by the 
ex-Rajah, Pertaub Singh, and his brother·and suc
cessor, the late Rajah Appa Sahib, who have done 
more for the improvement of the country than our 
own Government can pretend to ha;ve dnn.e in any 
part ot its tenitory. 

We are told, indeed, that our Government has be
'lome the "paramount power'" in India, and, as 
such, may deal with its. vassals and dependents 
according to the dictates of an enlightened poli~y. 
True-we wield the power of the sword, and our 
political supremacy is .everywhere acknowledged' 
but we do not possess, and never can possess, the 
power to violate treaties-the power to do wrong 
and to commit injustice-the power to dominate 
over those who cannot resist u~, while we hesitate to 
enforce it in our relations with those states who en
joy, with a larger tenitory, a greater degree of inde
pendence. To apply to the weak a rule which it 
would be unsafe to extend to the strong, would ill 
become the British character; and I must contend 
that, in giving effect to the obligations of a treaty, 
we consult alike the dictates of justice and.of sound 
policy. . 

.AD.nexation of territory is justified upon political 
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andfinanaial considerations; for it is contended that 
the claims and pretensions of the individual must 
give place to considerations for the good of the 
many. 

If this dictum were unreservedly admitted, it 
would go to the· subversion of' all property. It 
might be useful to the State to confiscate the wide 
domain of the Duke of Sutherland, or the noble 
patrimony ,of the hQuse of Russell; but would such 
a proposition be seriously entertained for a moment 
in this country? . 

OUr resources, it is· said, are exhausted; our 
Treasury is empty; and we cannot un~ertake those 
useful works (roads, canals, bridges, &c.) which are 
required for the convenience of the many, and for 
the interests of commerce; but is this a ground for 
depriving any man of his inheritance? 

It is further contended that the native princes are 
not in general well qualified for the successful ad
ministration of their territories; and that. a . great 
benefit will accrue to the people from the intro
duction of our principles, and the substitution of 
our superior agency. 

That our principles and views are excellent, must 
be freely and fully admitted; and that our agency, 
in particular instances, 'has been eminently success
ful, may also be acknowledged with pride; but that 
our mode of administration is generally satisfactory 
to our native subjects, or would be generally pre
ferred to their own, may well be doubted; . Our 
manifold forms and operose proceedings they do not 
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always understand-our judicial and revenue pro
cesses are apt to embarrass them-the delays in 
administering justice are often very injurious; and 
parties are, I fear, just as liable to be maltreated by 
our native officials, as by. the functionaries employed 
by their own rulers: 

I do not go so far as to affirm that our native 
subjects would give a preference to their own princes; 
but I certainly think that the most unscrupulous of 
their rulers would scarcely have acted as we have 
done of late years in our eagerness to engross terri
torial possessions, and in the wholesale and indiscri
minate resumption of rent-free tenures, under cir
cumstances calculated to produce alienation and 
disaffection. May the time never arrive when this 
feeling shall find vent in some fatal explosion 1 

But grant that our agency is superior (as I hope 
it is), are we prepared to set aside the native princes 
in alliance with us, on the ground that we should 
become better administrators of their territory? 
Are we prepared to supersede the Nizam, the King 
of Qude, the Guicowar, the Rajpoot princes, and 
others, simply on the ground that the interests of 
the few must give way in favor of the many? 

The propagation of such a doctrine could not fail· 
to shake the attachment and confidence of every 
native prince and chieftain throughout India, and 
may at some future period lead to consequences 
greatly to be deprecated; consequences which can
not be contemplated without serious forebodings as 
to the future tranquillity of our Indian Empire. 
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[After the perusal of the preceding passages, a just conception may be 
formed of Mr. Tucker's opinions regarding both the justice and the ex
pediency of the policy which it becomes the paramount British power in 
India to pursue towards the Native States. It is to be hoped that there are 
not many amongst us who will question the liberality and enlightenment of 
these views., With Mr. Tucker, practice ever went hand-in-hand. with 
theory; and the opinions, which he BO forcibly expressed on paper, he ever 
supported with Ids voice and his vote in the council-ehamber. One or two 
examples of the manner in which he carried out in detail the general prin
ciples here enunciated, are given in the following extracts. The paper on the 
Confiscation of Colaba, alluded to above, and given at page 257, is ~ne which 
the writer himself especially desired to publish.] 

CASE OF THE GUICOW AR. 

[Writte~in 18~4.] 
Would that OUT treatment of the Princes 

of India, and of the Guicowar among the rest, 
entitled us to .assume a high standard of political 
morality- ; 

. True it is, 
" Who bribes aD. officer, corrupts, 

"'~ And is corrupted ;" 

but we· must' make aJlowances for the peculiar 
notions and usages of a people; and it is notorious 
that the natives of India attach no idea of moral 
wrong to the practice of offering N uzzurs, o~ presents,. 
to their superiors, for the purpose of propitiating 
them,. and of obtaining a pledge of protection: 

And what is the offence imputed to his Highness the 
Guicowar? and what are the real facts of the case? 

During a series of years, variouS' questions have 
arisen between his Highness and the British Govern
ment~ of a nature to produce mutual dissatisfaction 
and estrangement; and several of these questions. 
have remained unsettled to a late' period, and espe
cially that which arose out of our demand upon his 
Highness, to maintain a body of cavalry, designated 
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"Robert's Horse," nominally for his service, and at 
his expense, but really for our own purposes. 

It would be out of place and useless to enter into 
the merits of these questions, upon w1uch I have 
long since recorded my opinions; but it will be seen 
that Dh8.kjee Dadajee adroitly availed himself of our 
differences with the Guicowars, in furtherance of his 
own personal vi~ws. _ 

That person was considered by his Highness to 
have unduly appropriated 1;0 himself while in office 
the sum of '1 i lacs of the public money, which he 
was accordingly made to refund; and the opinion 
of Mr. ElphinBtone, who held the' Government of 
Bombay at the time, aFpears to have justified' the 
Guicowar in this proceeding, on the ground that 
improper charges had been made by Dhakjee in his 
public accounts. 

But whether his Highness had, or had not, a 
right to require the refund of the money alleged to 
have been embezzled by his own servant, there is 
reason to believe that Dhakjee sought and obtained 
full indemnification from the Gomashtah of. the 
Photadarry, Omeah Sunkur, his subordinate in 
office, although he contended that the sum exacted 
from this individual was in satisfaction of a private 
debt. • • • • 

Now what is the real essence of this transaction? 
The Guicowar, kept. in ignorance of the Court's 
orders, was duped and plundered by an artful man 
pretending to possess official influence, and known 
to have been patronised and protected by the Bri-
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tish authorities, and to have been supported by us 
(most unjustifiably, as I have always thought), in 
opposition to t):te will of his own master. 

Is it extfaordinary that his Highness should have 
been imposed upon under such specioUs appear
ances? He thought that he' was paying money 
which had been required from him, and he was 
willing to give it, in order, to get rid of vexatious, 
importun~te, and never-ending claims; for he was 
threatened with a demand for interest to an amount 
exceeding the principal of the alleged debt. 

It is the mere, affectation of public principle to 
charge the natives of India with the want of moral 
rectitude, when they are acting under moral com
pulsion. The Guicowar is duped, and abused, and 
plundered, because .he could not help himself, or 
thought that h~ could not help himself; and this 
we tell hi1;n is a" grave offence." . He ought to be 
piti~d, and we reprimand him. Can we suppose 
that he gave away his money willingly to a man 

! whom he ,):tad denounced? and would it' not have 
been more to the purpose if we had expressed our 
concern that he should have been imposed upon by 
one'lYho pretended to have the sanction and support 
of the head of the local Government? At all events, 
do not let us add insult to the injustice which we 
sometimes perpetrate in the confidence of superior 
strength. 

I 

And why do, we refer to" numerous circum
stances of a mysterious and very suspicious cha-
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racier," without taking any steps to clear up the 
mystery, and to satisfy ourselves whether there be 
grounds for the suspicions intimate.d? The .Gui
cowar's conduct and motives are plain e:hough. He 
parted with his money (reluctantly, no doubt) to 
satiSfy a demand which he fdt he had no powe.r to 
resist successfully; and he hoped to obtain some in
demnification by being relieved from a. burden 
which pressed on his finances, and which was other .. 
wise grating to his feeling •. 

THE CONFISCATION OF COLABA. 

[Written in ]84].] 

I entirely concur in the opinions recorded by my 
lamented colleague and friend, the late Mr. Edmon
stone, and by other eminent members of· the Oourt j 
and I will say that, neither in thiS Court, nor else
where, is an individual to be found whose opinions 
are entitled to greater weight and authority than 
those of 1tfr. Edmonstone, in applyiDg the princi~ 
pIes of national I!olicy and political justice to cases 
arising out of our political connexion and relations 
with the native princes and chieftains of India.. 

That highly-talented member of the Court, whose 
place in it can never be adequately supplied, and who 
has left no equal behind him, lnainIy assisted, in the 
last year,· in rescuing the Rampoor Jagheer from 
confiscation, ·or from what we are accustomed to call 
rell11tmption; . and it is highly honorable to the Presi. 

VOL. I. s 
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dent of the Board that he paid'deference to such un .. 
questionable' authority. 

But the case !Jf the principality of Colaba stands on 
higher grounds than that of the Rampoor Jagheer. 

The latter was, no doubt, held under an hereditary 
and perpetual Sunnud, granted to the N ewaub Fy:ze 
Oolah Khan, by the Vizier of Oude, upon a capitu
lation with the tribe of Rohillah Afghans in 1774; 
but it was still a Jagheer, or fief; and there might 
be some plea, or pretence, for treating it as an 
escheat in the case of a total failure of heirs, and 
other possible circumstances. 

But the principality of Colaba has been held by 
the family of Angria for nearly two centuries, in a 
state of independence. It has' never been in our 
posse~~io~ .. ,· Our connexion .with it rests upon the 
foundation of a formal treaty, freely contracted; 
and 'while a vestige· of the Angria family remains, 
it belongs of right" ,to. 'them; and cannot be seized 
and appropriated by us otherwise than by an act of 
violence, perpetrated by our superior power. It is 
not pretended 'hat the family is disaffected, or that 
this petty state has placed itself in the position ofa 
public enemy, in such manner· as to justify our 
Government in taking forcible posse~sion of the 
territory. 

It is' assumed that the principality has lapsed to 
the paramount State, by reason of the failure of legi
timate' heirs;, but _I deny that a failure has taken 
place, for the right of adoption still exists; and I' 
contend, also, that illegitimate descendants are not 
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excluded from succession, even under our- own Go
vernment. •••• 

Dut the ground I rest upon is, that the widow of 
Raggogee Anooria possessed, under the authority of 
that prince. which is not disputed, tke right to adopt. 
and still possesses that right· wnimpaired; for al
though it remained in abeyance while there was the 
prospect of a natural heir, it revived as soon as the 
death of the posthumous child removed the bar to its 
exercise. The right of succession to honors and 
estates in our own country remains in suspense under 
similar circumstances; but it takes effect as soon as 
the intermediate bar is removed, either by the birth 
of a daughter, or the death. of the posthumous child. 

Adoption, with a. Hindoo, is both a right and a 
dut!!; for the tenets of his religion require that, fail. 
ing a natural heir, a substitute should be raised up 
to perform certain ceremonial rite~ enjoined by that 
religion; and even if we admit that the principality 
of Colaba was a mere dependency of our Government, 
and that the paramount State, in certain cases, can 
refuse to sanction an adoption, this power is not 
to be exercised lightly and capriciously upon insuffi
cient grounds. It is a reservation intended to guard 
against irregular and illegal adoptions. 

The right of adoption is somewhat analogous to 
that, under which, by means of a testamentary deed 
or ~ we give a destination to our property in this 
country, after the demise of the testator; but with 
the Hindoo a religious motive is superadded to ren
der the act of adoption necessary; and it would not 

82 
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be more unjust to prohibit a :British subject from 
executing a will, than it would be to prevent a 
Hindoo .from raising up.· an heir by means of an 
adoption. 

Whether the case before us be considered to in
volve . a· question of international law,. assuming 
Colaba to be an independent state; or a question of 
inheritance, viewing it as a mere dependency-it is 
clear that there are no grounds for the forcible inter
ference of the :British Government. The principality 
is, at the least, a territorial domain, or estate, held 
under the protection of the law; and should the 
proprietor, or claimant, be compelled to resort to a 
court of justice in order to establish his rights, I 
cannot for one moment doubt that the august tri
bunal in the last resort in this country, would ex
tend to him Its protection, and grant redress for any 
wrongs which he may have suffered at our hands. 

I never can satisfy myself that true policy can 
comport with injustice and oppression.' The native 
princes and chiefs of India will see, in the fate of 
Colaba, their own future destiny; their fidelity and 
attachment cannot be relied upon while they have 
such cause for distrust and alarm; and although 
they may be overawed and kept down by an irresis
tible military power, the occasion may arise when 
their hostility might become dangerous. The feel
ings of our Indian subjects are not to be trifled with; 
and it is not wise, ·nor .safe, to depart from that con
ciliatory . conduct, and to efface from their minds 
those impressions of our justice, wisdom, and good 
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faith, which have hitherto constituted our bond of 
union with the people, and the true basis of. our 
power in India. 

THE DAWN OF THE AFGHAN WAR-THE TRIPARTITE 

TREATY. 

[It il well known that Mr. Tucker waa one of those able and right-minded 
men who bitterly deplored the nnjust and impolitic invasion of Afghanistan, 
tbe melancholy issue of which so fearfully justified the anticipations of evil 
which they 10 emphatically pronounced. It is well known, too, that he did 
more than anticipate evil-that he resolutely set himself to stem the tide ·of 
coming disaater by lifting up a warning voice, and endeavouring to infuse 
greater wisdom into the councils which were then dominant. He never 
omitted an opportunity of recording his opinions and demonstrating that the 
war in which we had so insanely embarked waa at once a great political 
blunder and a great national crime. The papers which have been selected in 
illustration of this, exhibit the growth of these opinions from the early part 
of 1839 to the close of 1842. The following paper bears the first of these 
datel.] 

On the 20th of June, 1838, a trip3liite treaty of 
alliance between Runjeet Singh, Shuja-ool~Moolk, 
.and the British Government, was concluded at La
hore, the professed object· of which was to reinstate 
Shuja-ool-Moolk on the throne of Caubul. 

On the 1st of October following, the Governor
General of India issued a proclamation, declaring 
·war against Dost Mahomed, the de facto ruler of 
Caubul, and the princes of Candahar, his brothers. 

On ,the 8th of November, the Governor-Generfl1, 
on hearing from Colonel, Stoddart that the siege of 
Herat (the real cause of war) had been raised, issued 
another proclamation, declaring" that he will con
tinue to prosecute with vigor the measures which 
have been commenced, with the view to the substitu-
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tion of a friendly for a hostile power in the eastern 
provinces of. Afghanistan, and to the establishment 
of a permanent barrier against schemes of aggression 
against our north-west frontier." 
, . 

In the course of the same month (November) a 
large army advanced from the Jumna to the Sutlej, 
where the command was assumed by Sir Henry Fane, 
the Commander-in-Chief, who issued a general order 
for regulating the conduct and discipline of the troops 
composing "the army of the Indus" on its advance 
to that river. 

In the course of December this army was broken 
up, the Commander-in-Chief taking a formal* leave 
of it in general orders-one-half, it was supposed, 
is to return to the Provinces, or to be cantoned on 
the Sutlej; while the other moiety is destined, as 
it is understood~ to form a military line of defence 
from Ferozepore, on the Sutlej, to Shikarpore on the 
right bank of the I:p.dus, thus establishing a commu
nication with the Bombay army. 

There may have existed good and sufficient reasons 
for retracing our steps from the Sutlej to the J umna ; 
but the same considerations ought to have prevented 
our' advance only a few weeks previously; and, with
out some explanation, the sudden change of plan 
would seem to indicate an infirmity of purpose which 
has seldom characterised our councils in India. 

Our late proceedings in India' have been made the 
subject of critique and ridicule by the Indian press, 
and must have tended to lower our national charac-

• See G. 0., 30th of November, 11th of December, and 27th do. 
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ter. nor can it be doubted that, to lower the cha
racter of any Government, and the Government of 
India beyond all others,perhaps, is to diminish its 
moral in1luence and power, and to affect even its sta
bility. 

But the financial evil which must be produced is 
immediate and certain. Our military expenditure 
must be enormous, independently of the charge for 
subsidies, political establishments, &c., &c. We have 
already deemed it necessary to reduce our demands 
UpOJl, India in the ensuing year to the extent of a 
million sterling; and should our military operations 
be carried on for any time on the scale indiCated by 
our late movements, it is impossible that any surplus 
revenue should exist in India, applicable to the pay
ment of the home charges. In this case, the divi
dends to the Proprietors of India Stock, and other 
disbursements in this country, must be provided for 
by means of loans to be raised iJ!. India. 

If, moreover, it be determined to run a line of mili
tary posts from the Sutlej to the Indus, in order to 
place the Bengal army in communication with that of 
Bombay, we must occupy Bhahawulpore and several 
stations in the Scinde territory; but will. the Ameers 
submit to this? and upon what grounds ofju.stice can 
we ~ist upon planting a military force in positions 
which must compromise their independence ? Upon 
what grounds can we justify a war originating in such 
an aggression? and have we nothing to apprehend 
from the hostility of the Scindians, • the Beloochees, 
and other tribes, through whose territory our supplies 
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and reinforcements . must pass to support the army in 
advance? 

If it were just and politic to dethrone Dost Ma
homed for the purpose of reinstating Shuja-ool
Moolk, why should not Runjeet Singh have under
taken the military operations? He is to derive the 
chief advantages: his advanced positions in Pesha
wur border upon the dominions of Caubul; and he 
could fall back upon his magazines and reinforcements 
behind the Indus, in the event of his experiencing 
any disaster, or check, in his advance upon Caubul or 
Candahar. 

The Maharajah not only appears to entertain ap
prehensions of Dost J\Iahomed, but he manifested a 
good deal of uneasiness when Shuja-ool-Moolk ad
vanced to Candahar in 1833, and he showed no dis
position to· countenance the expedition; and it is 
maintained by a high authority* that h~ made a false 
step in subjugating and expelling the Barukzyes of 
Peshawur, as they would have interposed a barrier 
between the more powerful tribe of Dooranees and 
his possessions east of the Indus. 

We appear to contemplate the formation of three 
lines of defence to the west of our Indian territory. 

The first, by means of the occupation of Candahar 
and Caubul by Shuja-ool-Moolk. 

The second, by enlarging and strengthening the 
dominions of Runjeet, Singh. 

And the third, by advancing a line of military 
. stations from the Sutlej to the Indus. 

• See Major Wade's letter or·1834. 
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But the first of these projects depends upon the 
success of. a difficult, hazardous, and expensive expe
dition; the second hangs upon the life and the good 
faith of Runjeet Singh ; and the third must entail 
upon us an enormous expense, at the same time that 
it can scarcely be accomplished Without a violation 
of national rights and independence, nor without the 
probability of our' being involved in an unjust and 
aggressive war. 

Whatever view I take of the question, I arrive at 
the same conclusion, that we have commenced our 
operations in the wrong quarter-that they are 
directed against an ostensible, but not the real 
enemy-that a single monosyllable would probably 
have arrested the progress of. Russia, if addressed to 
her with firmness and in perfect good faith-while 
all our armies may be moved in vain from the east 
without touching that .Power, and without prevent
ing her stealthy advap.ce, and the success of her in
trigues to push forward Persia and the Afghans to
wards the Punjaub, and ultimately, perhaps, to our 
north-west frontier. * 

.. It w ill be seen that the paper from which these passages are extracted, 
was written before the precise character of our military operations beyond 
the Indus was known ill this country. They are of importance, however, as' 
exhibiting the fact that, from the very first, when these operations were 
supposed to be of compllrlltivelylimited extent, Mr. Tucker vigorQusly reo 
mondrated against them. 
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:BRITISH POLICY IN CENTRAL ASIA. 

[The following paper, written early in 1839, contains a vigorously-written 
summary of Mr. Tucker's views regarding the Central-Asian policy which 
had been forced by the home Government upon the Court of Directors. 
There was no one point which the writer was more anxious to bring promi
nently forward than the fact that the war in Afghanistan was made for 
European purposes, and was mainly the work of European statesmen. He 
never lost an opportunity of protesting against the injustice of burdening the 
finances of India with the expenses of a war undertaken, not for the promo
tion- of Indian interests, but for objects connected with a tangled web of 
European intrigue.] 

I propose to submit in the present address the 
substance of a protest which I prepared some time 
since, on receiving an intimation from the Chairman 
(of the Court of Directors), that the President of the 
(India) Board would not authorise the.Secret Com
mittee to communicate to the Court the correspond
ence with India explanatory of our new alliances, 
and of theexti:msive military movements then in 
progress. 

It is the more necessary that I should take this 
step for my own eventual justification, as we were 
yesterday called upon to concur in an augmentation 
of the European force in India; while the proposed 
augmentatio~ under the view which I take of our 
present position, political and military, appears to 
me not only inadequate, in degree, to the emergency, 
but (owing to the delay which must occur in raising, 
training, and conveying recruits to India) unlikely to 
afford that prompt and seasonable reinforcement 
which the exigency of the service would seem to 

• demand. 
One prominent point I cannot too often or too 
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strongly impress upon the Court. It is evident that 
her Majesty's Government have now thrown upon 
the finances of India the whole burden of maintain. 
ing a contest which is manifestly connected with 
national objects, and which may not necessarily have 
had an Indian origin; and it is also clear that, as we 
have no longer any voice or control in the manage
ment of our relations with Persia, the East India 
Company may be engaged, at any time, in war, or 
questions relating to European objects and politics, 
to the great risk and injury of the Proprietors of 
East India Stock, and of our Indian creditors and 
others, without our possessing any means of protect
ing pecuniary interests (involved in a property of not 
less than fifty millions sterling) which are especiaJly 
committed to our care. 

As an independent member of the Court of 
Directors, I cannot submit in silence when I see 
such interests placed in peril; and if I am not fur
nished with public and authentic documents to assist 
me in arriving at just conclusions, I must work 
with such materials as I find within my reach. 

I am fully aware of the tenor and scope of the 
36th section of the last Charter Act;* and ·while 

• This is the clause referring to the powers of the Secret Committee :
.. ProYided also, and be it enacted, that if the said Board shall be of opinion 
that the subject.matter of any of their deliberations concerning the levying 
war or making peace, or treating or negotiating with any of the native 
princee or ItateB in India, or with any other princes or states, intended to be 
communicated in orders, despatches, official letters or communications to 
any of the Governments or presidencies in India, or to any officers or servants 
of the said Company, shall be of a nature to require secrecy, it shall and may' 
be lawful for the said Board to send their orders, despatches, official letters 
or communications to the Secret Committee of the said Court of Directors, to 
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treaties are in process of negotiation, I should not be 
so indiscreet as to call for premature disclosures; but 
I cannot believe that the Legislature intended to con· 
stitute this Court the mere unreflecting instrument 
of the Board; and I am quite certain that we cannot 
properly execute the duties entrusted to us, unless 
we be made acquainted· with the state of affairs in 
India, and with the nature of the service proposed 
to be undertaken by our' armies. We have private 
means of information, no doubt; and we can gather 
something in an authentic shape from the public 
newspapers; but we have no o.fficial documents upon 
which to form our Judgment, although we are called 
upon, from time to time, to concur in measures of 
the utmost importance, both financial, military,' and 
political, in utter ignorance of the circumstances 
which may have given rise to them, and which might 
justify us in becoming a party to the proceeding. 

I consider the Chairs of the Court of Directors, the 
Secret Committee, and the Court itself collectively, 
to be bound by every obligation of public duty to 
give its best advice and assistance in all matters con· 
nected with the administration of India-to remon· 
. strate against wrong measures-to avert evil as far 
as possible-and to co-operate cordially with the 
Board in promoting to the utmost the welfare of 

• 

be appointed as is by this Act directed, who shall thereupon, without disclosing 
the same, transmit the same according to the tenor thereof, or pursuant to the 
directions of the said Board, to the respective Governments and presidencies, 
officers and servants; and that the said Governments and presidencies, olli- . 
cers and servants, shall be bound to pay a faithful obedience thereto, in like 
manner as if such orders, despatches, official letters or communications had 
been sent to them by the said Court of Directors," 
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India; and should this duty be neglected, I hold the 
Chairs and the ,?ourt to be directly responsible to 
the country. 

Before I enter upon a review of the present state 
of affairs in India, as deducible from Lord Auck
land's manifesto, Colonel Stoddart's letter, and other 
documents which appear in the Indian papers, I 
would call the attention of the Court to the corre
spondence which is to be found recorded in our pro
.ceedings of January, 1835. 

It had long been felt that our connexion with 
Persia was most burdensome to the finances of India. 
During the last forty years the charge for embassies, 
subsidies, military stores, &c. &c., had amounted to an 
enormous sum, while it was not at all apparent that 
any real benefit had been derived from this expendi
ture. The court of Teheran was insatiate in its de-

I mands for money, and we were lavish in the supply of 
it; but over its application we could never exercise 
nny efficient control; and we had no satisfactory as
surance that our supplies might not be applied to ob-" 
jects quite unconnected with our own immediate in
terests .. 

The distance of Teheran from Calcutta, and the 
many intervening obstacles, rendered the correspond
ence with the Government of India tedious and un
certain, and prevented the possibility of that Govern
ment exercising a prompt and efficient control in any 
case of sudden emergency. 

And with our. line of communication interrupted 
by a foreign territory of vast extent, and that terri-
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tory intersected by inhospitable deserts," and by 
mountainous regions of difficult· access, it became 
apparent that no military movement could be under
taken from India, either for the purpose of support
ing or coercing Persia, without extreme difficulty, 
and the risk of a disastrous result. 

It was notorious, at the same time, that Persia was 
too feeble to maintain her own independence-that 
Russia was at hand in a commanding military posi
tion, anxious to establish a paramount influence~ and 
bent upon using that influence to promote ulterior 
objects-that the Indian Government had no power 
to counteract its designs-that even the bribe of 
money could not render a weak and corrupt court 
steady, and proof against the effects of fear-and, in 
short, that Russia, holding the vantage ground, and 
not being tangible from India, no means could be re
sorted to in that quarter for the purpose of averting 
the evils to be apprehended from her continued ad
vances eastward, with any chance of success. 

From these premises it was deduced that our con
nexion with Persia, the moving power being Russia, 
had become essentially an European question, and 
that against an European state, so circumstanced, the 
protection 'of our Asiatic possessions must depend 
mainly upon the exertion of that national power, 
which had hitherto upheld the British dominion in 
all parts of the world against all its enemies. . 

It was accordingly: resolved* by her Majesty's Go
vernment and the Court of Directors, in January, 

• See Proceedings, Januarr, 1835. 
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1835, that the Persian embassy should be transferred 
to her Majesty's Government, the East India. Com
pany undertaking t~ defray the charge,. to the extent 
of 12,0001. per annum; and from this period I have 
been accustomed to consider that any measures of re
pression which the encroachments and intrigues of 
Russia. in the East might render necessary, would be 
undertaken in the only quarter in which that Power 
can be successfully assailed or resisted. 

But how, let me as~ has this proposition been 
worked out to a. practical conclusion r Has the late 
arrangement precluded the necessity for sending forth. 
our armies upon diStant and hazardous enterprises, 
to accomplish ends which were heretofore deemed to 
be unattainable r Have the finances of India. been 
secured against a: wasteful and unprofitable expendi
ture upon costly expeditions, promising neither poli-

. tical advantages" nor military glory ? 
The manifesto of the Governor-General of India., 

published on the 1st of October last, answers these 
questions to a. certain extent. It contains a. declara
tion of war; but war against whom? Against 
Russia, which notoriously prompts all the move
ments of Persia? By no means.-That Power is 
never mentioned, and we are ostensibly on a. footing 
of friendship and cordiality with the Czar. We have 
an ambassador at St~ Petersburg, and we receive an 
ainbassador at St. James'. 

Is, then, the war about to commence to be directed 
against Persia? Certainly not. Our minister has 
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returned* to Teheran; and an envoy from Persia is 
understood to be on his way to the :British capital. 
:Besides, the second manifesto of -the Governor-Ge
neral, bearing date the 8th of November, would seem 
to place this question at rest. Colonel Stoddart re
ports officially that the siege of Heratt _ ha'd been 
raised, and that the Shah had retil'ed; :while the 
abandonment of this enterprise has apparently re
moved all difficUlties in the way of re-establishing 
our friendly -relations with' the court of -Persia. 
It is true that the military demonstration in the 
.Persian Gulf bears a hostile character towards the 
Shah, from its obVious tendency to encourage insur
rection and rebellion in his southern provinces; but 
the force is ~oo insignificant to make any other impres· 
sion; andexcep~ in so far as it may promote an ob-
ject, scarcely reconcilable with political morality, 
we may now assume that no other purpose is to be 
answered, and that the Persian branch of the ques
tion has, for the present at least, been disposed of. 

The manifesto of the 1st October must _ther~fore 
be' now considered as applicable exclusively to· Dost 
Mahomed, the ruler of Caubul, his relations, the 
princes of' Candahar, and their tribe of Barukzyes; 
and it is these parties to whom the Governor-General 
evidently refers in 'his subsequent proclamation' of 
the 8th November last, wherein he observes· that 
" while lte regards the relinquishment by the Shah 

• This paper was written. in January; a circumstance which will -account 
for lome apparent anachronisms.-H. St.G. T. 

t See Bombay Gazette of the 20th of November. 
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of Persia of his hostile designs upon Rerat as a just 
cause of coDooratulation to the Governor of British 
India and its allies. he will continue to prosecute 
with ~aor the measures which have been com
menced with a view to the substitution of a friendly 
for a hostile power in the eastern provinces of 
.Afghanistan, and to the establishment of a perma
nent barrier against schemes of aggression 30<P8inst 
our north-west frontier." 

Now, let us inquire what are the grounds of com
plaint alleged 3000ainst Dost Mahomed and the princes 
of Candahar, his brothers? 

It is sta.ted in the Govemor-General's manifesto. 
that it was proposed. cc by opening the naYio<P3.tion of 
tl1e Indus, to facilitate the extension of· commerce. 
and to gain for the British nation in Central Asia the 
legitimate infl.uence which an interchaDooe of benefits 
would naturally produce." 

But it is not shown, nor even pretended. that Dost 
lIahomed. by any overt act. or secret counteraction, 
attempted to obstruct us in this peaceful pursuit; 
and even if our operations had inspired the Afghan. 
ruler with some misgiving and a little distrust, this 
ought not to create surprise. recollecting as we mustl 

- do, -and as. the people of Asia unqu. estionably. d_ 0, 

that •. alth~~~.I_~ __ tr~~I!l~."\Ve 
·always finish as sovereigns. Comm~rce has been 
theJ.iOlidof the-w~;;ew1rlch ~T{fary force haS I 
iliive~d by a.-very natural--Eogression.te¢- ~ 
torial d01!'}~jon has constantly fo~oo. - ) 

_ The anti-cOJnmercial Afghan haTIng, however, 
some cause of difference "with our anciellt ally, 

VOL: I. T 
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Maharajah Runjeet Singh, it was to 'be feared" (as 
the manifesto proceeds to declare) "that the flames of 
war being once kindled in tlie very regions into which 
we were endeavouring to extend our commerce, the 
peaceful and beneficial purposes of the British Go
vernment would be altogether frustrated.. In order 
to avert a result so calamitOUS,. the Governor-Gene
raJ. resolved on authorising Captain Burnes to inti
mate to Dost Mahomed Khan, that if he should 
evince a disposition to come to just and reasonable 
terms with the Maharajah, his lordship would exert 
his good offices with his Highness for the restoration of 
an amicable understanding between the two Powers." 

In other words, we propose to introduce our com
merce into certain independent countries some eigllt 
hundred miles distant from our frontier; we:find two 
of these states a.t variance with each other,. which 
we previously knew to be the case; we tender our 
friendly mediation; butane of the parties " persist
ing in urging the most unreasonable pretensions, 
such as the Governor-General could not~ consistently 
with justice and his regard for the friendship of 
Maharajah Runjeet Singh, be the channel of sub
mitting to the consideration of his Highness," what 
do we do P Do we qwetly withdraw, and leave the 
parties to settle their own disputes P N Q such thing. 

1 
Commerce is to be. introduced, and the blessing of 
peace to be secured by the instrumentality of war, and 
we then proceed t~ :find out some latent cause of of. 
fence which shall justify us in forming at tripartite 
alliance, and in equipping our armies for the field. 

The offence of Dost Mahomed would appear to be 
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that "he avowed schemes or aggrandisement and 
ambition injurious to the security and peace of the 
frontier of India; and that he openly threatened, in 
furtherance of these schemes, to call in every foreign 
aid which he could command. Ultimately he gave 
his undisguised support to the rersian designs on 
Afghanistan, of the unfriendly and injurious cha
racter of which, as concerned the British power in 
India, he was well apprised ~ and by the utter dis
regard of the views and interests of the British Go
vernment, compelled Captain Burnes to leave Cau
bul without having effected any of the objects of 
his mission." . 

The chiefs of Candahar are comprehended in this 
political indictment in the following terms: 

" The chiefs of Candahar (brothers of Dost Ma
homed Khan of Caubul) have avowed their adhe
rence to the Persian policy with the same full know
ledge of its opposition to the rights and interests of 
the British nation in India, and have been openly . 
assisting in the operations ~gainst Herat." 

I am not prepared to say that there may not be 
facts to warrant this announcement, although it is 
somewhat startling, because Governments, and Asi. 
atic princes in particular, are not much in the habit 
of divulging their intentions, and of proclaiming their 
ambitious views,'until prepared to draw the sword. 

It is unquestionable that the Persians and Afghans, 
if supported and pushed forward by Russia, might 
penetrate into the' Punjab; and should our " amcient 
ally," Runjeet Singh, whose armies are disciplined 
~ T2 
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and led by French officers, be induced to ,cOncur in 
the design, and to co-operate inthe enterprise, such 
a combination might become formidable to the 
British empire in India; but Russia is not even 
mentioned in the proclamation, although the real 
aggressor, without whose aid and incitement not 
one of the Powers alluded to would venture to place 
a hostile footstep within our frontier. 

And why has not Russia been brought forward as 
a party in our warlike denunciation? . Because it is 
not convenient for the home Government to enter 
the lists with. that Power in Europe, and because it is 
more convenient to throw the burden of a pelilous 
war and the char~ of onerous treaties and alliances 
upl!n the resources of India. Russia Iriay advance 
and recede. at pleasill.~. under a mask; and although 
not daring to ,show herself, or to encounter our 
armies ·in the field, she knows that she-can, without 
danger, carry on a destructive warfare against our 
finances. Here is the evil of which I complain. 

It is deeply to be laIl}ented that the Governor
General should gratuitously have committed himself 
by the ~anifesto of the 1st. October, because the 
people of India are not slow to discern fallacies, and 
are quick enough in detecting and exposing. even 
specious reasoning when proceeding upon false or 
weak. premises. They may even discover, or fancy 
that they discover, an ill-concealed fear of our secret 
enemy. But Lord .Auckland, who has manifested 
great prudence and judgment on other occasions, 
and who is assisted by a very.able secretary, would 
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never have put forth such a proclamation without 
orders from hence; and if it were allowable to 
speculate in such a case, it might be surmised that 
the document was conceived and framed inadif
ferent officina. 

Before a nation embarks in a foreign war, . its 
Government should look carefully into its situation 
at home. It·is easy enough to perceive that a large 
body of men cannot traverse a vast tract of desert 
country, almost destitUte of water and supplies, 
without encountering serious difficulty ; arid we also 
know that a m()untainous region, defended by a 
warlike population, caruiot easily be sUrmoUnted by 
artillery and the other appendages of a regular army. 
No person who has read Mr. Elphinstone's description 
of the topography of Caubul, and the lliterveiring 
country, of its climate, of the character -of its in
habitants and social institutions, can fail to be con
vinced that the attempt to penetrate. into Caubul by 
whatever route, with an army from India, must be 
attended with imminent risk. I will grant that the 
force is efficient and fully equipped-that the Sa.. 
poys, and the new levies especially, do not,like Mr. 
Elphinstone's followers, manifest a stro~g disposi
tion on entering the desert* to return to their 
homes-that the troops in general are not, as was 
the case in his camp, attacked by a fatal sicknesst
that the Europeans can bear the scorching heats of 

'* They deserted in twenties and thirties.. 
t Forty persons died at Bickaneer, in his small camp, in one week, from 

fever and other complaints produced by the Budden and violent fluctuations 
()ftemperature.-H. St.G. T .. 
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the desert, and the natives of Hindostan the severe 
cold of the mountains-that Runjeet Singh and the 
Ameers of Scinde are sincere, and disposed to allow 
us a free passage through .their respective territories 
-that the Indus can be crossed without opposition 
-':'and that, . after a long and laborious march, our. 
army reaches, without any serious disaster, the passes 
of Hindoo Coosh, or the foot of the Tukht-i-Sooli
man.. Let this be granted, contrary to all reason
able speculations, and we shall still have the most 
formidable obstacles to overcome. 

The Mghans are a brave and warlike people, 
proud of their national independence and of their 
individual liberty, impatient of a ruler, attached to 
their clans, prone to republican turbulence, and 
easily excited to give.-vent to religious fanaticism. 
Upon this race of sturdy mountaineers, in whose 
character and habits Mr. Elphinstone discovers a. 
close resemblance to the Highlanders of Scotland, 
we would impose a ruler, who has been repeatedly 
ejected by them, in whose favor we would depose 
the de facto sovereign, Dost Mahomed, and at the 
same time set aside the pretensions of the Prince 
Kamran (the son of an elder brother), who];tas so 
gallantly and successfully defended the fortress of 
Herat against an attack which has evidently been 
regarded by us as the basis of a series of operations 
directed towards the British possessions in India. 

I cannot well imagine any object more adven
turous j and even if we should succeed in placing 
upon the throne of Caubul our lllte pensioner, Shuja-
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ool-Moolk, who does not possess an acre of land in 
that country, it is quite certain that he could only 
maintain his authority and rule by the presence of a 
British force. sufficient to hold in subjection his re
fractory subjects, and to overawe the rival clans who 
are hostile to his supremacy. 

But waiVing these considerations, let us look at 
home. Can we safely send forth the Hower of Dur 
army to a point which cannot be reached m less 
than three months, at a distance from its magazines 
and supplies, and with its line .of communication 
liable at any time to be interrupted? What if this 
army should sustain a check? Can we rely with 
confidence on the allies whom we leave in the rear? 
Would they not take advantage of any disaster to 
our anns ? Is it as easy to retreat as to advance? 
and is not Oul' military reputation too precious to 
be hazarded unnecessarily in the. prosecution of an 
object which presents such formidable difficulties? 

Still, I have not touched the main point. It can
not be concealed that the presence -of our army at 
home was never, perhaps, more necessary than at 
the present moment. . 

On Oul' right :flan.k. to the north, it "is found 
necessary to observe the N epaulese with a military 
force. 

On the left, we have the Rajpoots in a very un
settled and unsatisfactory state; and the petty Rajah 
of Jhansi has even ventured lately to -set our au
thority at defiance, nor had we -a military force at 
hand sufficient to e~orce that authority. 
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In our rear, to the south-east, the Burmese have 
openly manifested a hostile spirit, which has l'en
dered measures of precaution urgently necessary, 
and which, no doubt, would have justified and called 
for offensive operations had our hands been free; 
but the Burmese frontier is above 2000 miles from 
Caubul, and our army could not be recalled and 
,traverse the· intermediate space in less than six 
months, if its services were found necessary to' be 
directed against the Burmese. 

In our N orth-Western Provinces, whose inha
bitants differ widely from the patient and submissive 
natives of Bengal, a spirit of disaffection is known 
to exist; and I have repeatedly had occasion to 
bring under the notice of the Court the causes 
which have, as I think, engendered this feeling. We 
failed to r~deem our pledge to grant the landholders 
a permanent settlement-we have displaced the 
principal talookdars, and have converted the landed 
aristocracy of the country into discontented pen
sioners--we have lately resumed the rent-free te~ures 
by a most summary, and I must say, iniquitous pro
cess-and we have, in consequence, alienated the 
good-will of an influential class-the priesthood
who hold a large interest in these tenures; and still 
more recently, our proceedings both at home and in 
India with relation to the pilgrim-tax and the re
ligious observances of the people, have produced 
·much uneasiness1 aild have given rise to an appre
hension that the British Government has withdrawn 
its protection so formally guaranteed, and is about 
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to interfere with its native subjects in the exercise 
of their religion. On this subject I will not enlarge; 
but we have evidence upon our records* that, even 
in the Lower Provinces, a fanatical feeling has mani
fested itself, and is supposed to have been fomented 
by the measures which have been pursued for the 
resumption of the rent-free lands. 

With such weighty. matters pressing upon our 
attention, is it not the part of prudence and wisdom 
to pause P and would it not be better even to re
trace our steps than to persevere in a dangerous 
course? Our allies are not to be relied upon with 
confidence; and if they fail us, it Will be in their 
power to inflict a deadly injury. Shuja-ool-Moolk 
can only make head by means of our military power; 
and instead of forming a barrier in Afghailistan 
against Persia or Russia, "by substituting a friendly 
for a hostile Government," we have converted Dost 
!fahomed, his family, and tribe, into open enemies; 
we have made them the willing instruments of Rus
sian ambition, and we have probably enlisted all the 
national feelings of the Afghan race against us. 

Nor does it appear to me that our positi~n would 
be improved by pursuing a middle course. If Shuja
ool-Moolk be allowed to advance without our main 
army, his success must, at least, be doubtful; and 
should he meet wIth a repulse, or any serious check, 

• See judicial letter from Bengal, of the 8th September, 1836, with cor
respondencc. See, alBo, Lord Auckland's minute of 17th November, 1838.

"H. St.G. T. 
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we must advance to his support under greater diffi
culties, perhaps, from the loss of military reputation, 
and the confidence which successful resistance will . 
have inspired in his opponents. 

Feeling as I do that the vital interests of India 
are at stake in the present crisis of our affairs--con
vinced as I am that it is not in India but in Europe 
that our empire in the East must be guarded against 
European aggression; and holding it to be the pri
vilege and the duty of every member of this Court 
to exercise his free ju<looment on all measures in 
which he is caUed upon to co-operate-I have felt it 
to be incumbent upon me to record the present pro
test, which, although intended to exonerate me from 
responsibility, nmst not be taken as indicating in the 
slightest degree an abatement of that zeal which is 
become more than ever necessary for the advance
ment of the public service. 

THE DISASTERS IN AFGHANISTAN. 

[The fonowing paper was written in 1842, after intelligence of the disas
trous results of the policy, so powerfully dissected in the preceding document, 
llau been received in England. It treats of the subject, then under discussion, 
of the re-occupation of Afghanistan, and the difficulties attending that move
ment. Many of the anticipations here glanced at were fully justified by the 
result:] 

The late disastrous occurrences in Afghanistan 
must ~ve struck deep into the heart of every man 
who loves his country, and is tender of its honor, or 
who possesses the common feelings of humanity. 

Grievous errors have, it would appear, been com-
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mitted; but there is no use in recurring to the past. 
except for the purpose of obtaining a guide to the 
future. These errors must now, if possible. be re.
paired. 

It is the part of prudence to look forward in order 
to anticipate difficulties and dangers, and if ""Possible 
to avert them; but when they do occur, it is the 
part of patriotism to encounter them with energy, 
and to use every effort to surmount them. 

The questions to be examined with reference to 
the present state of our affairs in Afghanistan, 
are-

1st. Whether it be expedient and practicable to 
maintain our military position in that country. 

2nd. Whether it be incumbent upon the British 
Government to maintain its political connexion with 
Shah Shujah, and to adhere otherwise to the tri
partite treaty of the 20th June, 1838; or assuming 
the negative of this propOsition, whether it be politic 
and practicable to form any other political connexion 
with Afghanistan. 

3rd. Whether under any assumed state of things, 
, it be expedient to withdraw altogether from the mili
tary occupation of Afghanistan, and from all political 
conneXion with that country. 

If we continue to hold a single military post be
yond the passes, and the slightest hope can be 
entertained that it will be possible to maintain it 
until reinforcements can be thrown in for its relief, 
every consideration of honor and policy demand that 
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the most strenuous exertions be made, and the 
greatest sacrifices be submitted to,- in order to main .. 
tain (at least for a time) our footing in the country. 
Whatever may have been the. o~oinal merits, or 
demerits, of our proceedings in Afghanistan, we are 
now called upon to assert the national honor-to 
punish treachery and rebellion-to bring to justice 
the -authors of barbarous assassinations-to restore 
our \ military reputation-and tore-establish our 
political supremacy. 

If, on the other hand, our armies shall, unfor
tunately, have been driven out of the country, or 
have been compelled to evacuate it, a very different 
question presen~s itself. Are we prepared to renew 
the original enterprise, under circumstances of dif
ficulty incalculably increased by the intervening 
events? . The new difficulties which will have been 
superadded to 'those enumerated in my letter to the 
Court of Directors of the 29th January, 1839,* may 
be thus briefly enumerated. 

1st. The impression of our military prowess and 
power, which probably assisted mainly in enabling 
our army under Lord Keane to penetrate the Bholan 
Pass unopposed, must have been greatly weakened. 
The Afghans know and acknowledge the superiority 
of our artillery, and of our professional science; 
but they haye not seen our military tactics very 
successfully illustrated, and they acknowledge no 
inferiority on their part as soldiers and men. 

• The preceding paper. 
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2nd.. The defeat of Major Clibbome's detachment; 
the result of their repeated encounters with the gal
lant Sir Robert Sale's force; and, above all, the 
destruction of the army on its retreat from Caubul, 
must not only have inspired the Afghans with great 
confidence ii:t their own bravery and military re-. 
sources, but these unhappy events have afforded 
them practical and striking evidence of the strength 
of their mountain passes, and of the ease with which 
their country can be defended against a foreign 
enemy. It cannot be doubted that, on any future 
invasion, they will be prepared to defend their de
files and fastnesses; and we cannot prudently assume 
that, fortified as they probably will be, we shall suc
ceed in forcing them. 

I am not ignorant that, both in ancient and mo
dem times, such natural barriers have been pene
trated and surmounted; but, on the other hand, I 
would appeal to the case of Circassia, to show that a 
brave race of mountaineers, strongly posted in their 
native fastnesses, can, for a series of years, bid de
fiance to the power of the Russian Empire, and 
have to this moment preserved their national inde
pendence. 

Other instances of successful resistance to mighty 
armies, under similar cir.cumstances, might easily be 
cited. 

3rd. Our native troops have suffered so severely 
from the rigor of the climate (the cold in Ca:ubul 
and its neighbourhood being intense), that I much 
doubt whether they can be induced again .to enter 
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that country. No man can have greater confidence 
in the valor, zeal, and fidelity of the Sepoys than I 
feel, and have long felt, from personal observation of 
their character and conduct; but there is a limit to 
endurance, and although one heroic effort may be 
made, we must not tax .human nature beyond its 
powers, nor expect a perpetual succession of heroic 
achievements. 

But whether we succeed or not in inducing our 
Sepoys to advance again to the passes of Mghanistan, 
I am. quite convinced that the utmost difficulty will 
be experienced in commanding the services of camp
followers. We know how essential this appendage 
is to an Indian army, and we know how large* and 
unmanageable it is, especially in the instance of an 
army mo~g from our Bengal provinces. A large 
train of followers, for the camp equipage, the com
missariat, and other services, is absolutely indispen
sable; and as the fate of those who have miserably 
perished in othe late-disaster to our arms must soon 
become known to their countrymen, it is to be ap
prehended that the most serious difficulty will be ex
perienced hereafter, in obtaining the supply of fol
lowers requITed for th~ forward movement of any 
large body of troops. t 

A difficulty of the same d~scription is to be appre
hended in recruiting our native corps. There are 
many Mghans in our army who will have witnessed 

• The army of the Indus, 15,000 strong, had 85,000 followers. See Major 
Hougb.-H. St.G. T. -

t There is a prejudice, too, against rossing the Indus,. felt by the natil'eS 
of Hindostan.-H. St.G. T. 
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the late occurrences, and a still greater number to 
whom the event will become known. Can these men 
be safely trusted? and if a religious feeling be super
adde~ can we expect them to be faithful to their 
standard? My greatest anxiety for the fate of the 
garrisons which have been left in Mghanistan has 
its orioCPfu. chiefly in this source. A single fanatic 
amongst our Sepoys may become the nucleus of dis
affection, which may be too strong for the habitual 
feeling of attachment to their salt. their colors, and 
the service; and it the spell which has hitherto 
bound them to us be once dissolve~ who will under
take to say what amount of European force will be 
sufficient to enable us to maintain our footing in the 
country? 

But granting that the fidelity of the Sepoy is not 
to be shaken by adverse events. it does not follow 
that our army can be speedily recruited with proper 
materials. Very great difficulty bas been experienced 
of late years in obtaining first class men, such as 
were heretofore the pride of the Bengal army. The 
fact could be accounted for if it were necessary and 
desirable to enter into details j but it may be confi
dently assumed that the difficulty, from whatever 
source originating, will be seriously aggravated under 
existing circumstances. Our best locality for re
cruiting men of good caste and physical power, has 
been in the districts north of the Ganges-in Oude, 
Rohill-und, Goruckpore, Azimghur, &c. Now these 
districts, and especially the province of Rohilkund, 
abound with Afghans (Patru;ts. or Rohillahs, as they 
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are usually called); and it cannot be doubted that 
this race of men will feel the utmost reluctance to 
engage in an expedition against those who are con
nected with them by the ties of religion and social 
habits. Skinner's* Horse, one of the most distin
guished corps in the service, is composed chiefly of 
Afghans, and these men could not now be em
ployed in a service repugnant to their religious· 
and national feelings. The character of the. Afghan, 
or Patan, is well -known; and the audacity and 
headlong devotion of the Rohillah peasantry was 
sufficiently displayed in Sir Robert Abercrombie's 
campaign in 1794. 

4th. If another expedition to Afghanistan should 
be determined upon, it is quite clear that the force 
must be upon a scale of great magnitude, and that 
a large proportion must consist of Europeans more 
inured to a cold climate. The cattle and equipment 
must be on a proportionate scale, and especially with 
reference to the movement of a powerful artillery. 
But where are the necessary supplies to be sought 
in the exhausted state of the country? In the late 
expedition it was found difficult to collect a sufficient 
number of camels;t and the wear and tear in cross
ing the desert and in ascending the passes was enor-

.. This officer is II great loss to us at the present moment, for he had ac
quired an extraordinary influence over his corps. The MS. memoirs of his 
life, written by himself, are now before me : and they exhibit II singular pic:-
ture of Asiatic manners, and of the disposition and habits of the Indian sol
diery. He was the son of II Rajpootnee.-tI. St.G. T. 

t From 25,000 to 80,000 were required for the army of the Indus ; .and 
:13,000 nre said to have perished or been carried olr in the course of the 
campllign.-H. St.G. T. 
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mous. I shall not in this place insist upon the 
overwhelming expense of keeping up the establish
ment of cattle, which will be called for in the :first 
instance, and in supplying the casualties which may 
be expected to occur. I consider it doubtful whe
ther an adequate supply can be obtained at any 
price; and I have already observed that th~ drivers 
and attendants, in common with other camp fol
lowers, may be expected to show a disinclination to· 
the service. 

It is true that, by crossing the Punjaub,_ the route 
will be shortened, and the inconveniences or the 
desert be avoided i but the passes· must be pene
trated, a. rugged and inhospitable country must be 
passed over, and this cannot be done without the 
application and waste of a vast amount of animal 
power. 

5th. The expense of such an equipment as I have 
supposed will be ruinous to our finances, nor can the 
resources of India supply the demand. I estimate 
that ere six months elapse, the treasuries of India 

. will be completely drained; and that, whatever 
means may be resorted to in order to raise money, 
the capital of India, in the depressed state of public 

• It is to me matter of surprise that no :attempt appears to have been 
made to effect a communication between Caubul and Peshawur by the Caubul 
river. Where a river finds its way through a country, it is presumable that 
men can penetrate, and possibly animals. The late Sir A. Burnes tra
velled a great part of the way from Peahawur to J ellalabad in 1832 by the 
river. Having left Peahawur on the 19th April, he reached Caubul on the· 
18t May. It is al80 presumable, from Captain Fenis' retreat, and Captain 
Gray. escape, that there are passes in the mountains which it would be 
desirable to explore eventually.-H. St.G. T.; 

VOL. I. U 
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credit which must be looked to, will not furnish any . 
adequate supply. The books of account for the last 
three years not having yet been adjusted, it is im~. 
possible for me to state with precision the amount 
of the military and political expenditure in those 
years; but we have some collateral evidence to lead 
to a conc~usion ~ and as far as I can judge from such 
materials as are within reach in this country, I ani 
led to believe that the military and political extra
ordinaries, connected with the invasion and occupa
tion of Afghanistan, cannot have fallen short of the 
sum of two-and-a-half millions sterling annually, on 
the average of the last three years. 

Now, assuming what is highly improbable, that a 
fresh expedition on a larger scale of equipment can 
be. sent forth and maintained on the same scale of 
expense, I must contend that the means of support
ing it can only be supplied from this country; and 
if the facts and reasoning urged in my letter to the 
Court of Directors of the 29th January, 1839, and in 
other documents, be entitled to any weight, they go 
far to establish an equitable claim on the part of the 
East 'India Company for reimbursement of the ex
penses already mcurred, not by the organs and 
administrators of that body, but in following out 
the policy of her Majesty's late Government. India 
was at no time in danger from Russia, Persia, or Af
ghanistan; and even if it had been menaced, the 
Court of Directors could never ha;ve pursued such a 
course of defensive operations. 

Lastly. Our internal situation is not, I fear, secure 
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and satisfactory at th~ present moment; R ~~. ~ 
letter already referred to, I have endeavo~~~~ 
trace the ~';'es of that alienation and disaffection 
-which is believed to exist among our native s~bjects._ 
Those causes still continue to operate in full force ; 
f~t}lough the severity of our resumption proceed
~ nas been relaxed of late,.in obedience to injunc
tions from this country, the impression which they 
created among the people has not been remov~, and 
a new cause for apprehension and distrust has re
cently been super-added. A Commission has been _ 
instituted for surveying the lands and determining 
the boundaries ofvi11ages in the permanently assessed 
territory; and it has naturally produced great alarm 
and loud comp~ts among the landholders, who, not 
unreasonably, apprehend that the projected scrutiny 
may lead to a re-assessment of their estates, in con
travention of the Permanent Settlement. The func
tions of this Commission in settling boundaries are 
essentially judicial; and as. it has not been consti. 
tuted under any legislative enactment, I hold it to 
be illegal, as well as highly ~politic. 

But another manifest cause 01 the discontent 
which prevails, may be referred to our late summary 
proceedings in deposing several of the native chiefs, 
and in resuming several principalities and J agheers 
which are assumed to have been forfeited, or to have 
escheated to QUl Government. 

Among these 1 would instance the following: 
1st. The. caSe of the Rajah of Sattara, who has 

been set aside in favor of his brother, upon an as· 
u2 
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sumption of treasonable designs and practices hos
tile to our Government., The family are the descend. 
ants of Sevajee, the founder of the Mahratta Empire, 
~nd their fate cannot fail to have interested the 
whole Mahratta people. 

2nd. The independent princip8J.ity of Colaba, in 
the Northern Concan, which has been held by the 
descendants of the celebrated Angria for two centu
ries, has been resumed as an escheat to our Govern
ment, in consequence of a supposed failure of heirs; 
and this act of confiscation must produce a great 
sensation among the different chiefs who are still 
allowed to hold territorial possessions. * 

3rd .. The late N ewaub of Kurnaul. was deposed on 
the ground that he meditated hostile designs against 
the British Power, and the vast accumulation of 
ordnance and military stores, found secreted in his 
palace and fort, furnished certainly a strong pre
sumption of a hostile spirit, and of an intention to 
resist by arms any attempt to enforce our authority. 

Other .instances might be cited of a somewhat 
similar character; and from these 1 draw the con
clusion, either that there has been disaffection in the 
country, to justify such strong measures; or that the 
forfeitures and resumptions which have taken place 
were arbitrary and unjust, an.d must consequently 
create alienation and discontent, and spread alarm 
among those chiefs who still maint~ landed pos
sessions under so precarious a tenure. 

• See Mr. Tucker's Remarks, on the 19th May, 1841j of the subject of the 
C onllscation of Colaba, at page 257, et ,et}. 
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From one fatal error of resumption we have for
tunately escaped. It had been determined by the 
Government of India:to resume the J agheer of'Ram
poor on the demise of the last incumbent; and a 
despatch had been prepared sanctioning· the pro-

.ceeding by the home authorities; but Sir John 
Hobhouse fortunately attended to. the unofficial re
monstrances of my late colleague Mr. Edmonstone, 
with wh6m I held a private correspoIidenc~ on the 
subject; and the J agheer was ultimately continued 
. in the possession of the family. Had this princi
pality, which was settled in 1774 on the descendants 
Qf the Rohillah chief, Fyze Oollah Khan, been 
actually resumed, I venture to affirm with confidence 
that this act would have caused· a general insurrec

"tion throughout the whole province of Rohilkund, 
the inhabitants of which are more excitable and 
more fanatical than any class of our native subjects 
in India. 

Of the Mussulmans generally, it may be observe~, 
that they cannot safely be depended upon, when 
their religious feelings are brought into violent 
action .. 

I have not recurred to the cases alluded to for the 
purpose of reviving controversy, or of condemping 
what has been done. My object has been to expose 
the weak points in our position, to the end that we 
may be upon"our guard. Our empire in India has 
been described as a pyramid standing upon its apex; 
and it is quite certain that, at the present moment, 
all the energies of our ablest statesmen and best 
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soldiers will be required to place it firmly on its 
base. 

From the foregoing remarks I would deduce this 
conclusion-that, if our footing in Afghanistan shall 
have been lost, it cannot now be regained; and that 
any attempt to re-conquer the country must be at
tended with. a ruinous expense, and may endanger 
the safety of the British possessions in India. 

With respect to oUr late pensioner, Shuja-ool
Moolk, it is only necessary to observe that his fate 
must already have been decided; that aU our conces
sions to him by the treaty of the 20th of June, 1838, 
were perfectly gratuitous; that no equivalent has 
ever been obtained. from him; and that his utter 
.incapacity to g?vern, his suspicious conduct, and the 
defection of his family, have deprived him of every 
claim to further assistance on our part for the re
establishment of his authority in Afghanistan. 

But although it appears to me impolitic and dan
gerous to send forth a second expedition into Afghan
iStan under the circumstances assumed, I am. by no 
means of opinion that we ought to abandon our posts 
east ·of the passes into that country. I am. not a 
military man; but, as a member of the Political and 
Military Committee, I am. bound to examine the 
question, and to resort to the best materials within 
my reach to enable me to form a sound judgment 
upon it. The retention of Dadur, Bukhur, * Shikar
pore, and Kurachee, with perhaps Sehwan and Lirk-

• This island fortress in the Indus includes Sukhur on the right bank, and 
Roree on the left; both being connected with it. and commanded by it.
H.St.G.T. 
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hana, would give us the command of the Lower 
Indus-would enable us to overawe the Scindians, 
Beloochees, and other tribes-to 'check any incursions 
through the Bholan and Gundava Passes-and 'to 
extend a great degree 'of protection to the commerce 
of the country. On the Upper Indus, while the 
Sikhs retain possession ofYeshawur, with the slip of 
country on the right bank of the river, and the fort 
of Attok on its left bank, no attempt could be made 
by the Afghans to invade the Punjaub, with' the 
slightest prospect of success; and fortunately the 
Sikhs have a common interest with us in repelling 
such an attempt. 

I have had a skeleton map prepared, for the pur
pose of exhibiting more distinctly the military posi
tions indicated, with the routes and distances from 
Kurachee, the seaport west of the embouchure of 
the Indus; but it would be presumptuous in me 
to pretend to decide how far it may be necessary or 
prudent to occupy permanently all or any of those 
positions. Their temporary occupation appears to 
me desirable, (if for no other reason) for the pur
pose of showing the people of India that we have 
not ingloriously retreated from all our late acquisi
tions. 

Ghuznee, it is to be apprehended, will have fallen ; 
for it would naturally have become the first object 
of the insurgents' attention, md from no quarter 
could succours have been thrown in to reinforce its 
weak garrison during the winter season. 

The force at 'Jellalabad under Sir Robert Sale 
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-must be considered safe, for large reinforcements 
were coming up from Peshawur-the post at Ali 
Musjeed in the Khybur Pass had' been relieved and 
· strengthened by the two regiments of native in
fantry which had been pushed forward; and there 
· is reaso1;l. to suppose that Sir R. Sale would expe
rience no difficulty in forming' a junction with the 
corps advancing to his support. 

In Candahar, we have a large* force under Gene
-ral N ott; and, although ali. insun:ection had taken 
place in the neighbourhood, and one of t.he Jan-baz 
-corps had deserted, there can be no ground for 
apprehending that the general will not be· able to 
maintain himself for some time; or, if necessary, to 
.fall back upon Quetta, where two native regiments 
are posted with a detachment of artillery and the 

· necessary supply of provisions. We have also a 
force: of 1000 men at Kilat-i-Ghilzie, with supplies 
-for six months; and the small detachments at the out-
-posts would appear to have been all called in. Troops 
,were also proceeding ·with treasure and supplies 
·from Sukhur in the end of December; and it is pro
,bable ,that a considerable reinforcement will have 
been collected at ·DMur to form a junction, event
ually, with the Candahar force, should it have been 
. compelled to retreat. 

In our Bengal provinces, an army of 15,000 men 
was likely to be assembled at an early period to pro
.tect our Nepaul frontier; and the Government ap
pear to be .making . preparation in all quarters to 

• . Six Regiments N. I., H. M.'s 40th Foot, a corps ofCava!ry, &0. 
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guard against any untoward occurrences to which 
we may be exposed. 

In this country, her Majesty's Government and 
the Court of Directors have manifested the utmost 
promptitude in preparing to send out large rein
forcements at the earliest period practicable. All 
our officers have been ordered' out to join their corps, 
and several reginients will 'be despatched to India 
as soon as the necessary conveyance can be pro-
vided. ' 

It appears to me of the utmost importance at the 
present juncture, that the proportion of European 
troops relatively with the Sepoys should be largely 
augmented. I have great' confidence in our native 
soldiery, and especially in the Hindoo Sepoy; but 
they must not be led to suppose that we depend 
wholly and exclusively upon them for the. main
tenance of our Raj. There ought to be a ,Euro
pean force at hand to put down promptly any partial 
disaffection; for if once a successful risirig" should 
take place in any quarter, the contagion would be 
liable to spread rapidly ~d extensively. We never 
can hold the 'country with a European' force: 
200,000 would not suffice for the purpose, as the 
climate would preclude their being employed on par
ticular duties (on escorts, guards, &c.); and on our 
north-east frontier, and in the line of jungle and 
llill country, west from the province of Orissa to 
the river Sone, they could not be employed at all 
without the certainty of their becoming victims to 
an urihealthy c1.iillate. We must, therefore, depend 
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mainly upon our native troops; and while they re
main firm. in their allegiance, they will constitute 
the great prop" and support of our empire. 

It is fortunate, perhaps, that we have a large 
European force on the coasts of China, which will 
furnish a resource, if their presence should be re
quired either to check the movements of the Bur
mese on the borders of Tenasserim or Arracan, or 
to strengthen our armies on the western frontier. 
It appears, moreover, from a statement now before 
me, that we have a formidable naval force* in the 
China seas, quite sufficient to convert our hostile ope
rations in that quarter into a strict blockade of the 
rivers and ports of China, and to maintain with the 
marines the insular posts which have been occupied, 
if it should be found necessary to withdraw the land 
forces. There are some intelligent persons who 
contend that an effective blockade would have been 
less hazardous and expensiv:e, and more likely to 
succeed in accomplishing our object, than" the land 
operations which have been undertaken, or projected; 
but this is not the proper time or place for inquiring 
into the origin or progress of our hostile operations 
against the empire of China, or for reviewing the 
plans and conduct of those who have directed this 
great movement. 

The late everi.ts in Afghanistan are deeply to be 
deplored, as involving a public calamity and great 
individual suffering; but the Government which en-

• Thirty-two ships of war, and twelve war-steamers of dilferent classes. 
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gages in war must be prepared for reverses; and 
while we are careful not wantonly to provoke the 
religious feelinooos and prejudices of the people, nor 
by acts of imprudence to shake the attachment of 
the native troops, these reverses and losses may be 
repaired. 

But it will be thought that I have overlooked one 
main consideration. Men of ardent and generous 
tempers will urge that the national honor has been 
outraged-that our ambassador has been treache
rouslyand barbarously assassinated-that individuals 
have been atrociously murdered - and that their 
blood calls ,!or vengeance. I respect this feeling; . 
but it is necessary to show how it can be satisfied. 
An outrage has 'been committed, which, under the 
laws and usages of civilised nations, would call for 
full reparatioIl:, and, in the last resort, justify an 
appeal to arms j but we have placed ourselves among 
a semi-barbarous people; their national pride and 
personal feelings were offended, and they have 
avenged themselves in their own way by acts of 
great atrocity-but how are they to be punished? 
We cannot reach the assassin, Mahomed .Akbur 
~ for, if he were pressed by our troops, he 
would retire beyond their reach, and find an asylum 
in Turkistan or Tartary, where we cannot follow 
him. We could not offer a reward for his head, for 
that would only multiply blood-feuds by an unjus
tifiable proceeding.· A reward for his apprehen
sion would have no consequences, unless it produced 
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his assassination, which could not be justified. . A 
nation cannot wage war against an individual; nor 
can.a . whole people be made liable for individual 
crimes. We have not, in this case, a civilised Go
vernment to deal with, which would, no doubt, be 
justly responsible for political offences, and for 
wrongs and outrages committed against unoffending 
parties, in violation of the public law. 

But let it be shown that we can maintain our foot
ing in Afghanistan for a single season, and then let 
retributive justice have its full sway. This, I appre
hend, cannot be shown; and if the view which I have 
taken of the present state of our affairs be just and 
correct, any rash attempt to re-conquer Afghanistan 
by a second invasion would, probably fail; while the 
defection of . our native troops (a contingency: which 
I cannot place entirely out of sight). must shake to 
its. foundation the whole fabric of our Indian Em
pire. 

LORD ELLENBOROUGH AND THE RE-OCCUPATION OF 
AFGHANISTAN. 

[The annexed obsenations were writteu in February, 1843, after the re
ceipt in England of the glad tidings of the victories achieved by the armies of 
Pollock and Nott, and the release of the Caubul prisoners. They were called 
forth by the proposal to pass a vote of thanks to Lord Ellenborongh for the 
energy with which he had applied the resources or the COUDtry to the prose
cution of the military operations which had been attended with such brilliant 
success.] 

It is proposed to pass a vote of thanks to the 
Governor-General. of India-for the cc ability and 
judgment with which the resources of the British 
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Empire in India have been applied to the support of 
the military operations in India." 

In order to decide on the merits of a civil governor, 
directing military operations, it is necessary to con;. 
sider whether his original views were just-whether 
his plans were wisely conceived and carefully ma
tured-whether his means of carrying them out were 
adequate and well adapted to the accomplishment of 
the ends proposed-whether the time for their ap
plication was well chosen-and whether his mea
sures were prosecuted with spirit and vigor, and. 
with that consistency of purpose and action which 
might furnish reasonable grounds for expecting 
success as the legitimate result of wise and skilful 
combinations. 

It will scarcely be contended that a civil governor 
is entitled to c~aim praise and thanks for the success 
of military operations which he did not order or. ap
prove; and 'stilliess if those operations were under
taken in opposition to his opinion and declared will; 
and still less again, if their success were liable to be 
impeded, or rendered doubtful, by orders· having a 
contrary tendency. 

It is quite clear, from the correspondence, that, to 
a very late period, the Governor-General was de
cidedly adverse to the advance of General N ott, and 
that, throughout, his lordship contemplated, and 
even urged, his retreat by the route of Quetta upon 
our strong posts in Scinde; and it is eqUally clear 
that, if Gener~ N ott had failed in his forward move-
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ment, in opposition to the declared opinion of the 
Governor-General, he would have incurred a fearful 
responsibility. 

It is also unquestionable that the Governor-Gene
ral, in directing the abandonment of Kilat-i-Ghilzie 
and other posts, contravened the meditated advance 
of General N ott upon Caubul, by rendering that 
movement more difficult and dangerous. 

It may further be assumed from the correspond
ence, that the retrograde movement both of General 
Pollock's and General Nott's armies was contem
plated by the Governor-General, even in the event 
of the negotiation for the release of the captives 
having failed; and, indeed, his lordship, in express 
terms, declares that no hope can reasonably be enter
tained of the recovery of the prisoners taken at 
Ghuznee. 

I am far from wishing it to be inferred that the 
Governor-General did not feel the most anxious 
interest to effect the liberation of the hos~ooes and 
captives. On the contrary, I am satisfied that no 
man could be more alive to the obligation we were 
under to accomplish this object by all justifiable 
means, both on the ground of humanity and of policy; 
but his lordship evidently did not expect. to succeed, 
and our success was ultimately obtained by means 
and efforts which no man could possibly have anti
cipated. 

Nor do I mean to say that there were not strong· 
grounds for the cautious policy which induced the 
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Governor-General to discountenance the advance of 
• General N ott; for it is unquestionable that a second 

disaster, similar to that which we sustained in J anu
ary, 1842, would have shaken our Indian Empire to 

I its very foundations. Lord E.'s caution, therefore, 
although overlooking some very important objects, 
was founded on what may be termed mtal considera
tions. 

But still the question arises whether the Governor
General can justly claim any participation in the 
credit due for the success of operations which he 
did not direct, :and which, to a very late period, he 
Btrongly discouraged. 

It is true that the proposed vote of thanks is con
fined to the merit of having applied the resources of 
India with 'ability and judgment to the support of 
our military operations; and it must be fully ad. 
mitted that the Governor-General made the greatest 
efforts to reinforce the army, and to supply it with 
money, medicines, the munition of war, and with the 
means of transport; but as these supplies were fur. 

nished" with a view to the retreat of the army, an~ 
not to its ad1)ance, Lord E.'s name can scarcely be 
associated with the success of that advance and th 
triumph of our arms, nor with those operations ' 
which happily terminated in the release of the Bri. 
tish host3.000es and captives. 

The difficulty of coming to a. vote of thanks in 
this case arises from Borne ambiguity in the applica
tion of its terms, and from the 8econdary qualities 
of the statesman being ?rought forward instead of 
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those primar!l qualities which ought most to distin
guish him. In other words, it is proposed to thank 
the Governor-General for his exertions in carrying 
into effect a plan of operations not Ids own, instead 
of thanking him for the wisdom and prudence of 
his plans, and for that foresight and those compre
hensive views. which" ought to have characterised 
them. 

There is one test of the merits of the statesman, of 
which we have been deprived, by the total omission 
of the despatches from the home authorities. Those 
despatches must have conveyed intelligence, opi
nions, and perhaps instructions to the Governor
General. If he followed them out, he was relieved" 
from much of his responsibility-if he contravened 
them, he took upon himself the entire responsibility 
of his own plans and views. In the one case, Lord 
E. will have acted as a ministerial functionary, and 
may claim the merit of having applied the resources 
of the e~pire with vigor to give effect to the plans 
of the home authorities. In the other case, he will 
have acted independently, and must be judged by 
the character of his own measures. In either case, 
we ought· to have these despatches before u~, to 
enable the Court to "come to a sound judgment upon 
the merits of his lordship'S proceedings. 

Let me observe further, with reference to the col
lection of papers before us, that, from a disregard of 
chronological ord~, great attention is necessary to 
the dates of the despatches; for as earlier letters 
are sometimes entered after those of more recent 
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dates, it might be inferred that the former convey 
the last opinion, or the latest order's, which is no~ 
always the case. This want of arrangement occa
sions not only inconvenience to· the reader, but it 
may produce erroneous impressions. 

There is one point more to which it may be pro
per to advert-Whether the general tenor and cha
racter of Lord Eo's administration have been such as 
to furnish a fair presumption in favor of a particula1-
measure where the case might otherwise be doubt
ful? With "a view to this question, I have sketched 
some of the leading features of his lordship'S go
vernment, and I regret to be compelled to deduce 
from this summary, that there is much to condemn 
on the ground of rashness and precipitation, and 
little to commend as the result of foresight, pru':' 
dence, sound judgment, and those other qualities of 
the mind which best distinguish the accomplished 
statesman. 

THE QUESTION OF RESPONSI:BILITY. 

[Before quitting this subject of the invasion of Afghanistan, it is desirable 
that the following passages from one of Mr. Tucker's minutes, in which the 
whole question of responsibility is very fairly and very forcibly reviewed, 
should be added to the selection. It plainly demonstrates-if, indeed, further 
proof of the notorions fact be needed, to ~convince the most sceptical in
quirel'-that the East India Company were, in no degree, responsible for the 
war in Afghanistan, and that it was a grievons injustice to cast upon the 
finances of India the expenses of that war.] 

• • • • The primary object which some of my 
esteemed colleagues and myself had in view in call
ing for the production of the secret correspondence, 
was to establish the fact that the invasion of At-

• 
VOL. T. y 
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ghanistan, which 1 long since denounced as rash, 
p.angerous, impolitic, and unjust, was undertaken 
by orders from her Majesty's late Government,* 
without the participation, or even the knowledge, of 
the Court of Directors-that it was directed against 

,the apprehended advance of Russia, rather than 
against the Afghans, with whom we had no ground 
of quarrel-and that, in this view, it constituted a 
European rather than an Asiatic question, which 
could alone be dealt with by her Majesty's Govern
ment in Europe. For the grounds of this assump
tion I must refer to my recorded opinions; t and if 
the secret correspondence be produced, I hazard 
little in stating my conviction that the premises will 
be fully established. So late as the 22nd May, 
1838, only one month before the conclusion of the 
treaty of Lahore,; the Governor-General of India 
anxiously awaited a "communication of the views 
(of the Secret Committee) upon the present crisis at 
the earliest possible opportunity;" and it is clear, 
from this and other despatches of his lordship, that 
he was notj>repared to engage in so hazardous an 
undertaking~ without the express authority and di
Tection of the home Government. 

I will not, however, argue the question on as
sumed premises, when direct evidence can be pro
duced to controvert those premises, if there be no 
sufficient foundation for' the assumptio~. Enough 

• See the paper, dated 29th JanUluy, 1839"given in eztenso at pa"ae 266, 
~~ . 

.t See the paper referred to above. 
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has been shown to satisfy me that the war was 
undertaken by the late Government with a view to 
European objects, in utter disregard, as I think, of 
the immediate interests of the' East India Company; 
and I therefore contend that the. stewards and ad
ministrators of that body are bound to claim from 
the national authorities full indemnification for the 
expenses which have been incurred, as well as re- . 
lief from all responsibility attaching to proceedings 
which have led to such disastrous results. 

The amendment of the Court appears to me to in
volve a virtual abandonment of our' cause; for al. 
though the insertion of the words" for the present" 
would seem to indicate an intention to renew our 
application to the Board at some future period, I 
must ip.sist that the proper period has already ar· 
rived-nay, I am decidedly of opinion that we ought 
to have come to an understanding with the Board 
more than three years ago; and that any further 
delay, by throwing a doubt on the merits <of our 
case, can only prove mischievous. The Board may 
suspect that we are scarcely in earnest; for who is 
disposed to postpone the settlement of a just de
mand ? As for waiting for a favorable occasion,. I 
have generally found that such occasions seldom 
occur, and that no time is found seasonable and 
propitious for dou,.g that which we are not earnestly 
disposed to do. Let us not forget the enormous 
sacrifice which the East India Company were com
pelled to l!lake in effecting a s~ttlenient of accounts 

x2 
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with her Majesty's Government for the advances 
made in· India on account of the expeditions to the 
MaUritius and' the islands in the' Eastern Archipe
lago;, and the further we proceed in our disbUrse
ments . connected with the military operations in 
Afghanistan, the greater will be the difficulty of 
obtaining in<lemnification froni the national Go
vernment. 

* * * • * 
It is essential to the ends of justice that the 

responsibility incurred by. bad measures should 
attach to the proper parties. The Court of Direc
tors are liable to grave imputations, conSequent upon 
the late calamitous events in Afghanistan; but the 
Court are not justly chargeable with any partici
pation in the proceedings which have taken place. 
They were not consulted on the origin or progress of 
the war; . and they have not been'allowed to exercise 
the slightest influence in directing the operations, 
military and political, which have. been carried on 
beyond the Indus during the last three years. They 
have acted ministeriall!J throughout, and in abso
lute. ignorance of everything. which was necessary to 
enableihem to take an independent part in relation .. 
to these portentous movements., The Legislature 
has invested us, nominally at least, with the admi
nistration of India; but. we are no longer, I regret 
to think, an independent body, or an efficient organ 
of administration. The whole power oi government 
has been assumed (I will not sayus~ed) by the 
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Board; and nothing can be more in~cant or 
humiliating than the position which we have occu
pied for some years past. I myself deeply feel the 
humiliation; and all I can do is to place upon record, 
from time to time, my protest against measures 
which I cannot prevent. Even the custody of the 
public money no longer rests substantially with the 
Court; for the Board of Commissioners, through the 
Secret Committee, can order the disbursement of 
any sums they may please, without any explanation 
to us, and without being accountable, as far as I 
can perceive, to any power in" the State, for the due 
application of the fund to necessary and legitimate 

-l>urposes. 
I am not competent to give an opinion upon the 

legal construction of an Act of Parliament; but I 
have s~)Ught in vain in the last Charter Act fo:r . the 
authority under which th~ po~er to disbprsew~at is 
called" secret service money" has been exercised, aild 
I cannot believe that the Legislature ever intended to 
confer the power of'making these disbursements at 
pleasure, without control, and without responsibility. 

The 36th section of the Act gives,the Board, I 
own, most ample "powers to send out orders, ~hrough 
the Secret Committee, "concerning the levYing of 
war, or making peace, or treating or negotiating 
with any of the native princes or. states in India, Or 
touching the policy to be observed ~th respect to 
such princes or states ;"* but it is, I think, unques-

• See page ~67, ~te, for this 36th section ,of the Act ·of 1833, tbere given 
,in its integrity. 
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tionable that the secrecy to be observed on such 
occasions was not intended to be perpetual. It was 
to continue as long as its continuance was essential 
to the public welfare; but to maintain that the 
Legislature ever meant to invest any body of men 
in this,country with the power to cast a veil of im
penetrable darkness over their proceedings, would be 
to -maintain that it intended to secure impunity to 
the_ worst actions. All power in this -country is 
exercised under constitutional responsibility; and 
the Court of Directors, for the satisfaction of their 
constituents, and for their own credit, are bound to 
provide, as far as they can, that the administration 
of India is conducted on public principles~ and for 
the benefit of the people of ,that country. 

The arrangement m:;tde in January and February, 
1835, for placing-, ~the affairs of Persia in the 
hands of ~s· Maj~sty"s Governnient, had for its 
object to cbmmit all questions connected with 
European policy and interests to the national 
councils. It was found ·that the communication 
between Teheran' and Calcutta was' so tedious 
and uncertain, that the Governor-General of India 
could n9t possibly exercise any useful influence or 
control over what was passing in so distant a 
quarter; and a Russian army might have been moved 
into the provinces of Azerbiyan, or Mazinderan, 
before any means of opposition or counteraction 
could be resorted to in India. It was also felt that an 
army could not be moved in India through the inter
vening country without the utmost difficulty and 
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danger; and that if any hostile movement should be 
made by any European Power towards our Indian 
territory, it could be most successfully counteracted 
in Europe. Our own frontier was never menaced, 
and could be, in no danger from any European Power; 
and I felt always perfectly assured that Great Bri
tain had only to declare its 'Will, in order to arrest 
the advance of any European force towards its 
Indian dependencies. 

I am unwilling to say more on this subject than 
is absolutely necessary, because I have recorded my 
sentiments upon it already; And I have no wish to 
take credit for foresight; but I deprecated, from an 
early period, our involving ourselves in the entangle
ment of Afghan politics, and before our army had 
crossed the Indus, I placed on the records of t~s 
Court a formal protest against a proceeding, which 
appeared to me at the time both hazardous and un
justifiable, and which I look back to with infinite 
pain, as having led to the most fatal results-as 
involving an enormous expenditure of the publi 
money, and a frightful waste of human life-a 
in:8icting an extent of misery and suffering on in
dividuals unpar3ll.eled even in the annals of Asiati 
,barbarity-as compromising, for the moment, the 
high reputation of our arms-and as tarnishing (it 
is to be feared) what ought to be dear to us all, the 
national character. I would ask them, do not these 
things call for notice and inquiry? Are there none 
who have justly incurred responsibility? and none 
who may fairly clalln to be exonerated from sus-
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picion ~d reproach? or is it incumbent' upon us to 
adopt the quiescent language of the amendment, and 
"to abstain, at present, from urging the production" 
of the papers? 

I do not mean to imply that a Government is 
strictly responsible for all the events of a war. The 
capture of Ghuznee, and the disasters at Caubul, 
were alike contingent on circumstances not rersrrible 
to the Government of India; .and it can neither 
claim credit for the one, nor be whQlly answerable 
for the other. But when a Government sends forth 
its armies upon a wild and perilous enterprise, and 
places those armies in a position where success can 
yield no fruit, and discomfiture must end in ruin, 
the authorities so acting are justly responsible for 
the consequences. Without pretending at all to 
preJudge the case, which indeed is likely to come 
before another tribunal, I woUld submit that sum.: . 
cient grounds have been shown to justify our calling 
for the production of the secret correspondence, as 
essential to. the establishment of our claims; and 
although it in~y no longer be possible to remedy 
past evils, the Court cannot dispense with the ~xer
cise of the functions assigned to it by the Legislature, 
nor with the obligation to . protect, by all legitimate 
means, the pecuniary interests of the East India 
Company. 
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THE CONQUEST OF SCINDE. 

[Upon the aubject of the Conquest of Scinde and the deposition of the 
Ameera, Mr. Tucker felt 88 strongly, and expressed himself as emphatically, 
as on that of the invasion of Afghanistan. He had all his life belonged to the 
Coneervative party; but when it is said of him that in all matters of Indian 
policy he was neither Whig nor Tory, that he regarded neither parties nor 
persons, but shaped his conduct in accordance with fixed principles, only that 
is said which applies, with equal cogency, to the whole body of the Court of 
Directors. The invasion of Afghanistan and the conquest of Scinde were cog
-Ilate acts of injustice, and were so regarded by the Company. On these ques
tiona Mr. Tucker expresses, in all their essential bearings, the opinions of a 
large majority uf the Court.] 

I hold it to be one of the first duties of a Govern
ment to maintain with. scrupulous good faith its 
treaties and other engagements; and if any viola
tion of a treaty by the Government of India sh~uld 
take place, it is clearly the duty of the controlling 
Government at home to interpose its authority. If 
this duty be neglected, we must be content to share 
in the obloquy justly attaching to the violation of a 
public compact. 

The Governor-General, in J:rls proclamation, bear
ing date the 1st October, 1842, announces to the 
chiefs and people of India the principles and policy 
by whi~h his administration would be guided and 
gov~rned; and these sound 'and salutary principles 
are evidently contrasted with the course of policy 
adopted by his predecessor in his proclamation of 
the 1st October, 1838, which, as Lord Ellenborough 
observes, led to disasters "unparalleled in their ex-
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tent, unless by the errors in which they originated." 
" Content with the limits nature appears to have 
assigned to' its empire, the Government of India will 
devote all its efforts to the establishment and main
tenance of gen&al peace, to the' protection of the 
sovereigns and chiefs, its allies, and to the pros
perity;and happiness of its own faithful subjects." 

His lordship adds: "The combined army of 
England and of India, superior in equipment, in 
discipline, in valor, and in the officers by whom it 
is commanded, to any force which can be opposed 
to it in Asia, will stand in unassailable strength 
upon its own soil; and for ever-under the blessing 
of Providence-preserve the glorious' empire it has 
won in security and in honor. 

" Sincerely attached to' peace for the sake of the 
benefits it confers upon the people, the Governor
General iSlesolved that peace shall be observed, and 
will put forth the whole power of the British Go
vernment to coerce the state by which it shall be 
infringed. " 
, 'Whether it was necessary, or in good taste, or in 
accordance with that unity of character which be
longs to our Indian Government, to condemn the 
measures of the preceding Administration, or to 
enter into formal pledges with l'espect to the course 
of policy to be hereafter pursued, may admit of 
question; but it is impossible to deny to Lord E. 
the merit of lofty aspirations in thus proclaiming to 
the world the maxims of an enlightened, a pacific, 
and humane policy • .... ' 
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But how have these bright anticipations been 
realised P Within less than :five months, we :find 
our troops engaged in a sanguinary conflict I And 
with whom P With a mighty Power which threat
ened the stability of the British Empire? Certainly 
not. The contest has been with the Ameers of 
Scinde: chiefs of so little note and account that 
their names and habitations are scarcely known to 
the people of this country; and whose forces, brave;. 
but undisciplined, have been signally defeated by 
2800 men-a smallfraction of the British army of 
India! 

And what can have induced those chiefs to mea
sure their strength with that army which Lord EI
lenborough has so justly described as 'of immeasu
rable superiority P Are we to suppose that they 
voluntarily rushed on destruction? Of. is it not 
more reasonable and fair to. presume that they 
were provoked and goaded on to a course which 
must necessarily lead to their ruin? Fear some
times engenders desperation; but it was not the 
British Power which had anything to fear from the 
Ameers of Scinde. 

We have long been under treaty with these chiefs; 
and it would appear, from the Governor-General's 
recent proclamation of the 5th March last, that a 
fresh treaty had been concluded With them on the 
14th of February, the terms of which have not yet 
been made public; but the subjoined 'Proclamation 
pronounces that the rupture took place in conse
quence 9f treachery on the part of the Ameers. 
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"Palace of Agra, 5th March, 1843. 

" The Governor-General had earnestly hoped that 
the new provisions, to which various acts* in COll

travention of their existing engagements, and vari
ous indications of hostility had compelled him to 
require the assent of the Ameers of Scinde, would 
have been carried into full effect, as they had been 
agreed to by their Highnesses, without a recurrence 
to arms. This hope has been disappointed. 

" The Ameers, having signed the new treaty pro
posed to them on"tlte 14th of February, attacked on 
the following day, with a large force, the residence 
of the British Commissioner. In this treacherous 
attack they were repulsed. On the 17th, Major
General Sir Charles Napier gained a decisive vic
tory over their whole army;_ :and on the 20th the 
British troops occupied the city of Hyderabad. 

"Six of the Ameers delivered their swords to 
the British g~eral upon the field" of battle. All 
their guns, a:inmunition, and treasure were taken, 
together with their camp. The Beloochees lost 5000 
men. 

" Thus has victory Jllaced at the disposal of the 
British Government the country on both banks of 
the Indus, from Sukhur to the sea, with the excep
tion of such portiohs thereof as may belong to lIeer 
Ali Morad of Khyrpore, and to any other of" the 
Ameers who may have remained faithful t9 his en
gagements. 

• These" acts" and" indications" are nowhere stated. " 
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, 

" The Governor-General cannot forgive a treache
.rous· attack upon a representative of the British 
Government, nor can he forgive hostile aggression 
prepared by those who were in: the act· of signing a 
treaty. 

"It will be the first object of the Governor
General to use the power victory has placed in his 
hands in the manner most conducive to the freedom 
of trade, and to the prosperity of the people of 
Scinae so long misgoverned. 

"To reward the fidelity of allies by substantial 
marks of favor, and so to punish the crime of 
treachery in princes as to deter all from its com
mission, are further objects which the Governor
General will not fail to effect." 

Is this the first fruit of that just and forbearing 
policy so pompously announced by the Governor
General, which was to give confidence to the princes 
and people of India, and to· establish the halcyon 
rule of peace P In the present state of our informa
tion, can any man at all acquainted with India 
seriously believe that the Ameers of Scinde have 
committed an act of unprovoked aggression which 
called for instant vengeance? Have they ever come 
to us? or can, they come to us without passing 
through. a desert extending from three hundred to 
four hundred miles? What motive can they have 
for hostility against the British Government, except 
that general feeling which all Asiatic princes. muSt 

• It would appear that the Ameen protected Major Outram jand, prior to 
tile outbreak, urged him to reme.-H. St.G. T. 
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now entertain, that we are ambitious and unscrnpu
lous neighbours? 

These chiefs have not shown any disposition to 
extend' their territories, or to engage in warlike 'en
terprises; they 'would seem to have been content 
with their hunting-grounds, and I doubt whether 
they would have exchanged them . for the fairest 
province of Hindostan. What, then, can have 
occasioned the late outbreak? Is it usual for the 
weak to attack the strong? _ Do" they owe us any 
allegiance, or any obligation, beyond that which our 
treaties impose? But it b.3.s been surmised that the . 
G;overnor-General, alludes to some intercepted cor
respondence, bearing a hostile character, and com_ 
promising the .Ameers with our Government. 

Let me here observe, for the information of those 
who are unacquainted with India,. that nothing is 

\ 

more easy, or more ~~on, t~~ _~h~!abrication of 
letters in that country: Men of rankao-nofWrite 
tiielr-o;nletfers,-~or usually subscribe them. They 
are written by a Moonshi, or secretary, and are only 
attested by a seal affixed to the envelope. This seal 
is easily forged; and fabricated seals are to be ob
tained.without difficulty in all the larger cities. I 
could. cite several instances of such forgeries; but I 
allude to the circumstance withov.t attaching weight 
to the surmise that the .Ameers have been detected 
in carrying on a correspondence with our enemies, 
either during our. occupation of Afghanistan, or 
since; for nothing could be more improbable, or 
more inconsistent with their general conduct, than 
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such a proceeding. Let us not forget that those 
~hiefs permitted our troops, in large bodies, to pass 
through their territory in 1838-39, unresisted and 
unmolested; nor, when our army sustained so fatal 
a disaster in the defiles of Afghanistan, did they 
make any movement to aid our enemies, or to avail 
themselves of so favorable an opportunity for inter
rupting our communication, and intercepting our 
supplies. On the contrary, when our advance beyond 
the Indus might naturally have inspired them with 
apprehensions for their own safety, they still allowed 
free passage to our troops and reinforcements, and 
abstained from all aggression at 3: time when the~ 
hostility mllst have proved dangerous to a retiring 
army. What, then, I· repeat, can have impelled 
them to appear in hostile array against a Power 
which in a few weeks was sure to overwhelm them ? 
Nothing but dread and desperation, proceeding from 
the conviction that this Power was about to subju
gate them, or to compromise their independence. 
The Persian, Sadi, observes, that "he who cannot 
flee will fight."· Nothing but the dread of an 
attack can have induced these chiefs, helpless as 
they were, to take up arms. .And if we have at
tempted to force harsh terms upon them, to extort 
money, or the cessiQit of territory, or the immediate 

• LiteraIlr-" In the time or extremitr, when there is DO room for flight, 
the:Iumd seizes the sharp sword. "-Goolistan. I fear that the case will be 
fOllIld to resemble verr closelr that of Chert Sing, the Rajah of Benarea, for 
which Mr. Hastinga was impeached; but that statesman Wlill impelled br 
the necessities of his position to resort 'to extortinn and violence; and he 
perilled his own life on the occasion.-H. St.G. T. • 
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abolition of slavery, * or the total abolition of the 
duties . and imposts levied on commerce, upon what
ever plea or pretence:-if when they were ready to 
submit, and to subscribe a new treaty on our own 

I 
terms,we still persisted in advancing our army upon 
their capital, in despite of their remonstrances-we 
have clearly been the aggressors, and we must be . 

. prepared to encounter public reprobation. What 
could the Ameers gain by an assault upon. our 
Resident and his small escort? Major Outram 
was popular with them, and they never can have 
contemplated his destruction. L~t us not confound 
treachery with self-defence, nor the sudden impulse . . 
of furious men anticipating attack with premedi-
tated outrage. It is well known to the people of 

J]
India that, begin where we may in the character of 
merchants, we always end in t~e. character of sove

. reigns. The demand of a . tracking path on the 
banks of the Indus would, in their view of our 
ordinary course, be held to be a demand for a free 
passage to' the musnud of empire. Moreover, it 
must be remembered that the Ameers have not the 
power to coerce or restrain the' Beloochee Sirdars, 
who owe them a nominal allegiance, but who exert 
a real independence; and if the treaty of the 12th 
February contained any provisions injurious to the 
interests or offensive to the feelings of these Sirdars, 
the outbreak may easily be accounted for, without 

... The sudden abolition of slavery w&s, in itself, quite sufficient to create a. 
dangerous ferment in a semi-barbarous Mahomedan population; for it would 
be regarded as tantamount to laying open their Zenlmas. and &S enforcing 

. the surrender of a valuable property without indemnification.-H. St.G. T., . 
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impeaching the fidelity and good faith of the 
Ameers. 

I must here contend that an invasion of Scinde, 
or an attempt to compromise its independence, can 
no more be justified than. the invasion of Afghanistan, 
which Lord Ellenborough has . condemned. The 
theatre may be smaller, and our operations may be , 
conducted with less hazard. . We are not called upon 
to surmount formidable defiles; but our army is ex
posed on the confines of a'desert, and had the gallant 
Sir C. Napier and his, heroic band been defeated, their 
retreat must have been attended with difficulty and 
danger, surrounded on all sides by a numerous ca-. 
vaIry and an infuriated population. I do not go s.o far 
as to say that a Governlnent is justly answerable for 
the contingencies of war; but if 'a Government place 
its armies in a false position,in the prosecution of un
justifiable or unattainable objects, it unquestionably 
incurs a deep responsibility. 

The followingtreatie!l have been contracted by ~s 
"ith the Ameers of Scinde: 

On the 22nd August, 1809, a regular treaty was 
concluded with the Ameers, and another on the 9th 
November, 1820, which stipulated for the exclusion 
of Europeans and Americans from their territory. 

On the 19th J un~, 1832, Lieut.-Colonel Pottin
ger negotiated a treaty with Meer Morad Ali of 
Hyderabad, andMeer Roostum of Khyrpore, pro
viding-

1st. For perpetUal friendship. 
VOL. I. y 
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2nd. An engagement by each to abstain from 
molestation of the territories of the other. 

3td. A passage by the Indus for the merchants 
and traders of India, and transport of merchandise, 
on . the condition that no arms or armed vessels 

. come by the river, and no persons be allowed to 
settle in Scind~. 

4th. Passports required. . 
5th. Fixed, proper, and moderate duties to be 

established, and no vexatious delay to be allowed by 
the S~inde Government at their Customs ·posts. 

6th. The portions of other treaties not modified 
by this to remain unaltered. 

7th. Intercourse between the states by Vakeels. 
A supplemental commercial· ·treaty was entered 

into in the beginning of .1834; and in 1838 was 
formed another treaty, whereby we engaged to use 
our good offices for the arrangement of differences 
between the Ameers and Runjeet Singh, the former 
to receive a British Resident at their court. 

The last treaty which has been made public is that 
of 1839, which provides: 

1st. For perpetual friendship between the two 
states. 

2nd. For the maintenance of a British force at 
Tatta, or some other station. 
• 3rd~ For the protection of Scinde by the British 

Government against all foreign aggression. 
4th. For the in~egrit!J of the Scinde territories. 
5th. For the prev~ntion. of intrigues with foreign 

states. ... 
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6th. For no toll being levied on trading boats 
passing up or down the river Indus from the sea to 
the northernmost point of that stream within the 
territories of the Ameers. 

7th. For any merchandise landed from boats on 
their passage up or down the river, and sold, being 
subject to the usual duties of the country, with the 
exception of goods sold in a British camp or'canton- ' 
ment. 

8th. For goods of all kinds being b~ought by mer
chants and others to the mouths of the Indus, sub
ject to the usual duties and regulations. 

That some of the stipulations in the foregoing 
treaties have been infringed by our Government 
there is but too much reason to apprehend; but 
until we are made acquainted officially with the 
terms of the treaty of the 12th Febmary last, and 
with the circumstances which led to the' mpture 
with the Ameers, it would be premature to pass any 
judgment upon the conduct of the parties. .All 
which I assert is, that sufficient grounds have been 
shown for inquiry, and that it will be impossible for 
the Court to come to a sound judgment ~pon the 
merits of the case, uhless they shall be furnished 
with the whole of the correspondence explanatory of 
the transactions which have taken place at Hy
derabad, and of the conduct pursued by our Go:. 
vernment, either for the purpose of giving effect to 
existing treaties, or of imposing new engagements 
upon the Ameers. 

y2 
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I cannot ~onclude this imperfect sketch of our re
lations with the Ameers of Scinde.without adverting 

'to the determination of the Governor-General. to 
annex their territory to the British dominions, and 
to open the Indus to all the world as a commercial 
thoroughfare. 

Whether a forfeiture of their territory by those 
chiefs' has been justly incurred, is a preliminary 
question which will demand our grave and deliberate 
consid,eration; but upon a very slight view of the 
policy of opening the Indus to all the' nations of 
Europe and .America, there are some strong and 
obvious objections. . 

1st. We shall facilitate the introduction of arms 
and ammunition into countries where we must be 
prepared to encounter many inveterate enemies. 

2nd. We shall encourage the resort of European 
adventUrers into the interior of India, for the pur
poses of intrigue, and of obtaining military service 
with the. native princes, contrary to our established 
.policy and to the' spirit of our treaties with those 
Powers. 

3rd;. We shall. facilitate . and promote a contra
band trade in opium by the.Americans and others, 
. to the great injury of our opium revenue. 

4th. By the free admission of Europeans and 
Americans into the Indus, we shall aid and en
courage their trade in competition with our own 
manufactures and shipping interests, contrary to our 
long;established policy, and to regulations which 
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have established discriminatiri.g duties. for the pro
tection of our commerce and navigation. 

And has our quarrel with the .A.meers of Scinde 
no better foundation than the .costly project of open
ing the Indus to foreign commerce? It has' always 
appeared to 'me that the advantages of opening 
this river have been magnified beyond all rational 
bounds, even with reference to commercial views, 
for the navigation is difficult, the country through 
which it flows has little of value to export, and the 
rude tribes which occupy it are too poor and law
less· to become large consumers of our produce and 
manufactures. But the idea of opening it to foreign 
adventurers, and of inviting ,competition against . 
ourselves, would seem to denote a species of fiscal 
chivalry little reconcilable with our own interests, 
or with the plain dictates of common sense. 

I shall be prepared, at the proper season, to sup
port my opinions on these subjects; but it is essen
tial that we should be put in possession of authentic 
documents, and that a full, fair, and unreserved dis
closure of our late transactions in Scinde should be 
made to the Court, in order that we may be in a 
condition to form a sound judgment upon the mea
sureswhich have been pursued by the Government 
abroad. . It is for the honor and reputation of the 
Court, and for the interests of the public service, 

• Scinde can only bi, held by us with the drawn sword, and even the com
lIIunication by the river must for Bome time be protected by a military force. 
[ doubt whether it will ever repay the cost of its conquest and tenure.
II. St.G. T. 
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that we should act with promptitude and firmness 
on the present occasion; and if it shall appear that 
injustice has been committed, and' that the public 
faith has been violated, our way'is clear-and we 
must either endeavour to correct what is wrong, and 
to repair the injuries which have been done, or we 
must be content to be held up to public odium. as 
the abettors and protectors of the wrong-doer. 

THE' ANNEXATION OF SCINDE. 

[The following 'paper, written in September, 1843, is in continuation of the 
same subject, Some of the arguments adduced in the preceding minute 
are here reiterated and amplified; but it has been deemed best, in spite of 
these reiterations, to give the document in its integrity. The two papers 
embrace a very complete review of the whole question of the conquest and 
annexation of Scinde. Mr, Tucker, it will be seen, was prepared to carry 
out his opinions in practice eYen to the extent of the restoration of the 
Ameers to their confiscated dominions.] 

While I have witnessed with feelings of admira
tion the valor and discipline displayed by the, army 
employed in the late operations in Scinde, and the 
gallantry and professional talents so signally dis
played by their distinguished commailder, I cannot 
regard otherwise than with deep concern the result 
of proceedings which have ended in the downfal and 
captivity of the Ameers, and the annexation of their 
territory to the British dominions in India. 

The East India Company cannot dispense with 
the obligation which they are under to consider 
how far the war undertaken against theAmeers of 
Scinde was called for, and can be justified, on public 
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prindple; and for this purpose it will be proper to 
refer to some of the leading facts, upon which the 
merits of the case will mainly depend. 

1st. The forcible seizure and destruction of the 
fortress of Emauni-Ghur, belonging to the Ameer 
Roostum Khan of Khyrpoor, although with the 
conniv~ce of his relative Meer Morad Ali, must 
be held to be an act of aggressi9n and open hostility 
on the part of the British authorities; and for this 
hostile act a9ainst a party whom we were bound by 
treaty to protect, no plausible pretext could be 
found, "except that the seizure of the fortress,by de
priving the Ameer of a safe retreat" in the desert, 
was conducive to the success of our projected mili
tary operations. 

2nd. The dismemberment of a portion of the 
Khyrpoor territory in favor of the N awaub of Bha
hawulpore, and the surrender to him. of the districts 
of Subzulcote and Bhoombarra, as a free gift on the 
part of the British Government, who had no right 
whatever to the territory, must be regarded as an. 
ac:t of confiscation, for which no plea can be found 
(as in the case of Emaum-Ghur), on the ground that 
it promoted any military object. 

3rd. The arbitrary displacement of the Ameer 
lIeer Roostum, the head of the Khyrpoor family, 
in favor of his relative Meer Morad ,.Ali, and the 
elevation of the latter to the chiefship (or "Tur. 
ban,", as it is called)~involved the assumption 'of a 
pO'Yer of control over the Ameers not warranted by 
treaty, and amo~ted, in fact, to an undisguised 
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violation of the rights and conventional usages of 
the family. The feeling of distrust and alarm, en
gendered by this interference with the family ar
rangements of the .Ameers, ·was sufficiently mani
fested at a later.·period, when the expulsion of lleer 
Roostum was made the chief ground of complaint 
by the whole body of the Ameers, and was evi
dently felt by them .as an encroachment upon their 
rights, which rendered the tenure of the chiefs gene
rally insecure, and dependent upon the will and . . 
pleasure of the Gbvernment of India. 

4th. The advance of our army upon Hyderabad, 
their capital, in despite of the strong remonstrances 
of the Ameers, while a tr,eaty was pending, and was 
+ally in course 01 signature, cannot be r~garde~. 

M
'therwise than as an act of open hostility, which jus

tified preparations for defence, and which 'scarcely left 
it in. the power of the Ameers to control, or restrain, 
their unrUly and semi-barbarous feudatories and re
tainers. It must, at the same time, be observed 
that the. report of the conference of· the Commis
sioner, Major Outram, with those chiefs, satisfac
torily shows that they were anxious to avoid a rup
ture; and that, when the Commissioner and his 
escort were attacked by an infuriated multitude, the 
Ameers made every exertion, at some personal risk, 
to protect and ensure the safety of the Commissioner 
and his attendants~ 

It is, indeed, clea,rly established that the Ameers, 
after reluctantly sign.iD.g the new treaty, forewarned 
the· Commissioner, Major Outi-am, of his danger 
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from the violence of the S·irdars a:nd their Beloochee 
followers, over whom they exercised no paramount 
or efficient control-that they urged him. to retire 
in time-and that, when attacked by a disorderly 
soldiery, they made· every exertion. tor the protection 
of his person. There would seem, then, to be no 
sufficient grounds for the imputatiop. of" treachery;" 
and the battle which followed must be regarded as 
a necessary consequence bf the advance of 01l.r army, 
and of the hostile attitude which it assumed, threat
ening an~ediate attack upon tIfe capital (Hyder
abad) , and compromising th~ safety of the chiefs 
and their families. 

It must not, moreover, be overlooked that the 
previous correspondence with !he Ameers was of. a 
menacing character-that particular chiefs were de
nounced-that threats of imposing penalties and 
confiscations had been held out-that we continued 
to occupy the strongest military positions in the 
country, and clearly manifested an intention to re
tain military possession of it-that in arresting and 
disarming parties of the Beloochees, prior to the 
action on the 17th February, we virtually com
menced hostilities in a manner most irritating to 
the feelings of a proud soldiery-that our previous 
interference in regard. to the collection of Transit 
Duties, under a very doubtful construction of the 
treaty, our peremptory demand for the refunding of 
the money, and for the surrender of the Karbar, and 
for the suppression of all future collections, -showed 
a determination on oQr part to exercise an authority 
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in the internal management of the country, quite 
independent of its native chiefs. And further, it 
cannot be denied that some of the articles of the 
new treaty were of a highly offensive character, 
especially that which stipulated. for the supply of 
fuel for our steamers, involving as it did a contin
gency which the Ameers most dreaded-the en
croachments upon, and eventual destruction of, their 
favorite Shikar-gurhs, or hunting preserves-that the 
stipulation regarding the coinage of the country was 
an assumption bn our part of one 'of the most 
marked attributes of sovereignty-and finally, that 
the treaty throughout imposed conditions irrecon
cilable with tp.e independence of the Ameers, and 
little calculated (with the single exception of the 
article relinquishing the money tribute) to conciliate 
the good-will and confidence of those chiefs, or to 
obtain their cordial co-operation in carrying the 
treaty into effect. 

In what degree the political errors which have 
been committed may be assignable to the Governor
General and to his local representative, it is not 
material to inquire i because the selection of the 
political functionary (and a better selection f9r mili
tary purposes could not possibly have been made) 
was the act of the Governor-General-because the 
powers exercised were conferred by the same autho
rity-and, if these powers were exceeded, or if the 
public functionary. on the spot failed to observe a 
sound discretion, and was permitted nevertheless, 
without check or reproof, to pursue a wrong course, 
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the Governor-General· is clearly answerable for the 
consequences; but, in fact, his lordship, in his de
spatch of the 13th March, expressly avows that 
" Sir Charles Napier had his instructions more than 
three months before the battle of Meanee," and he 
refers to what had been done in terms of unqualified 
commendation. 

Upon a full and careful examination of all the 
circumstances bearing upon the case under review, 
it is impossible not to arrive at .the conclusion that 
the whole. course of our proceedings towards the f 
Aineers of Scinde in the late transactions in thatl· 
country, was calculated to irritate, alarm, an1 
alienate those chiefs, their J agheerdars and depen-, 
dents, from the British Government; and that th \ 
rupture which ensued was an act of desper~tion, ; 
which ought not to h~ve been visited with those 
extreme penalties justly attaching to premeditated 
treachery and unprovoked hOl3tility. 

It may be proper to advert in this place to the 
charge brought forward against the Ameer of Khyr
poor, Meer Roostum, and his nlinister or agent, 
Mahomed Ghoree, of having entered into a trea,.; 
sonable correspondence with a foreign Power, and 
of having connived at the escape of a state prisoner; 
but it will be sufficient to observe that the charges 
have not been established on any conclusive or 
satisfactory .evidence, that they have been steadily 

. denied by Meer Roostum, that the character and 
former conductor that chief furnished a presump
tion in his favor, and that the ietter supposed to 
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bear his seal, and' addressed to Maharajah Sheer 
Singh . of Lahore, if really genuine, contained no 
matter of a treasonable character which could fairly 
be construed into a violation of the existing treaty. 
Let it be remembered that the Rajah of Lahore was 
at the time the acknowledged and firm ally of the 
British Government; and to suppose that he would 
receive and suppress a treasonable letter, would be 
to impeach the loyalty of that prince, while on the 
part of Meer Roostum. the act of addressing such a 
letter to our ally would indicate senseless infatua
tion. 'Vhat more likely than that the letter was a 
fabrication of Meer Morad Ali, who was intriguing 
to supersede his chief in the person of his own 
brother? 

I am not at all disposed to undervalue the advan-' 
tages of an extended commerce, nor to deny that it 
would be desirable to substitute good government 
for the state of anarchy and mis-rule which is al
leged to exist in Scinde-nor to overlook the moral 
obligation imposed on a civilised and Christian Go-

, vernment to remove, or to mitigate the evils of ! slavery; but even' these important objects would be 
purchased too dearly by the sacrifice of the national 
honor, and our reputation for justice, probity, and 

i good faith; and it may, indeed, be questioned whe-
\ ther such ends, desirable as they may be, can ever 
\ be successfully prosecuted by arbitrary and unjusti-
} fiable means. . • 

Upon each of these heads it may be useful to offer 
a few explanations. . 
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The advantages of the river Indus as a great 
thoroughfare for commercial and political purposes, 
have, I apprehend, been greatly magnified and over
rated; for the entrance into that river during three 
or four months in the year is nearly clQsed and inac
cessible; while, from the changes which take place 
in the direction of the stream, and from the sudden 
formation of sands and other obstructions, the navi
gation is difficult, tedious, and sometimes unsafe. 

The country through which it flows has little of 
value to export; and the rude tribes who occupy it 
are too poor and unsettled, and too little addicted to 
habits of industry, to become large consumers of our 
produce and manufactures. In particular situations, 
too, the river is commanded from its. -high banks by 
the predatory tribes, who :find shelter in the neigh
bouring deserts, and whose lawless depredations 
can only be restrained by the presence of a military 
force. In these respects the Indus resembles the 
Euphrates more nearly than the Ganges. 

There are other circumstances, moreover, which 
are unfavorable to our occupation of Scinde. The 
climate is intensely hot, and,. is very unhealthy 
during a portion of the year; and if we are to main
tain a large military force in the country to overawe 
its unruly population, we must be prepared for a 
serious waste of human life, as.. well as of treasure. 

But upon the policy of opening the Indus indis
criminately to the nations of Europe and America, as 
announced in· the proclamation of the Governor
General, the following objections obviously Qccur: 
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1st. We shall facilitate the introduction of arms 
and ammunition into countries where we must be 
prepared to encounter the hostility of warlike tribes, 
whom we shall thus arm. against ourselves. 

2nd. We shall encourage the resort of European 
adventurers into the interior of India for the pur
poses of intr~gue, and of obtaining military service 
with the native princes and chiefs, contrary to our 
established policy, and to the declared object -of the 
treaties which we have required the Native States 
to contract with us.N ay, if we had anything to 
apprehend from an European enemy, to open the 
Indus would be to expose gratuitously one of our 
flanks, and to render necessary the maintenance of a 
military force for the pUl-poses of defence. The in· 
tention, no doubt, is to give extension to commerce;' 
but in India commerce has been the pioneer to 
political power. 

3rd. 'Ve shall facilitate ~d prom~te a contraband 
trade in opium by the Americans and others, to the 
great detriment of our revenue. 

4th. By the free admission of Europeans and 
Americans into the' Indus, we shall aid and en
courage their trade, in competition with our own 
manufactures and shipping int~rests, in contraven
tion of those regulations by which discriminating 
duties have been imposed for the protection of ,our 
commerce and navigation. 

It can scarcely be .admitted, then, that the project 
of throwing open the Indus to the conimercial world, 
is recommended by any sound views of policy; and 
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it may, on the contrary, be affirmed that it involves 
the sacrifice of our national, interests, and is at 
variance with those maXims on which fiscal and 
commercial legislation is usually founded. 

On the benefits likely to result from the establish
ment of regular government in Scinde, it is only 
necessary to observe that we are not called upon to 
volunteer 'our services in the introduction of our 
system of internal administration among rude and 
barbarous tribes, whose habits, usages, and noti~ns 
are altogether different from our own, and who, 
from religious feelings and national prejudices, are 
adverse to the introduction of our rule'among them. 
It may further be urged, that the fatal issue of our 
connexion with Afghanistan ought to have placed 
us on our guard; for although we have not in Scinde 
the formidable defiles and other physical obstruc
tions which embarrassed our military operations in 
Afghanistan, we have in Scinde been brought into 
collision with a race of men equally warlike, daring, 
and sanguinary; who will find a safe retreat in the 
surrounding deserts, in which a regular army cannot 
follow them without being exposed to a harassing 
eervice, involving risks beyond the ordinary contin-
gencies of war. •. . 

That the abolition of slavery should be kept in 
view, as an ultimate object highly interesting to an 
enlightened Government, cannot admit of question; 
but that its sudden abolition in a country where it 
has long constituted a part of the social system of 
the people, must produce discontent and derange-
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ment, is a fact which no statesman ought to over
look or disregard. . It is understood that the state 
of domestic slavery, or liondage, existing in Scinde, 
is not characterised by those harsh and revolting 
features which usually mark the condition of the 
predial slave; but whatever may be the evils at
tending this state of society, they can only be met 
and overcome by cautious and prudent manage
ment. The property in the slave cannot be peremp
torily a,nnibjlated without some indemnification. 
The old and infirm cannot suddenly be thrown upon 
society without sonie provision for their subsistence. 
The Zenanas of the chiefs and others cannot autho
ritatively be thrown open, and their inmates dis
persed, without outraging the feeJ.4tgs of the people, 
and calling into violent action those passions which 
may become dangerous to the peace of society. 
These considerations, although sufficiently obvious. 
appear to have been overlooked in the resolution of 
the Governor-General of India for the immediate 
abolition of slavery in Scinde. 

I have not j~dged it necessary to carry the retro
spect to past proceedings in Scinde beyond the last 
year; beca~se tIle rupture with the Ameers, the 
confiscation o~ their terl'itory, and ~e other events 
referred to, have all taken place within the last 
twelve months, and did not necessarily result from 
antecedent transactions. It is not sufficient to say 
that acts of aggression were committed by a pre
ceding Government, for violence and oppression can 
never be justified by precedent. The Ameers sub-
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mitted to our encroachments in -1839 because they 
were helpless; but harsh and severe as may have 
been the treatment which they experienced a.t our 
hands. they took no advantage of the disasters -sus
tained by our army in Afghanistan, when their hos
tility might have aggravated the difficulties of our
position, and have prevented, perhaps. 1lle triumph, 
which subsequently crowned our arms. Far, then, I 
from regarding the .Am.eers as the just objects o~ 
our vengeance, it appears to me that, simply by \ 
their forbearance and neutrality, they established\ 
claims upon our national gratitude. It would be 
easy to enlarge on this subject, and to show circum
stantially that the .Am.eers had great cause for jea
lousy, and distrust, and complaint ; and that if their 
conduct w~ equivocal on particular occasions, it 
was the natural result of those apprehensions for 
their own safety, which our advance beyond the 
Indus, and the seizure of their military posts, could 
not fail to produce. 

Upon an attentive consideration of the circum
stances thus concisely noticed, it appears to me that 
sufficient grounds have not been shown for the 
forcible ejection and expatriation of the .Am.eers of 
Scinde, and the anriexation of their country to the 
British dominions, as a forfeiture justly incurred by 
treachery and the unprovoked hostility of those 
chiefs .. 

That the proceeding of the Governor-General in 
this instance was directly at variance with the prin
ciples and policy formally announced to the princes 

z 
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and people of India in his lordship's proclamation of 
the 1st October, 1842. 

That, 'if considerations of policy could in any case 
be admitted to outweigh the obligations of justice, 
there would seem to he no motives of policy which 
recommended the confiscation of the possessions of 
the Ameers, "and the annexation of Scinde to the 
British dominions in India. 

That it is, consequently, incumbent upon the 
home authorities to replace the Ameers as nearly as 
existing circumstamces will permit, in the position 
which they occupied prior to the late rupture, under 
such modifications of the treaty of 1839, and of the . 

: treaty of the 12th February last, as may appear to 
be most conducive to the well-being of the Ameers 
themselves-to the amelioration of the condition of 
the people-to the general interests of commerce
and to the maintenance of those friendly relations be
tween the chiefs and people of Scinde and the British 
Government, which must tend to their mutual ad
vantage . 

. I have more than once placed on record the expres
sion of my deep conviction that our empire in India 
is only to be maintained, for any beneficial purpose, 
by a strict adherence to the obligations of justice, by 
a faithful adherence to our treaties and other engage
ments, by respecting the rights of the native princes 
and chiefs, and by refraining cautiously and habi
tually from every. act calculated to outrage or to 
offend the religious feelings and prejudices of the 
people, from among whom our native army is raised 
and recruited. We may, no doubt, continue to hold' 
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the country by an- overwhelming military force, but 
if confidence be extinct-if respect for our national 
character (that great element of strength) be once 
destroyed or shaken, and the attachment of the peo. . 
pIe be estranged-if, in tlhort, the sword is always to 
he. drawn, to keep in subjection an adverse popular 
tion-our tenure of the country may be maintained 
for a longer or shorter period, but that country will 
be valueless, and our rule become matter of just re
proach. Chief after chief has disappeared of late; 
principality after principality has -:uierged into our 
all-absorbing dominion; and the forcible' seizure of 
Scinde will, I fear, tend to destroy the confidence of 
every native state, prince, and chief in India, in the 
permanency and security of their possessions, and 
go far to extinguish the hope that those possessions 
will be permitted to descend unimpaired to their 
posterity. 

THE ADMINISTRATION OF LORD ELLENBOROUGH. 

[Written in February, 1843.] 

The conduct of Lord Ellenborough from the com
mencement of his administration, has been marked by 
rashness and precipitancy, and by the absence of that 
prudence and temper which are indispensable in the 
ruler of a great empire. 

His lordship manifested at an early period a pre
judice agamst the civil service of Bengal; and he is 
reported to have treated the members of that service 
with the'utmost neglect, if not with contumely. His 

z2 
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suspension of lIr. Erskine was arbitrary, and was 
marked by a d~<rree of severity uncalled for and 
unusual in our service. 

I think it quite unnecessary to defend the charac
ter of the civil service of India; but the Governor
General who alienates this service by acts of tyranny, 
or bY,contemptuous conduct, deprives himself of the 
zealous offices of that instrument by which he must 
conduct the affairs of the country. 

His lordship's financial despatch of the 7th Au
gust, 1842, was Unbecoming and disrespectful towards 
the Court; and it excited, on its first perusal, a 
general burst of indignation. 

His lordship's.proclamation of the 1st October, 
1842, lays down some sound' and salutary principles 
of policy; but it was ill-timed and imprudent in the 
highest degree. It was evidently intended to exhibit 
\a contrast between his policy and that of his prede
/ cessor; but the direct condemnation of Lord Auckland 
\ was unbecoming; and Lord Ellenborough seems to 
) have forgotten that this sort of antithetical exposure 

was calculated to destroy the 'Unit!! of our Govern
ment in the minds of the natives, and to weaken 
their confidence in the stability of our policy, and in 
the wisdom, j"JlStice, and consistency of our rule. 

His lordship'S subsequent proclamation of the 16th 
November, regarding the Gates of Somnath, would 
be viewed as something puerile and ridiculous, if it 
did not bear a mischievous character. It involves a 
departure from the policy which has been successfully 
observed by us throughout our administration' of 
British India. By that policy we have stood aloof as 
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a powerful umpire between the religious sects of India. 
extending equal protection impartially to all; and 
by this'simple and just course we obtained the con
fidence, and commanded the services of all. But Lord 
Ellenborough has come forward as the special protec
tor of the Rindoo, and as the avenger of his wrongs 
against his Mahomedan despoiler. It is to be hoped 
that this vain and ill-conceived effusion will be treated 
with the neglect it deserves j but if taken as a grave 
indication of the feeling and temper of our Govern
ment, it may produce a very injl¢ous effect in the 
minds of our ltIahomedan subjects, and in particUlar 
on the attachment of our Moslem'soldiery. Its cha.
racter with reference to our own religion is' calculated 
to produce a feeling which a maD. of common pru
dence would have been careful not to excite. 

Lord Ellenborough has manifested Binoaular pre
cipitation in displacing the political functionaries 
in Scinde, and especially Major Outram, who has 
rendered most important services, and without whose 
zealous and spirited exertions, aided by his personal 
influence with the Brahoe and other tribes, it may 
be doubted whether the reinforcements under Gene
ral England could ever have found their way to Can
dahar, and whether General Nott could have been 
placed in a condition to prosecute his march upon 
Ghuznee and Caubul with any prospect of success. 
Without this co-operation, the movement ofGenera.1 
Pollock upon Caubul must have been hazardous, if 
not impracticable. 

But Lord Ellenborough has been thanked by Par-
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liament and by· the Court of Director~ for pro
moting the success of our military operations in 
Mghanistan; and it may be well to consider the 
degree of merit which may fairly be ascribed to his 
lordship for his participation in that service. 

It is quite certain that the orders of the 29th 
April and 6th May, 1842~ authorised and required 
our armies to retire from the different posts still 
held by our troops. in Mghanistan (Candahar, Kilat
i-Ghilzee, Quetta, &c.) ; and that the order was not 
carried into execution by our officers, either because 
its immediate execution was impracticable, or b~ 
cause it was countermanded before the movement 
could be undertaken .. 

It is also certain that General Pollock was autho
rised to treat with the de facto. Gov;ermnent of Cau
bul for an evacuation of the country on the basis of 
an. exchange of prisoners; and I would refer to the 
instructions of the Governor-General of the 29th 
July, 1842, in proof of this fact. 

It appears, moreover~ that Akbur Khan was the 
only person excluded fro~ the benefit of an am
nesty:; and that General Pollock was authorised and 
required to bring this chief to trials and eventually 
to proceed to his execution. 

In abandoning Caubul to anarchy and bloodshed, 
Lordlllienborough seems to have forgotten his own 
principles of political morality, and to have followed 
the: course which he so unreservedly condemned in his 
predecessor. We hacYdisplaced one Government, and 
had introduced general confusion throughout the 
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country; ~d Lord Ellenborough was morally and po. 
liticaJ.ly bound to endeavour, as far as possible, to re. 
store order, and to prevent ifpossible a. desolating civil 
war, and the probable massacre of the boy who was 
left in possession of the" Bala Hissar." Moreover, 
by the unconditional release of Dost Mahomed, a fire. 
brand will be thrown among the combustibles, and 
the tragedy will probably end in the destruction of 
the Duranee race. This. perhaps,. was an inevitable 
consequence of the first false step, but I cannot per. 
ceive that any attempt was made to avert it. 

We are not yet in a. condition tq- judge of the 
reasons and motives for the military spectacle exhi
bited on the banks of the Sutlej; but it must have 
been attended with an enormous expense, and with 
serious injury to the inhabitants of the country, for 
it is well known that large bodies of men cannot be 
moved in India without giving occasion to plunder 
and to the destruction of the crops, orchards, &c. ; 
while it rarely happens that any adequate indemni .. 
fication is· obtained by the proprietors. If the gor
geous pageantry and the assembling of the princes 
and chiefs of India at Ferozepore were intended only 
as a vainglorious display to grace the· triumph of 
the Governor-General, it is to be apprehended that 
the s8.0~ious people of that country may have re
garded it as indicating a design to gloss over our 
escape from a great danger, rather than as a genuine 
feeling of exultation in the success of our arms. 

Lord Ellenborough's precipitation in awarding 
medals, &c.~ is very remarkable, for his lordship 
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trenched very closely on the royal prerogative; and 
the elaborate attention. bestowed on the selection of 
a fanciful ribbon was scarcely in keeping with the 
attributes of a great statesman. Indeed, his lord· 
ship's over-solicitude on all' occasioIlS' to do much, 
has gen~rally caused him to have mucT, to wndo. 

The topics referred to have no necessary con
hexion with the proceedings of the Governor-General 
in Scinde; but they have a general bearing upon the 
character of his lordship's administration. A civil 
governor is not entitled to praise for the valor of our 
troops and the success of our army, unless it shall 
appear that his original views were just-that his 
plans were wisely conceived-that his means were 
adequate, and well adapted for the accomplishment 
of those ends-that the time for their application 
was well chosen-and that success was a probable 
and legitimate consequence of his combinations. 

If a civil governor place an army in a false or 
dmgerous position, he deserves censure, although 
the army may be extricated from its difficulties by 
the skill of its commander and the gallantry of his 
,troops. 
J In the Afghan campaign, the orders of Lord Ellen
borough showed prima facie great indecision-they 
were not framed with that forecast and comprehen. 
sive view of our position and circumstances which 
should. distinguish the statesman. Orders for a re. 
treat were given when our army had no means of 
moving, in consequence of the want of cattle; and 
had it attempted to move, its retreat must speedily 
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have become a flight. The advance of General Pollock 
was so long delayed that only a month was left for 
making those arrangements and dispositions, both 
military and political, which were necessary for the 
purpose of restoring something like order' in the 
country, and also for the purpose of preventing our 
hasty departure from being regarded as an inglorious 
abandonment of our position. 

The difficulty in obtaining the necessary carriage 
and supplies may have rendered the earlier advance of 
General Pollock impracticable; and the-uncertainty 
which Lord Ellenborough may have been under, in 
regard to obtaining reinforcements from England, 
may have impressed him with the apprehension 
that he could not command military resources su:ffi.
cient to enable him to undertake a great forward 
movement; 1)ut similar difficulties and uncertainties 
did not discourage some of his predecessors, and tlie 
question still remains whether LordEllenborough was 
instrumental in producing the success of our arms. 

I was one of those who entertained the highest 
opinion of Lord EUenborough's talents, energy, and 
indefatigable application to business; and I antici
pated the best results from his administration of 
India. But I have seen so many instances of rash
ness and imprudence, and of a presumptuous dis
regard of the rules and usages of the service, and of 
the well-weighed policy of our Government, that I 
see reason to examine more particularly how far 
our anticipations of a prosperous administration are 
likely to be realised. 
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[The following more detailed remarks, written very 800n afterwards, are 
'appended to the above paper.] 

1ST. NEW CANTONMENTS, &c.-The Court of Direc
tors have had before them two letters from the Go
vernor-General, bearing date the 18th October and 
22nd November last, communicating to th~ Court 
his intention to make various arrangements for the 
cantonment of the troops on the north-western fron
tier, embracing a most extensive line of works from 
the borders of N epaul to Ferozepore, or Loudi
ana, on the Sutlej. It would be premature to enter 
upon the details of this important change in the 

. disposition of our 'army, involving, as it would do, 
the erection of new cantonments upon a large scale, 
the construction of bridges, roads, towers, telegraphs, 
and other works, at an enormous, expen~e. I shall 
simply observe that the Governor-General does not 
appear to have consulted either the Commander-in
Chief 01' the. Military Boardl or the Medical Board, * 
or the chief engineer, on the expediency of under
taking this vast project, or on the practicability of 
its execution. N or has his lordship called for any 
estimate of the probable expense of these ext~nsive 
works from the proper officers. On the contrary, 
he concludes his despatch of the 18th October with 
these remarkable words :-" But where the health of 
troops and the efficiency of an army are in question, 
I do not deem myself to, be justified in attending to 

.. His lordship did not even take the trouble to inquire it' water were pro
curable.-H. St.G. T. 
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mere financial results, and hardly even in adverting 
to thcm." 

These are, no doubt, most important objects; but 
it does not follow that the Governor~General has 
adopted the best means for promoting them, nor 
does it appear that any inconvenience could result 
from taking the opinion of the professional authori. 
ties upon a profesSional question, according to the 
established usllt,<76 of the service. There are few 
things which may not be purchased too dearly; and 
wrd Ellenborough might have recollected that the 
Government of India are expressly prohibited from 
undertaking works of magnitude, or ordering an out~ 
lay for new buil~<>'S beyond a certain amount, except 
in cases of emergency, without the previous sanction 
of the home authorities. N ow, it cannot be pretended 
that this was a case of emergency, or that any in
convenience could have arisen from a delay of three 
or four months in consulting the home Government; 
for the proposed works are of such extent and mag
nitude that years will be required probably for their 
completion. 

The principal ground urged for the movement of 
the troops is the supposed unhealthiness of Kurnaul ; 
but the medical returns show that this is one of the 
most healthy cantonments in the Western Pro~ 
vinces • 

. Upon the whole, it may be observed that this is 
perhaps the most precipitate. of the many hasty pro
ceedings by which his lordship'S short administration 
has been characterised .. 
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2ND. NEW CORPS OF ARMED POLIcE.-The forma-
tion Df a new corps of military police may be justi
fiable and expedient; but it involves a change of 
system, and it ought to have been submitted for the 
consideration and orders. of th~ home authorities 
prior to its establishment. The communication with 
India is. now so rapid, that there can be no just 
ground for proceeding to the adoption of anyim
portant arrangements without consulting the -home 
Government. 

3Rl>. ScniDE ARRANGEMENTs.-The subversion of 
the Government of the Ameers of Scinde, and the 
annexation of their territory to the British Empire, 
is a proceeding upon which we are not at present 
prepared to form a judgment j* but if it shall be 
found that we have been the aggressors, Lord Ellen
borough will have incurred a deep responsibility, and 
will have been the first to violate his own declared 
principles formally announced in his proclamation 
of the 1st October, 1842, to the princes, chiefs, and 
people of India. 

4TH. H. M.'s REGIMENTs.-Lord Ellenborough, in 
refusing to allow the soldiers of H. M.'s regiments 
embarking for England permission to enlist in corps 
l'emaining' in India, not only deviated from an'esta- . 
blished usage, but he deprived the Government of the 
services of men seasoned to the climate-incurred an 
unnecessary expense' in conveying them to England 
-and, 'in the instance of those who had contracted 

.. This was written just after the first receipt of intelligence of the con
quest of Scinde, but before the details of the transaction were known. 
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marriage, and had families by the native women, he 
was guilty of great harshness, either in compelling· 
these men to abandon their wives and children, or 
to carry them to a country and climate ill-suited to 
their constitution ~d habits. 

5TU. SAUGOR ARRANGEMENTS. - Lord Ellenbo
rough's removal of the whole establishment of the 
Saugor and N erbudda territory, and the substitution 
of young military men, is a measure likely to produce 
much public inconvenience, independently of its in
justice to tp.e individuals affected by it. Some of the 
officers who have been appointed are without expe
rience in the administration of civil affairs; whereas 
one of the civilians who has been superseded (Mr. 
McLeod) bears a high character, and has managed a 
portion of the territory for some years with great 
credit and success. 
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CASE OF COLONEL OUTRAM. 

[Written in 1846.] 

I quite concur in the opinion that newspaper con
troversies between the officers of Government are to 
be deprecated, and, if possible, to be prevented, and 
especially where they degenerate into personal at
tacks upon the public or private character of indi
viduals. 

But in these cases the aggressor is first to be dealt 
with, for;in reality, he'is the originator of. the mis
chief. 

Colonel Outram considered himself to have'. been 
aggrieved and calumniated by the publication of 
General William Napier, * 'and he also considers his 
professional' character and public conduct to have 
been arraigned by Sir C. Napier in the correspond
ence published by the home authorities. His com
mentary was intended to be a reply to those attacks, 
and a vindication of his own character and conduct, 
and his justification of this unusual proceeding is 
simply this-that, as his own masters would not 
interpose to defend his public character, he, as a man 
of honor, was compelled to defend it himself. 

Sir C. Napier, be it observed, has not only ani
madverted in very offensive terms on the conduct of 
Colonel Outram, but he has, in a most wanton and 
unprovoked manner, assailed the ciVil service of 
India, and he has not scrupled even to attack the 
Government of Bombay and the Court of Directors, 
under whom he serves. Can he, therefo~e, with any 

• "The Conquest of'Scinde." 
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degree of consistency, come forward to complain of 
one whom he has himself attacked~ and whose reply 
was intended as an answer to such attack ? 

If Sir C. Napier felt himself to be aggrieved by 
any unwarrantable proceeding on the part of Colonel 
Outram, it was competent to him to bring that 
officer to a court-martial. . 

I apprehend the most serious inconvenience, if 
not disastrous consequences, as likely to result from 
the agitation of this question. 

Colonel Outram will never submit to be con
demned unheard, and he will place everything at 
stake' rather than allow his honor and his profes-
sional character to be impeached. . 

The Court of Directors will never consent to allow 
one of their servants to be' degraded, without being 
satisfied that he has justly incurred their displea
sure. 

The agitation af this question will again bring the 
whole of our proceedings in Scinde under review; 
and I do not believe that any impartial man~ who 
has made himself acquainted with those proceedings, 
will be found to justify, or to palliate, them. There 
cannot be a doubt that the public voice has pro
nounced against them, although the strong case 
which the Court of Directors have it in their power 
to bring forward has not yet been placed before the 
public. There is not, I have reason to believe, a 
single member of the Court who does not reprobate 
those proceedings, as characterised by acts of the 
grossest injustice, highly injurious to the national' 
reputation. 
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I myself have placed my opinions on record on 
this subject; and I will only add that no considera
tion shall ever induce me to be a party in the con
demnation <:>f Colonel Outram, until the proceedings 
of hi~ assailants have been visited with just ani
madversion as ~he original aggressors. This duty 
ought long since to haw been performed 'by the 
proper authorities to whom those officers are ame-
nable. ' 

I may observe, further, that the Secret Committee 
have no power to condemn, punish, ,or even censure, 
a public servant who is under the. immediate pro
tection of the Court of Directors; and that I, as a 
member of that Committee, would not sign any de
spatch assuming such a power. 

If it be proposed. to censure' Colonel Outram 
through the Court of Directors, then I would ob
serve that, as far as I can judge, the Court would 
steadfastly resist any attempt to make them parties 
to any such proceeding. For myself, I can say that 
I will never willingly become a party to what I be
lieve to be an act of injustice. I have already faced 
a mandamus, and I am prepared to face it again, in 
what I believe to be the cause of truth and justice. 

Colonel Outram's is not an isolated case .. It is 
inseparably blended with the question of Scinde; and 
it cannot be dealt with without opening the whole 
proceeding connected with the acquisition of that 
country - a procee.ding more iniquitous than any 
,vhich has ever stained the annals of our Indian ad-

. ministration. 
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HINDOOISM.AND CHRISTLOOTY. 

RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES .AND ENDOWMENTS. 

[Written in 1838.] 

THERE are several questions, distinct in themselves, 
which have been very much blended in the public 
discussions which have taken place in this country; 
and much embarrassment has been produced by 
their being thus blended, for parties have not come 
to a distinct understanding upon the points at issue; 
and different individuals, who might concur upon 
particular points, may, nevertheless, feel unwilling 
to commit themselves to any general proposition on 
so large and complicated a question. 

1st. We have to consider how far the British Go
. vernment stands pledged to protect our native sub
jects in the free exercise of their religion; and how 
far they can consistently with such pledge take· any 
steps to put down, or denounce, idolatrous worship, 
or other rites and observances abhorrent to our feel
ings as Christians. 

2nd. Whether we can, as Christians, allow the 
public servants professing Christianity to take part . 
in, or be present at, the ceremonials of our Hindoo 
or Mahomedan subjects at their religious festivals; 
and whether, in the event of it being judged neces-

VOL. I. 2 A 
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sary, or becoming in.·us to interdict or dispense with 
such attendance, we shall be justified in requiring 
the complimentary attendance .of our native troops 
at our own religious festivals. 

3rd. whether the British Government can, con
sistently with its Christian character, continue to 
levy the Pilgrim-tax, and .to appropriate the revenue 
derived from this source to the purposes of the 

... ·State. 
Lastly. Whether our Government is bound to re

cognise and perpetuate the religious endowments 
created by the native Governments-our_ predeces
sors; and whether we Calls without impropriety~ 
employ our own o:ffi.~ers-Europeans or natives-in 
collecting the rents of land appropriated to religiqus 
purposes and uses. 

Upon the first question there cannot, in myopi
nion, exist a doubt. We have in the most fomral 
manner, and by the mo!?t authentic acts, guaranteed 
to the natives of India under our rule* "the free 
exercise of their ~eligion." We have done this, Il,.ot 

• See Preamble to Regulation m., 1793: 
" The many valuable privileges and immunities which have been conferred 

upon the natives of these provinces, evince the .olicitude of the British Go
vernment to promote their welfare, and must satisty them that the regula
tions which may be adopted for the internal government of the country, will 
be calculated to preserve to them the lllws of the Shaster and the Koran, in 
matters to which they hllve been invariably applied-to protect them ,n th.e 
frlle ezercise cif th.eir religio.....:.and to afford security to their persons and pro
perty. The benefit, however, which they would derive, solely from regula
tions enacted for the above purposes, would be but partial, unless the judicial 
establishmenta for dispensipg those regulations are framed upon principles 
which will render them the meons of protecting private rights and property 
under the cha.nges and temporary derangements to which all forms of govern

, ment lXIU8~ occasionally be liable." 
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merely in the spirit of toler'ation, but as the' pro
tecting Power" which 'not only engages to- abstain 
from all interference with the religious rites and 
ceremonies of its subjects, but which undertakes to 
defend them against all such interference on the part 
of others. This is the compact existing between the 
British Government and its Hindoo and Mahomedan 
subjects, lpon which their allegiance and our domi- . 
nion depend; and any infringement of it cannot fail 
to be attended with the most disastrous consequences. 
Our rnIe and supremacy-have, been hitherto main
tained by our native soldiery; and any spirit of dis
affection which might pervade that body, originating 
in a religious feeling, would shake the very founda
tion of our empire. The country cannot be held in 
subjection by an European force; and if the Hindoos 
and Mahomedans, united -by one prevailing senti
ment, should make common cause for the defence of 
their religion, they would not stop at mere defensive 
measures. Once aroused, they would proceed to- ex
treJnity; and not only would the lives and fortunes 

• of every European in the country be placed in the 
utmost peril, but the very existence' of our Govern
ment would be endangered, while the last hope of 
propagating the truths of Christianity in India (save 
only by Divine interposition) must for ever be aban
doned. The safest, and perhaps' the only means of 
accomplishing that object by human agency, would 
be by gradually opening the minds of the peopIe, 
and especially the rising generation. Some pro
gress has already been made in introducing a better 
system f)f education: the higher class of Hindoos, 

, 2A'2 
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who have become familiar with European literature, 
are beginning·to use their excellent understandings j 
and nothing could more certainly arrest their pro
gress towards a better state of things, than an un
seasonable indication on our part of an· intention to 
effect their conversion. Any attempt of the kind 
would excite immediate and general distrust and 
alarm, and would arm their religious prejudices, and 
their. religious pride, against us. 

The Government of India have hitherto carefully 
abstained from acts which might identify them with 
the proceedings and objects of the Missionary Socie
ties, and others, engaged in the propagation of Chris
tianity in the East; and it is only by reason of the 
confidence which this forbearance has inspired, that 
they have been enabled to interpose powerfully and 
successfully between the different sects whose violent 
contentions have frequently endangered the public 
tranquillity. At Benares, and other places, the 
Hindoos and Mahomedans ,have at different times 
engaged in serious conflict. It has !>een found ne
cessary in these cases to call out our native troops; 
and corps, composed indifferently of Hindoos, and 
Mahomedans, have been known, at the command of 
their European officers, to fire upon their country
men of both creeds, in order to put down religious 
feuds and insurrection by force of arms, while their 
own feelings were strongly engaged 'With the com
batants; and nothing but a sense of duty, 'and habi
tual confidence in our Government, could have pre
vented them from joining the opposing rariks, and 
rendering the public disorder general, and irremedi-
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able. Let the grounds of that confidence· be once 
removed-let their attachment and fidelity to their 
trust be once shaken, and who can fail to perceive 
that our dominion in India will no longer rest on 
any solid foundation? This is a topic of great deli
cacy, on which it would not be prud~nt to enlarge; 
and it is one of the inconveniences and disadvan
t~c.es attending the position of the Court of Direc
tors, that they cannot bring forward those facts and 
circumstances connected with our political situation 
in India, and with the tone and temper of our na
tive troops, which would go far, I think, to satisfy 
the most daring innovator, and the most unreflect
ing enthusiast, that we could not depart from the 
course of policy hitherto observed, without compro
mising the public safety, nor without danger to the 
interests of religion itself. * Let the British rule be 
extinguished in India, and when and from what 
quarter would the lights of Christianity shed their 
benign influence on Hindostan ? I can only antici
pate the return of anarchy, barbarism, and universal 
darkness. . 

2nd Questitm.-On the second branch of the sub
ject I must observe that, under the Presidency of 
Bengal, the public servants are never required to 
attend at the religious festivals of the natives; nor 
has it been customary to fire salutes, or to pay any 
other public compliment on such occasions. Detach
ments of troops are sometimes employed to preserve 
order at these festivals, when large bodies of men 
are assembled, and especially when the Mahomedan 
• See minutes of Sir Thomas Munro and Mr. Thackeray, recorded in 182~. 
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festival of the Mohurrum.. and the Hindoo festival 
of the Doorga Pooj~ occur at the same time. The 
processions, in these cases, would not meet without 
a sanguinary conflic~ which the ordinary police 
would not be able to suppress; but, in employing 
the military a;t such times, they are strictly confined 
to the duty of maintaining the public peace. The 
Government interpose as a powerful mediator be
twe~n its subjects of different creeds, in order to 
protect their persons, and to secure to all the free 
exercise of their religious observances. 

At Madras and Bombay a different usage has to 
some extent prevailed. It has been usual at those 
presidencies to pay military compliments on some of 
the great native festivals; but it must be observed, 
that these honors were paid as a tribute of respect to 
the sovereign of the country l-ather than to his reli
gion. We have now assumed the sovereignty, and 
such honors may no doubt be hereafter dispensed 
with. The discontinuance of them involves a ques
tion of time, and 'inarvner of proceeding; and this 
question can most safely be left to the discretion of 
the Government of India. Usages which have long 
existed, cannot always be discontinued without in
convenience j and it will be necessary for the local 
authorities to proceed with caution and circumspec
tion in introducing anY,ch3ll.o00e which may affect the 
religious .feelings of the people; for although they 
may submit in silence, a secret discontent may be 
fostered; and if any impression unfavorable to the 
Government should afterwards arise, from whatever 
source-or if any disastrous event should unhappily 
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occur; the religious spark which lay concealed will 
the~ show itself; and may produce a :flame which it 
will be difficult, if not impossible, to extinguish. 

Military salutes# parades, and other demonstra
tions in honor of particular anniversaries, cannot of 
course be altogether dispensed with; but it will not 
be difficult to divest them of such a religious cha
racter as might suggest to our native troops the 
same scruples which have been felt by our own coun· 
trymen when called upon to take part in a cere· 
monial inconsistent with what they believe to be 
their religious duties. 

3rd Question.-The Pilgrim-tax descended to us 
from the native Governments; and it has been con· 
tinued more with reference to objects of police, than 
with the view of augmenting the public resources. 

When the settlement of Behar was concluded in 
1780-81 for five years, with the Rajahs Kulliam 
Singh, and Khgaliram, the duty on pilgrims resorting 
to Gyah constituted a branch of the" Sayer," and 
was managed as such by a Mussulman agent, or 
farmer. This person is represented to have been 
guilty of great extortion and oppression; and in 
1784 the then collector* induced the Government to 
commit the charge of the collections to his hands; 
and from that time the tax has been collected under 
the superintendence of our revenue servants, much 
to the contentment, I believe, of the pilgrims and of 
the Hindoo population generally, who attach much 

• Mr. Thomas Law, a very estimable officer, the Bon of a bishop, and bro
ther of two bishop8.-H. St.G. T. [See post, page 376.] 
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importance to· the pilgrimage to Gyah, as an act of 
piety towards de~ased ancestors. 

The· question to be considered is simply whether 
the Pilgrim-tax can justly be regarded as connecting 
the Government with the worship of idols, and as 
encouraging idolatrous worship;' and whether the 
revenue derived from such a source can be received 
and appropriated by the British Government with. 
out compromising its Christian character. 

rwill readily concede that a tax on religion, ex
cept for the purpose of providing for its serVice, and 
of defraying the expense of maintaining its temples 
and priesthood, cannot be justified; and I consider 
it unworthy of a great Government to levy contri
butions from the religious feelings of its subjects of 
any description. 

But this is not the objection which has been urged 
against the tax. It has been represented as involv
ing pollution: it is contended that the funds levied 
from so impure a source cannot be applied to public 
purposes by a Christian Government without moral 
contamination, while the imposition of the tax itself 
is calculated to promote idolatrous worship. 

In general, it has been supposed that the per
formance of any act is likely to be discouraged by 
pecuniary impositions; but in the particular case of 
the Pilgrim-tax, I am disposed to think that it is 
willingly, if not cheerfully paid, as the means of ob
taining security to the person and property of the 
pilgrim, as well as free access to the object of his 
worship. It is held to be a pledge of protection on 
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the part of the Government; but I cannot believe 
that the tax itself encourages the resort to the 
temple. If the same protection were afforded with
out its concomitant, I cannot satisfy myself that 
the pilgrimage would be less frequently undertaken; 
although we do sometimes find instances of that 

. perverseness in human nature which causes men 
to disregard and undervalue objects which.are easily 
attainable, and to pursue with ardor those which 
cannot be reached without difficulty and expense. 

Nor can I think that the contributions of the pil
grims, in the shape of a duty or tax, may not be 
applied, with perfect propriety, to the benefit of the 
contributors, by constructing roads, bridges, serais, 
and other works tending to promote their comfort 
and accommodation. We do not, it is true, disburse 
the identical rupees received from the pilgrim for 
this express purpose; but we expend a much larger 
sum annually on such objects than the Pilgrim-tax: 
produces; and if it be desirable to make such special 
application of the funds, an arrangement for the pur
pose can, no doubt, be made, without involving any 
pecuniary sacrifice, and without the interposition of 

. European 3.o00ency, either in collecting the tax, or in 
appropriating the proceeds. The primary object of 
such appropriation should certainly be to maintain 
the necessary establishments for preserVing 'order, 
and for protecting the person and property of the 
pilgrim; and in reality a large portion of the funds 
collected has been applied to this purpose at J ugur
nath and other places. 
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I have always been of opinion that the :British 
Government should abstain from all interference in 
the interior management of the temples. It was 
clearly unbecoming in us to undertake the office of 
superintending the administration of J ugurnath, by 
directing the supply of food and clothlng for the idol, 
and by engaging in other details of the kind; but aU 
this was intended to prevent malversation and abuse; 
and the following section of Regulation IV., 1809, 
will show that our Government, at an early period 
after the conquest of Cuttack, judged it proper to 
withdraw from interference in the internal affairs of 
the temple. Section 2, clause 1st-" The superin
tendence of the temple of J ugurnath, and its interior 
economy-the conduct and management of its affairs 
-and the control over the priests, officers, and ser
vants attached to the temple, are hereby invested in 
the Rajah of Khoordah, who on all occasions shall be 
guided by the recorded rules and institutions of. the 
temple, or by ancient and established usage." 

At Gyah the Government have never interfered in 
the administration of the temples; the public ser
vants being employed only to collect the regulated 
fees from the pilgrim, or from the Gyawals, or tra
velling priests who attend him; but even this office, 
I admit, might be committed with advantage to 
Hindoo agency. There are to be found, both among 
the Zemindars and the opulent natives at the presi
dency, many respectable Hindoos, who might be em
ployed in superintending the collection of the tax, 
and its subsequent appropriation to such public pur-
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poses as may be most conducive to the safety and 
comfort of the p~ and to the convenience of 
the community generally. Such an arrangement 
would probably be popular with the Hindoos; and 
it would, I hope, satisfy the religious scruples of our 
own countrymen, who view the tax as unhallowed, 
and as disgraceful to the character of a Christian 
Government. The sudden a.bolition of it, however, 
would, I apprehend. be viewed with jealousy and 
a1Mm, as indicating an intention to divest ourselves 
of the obligation of protection. and. to hold ourselves· 
free to overthrow, at some convenient season, the 
Hindoo religion itself. Our native subjects will not 
easily comprehend that the British Government can 
relinquish revenue without some ulterior design; 
for although the liberal policy which led us, some 
fifty years ago, to limit our demand upon the land, 
commanded for a time their admiration, they have 
.since seen a strong disposition to retrace our steps; 
as if we felt that we had made too great a pecuniary 
sacrifice for the benefit of the people. * 

The opinions which I have maintained on the sub
ject of the Pilgrim-tax are not new. t I never have 
considered religion a fit object for taxation; but it 
would be unjust to the Government if I failed to 
state that they have b~ actuated by no sordid 
views in continuing the tax. Their object has 
been to regulate and restrain-to prevent disorder 
among a tumultu.ary assemblage of religious enthu-

• The transit duties have lately been abolished by the unauthorised act of 
an individual; but compensation was contemplated in an augmentation of 
the duties on external commerce.-H. St.G. T. 

t An earlier paper on the subject is given at page 375. 
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siasts-to check the extortions and violence of the 
priests-to protect the lives of multitudes, who 
throng from all quarters, and undertake long and 
toilsome journeys to be present at the periodical 
festivals-and, finally, I may observe, that the small 
contribution levied from the pilgrim is intended to 
provide a fund for defraying the various expenses 
which are incurred for his benefit. . Let me add, 
that the tax was not instituted by us: we found it 
already established. The Mahomedan Government 
could never have regarded it as tending to promote 
superstition, or to encourage idolatrous worship. 
The Mussulmari is a professed Iconoclast; he ab
hors the worship of images; and the faith in which 
he glories would lead him to destroy the temple of 
the persecuted Hindoos-to overthrow their altars
and to compel them to abandon the religion of their 
fathers. And how has he succeeded? The Ma
homedan power is extinct in India; and in every 
other quarter it has been shaken to its very founda
tions, and stands at this moment like a pyramid 
poised upon its apex, ready to fall with the slightest 
touch. Here we have a practical lesson before us, 
which it would be folly to disregard. By giving way 
to an intemperate zeal, we shan alarm the minds, 
and alienate the affections of our Hindoo subjects; 
and thus endanger the success of that cause, which 
has excited such ardent feelings in this country, and 
which has for its object to enlighten the minds of 
men-to extend the sphere of civilisation-and to 
bestow on· countless million~ the blessings of a pure 
religion. 
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4th Qucstion.-The vast territory of India has 
been acquired by us partly by conquest, and partly 
by cessions under treaty; and throughout this ex
tensive empire we found numerous religious and 
charitable endowments, created by our predeces
sors, - which considerations both of justice and of 
policy induced us to recognise and to continue, and 
which now stand confirmed under the formal sanc
tion of lawst enacted under the authority of the 
British Legislature. 

These endowments consist generally of lands held 
under Sunnuds, or Puttahs, granted by the former 
Governments or their officers; and in some in
stances by the Zemindars, who alienated portions of 
their estates, and assigned them to ,Brahmins and 
others, for religious and charitable purposes. 

These various grants we cannot now resume, with
out a violation of public faith, by any other process 
than that which the law prescribes. Inquiries have 
frequently been instituted .into the nature of the 
tenures, which in very many instances have been 
resumed; and far from admitting that the British 
Government would be justified in seizing and appro
priating the existing endowments on the plea that 
they tend to support a false religion, there is reason 
to apprehend that we have pushed our resumptions 
far beyond those limits which justice, policy,and 
humanity alike recommend. 

The Government is sometimes compelled by cir-

• See Regulations 19 and 37 and 41-1793. 
t See Act 37th Geo. III., cap. 113, aee. 8. 
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cumstances to employ its servants in the manage
ment of the alienated lands; but this course is not 
pursued from choice: it is rendered sometimes ne
cessary for the preservation of the property7 and-in 
cases of litigation-the intervention of a disinte
rested party becomes necessary to prevent violence 
and to guard against waste. 

These endowments are as much a property as the 
Church lands of England; and they are liable to be 
contested as such in our Courts ofJ ustice. Even the 
possession of an idol, or. the performance of some re
ligious ceremony in the temples, may become the 
subject-matter of litigation; and, however strange 
the proposition may appear to persons in this coun
try, I submit that .we are bound to entertain such 
suits. We have formally guaranteed to the people 
the maintenance of all rights exercised under_their 
religion, laws, and established usages.. We cannot 
shut the doors of our Courts against claims derived 
from these sources, however extravagant they may 
appear in our eyes; and we could not,. without 
endangering the public peace, and compromising 
our duty as rulers, permit our subjects of any creed 
to resort to personal violence for the purpose of de
ciding their adverse pretensions. Our tribunals 
have been established for the coIllmon good-our 
la.ws have been framed for the protection of the per
son, and for the preservation of the rights of all our 
subjects-and we cannot expect to commalld their 
allegiance one hour-after we shall cease to· perform 
our own duty as sovereigns" and to respect those 
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solemn obligations which we have contracted with 
the people of India. 

I may further observe that, in a. country where 
there are no "Poor Laws," the religious and chari
table endowments bequeathed to us by our prede
cessors, supply their place to some extent as a. pro
vision for the poor; just as our monasteries, and 
other religious establishments before the Reforma
tion, contributed to the maintenance of the indigent 
and destitute, and furnished those means of support 
which are now supplied by contributions from the 
community at large. 

One word on the character of the Hindoo, who has 
been depicted in the most offensive colors, as debased 
by an abject superstition-addicted to the most odious 
vices-pro~"'3.te-faithless:-cruel-and corrupt. 

My own recollections would not lead me to recog
nise this picture. In an immense population very 
much diversified in many particulars, characters of 
every description will, no doubt, be found. The in
tellectual Hindoo is a. pure Deist, entertaining the 
most sublime notions of the atin"butes of the Deity. 
The religion of the great mass of the people is super
stitious and idolatrous; but, in the common concerns 
of life, I have found the Hindoo mild and patient
temperate in his· habits-generally faithful to ° his 
trust-susceptlble of the feeling of gratitude-intel
liocrent-an~ under certain excitements, capable of 
heroic action. His vices are mainly to be referred to 
the corruptions of his religion, and to the baneful 
influence of the despotic Government to which he 
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has forages been subject. The abominations imputed 
to the priesthood can scarcely have been witnessed 
by pure eyes; nor ought the report or rumour of 
such tlrings to be lightly received and credited by 
sober minds, passing as such rumours must have done 
through channels very suspicious, if not corrupt. 

From these premises, which have been the subject 
of long reflection, and which have, I trust, been sub
mitted without exaggeration in the calm spirit of 
truth, I would deduce the following conclusions : 

1st. That the :British Government is bound by the 
most formal compact to protect its native subjects, 
of whatever creed or sect, in the full and fre~ exer
cise of their religion; and that it cannot with safety 
identify itself with any proceedings which have for 
their, declared object to effect the conversion of the 
people. of India to Christianity. 

2nd. That the practice. of firing complimentary 
salutes on particular festivals, which" has partially 
prevailed, as well as the attendance of individuals of 
one religion on the processions and. ceremonials of 
'another, may hereafter be dispensed with; but that, 
the time and manner of discontinuing these observ
ances must be left to the . discretion of the local 
Government. 

3rd. That the collection and appropriation of the 
Pilgrim-tax to objects of public utility may be com
mitted to .the agency of respectable Hindoos, to be 
nominated from time to time by the local Govern
ment; but that it -will be still necessary for the 
Government to reserve to itself a general power of 
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regulation and control, in order to guard against a 
misapplication of the funds, or other abuse~ 

\ 

Lastly. That the British Government is bound to 
respect the religious and charitable endoWments, 
which constitute a charge upon the territory, eithe \.. 
under treaty, or under the sanction of existing laws 
and that they cannot, as sovereigns, divest them-. 
selves of the obligation to protect this, in 'common 
with every other property, for the benefit of those 
who have acquired a legal title to it. 

If these premises be admitted, it will not ~e diffi
cult to frame a despatch to India, .embodying the 
principles which it has been my.purpose to expound 
and enforce-and prescribing the manner in which 
the necessary arrangements for giving effect to them 
should be carried out by the local Government. 

CURSORY NOTES ON THE LEX LOCI QUESTION. . 

[Thi8 paper, written in 1846, though it relates principally to legal and judi
cial matter&, may not inappropriately be brought into the present section, 
88 the leading 8ubject discussed is the vexed question of the propriety of. 
retainiog, or abrogating, the Hindoo law of ioheritance, with all its bigotry, 
i 18 persecution, and it. injustice.] 

It is agreed on all hands that Hindoos and Ma
homedans must continue, as at present, to be subject 
to their own law. In fact, this is guaranteed to them 
by our regulations, recognised and sanctioned as 
those regulations are by an Act of the Legislature. 

But, then, a question arises whether, if a Hindoo 
or lIussulman embrace the Christian faith, any for
feiture of hereditary civil rights shall be incurred? 

VOL. I. 2:B 
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It .appears to me that a 'change lQf religion ought 
not t~ involvepenal:consequences. A Hindoo."enti
tled to 'all inheritance, .ought not to forfeit his here
ditary rights; but he ought not,on the other hand, 
to claim new 'rights under !the English law. For 
example: the aaughter:of:a 'Hindoo might beenti
tIed :only to :take It half 'Bhare with her brothers, :in 
cases where, by our law,she would take a full share. 
Now, all she ,can justly daim, I ~ is that which 
the Hindoo law :would :give her. 

Nardo I thl:i:J.k that the Hindoo parent ,should be 
restrained from exercising his right to :dispose of his 
property hy will, gift,:or .otherwise, in 'those cases 
which his law recognises and -allows,even to the 
exclusion of his children, whom :he may l'egard 'as 
apostates. 

But there are two other classes to be dealt with: 
1st. Foreigners, Armenians, Jews, Chinese, Par

sees,' and others. 'The number of these persons is 
not' considerable,and they must"in general,besub
ject to the lex loci (just .as ior~O'Jlers, .resorting to 
France, are subject to the laws of that 'Country), 
both in civil and criminal cases, except in matters 
relating to their religion, 'and their rights ·,ofinhe-

. ritance. 1 'do not 'apprehend that any ,difficulty can 
be experienced in legislating for these parties. 

2nd. European British subjects, and iheir de
scendants, the" Indo-Britons:" 

For the protection of these 'persons, and for the 
protection of the natives of India against tkem, her 
Majesty's Courts of Justice were established in 1774 
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at the three presidencies jand if these Courts had 
been confined to the 'Original objects for whichthey' 
were imtituted, they would .have 'proved .a. blessmg 
to the ·country • 

.But our territory ball been so widely extended, and 
the number of Europeans and their descendari.ts has 
been multiplied so greatly. that it would be highly 
inconvenient to bring down all cases affecting them, 
both civil and crimjna.l, to the Supreme Oourts at 
the presidency. The ~ense, andihepersonal lin-. . 
convenience io parties and to witnesses, would be 
intolerable. 

Our local reguIaticms (the mde of .1793, et ·seq.) 
provide, to a certain extent, against thisinconve
nience;'aD.d ,one of the ,objects contemplated in the 
institutiouo£ the Law Cammissian. was to obtain a 
code, Dr digest of law, which should .supply existing 
deficiencies,an4 be applicable to those cases 'and 
objects which 'Our present code could llotreaCh . 

.A }>enalcode, or digest, has been' prepared and 
submitted by the Law Commission, ;0£ the merits ,of 
which I :am not £nmpete:nt to judge ibnt I may ob
serve, that it appears to me to bear more the cha
racter lor a legaZ dictw1M1ll7l, ,or philosophical "treatise 
on criminaJ.law, with :examples in illustration Of the 
definitions, after . the manner of Johnson's folio; but 
whatever be its merits, or .defects, it ought to he dis
posed 'Of in some way, :after 'So much labor .and ex
pense have been bestowed ;upon it., ,and after ltms 
been for such a length of time 1lD.der consideration. 

Sir Lawrence .Peel .has tendered his services to 
2B2 
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prepare a code, or digest of law, applicable to the 
wants of India; and it cannot be doubted that, from 
his talents and professional attainments, the work 
would be well performed. But it would scarcely be 
fair to accept his gratuitous services, especially when 
wehave a functionary (the fourth member of Coun
cil), whose special· duty it is to prepare all acts of 
the Legislative Council of India. 

Should a vacancy occur, it may be well to consider 
whether the services of Sir L. Peel might not· be 
advantageously employed as a member of the In
dian Legislature, with the express view of obtaining, 
through his means~ such" a code, or digest of law, as 
he contemplates. 

I Will not advert· to the controversial discussions 
which have t~en place between Sir T. H. Maddock 
on· the one side, and Messrs. Cameron and Millett 
on the other; but I may observe, generally, that a 
code of laws, intended for India, should be as clear 
and simple as· possible, both with reference to the 
character, habits, and circumstances of the people, 
and with reference, also, to the machinery* (the 
civil service of India) by which those laws are to 
be administered. Sir L. Peel remarks that the laws 
relating to real property (the most intricate part of 
our system) ·will not be required for India, where 
houses, &c;, are dealt with as' chattels. . This will 
relieve us from much difficulty; and I· should hope 

* Some years ago I suggested that a portion of our civilians, who might 
manifest an aptitude for the study of law, should be detained in this country 
for two years, for the purpose of attending our Courts, and of qualifying 
themselves otherwise for the exercise of judicial functions.-H. St.G. T. 
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that, without materially departing. from the prin. 
ciples recognised in the Regulations of 1793, a useful 
code might be framed, suitable to the wants and· cir. 
cumstances of the people, without much difficulty. 

The Law of Evidence has attained a degree' of re· 
finement in this country which we cannot hope to 
reach in India; but what we want are some plain, 
intelligible rules, dictated by reason and common 
sense, and divested, as far as possible, of techni· 
calities. 

With respect to European British subjects, it.will 
be contended that they must have· trial byjliry
their birthright. When monarchs were despotic, 
judges arbitrary or obsequious, and when aninde-· 
pendent and intelligent bar was wanting, . trial .by 
jury afforded, no doubt, security to the subject in 
person and property; but, in the present state of 
society, I can scarcely fancy any worse tribunal, 
guided, as it often is, by prejudice, ignorance, and 
caprice. One bad man in a panel is .sufficient to de
feat the ends of justice. 

Still, if the public feeling be too strong to admit 
of the application of the lex loci to European British 
subjects in criminal cases, there .would seem to be 
no alternative but to bring them within the jurisdic
tion of the Supreme Court, at whatever inconveni
ence; for, even in our largest proviD.cial cities,. it 
would not be practicable to command the services of 
a British jury. 

The Mahomedan Law. was recognised. and con. 
tUlUed . by us as the criminal law of the country, .be-
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cause we; found. it establiShed by our predecessors; 
and it was administered. for some; years, by the Naib. 
N azim. €Mahomed. Reza K.han.)'~ assisted. by. district, 
Maufuvies~ It w~ however,. soon: found necessarY 
to' modify- it.. The: punishment by mutilation was 
abolished~ Decutr (c)]r the: price of.' blood): and 
Msaas. (the right of retaliation)i were: superseded;: 
and. ather alterations were' introduced" to. render: it 
less repugnant: to English feeling-. 

In its present state, it perhaps answers its pur •. 
pose,. as applicable to the. native: population, and . 

. especially- . the; Mahomedan portion. or it; but we: 
cannot. submit EUropean :British subJects; to the 
Futwah 'of a Mussulman: doctor, whai is', guided. by 
the opinions of the four commentators: on. the Ktilran" 
without, outraging the national fee'ling. 

It. would appear' to result that~ for the population. 
generally, a lacal code,. founded. upon. the: existing" 
Regulations, will answer every necessary and useful 
purpose;~ but. that an e:x:eeptiom must be made: in. 
favor of European :British subjects,. who claim:,. and 
who must be considered to. 'be entitled to,. the benefit 
of their owrulaws. 

They have been made amenable to the Zillah,. or 
District Courts, to a certain limited amount. for: civil 
contracts;' and thiS· is matter of convenience: to all 
parties.. It· iSl also; essential that the~ natives of In
dia should enjby the' right of appealing- tOJ her' Mar· 
jest,y's Courts, for relief and protection against Eu
ropearis for' all wrongs (civil or criminal) committed 
by the latter ; but, on the other hand,. while admit ... 
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ting our native subjects universally int() the Supreme 
Courts for the redresll of. all wrongs,. as pltdntiffa, I 
would not. force. them in:. any c~ nor allow them 
to be force~ into those courts as dejeMf1III,ts,. when 
all parties aggrieved. have it in them power to prose
cute in. the courts to which they are properly ame
nable under their own laWs.. 

THE PILGRIM-TAX. 

[Written iD.1832.1 

I am generally of opinion that public taxes should 
be levied! fOil general purposes~ without regard. to 
local or particular objects; but 1. think that. excep
tions may sometime!! be lIWle in. the application of 
this rule; and the. tax: on pi100rims is one which ap
pears; to me to be of a. character which. should. take 
it out of the ordinary course;. 

I ha.ve always .felt that there·.was: something in 
the tax unworthy ofa great Government. Theduty 
levied on the .pilgr.im.!l resorting- tOl 1 ugurnath, is 
not strictly a. &Duree: of. revenue;:. it is, mther a. tax 
of.' regulation; and. the whole: amount collected' has 
been expended! in. constructing and keeping in repair 
the public road" and. mother-objects connected With 
the support of the temple.. 

The duty levied. on. the: pilgrimage: to Gyab.. (an act 
of :filial piety. towards. deceased parents). constituted 
3i branch or the; Sayer; and. when the1 province of 
B~ was let in farm (.in.1'Z8Q or' 1781)" the Sayer 
duties. af.· Gyah. were sub-let to a.. Mlls.em1ma:n0l who is 
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represented to have been very oppressive and extor
tionate, and to have discouraged, by his violence and 
exactions, the resort of pilgrims to that city. 

Mr. Thomas Law, who was appointed to the 
charge of the district on the expiration of the farm
ing settlement, brought the subject of the Sayer, in 
1785, under the notice of the Board of Revenue, and 
propo~ed various measures for the improvement of 
the revenue, and for regulating the tax on pilgrims 
in particular; and on the 10th May of that year, 
the Government, on the recomm~ndation of the . 
Board; passed a resolution, granting to Mr. Law one 
moiety of aJ}.y mcrease which might be effected in 
the Sayer, by his exertions, beyond the amount of 
the existing receipts, which were stated at the time 
not to exceed the sum of 30,000 rupees per annum. 

Under such powerful encouragement, the Collector 
may be supposed to have made extraordinary exer
tions to improve the Sayer. Th.e duties, or fees, 
payable on the performance of the different ceremo
nials were fixed on a moderate scale. The proceed
ings of the Gyahwals, or itinerant priests, who collect 
and conduct the pilgrims to Gyah, were placed under 
wholesome restraint, all undue exactions were pre
vented, means were provided for the accommoda
tion of the pilgrims, and for the" protection of their 
persons and property, and, in a short time, they 
flocked. to Gyah in great numbers, especially from 
the Mahratta territory" Indeed, the -Princess 
Ahilya Bhye, the- heroine of Sir .John Malcolm's 
history, was induced to build a splendid. temple at 
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that place, at vast expense. Persons of rank and 
opulence undertook the pilgrimage from all parts of 
the Mahratta country; and the Collector's arrange
ment had at least the effect of raising to a condition 
of great prosperity one of our most ancient cities, 
the object of peculiar veneration to our Hindoo 
subjects. 

The revenue drawn from the duties on pilgrims at 
Grab amounts at present to about 2,20,000 rupees 
per annum; and the collections at .Allahabad, at the 
confluence of the J umna and Ganges, amount to 
about 80,000 rupees; and these sums are appro
priated to public purposes in the same manner as 
other branches of the revenue. 

Now, what I would presume to suggest is-that 
the surplus collections at the different places of pil
griniage, including J ugurna.th (amounting at present 
to about 4,00,000 rupees per annum), should be 
placed under th~ management of a committee or 
committees of respectable Hindoos, to be selected by 
the Governor-General in Council-that they should 
be authorised and required to appropriate the amount 
at their discretion, in the construction and repair

l of roads and bridges, in maintaining the Hindoo 
shrines and temples, in digging tanks, sinking wells, 
planting avenues of trees, constructing serais, and in 
other works calculated to promote the comfort of the • 
Hindoo population who pay the tax. 

2nd. That our interference in the internal regula
tions of the temple at J ugurna.th be entirely with
drawn; and that its concerns be.left to the manage-

. ( 
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ment of. the priesthood" our Government) strictly 
confining itself to the duty; of protecting. the· persons 
and. property of. the pilgrims, by ~uch regulations of 
police as, may from time to time be> found necessary 
fol" that. purpose" . 

3rd~ That the committee or commi,ttees of respect
able Hindoos, whose appointment might be made for 
a. limited period." and. be revocable. at the pleasure 
of the· Governor-General in. Council, be. required to 
submit anDl13Jly to Government an account. showing 
their: receipts" and. the manner. in. which the amount 
shall have.' beerudisbursed in promoting the, objects. 
contemplated in. the: arrangement~ , 

It is somewhat remarkable~ that the Hindoos are 
by no means desirous that. the tax on pilgrims should 
be abolished; although levied. and. appropriated by 
foreigners. o£.a.ditferentreligion. LQl!dW. Bentinck 
mentions: the fact,. and my own recollections lead me 
to.· the' same· conclusion.. This, circumstance: is surely 
very creditable· to us,. for it shows: that greatmodera
tion has been observed, and that the people are: really 
sensible that. our main. object has; been. to. protect 
them. in. the: performance of their- ceremonies., and 
observances, without interfering' with the rites of 
them religion. Still; however, it appearsi to me that 
they would. be highly gratified. by our- committing 
the- cQllection of the duties to' respectable; individuals 

. of the same faitk; and. by our appropriating: the 
annual reaeipts to, objects and purposes· connected 
with the immediate comfort and, well-being of the 
Hindoo, community" 



1 have- another view- in proposing' that we- should:. 
relinquish. the tax and. withdraw from aJl inter;.. 
ference in. the ~ment of the, temple an Jugnr;.. 
na.t1L. There are many- . estimable: persons in.. this, 
coUILtry' woo consi.der such. interference' as compro. 
mising the character of a Christi.:m,. and who, cannot: 
reconcile themselves, to) the idem of our drawing' a. 
revenue from:. what, they esteem am impure: and un·, 
hallowed source.. We ought, no' doub4 as fun as; 
possible;. to pay deference'to- religious. scruples whick. 
are founded. on a high conscientiQUs: feeling'; and" by 
adopting my proposition,. I conceive that every just 
and reasonable concession will have: been made' to 
the feelings of the most scrupulous.. 1 cannot believe 
that, any Christian would. wisk 'Wi to allow ollr' 
lliniloo' subjects, to· be plundered and: tortured, as' 
they are represented to have been at a former period, 
merely that they may' experience the deplorable 
effects oj! superstition.. The true way to wean men: 
fi!om the practice of superstitious rites, is surely not 
by exposing them to the evils attending superstitious 
observances. They ara little acquainted with the 
Hindoo character who, fancy that a; Hindoo enthu·· 
siast can be terrifie.i4 or deterred:. from his purpose,. 
by any array of physical evil. He voluntarily sub. 
jects, himself to. the . most. painful perumces, on the 
slightest occasiorur. 

But it may be said that the Gover:BID.ent will still 
derive indirectly all the benefit of the Pilgrim-tax, 
inasmuch as the collections will be 'applied to pur. 
poses for which provision must otherwise be made 
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from some other branch of the revenue. . Such will 
not be the case. My proposition is to appropriate 
the receipts to objects which woulfl, not otherwise be 
provided for. The few public works which we have 
executed in Bengal have been undertaken generally 
for the improvement of the public revenue and our 
commercial interests, or to promote the health, com
fort, and convenience of Europeans.* My wish is to 
do something for our native subjects, or to allow 
them to do something for themselves, by appropri
ating their voluntary contributions in the manner 
most agreeable to themselves, to objects in which 
they may take an interest. 

I am glad to avail myself of so fair an occasion to 
record Ply sentiments on the subject of the tax on 
pilgrims. I have never been friendly to· it as an 
object of re-renue; and I have always considered 
our interference in the internal economy of the 
temple at J ugurnath as altogether unsuitable to 
the character and proper functions of the British 
Government. t 

.. TIlls was written in 1832, and must be regarded only in its application 
to Bengal. Mr. Tucker was of opinion (see a subsequent paper at page 42') 
that roads were not essential for commercial purposes in Bengal Proper, 
which enjoys the advantages of river-communication thronghont nearly its 
whole extent. 

t It will have been observed that Bome of the statements and arguments 
contained in a preceding paper on " Religious Ceremonies and Endowments," 
are repeated in the above document-but it contains 80 much, besides of a 
practical character, in connexion with the Pilgrim-tax, that it has been given 
with little or no abbreviation. 
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FINANCE. 

[It there W81 one subject upon which, more than upon others, Mr. Tucker 
.poke with especial anthority, it was that of Indian Finance. It would be no 
exaggeration to .ay that he was the ablest financier who has ever gone out to 
India. His early connexion with the East India Company was mainly in the 
capacity of a finance officer; and such was the estimation in which he was 
held by Lord Cornwallis and Sir George Barlow, that he was called from the 
counting-houae of the private merchant to resume hi~ place in the civil service 
of the Company, and as Acconntant-General to regulate and re-invigorate the 
financial condition of the empire, which had been so disordered and debilitated 
by the Mahratta ware at the commencement of the present century. There 
are among Mr. Tucker's papers a vast number of very able documents, 
ranging in date over more than half a century, but so many of them, relating 
to a bygone Btate of things, have been necessarily excluded, that it is feared 
the present selection will atrord but a very imperfect picture of Mr. Tucker's 
merits 81 a financier.] 

EXCHANGE OPERATIONS-HOME REMITTANCES. 

[Written in 1848.] 

IT will be readily admitted that the annual tri
bute from India, amounting to from 3,700,0001. to 
4,000,0001., can only be remitted by means of the 
export trade from that country; in other words, 
India can only pay her public debt by her produce 
and manufactures, exported either directly to the 
mother country, or indirectly through China and 
other countries having commercial relations with 
Great Britain. . . 
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But the 'public tribute is not all which India has 
to pay. The private fortunes which Europeans ac
quire in that country mus~ also be remitted, sooner 
or later; and they may be roughly estimated at 
half a milli~>n sterling, on an average of yeafs. 
India must further pay for her annual imports from 
Europe' and other quarters, 'which cannot be esti
mated at less than 3,OOO,OOOl. or 4,OOO,OOOl.; so 
that a remittance, by means of her produce and 
manufactures.o is annually .required~ 'to the extent of 
not less than eight millions sterling . 

. .And what:is the present condition ofherexpart 
trade, which is Telied upon to furnish such a Te

.mittancePIt is notoriously in .a .state of .absolute 
stagnation. 'Very few, jf RIlY, ,articles ·of import 
from India, ,during the last year, lmve yi~ded a 
'profit, or obtained remunerating prices. U'pon the 
article of sugar .a loss has very generally been -sus
tained to the extent of at least 25 per cent.; and 
the derangement produced by the fall of the princi
pal houses engaged in the trade, both in this coun
try and at Calcutta, nas been such as to produce, 
apparently, a temporary suspension 'of the commerce 
with India. 

And it is tmder ihesecircum.stances that the 
CoUrt expect to realise funds by lowering the .ex
change of their bills on India. For "What purpose 
are these hills likely to he xequired ? 

1st. They .may be taken to !l.'emitback funds 
already realised in 'this ;country; but 'as it is 'Well 
known that the bills drawn on the consignments of 
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last year could not generally b ~aia},~e:l,lap})JA ) 
little, if any, surplus to remit bac~~ OO]y 11. ,J 

2nd. Our bills may be called for to "-liiI~_fim 
India and China the produce 'and manufa~es of 
those countries in the ensuing year~ I believe that 
funds will be required in China for the p1ll'chaseof 
tea, which we must have; but our bills for that 
purpose have heretofore been taken 'at a. much 
higher exchange, and have been applied to settle 
the 'account between the importers 'of ,opium and 
the exporters of tea with great advantage. 

3rd. 'Our bills may be taken, 'as a -commercial 
speculation, at the 'present low exchange, in the 
expectation that the proceeds :may be remitted back 
from India at a pront. This certainly was done 'in 
1845, on the reduction of the exchange to Is. 9d.; 
but circumstances are widely different at the present _ 
moment. 

There is not at present the slightest ground for 
assuming that capital will be remitted to India 'on 
such a speculation, when it can be so advantageously 
employed on the spot ; and when,after the -recent 
fail1ll'es, there is so much reason to apprehend that 
it·could not be brought back in safety, or without 
loss. .And I may observe further, that, even iNhere 
were disposable capital in this -city, likely to be em. 
barked .in such a speculation, that ,capital, when 
remitted backirom Inilia (which sooner or later it 
will .be), must come into ·competition with us 'as 
remitters, whether by bills on hypothecation, or by 
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consignments of bullion, or otherwise. This· fact 
seems to have been altogether overlooked· by the 
Court. The sale of a bill in the present year in 
London may interfere with the purchase of a bill 
next year in Calcutta; so that the difficulty is only 
postponed. . Those who purchased our bills in 1845, 
were remitters in competition with us in 1846-a 
fact which has come under my personal observation. 

When a statesman encounters a difficulty, he 
naturally applies himself to trace the cause, and to 
discover the best means of removing it. 

Our difficulty in the present case arises from the 
circumstance that a remittance to India is not wanted 
-that there is nothing to remit; and this difficulty, 
I apprehend, is not likely to be overcome by tamper
ing with the exchange. But I am told "we must 
follow the market." if it be meant that we must 
be governed by the operations of a few bill-brokers 
and money-dealers, I demur to the "dictum. A great 
and inHuential body ought to lead rather than to 
follow the market-by which I understand, gene
rally, the adjustment of the supply to the demand, 
both in exchange and in other financial operations. 
Had we acted upon this dictum in India, our Go
vernment at the present day might have been paying 
an interest of 10* or 12 per cent. per annum, for 

• We raised a loan in 1798-99 at 10 per cent. per annum, irredeemable for. 
tell years! In March, 1801, our 12 per cent. treasury notes bore .& discount 
of Sf and 4 per cent., although payable in the August following. In a very 
short space the interest on those notes was reduced to 6 per cent. and & 

fraction per annum, and circulated at par at that rate, but not, certainly, "by 
following the market."-H. St.G. T. 
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such I have known them. to pay-they might have 
been purchasing silver with gold, by payiIig a hig~ 
premium; for such also I have known to have been 
done* during a series of years; and they might 
have been purchasing bills, or Hoondies, for· com
mercial advances, and for the payment of the troops 
in the interior, by paying a Hoondean, or difference 
of exchange of 2 or 2i per cent.;· whereas our in
ternal remittances are now effected without loss, and 
generally with an advantage, either in the exchange, 
or in the saving of time. 

I need scarcely urge .that frequent alterations in 
our rates of exchange are, as far as. possible, to· be 
avoided; since they produce uncertainty in the 
operations of the merchant, and they indicate a 
want of foresight, or an infirmity· of purpose on our 
part. I must, moreover, remind the Court that, in 
lowering the exchange from Is. 10d. to Is. 9d.,we 
\irtually impose upon India an addition to her an
nual tribute of about 200,OQ01~; and we also, indi
rectly, cause a reduction in the fortunes of· our 
servants and" others, which are realised ultimately 
in this country, in probably the same proportion. 

The theory of exchanges is fully discussed, and,· I 
think, ; developed, in the financial despatch from 
Bengal, bearing date the 23rd August, 1809 (para
graphs 57 to 121); and, after an experience of 
nearly half a century, I adhere to the principles laid 

• See Sir John Shore'. Tery elaborate minute on this Bubject, recorded on 
the Bengal proceedinga or the 3rd October, 1796. 

VOL. I. 2 c 
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down. in that despatch, and have acted upon them in 
my public capacity. 

I may be.asked,no doubt (and I have been asked), 
'. in what manner I would propose to supply.our home 

treasury, if not by reducing 'Our ,exchange? But, 
without insisting that he who points 'Out a wrong 
course, or would avoid .~ impracticable road, is not 
necessarily bound to find an easy path, I_.am pre
pared to state that I have for :some time past been 

. anxiously engaged in examining this question, ~d 
I have done all in my power to arrive ata satisfac
torysolution of :it; but, if the present distressed 
state of the trade with India should unhappily con
tinue, I unhesitatingly say that there is no remedy 
for the evil. 

I cert~y would not recommend ~ extension 'Of 
our remittances in bullion; for our first remittance 
has .already 'Occasioned some uneasiness in Calcutta; 
and, as I have elsewhere .observed, '" a remittance in 
specie, or bullion, cann9t be resorted to with advan
tage, except for the purpose 'Of 'adjusting 'a balance 
'On the commercial and political ,debts and credits of 
tWD or more countries; and I can sfate, frDIIl: my 
'Own experience, that any large abstraction 'Of the 
precious metals from India is likely to 'Occasion great 
public mconvenience. That 'Country possesses no 
mines ()f those metals-the importations have much 
diminished 'Of late, as ()ur Mint records and other' 
accounts tend to . show-there is an exportation to 
the countries beyond the .Jumna, in payment for. 
salt and other articles-no inconsiderable amount .. 
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is absorbed in the manufacture -of plate, t~ets. 
&c., by the natives-and. our metallic currency is 
little assisted by a paper currency, which cannot 
enter largely into the very minute transactions of 
the native population, and which is liable to expose 
them, from their ignorance, to frauds and imposi
tions. Under these circumstances, I can state con
fidently that we cannot often have recourse to a re
mittance in specie, or bullion, from India, without 
the risk of financial derangement. The wealthy na
tives, under any alarm, are very apt to withhold 
specie from circulation, and its abstraction is liable 
to affect public credit, and to prevent the Govern
ment from Taising the funds that may, from time to 
time, be required for the public service at a mode
rate rate of interest!' 

Should the trade from India fortunately revive, 
we may look forward to aextend our remittances in 
the ensuing season of 1848-49, by means of o~ ad
vances on hypothecation; and I consider this not 
only a legitimate source of supply, but I must mafu. 
tain that the. operation is highly useful and bene
ficial to the Indilm: producer and manufacturer; 
and that it is calculated to take him. out of the 
hands of those whose agency has not always been 
found to besare, or to afford the necessary facilities 
in carrying on -the export trade from India. 'To 
borrow from the fund set apart' under the last 
Charter Act for the ultimate redemption of our 
stock, .can never, I think, be desirable, or even justi
,fiable; for' it would tend to affect the value of that 

202 
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stock; and it would. in reality be to trench upon· 
.what I am disposed to regard. as a trust-fund, which 
should be held inviolate. 

Nor can it be prudent, during a time of general 
peace, to continue to borrow,. either in this country 
or in India; although, under particular circum
stances, it .may, no doubt, be found sometimes neces
sary to extend the. issue of our bonds, in order to 
provide ,temporarily for the exigencies of the ser
vice. 

There are two important objects which should 
engross our earnest attention. 

The primary one is, to realise a surplus revenue 
in India sufficient to meet the home. expenditure 
and .,the other, demands of the service; and this ob
ject has not yet been accomplished, although much 
has .been done to effect a reduction in the military 
and other charges of our IlldianGovernments. 

The other, and more immediate object is, to pro
mote, as far as possible, the means of· effecting the 
remittance of that surplus to England; and this can 
only be done by encour~oing and extending the ~ori
culture, the. manufactures, and· the external com
merce of the, country. It is well known that no in
considerable portion of our. annual remittance is 
effected through China; the consignments of opium 
from ,Calcutta and Bombay furnishing a fund for the 
. purchase of tea, a very important article, as applica
ble to the purpose of remittance to this cOuntry. The 
late fall, in. the price of our opium, which must 
seriously affect. our revenue, may also circumscribe, 
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eventually, this source of supply. A remittance to 
a small amount was also obtained, heretofore, through 
the Mauritius :-rice and other supplies sent from 
Bengal, for the consumption of that island, being 
ultimately paid for by bills on England; but -here, 
too, the impoverished state of the colony may tend 
to curtail this indirect remittance. 

I have no sati¥action in referring to these unpropi
tious circumstances; but it is not the part of wisdom 
to keep facts out of sight, and we cannot hope to
remedy an evil until we have ascertained its cause; 
There are two Committees of the House of Commons 
employed at present in inquiring into the state of our 
colonial and Indian trade-particularly in the articles 
of sugar and cotton-and I am willing to anticipate 
much good from their labors. 

Much has been done by the Court to improve and 
extend the cultivation of cotton in our Indian terri
tory; and this national object will, I trust, sooner 
or later be accomplished; but we have not yet- been 
able to compete successfully with the United States 
in the production of the article. Still, I look to it 
ultimately not only as a valuable source of supply to 
our manuf"actUres, but as a fruitful source of remit
tance from India to this country. 

But s1lo~, in my opinion, is the most promising 
article to which we can look forward; and if the 
wisdom of the Legislature should extend to us and 
to the British colonies suitable encouragement and 
protection, I would confidently predict that our diffi. 
culties with rCoaard to remittances would soon be at 
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an end. . In '1846. the quantity of sugar imported 
from India was 1,432,274 cwt.; and the gross value~ 
at 33s. 2id.,. was stated at 2.379~664l.; sterling; and 
if this price had been. maintained,. or if a differential 
duty in our favor~ as against foreign produce~ had 
been continued,. there cannot exist a doubt that the . 
importations from India. would largely and rapidly 
haveincreaseq, to the great benefit of. our agriCultural 
population~ and with great advantage to our finan.. 
·cial interests~. I have given my evidence before one 
of the Committees under this impression; and I have 
ventured to add that the manufactures of this coun
try are directly interested in promoting the export, 
trade from India; for if Great Britain will not take 
our sugars and other produce" India cannot purchase 
he;r cottons, woollens, and metals ... 

1 am aware that I am touching upon. tender 
ground; and I may be thought to oppose myself 
somewhat officiously to a popular theory ; but as the 
doctrine which has found favor with the British 
public. within the last two> years has not yet obtained 
the sanction of experience, I may be permitted to 
retain my own opinionsr Th,e time has, I think, 
arrived, when. our existence as an independent body 
may depend upon the successful administration of 
our finances. 

The simple truth is,. that we cannot expect to 
replenish our' home treasury by. successive reduc
tions in the exchange; and if England shall declare 
io India that she cannot, extend encouragement and 
protection to her commerce, me must be prepared 
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to learn that India can no longer continue to pay her 
accustomed tribute; nor longer contin:oo to pur
chase and consume the manuf'actures: of the mother 
country. 

INDIAN BANKS AND PAPER CURRENCY. 

[In the following paper, written in 1836~ Mr. Tucker refers to a project 
entertained, abont that time, for the foundation of a gigantic Banking esta
bliahment, under the immediate patroDage of the Company. whereby- all the 
financial operations oC Government might be carried on through the medium. 
or an extended paper currency. Mr. Tucker was oC opinion that this exten
aiou of the paper currency wonld be fraught with the most mischievous 
result., and that any closer connexion between Government and a Banking 
establiahment, than that already existing iII the ease or the Bank of Bengel. 
in the 6nmdation of which ha JWnae\f had aided, would greatly embarrass the 
administration and evolve a host of practical evils. He earnestly. therefore, 
resisted the project, and it was not entertained by the Conrt.) 

It. is not only the high privilege' of 
80V&eignty to supply the current. coin,. and to 
stamp its val~'but it is one of the most imperative 
duties and obligations of a. Govermnen4 in every 
country~ to supply~ or cause to be supplied, a. safe 
and convenient medium of exchange,. suitable: to- the 
wants and condition. of the particular community, 
and to the general pmposes. of commerce.. 

I am willing to admit~ at the: same: time,. that 
banking establishments, formed upon sound and safe 
principles,. may be rendered useful in every com
mercial country; and that if such establishments 
would have the effect of permanently adding to, and 
promoting the growth of, productive capital in India, 
they would answer a, beneficial purpose_ But the 
question which the Court have tOo deal with, at pre-
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sent, is practicaJly, whether we ought to aid and co
operate in the establishment of the particular plan 
which has been submitted to us. . 

As far as I can judge from the prospectus, the 
plan before us contemplates the following objects
viz. : 
, 1st. The supercession of the Government treasuries 
or general treasury at the presidency. 

2nd. ~he employment of the Bank to' facilitate the 
realisation of the public revenue .. 

3rd. As a consequence, the circulation of the 
Bank paper throughout the country. 

4th. The supercession,. or incorporation of the 
Bank of Bengal, and the consequent establishment 
of a ·monopoly, or an exclusive privilege, for the 
supply of a paper currency in India. 

5th. The intervention of the new Bank as a gene
ral instrument for effecting remittances to England, 
direct and' through China: that is; the Bank pro
pose, I presume, to advance to the indigo, silk, and 
other. manufacturers, sums to be repaid by bills on 
their consignments to England, and these bills (or 
counter-bills drawn by the Bank) would be.sold to 
the .Government at a profit. In the same manner, 
the. Bank would advance. on consignments .of cotton 
and opium to China, purchasing with the amount at 
Canton bills to be drawn on consignments of tea, 
&c., to this country. 

Now, it appears to me .that.it would. be very 
unsafe to concur in~ or to countenance any of, these 
projects. We have. managed, and can continue to . 
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manage such operations perfectlyweU ourselves; 
and I can perceive no reason whatever for setting 
up another and a very powerful party to take our 
place; and for conferring on it privileges which may 
enable it to compel us, as remitters, to become its 
customers for bills on its own terms. 

The monopoly granted to the Bank ~f· England as 
a national establishment has always been much 
questioned; but the new Bank evidently cOntem
plates a monopoly much more comprehensive; and 
such an establishment . would possess . in India a 
much greater power over the circulation and the 
money market, than is enjoyed by the Bank of 
England. 

If it were not premature to enter into details in 
this stage of the question, it could easily be shown 
that the Government of India possess great facilities 
for managing the operations which the new Bank 
proposes to undertake; and that we have. gained 
considerably, and, under proper management may 
expect still to gain, .upon our exchange transactions. 
A large portion of the land-revenue was heretofore 
actually realised in the treasury of Calcutta before 
the collections were made in the interior; and upon 
our remittances to ~ombay and to England through 
China a profit has generally been realised.. .... 

As a general. proposition, I am disposed to main
tain that a metallic currency cannot be dispensed 
with in :mdia-that a paper currency is unsuitable 
to the minute pecuniary transactions of the natives 
-and that from their ignorance they are peculiarly 
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exposed to fraud. and impositions by means of forgery 
and otherwise~ This must always operate as an 
objection to the generaL substitution. of paper for 
specie;. but. so. far from objecting to the former as 
an auxiliary» :r myself propo~ed,. and was instru
mental in establishing and conducting the Bank of 
Bengal; and I am satisfied that it has answere4 a 
ve-ry useful purpose. IT there be' any defect. in. its 
constitution,. I am disposed ta think t~t the in
fluence of the Government over it~ operations was 
too limited rather than too. direct and extensive~ 

As: India possesses no m.ine~ and is in consequence 
dependent upon other' countries for a. supply of the 
precious metals, and as it incurs annually a large 
political debt which must be remitted to England 
-any derangement of currency by over-issues: of 
paper, by the. encQuragement of over-trading,. or by 
other acts of mal-administration on the part. of a 
Bank~ might produce the most serious consequences. 
Prices would be liable to be affected materially-the 
confidence of the natives. in ow: monetary system 
might be.. destroyed or shaken.,-and all the financial 
operations of the Government might be impeded. and 
deranged. .1 cannot~ therefore, regard a project 
embracing such an extensive:field: .0£ 'speculation 

• without a feeling of distrust; and 1 cannot consent 
to supersede ap; existing establishment-which, if 
not sufficiently large, can easily be extended-with
out much stronger grounds, than. ha.ve yet been a.d
duced to. justify its annihilation" OE its enforced in
corporatioJ.1. with the new institution.. 
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In Europe, the great bullion markets, I may ob-
serve, are within reach, and can be resorted. to upon 
any emergency when supplies may be required: the 
ebb and flow or the precious· metals can be calcu
lated with some degree of certainty, from the know
ledaooe which ~e BaDk of England and our great 
capitalists possess with respect to the commercial 
transactions and money relations existing between 
different countries. But in India. the· sources from 
which we obtain our bullion are more remote: it is 
usually brought from. America. and China and the 
Eastern Archipelao"'O; the supply is uncertain-we 
are liable to a perpetual drain- for the discharge of 
a political debt; and the consequence has been that 
a scarcity of the precious metals is from time to time 
experienced in that country, and to an extent which 
has been productive of public inC!illvenience i-nor 
can I perceive that the establishment of the proposed 
Bank .will have any tendency to produce a, more re
gular and abundant supply of the precious metals ; 
while it is perf~tly clear that the more general sub. 
lititution of a paper currency for specie must have the 
effect of aggravating the evils of a. scarcity, if, from 
whatever cause, a large and sudden demand for the 
precious metals should arise for the discharge of a 
fo~oudebt. .. 

Ands let me ask, what guarantee pave we for the 
stability and for the successful management of the 

• 1\e COUDby eould Dot IoDg bear lbia draiD if She people were Dot great; 
,.,.m-"'&IIcl small CflIUIIIlID's. The great mass, from their simple habits, re
quirelittIe from without; &lid haye fortunately much to giye to their foreign 
ruJera.whodaimad,.dirdoSheenWerent ofthinut territary,-H.St.G. T. 
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• 
proposed Bank? The gentlemen who have brought 
forward the plan are of the very highest respectabi
lity ;. but what assurance have we that they will con
tinue co-partners in the concern for a single year? . 
and how is it possible for them, or for other parties, 
to superintend and regulate the operations of a Bank 
at a distance of twelve thousand miles? I inay be 
told that a very large capital will be subscribed. 
True-but· it is the very essence of banking to issue 
notes; or to contract other obligations, to an amount 
far beyond its capital, or the Bank could have no 
profits. And have we not seen the largest and appa
rently the most prosperous establishments suddenly 
swept away, scarce leaving a wreck behind, and in 
the fall a:nnibilating a capital of many millions? 
The fact is, that in India the high rate· of interest 
on private security has heretofore operated,. and may 
still operate, as a great temptation to individuals to 
lend their money upon commercial adventures. The 
borrower, in order to pay this high interest, is 
tempted to engage in precarious speculations, and 
hence an unsound state of trade, which renders it 
necessary that the utmost caution should be observed 
in forming and conducting any Banking establish-
mentin that country. • 

I shall be glad to see British capital flow to India; 
but I would leave the parties to act upon their own 
j~dginent and good discretion; and I would not en
courage the public. to embark their funds in. commer
cial or other projects, connected with a quarter so 
remote, by holding out that the Company's Govern-
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ment are parties to the undertaking. .And it appears 
to me that we ought at once to apprise the highly 
respectable individuals. who have addressed us, that 
we can give no countenance to their project, in so 
far as it assumes that the proposed Bank will be em
ployed as the financial organ of the Government, or 
as the exclusive channel of its· remittancea to Eng
land; or that its paper currency will be received in 
payments, and be circulated ge~erally throughout . 
the public treasuries of India. * It will be necessary, 
at all events, I apprehend, to do one of two things
either to abstain altogether from taking ~y part 

• It would be easy to show the practical inconvenience likely to result from 
receivinl the DOtes of tbe Bank in payment at the provincial treasuriea: 
Suppoee, for eumple, that the Government require specie at Agra for tbe 
payment of the troops, and that the pri .... te men:hanta require it in the ~e 
quarter, to make advanc:ea for indigo, cotton, sugar, &c. The latter would 
IeIld up bank Dates; and, hy an fl1Il!y arrangement with the ZemiDdars, ex· 
change them rw the specie w hieb the latter would otherwise pay into tbe 
public treanlr7. But bank Dates Dot answering for the pay of the troops, the 
Government must hring them down to Calcutta to be cashed, and then send 
up the specie to die statioD where it may be wanted, at considerahle expense 
and inconvenience. The bank DOte is thus converted into a bill of exchange, 
at or Dear par, while a real difference of two or three per cent .. or more, may 
exist in the exchange between the two places. The same BOrt of process W88 

at one period carried on in Bengal, when gold and silver were received indif
ferently. The gold would not &D8wer for paying the troops, or for smslllld
Tances to the weavers, molongees, and others; and being, in consequence, 1_ 
CUDvenient, it bore what we call a batta. Iuwvidoals had accordingly a motive 
for paying it into the public treasury rather than silver. The GOTemmeut 
were then compelled to porchaae silver from the shroffil, or bankers, who 
again exchanged the gold wtth the ZemiDdara and others having paymentS to 
make into the pllblic treasuries; nor was this difficult, for the Zemindars were 
1I81IalIy in their debt, and were accustomed to pay in their revenue through 
the shrofl'a who mllde them advanc:ea. In this, to us, vicions circle, we pro
ceeded rw some time, the Government being exposed to a heavy cIWge for 
batta, or discIIont, on every re.,oluUon. The batta rose doring the adminis
tration of Sir Jobo Shore as high as 61 per cent. (See his miDnte of the 29th 
of September, 1796.) Circumstances have since changed; and gold bore latelT 
a highp~ in BeugaI.-H. St-G. T. 
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in the execution of the plan which has been an
nounced, leaving the' parties to take their own 
course, without any assurance of co-operation from 
us; or to take that decided part which may lead to 
the establisbment or the proposed Bank, and the 
regulation of its future operations under the imme
diate control of the Government. 

There would seem to be a feeling that the opera
tions of the Government for effecting olir remit
tances from ~dia direct and through China are 
calculated to interfere with and to prejudice. the 
general commerce d. the country; but this is a 
gratuitous assumption, wliic~ the Court, I trust, are 
not prepared to admit. Our advances upon con
signments of indioCJ'(), s~ tea, and other commo
dities, have proved, and, I doubt not, will continue 
to prove, a very great accommodation to the manu
facturers and exporters, and may not only render 
them more independent of the private capitalists, 
but these advances may, on particular occasions, be 
highly essential in enabling the parties to carry on 
their trade. We do not compel them or wish them 
to resort to us, if they can obtain better terms in 
any other quarter; and so with respect to our draw
ing upon India and China from this country, our 
bills may be an accommodation to the remitter, but 
they cannot be forced upon him. We do not tamper 
with or attempt to regulate the exchanges; we fol.,. 
low the exchanges ,which the money concerns of the 
two .countries establish, and avail ourselves of any 
state of things which may favor our own objects. 
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We are remitters from India to the extent of above 
three millions annJl3lly, and we must effect that re
mittance in the best manner we can; nor would it 
be prudent or safe for the Government to place itself 
in a state of dependence upon any Bank, or any body 
of men whatever, in the course of effecting the great 
national object of bringing home the annual tribute 
from India with the greatest ronvenience and ad
vantage to the two countries. So far from aban
doning our present plan of remittance, I have a 
firm conviction that, if· the Court of Directors had 
adopted the arrangements proposed to them by the 
Supreme Government in their iinancialdespatch of 
the 23rd August, 1.809, for constituting the Com
pany the great organ, of remittance to and from 
India and China, Europe and America, a financial 
object of vast magnitude and importance would have 
been oocomplished, the capital of our servants and 
others would not have been forced into private 
channels, and much of the mischief which has Te
sulted from hazardous speculations and consequent 
failures might probably have been avoided. 

I cannot venture to predict what may be the imme
diate or the more remote effects of that disposition to 
engage in banking concerns upon a large scale, which 
is so prevalent in this country and in the United 
States of America at the present moment. Men ex
perienced and sRooacious contemplate these under
takings evidently with some uneasiness; and it is 
quite certain that the unrestrained extenSion of a 
. paper currency may produce effects, whether for good 
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or for evil, upon the property of the country, "and 
upon the general interests of the community and the 
Government, in the last degree important. A pru
"dent Government will carefully watch such under
takings, and will not hastily l~nd its countenance to 
them. This cautious reserve is highly necessary in 
every country; but I know not any country where 

-the general introduction of a paper currency, in 
substitution for the precious metals, ought to be 
viewed with. more circumspection, if not distrust, 
than it should be,-I think, in British India. 

The projectors of the scheme may not, perhaps, 
have extended their views beyond the institution of 
a substantial Bank; and may not be fully aware of 
the inherent capacity or aptitude for expansion 
which their projected establishment would possess; 
but if the Bank be invested with the functions and 
privileges which the prospectus points at, I must 
maintain that, under skilful management, it would 
soon acquire. a paramount influence,calculated to 
give it the absolute command of the money market 
of India,. and to place the Government itself in a 
state of abject dependence. I repeat, then, . that we 
should either decline at once, fairly and candidly, to 
give our sanction to the establishment of this power
ful machine on the footing aimed at; or we must, 
as a Government, interpose directly and perempto
rily to regulate and circumscribe its functions and 
movements. 
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BANKS. 

[Thill paper may be regarded as a sequel to the foregoing. It was written 
in 1638, and was called forth by the proposal to establish a Bank in Bombay 
similar to the .. Bank ot Bengal." It ia valuable not only for the opinions it 
contain .. but for the historical references to the :financial operatiOns of the 
Indian Government at the commencement of the present century, and to the 
circumltancel nnder which, in no .mall measure through the instrumentality 

-of Mr. Tucker, the Bank ot Bengal was established. Some of the apprehen
lionl entertained by Mr. Tucker relative to the evila likely to arise from a 
mnltiplication of Bank .. have been nnfortnnately realised.] 

. This is not an insulated. question, having 
reference merely to the establishment of ,a single 
Bank at Bombay. If we grant the charter which 
has been applied for, we must be prepared for many 
applications of the same kind, which we cannot de
cline without exposing ourselves to the imputation. 
of partiality and inconsistency. A Bank has already 
been set on foot in the Western Provinces, two 
Banks have been established' or projected in the 
Lower Provinces of Bengal, and it is probable that 
an establishment of the same kind will be attempted 
in the opulent and populous city of Benares, and in 
other places, where the projectors may allege the 
same grounds, and where they will be actuated· by 
the same motives which have influenced the parties 
who now apply for a chartered Bank at Bombay. 
The community at Madras may also prefer a similar 
application, 'especially if they should :find that the 
shares in the Bombay Bank bear a high premium, 
which I am persuaded they will do at an early 
period. 

VOL. I. 2D 
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The question, therefore, is one of great magnitude, 
since we are called upon, in this first stage of it, to 
pronounce whether we are prepared to sanction the 
establishment of numerous Banks, and to encourage 
the substitution of a paper for a metallic currency 
in British India. 

Now, there is no proposition upon which I have 
less doubt than that a paper currency is not gene
rally suited to the condition of the great body of the 
people of India;. and that its substitution for a me
tallic currency, far from being desirable, would be 
liable to the most weighty o~jections. 

I am quite aware that such a substitution cannot 
be effected without the aid and instrumentality of 
the Government and its officers. If we determine 
that bank notes shall not be received at the public 
treasuries, their circulation must necessarily be very 
confined, and will be altogether conventional. Ex
clude them from this great artery, and they will be 
used only by those who·:find them useful; and to 
this, their proper office, I have not the slightest ob
jection. We cannot, moreover, prevent the esta
blishment of private Banks in India; nor should I 
propose to interfere with such 'establishments; but 
we can refuse to give circulation to their paper; and 
this, in my opinion, we are bound to do, both from 
a regard to our own security, and for the purpose 
of protecting our native subjects and others, who will 
naturally place. confidence in any currency which 
may appear to have obtained the countenance and 
support of the Government. It is also unquestion-
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able that private Banks may afford sufficient security 
to the public, if the subscribed capital be paid up, 
and the partners be held liable in their private for~ 
tunes; but this is not the kind of establishment 
aimed at by the parties at Bombay, and the Court's 
despatch sanctions the formation of a public Bank, 
in which the East India Company will be principal 
sharers, and for which the Company will be respon
sible to the public, to the full extent of the obliga
tions contracted by the Bank. 

The Court' have manifestly pro,ceeded, on the pre
sent occasion, on the precedent furnished by the 
Bank of Bengal, and my prepossessions may natu
rally be supposed to be in favor of an establish
ment which was my own work; but I am bound to 
examine carefully how far the circumstances which 
gave occasion to that undertaking exist at the pre
sent period, and whether that which was necessary 
and useful forty years ago, is required, or is likely to 
be useful, under existing circumstances. 

Now, it is quite certain that the circumstances of 
the two periods are widely and essentially different; 
and it may, therefore, be neither prudent nor safe to 
create new Banks at the present moment, merely be
cause one Bank was found to be useful under a dif-
ferent state of things. . 

In 1801 public and conimercial credit can scarcely 
be said to have had an existence in India. There 
was a large capital, it is true, in the hands of the 
native bankers of Benares, Moorshedabad, Calcutta, 

2D2 
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and some other places; but there was. a total want 
of confidence both in the Government and in the 
. commercial community; and this capital, when par
tially brought forWard, was employed in theopera
tions of exchange, in trafficking in the different coins, 
and in advances to the landholders and others at an 
enormous rate of interest. 

About t.he period to which I allude, the gold coin 
was sometimes at a discoUnt of six per cent., and 
the Government were obliged to p~chase silver 
from time to time, in order to supply a s1}it.able 
currency for the· pay of . the troops, and for making 
advances to the molungees,manufacturers, and 
others in the interior. 

In their remittances to particular districts in 
which funds were required for these purposes, a 
difference of exchange was almost invariably paid qy 
the Government to the skro.ffs, or native bankers, 
from whom koondees, or bills, were obtained. 

So late as the month of March, 1801, the treasury 
notes of the Government, bearing an interest of 12 
per cent. per' annum, and' payable ~ the ensuing 
month of August, . were sold in Calcutta at a dis
count of from 3 to 4 per cent., thus yielding an in
t~rest on Government security of 18 or 20 per cent. 
per annum. 

I felt very strongly that this was a state of things 
which, if allowed to continue, must end in' a total 
derangement of· the public finances ; and I accord
ingly proposed the establishment of the Bank of 
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Bengal as one means of remedying or alleviating the, 
existing evil. Nor was I disappointed; for we suc
ceeded by this and other means in restoring order 
in our firumces, at a much earlier period than I had 
ventured to anticipate. 

Confidence was gradually established-the. capital 
of the native bankers and others was brought for
ward in competition with that which was supplied 
by the Bank-and what is termed" public credit" 
began to appear in India. 

The batta, or discount on gold, ceased at an early 
period; and' it was only matter of surprise that it 
should so long have been permitted to exist. 

The exchanges were regulated on such plain and 
simple principles, that the intervention of the shroffs 
was dispensed with; . and the Government remit
tances in general rewed a profit, instead of being 
attended with a charge. 

The rates of interest were reduced from time to 
time, untU they have approached very nearly to the 
standard of those countries in which public credit 
has been most :firmly established. The public debt 
and the operations of commerce have in consequence 
been relieved from a heavy charge; and although 
the Bank of Bengal did not effectuate these bene
ficial changes, I admit, and I have the utmost satis
faction in refiecting, that it assisted in giving the 
first impulse to public credit, and in facilitating the 
great operations of cqmmerce. ' 

But here, as in other cases, the good was not 
quite free from an attendant evil. The spirit of 
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. commercial speculation characterises the present 
age; and its sphere of action is manifestly enlarged 
by the instrumentality of Banks. In this country . 
and in America the mischief occasioned by the ex
tension of a paper currency has been, of late years, 
most calamitous; and in ·Bengal we have witnessed 
the same disastrous. effects from the prosecution of 
commercial operations on a large scale without capi
tal to support them. The destructive failures which 
have taken place in Calcutta cannot fairly be eharged 
to the Bank of Bengal; but every Bank has a ten
dency to promote commercial speculation;, and al
though highly useful in furnishing accommodation 
for carrying on a safe and legitimate trade, it is not 
possible at 1Ill times for a Bank to prevent the appli
cation of its funds to objects of a different character. 

The question under consideration is not, however, 
whether there were originally good grounds for esta
blishing the Bank of Bengal, or whether the good or 
the evil incidental to its establishment has prepon
derated. I am the last person to. deny that there 
were good and sufficient grounds at the time; and I 
rejoice to think that the Bank has performed a useful 
office. 

:But we are now called upon to pronounce whe
ther, tlnder tke circumstances of tke present time, 
there are sufficient grounds for chartering public 
:Banks at Bombay, Madras, and. other places; and 
here let me observe that some of the most respect
able commercial houses at Bombay are decidedly and 
publicly. opposed to the institution of a Bank at that 
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presidency, on the ground that it is not required, and 
that, by encouraging a speculative trade, it must 
tend to derange the sound and wholesome commerce 
of the country. 

To the extension of a paper currency in India I 
have already stated my objections; and these objec
tions, of course, apply to the establishment of "a 
chartered Bank at Bombay or elsewhere. Far from 
thinking it desirable to promote the circulation of 
bank notes in the interior, I am of opinion that the 
Bank of Bengal ought to be placed under greater 
restrictions-that its notes should be returned from 
the general treasury to be cashed whenever they 
may accumulate beyond a very moderate sum-and 
that their receipt at the Mofussil or Provincial 
treasuries should for the future be prohibited alto
gether. They are not, I repeat, required by the 
great body of the people, who have been accustomed 
to a metallic currency-they cannot enter into the 
minute transactions of the lower orders: they may, 
through. the ignorance and helplessness of the na
tives. be forced (as the gold*' was heretofore) into 
channels for which they are not at all suited-they 
"will expose the holders to frauds from forgery--and 
they may, by the connivance of our officers" be 
allowed to accumulate in the public treasuries to 
an amount which may occasion inconvenience, and 
eventually a heavy loss to the Government. Our 
orders of 12th March, 1834, restrict the acc~
tion of bank notes in the treasury to 50 lacs; but 

• This i8 Dot mere auppoaition-I had evidence of the fact_H. St.G. T. 
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these orders have not been strictlyobeye'd, for I
find, on reference to the latest treasury account re
ceived from Calcutta (that for January, 1838), that 
we had in the general treasury alone, bank notes to 
the amount of 62,25,000 rupees, out of a balance of 
95,00,000 rupees; and, although I have no means 
of ascertaining the amount of n9tes in the Mofussil 
or Provincial treasuries, there cannot be a doubt 
that it is considerable, and that a large proportion 
of the' Bank issues usually remains dormant in the 
Government treasuries. 

The funds of the East India Company, which 
these notes represent, are consequently employed 
by the Bank, to a cert~ extent, upon commercial 
accommodations; . and although the capital may be 
safe, and we may have no reason to apprehend com
mercial liabip.ties, it is clearly from the usufruct of 
our mone!l that the Bank is enabled to supply such 
large dividends to the proprietors. If these notes 
were sent into the Bank to be cashed, what would be 
its situation P From the latest' accounts which I 
-have seen, the cash reserve fluctuated between 25 
and 30 lacs of rupees; and although, upon the prin
ciple of banking, the circulation ought greatly to ex- ' 
ceed the reserve of specie, still it appears to me that 
the Banks depend mainly upon their notes being ab- . 
sorbed in the public treasuries. 

T,hen, let me ask, what would be the situation of 
the Government if it bec~e necessary to make re
mittances in bullion tq England, or to the other pre. 
sidencies, or to send forth military armaments re-
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quiring large supplies of specie jl :Bank notes would 
not answer for these purposes; and if any large por
tion of the 62 lacs were· called for, in what situation, 
I repeat, would the Bank be placed? The truth is, 
that the Bank has been allowed to lean too much upon 
the public treasury, and that its circulation would 
be confined within very moderate limits, if the in
dulgence which it· experiences were confined'within 
more prudent. limits. I think it right to advert 
particularly to this circumstance, as the Bank·which 
is to be chartered at Bombay will, no doubt, expect 
to receive similar accommodation at that presidency. 

In my minute of the 18th June, 1836?· I have 
explained that the notes of the bank, if received at 
the provincial treasuries, can be used as bills of ex
change, to the great detriment of the Government; 
and although I was naturally desirous to promote 
the ~uccess of the BaDk, it appeared to me always 
necessary, while I was ·employed in the administra
tion of our finances, to guard against their applica
tion to such a purpose. 

It is not difli.cult to understand that the projectors 
of the. Bank at :Bombay may have very su:ffi~ient 
motives for forming such an establishment. It will 
create offices and patronage-the shares subscribed 
for may be diSposed of at a profit, or they may yield 
a high rate of interest on the capital-and the Bank 

. will be able to afford accommodations for carrying 
o~ trade to' those who are. without capital; 'but 
these, although fair objects of pursuit to the indivi. 

• See preceding paper, ante, p. 391. 
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dual, are not objects which a Government is called 
upon to promote by direct co-operation, or by the 
grant of exclusive privileges. I see rio reason to 
believe that a public Bank is required at B.ombay for 
any national purpose, or for the support of that safe 
and well-regulated commerce which alone a Govern
ment ought to countenance and encourage. 
. . And in what manner, I would ask, is the capital 
of the new Bank likely to be raised in the first in
stance, and subsequently to be employed? 

Our servants, civil and military, will, I presume, 
be the chief contributors; and their capital will be 
employed in making advances upon indigo, cotton, 
silk, sugar, salt, opium, and other articles of trade, 
and possibly :upon.. the security of factories, ships, 
machinery. and other stock, used in the operations 
of trade_ . 

But was no'!> -this precisely the way in which the 
houses of agency heretofore employed the funds of 
our servants and others ?Unquestionably it was. 
The. new Banks will, in my opinion, occupy, in a 
great measure, their place-will perform the same 
intermediate office-and be liable, sooner or later, to 
the same risks. If such be the case, we are bound to 
protect, as far as we can, our servants and the com
munity at large from the contingencies incidental 
to undertakings which may prosper for a time, but 
which, if mismanaged, may in the end fail alto
gether. The intervention of Government will, no 
doubt, operate as a guarantee to the public j but 
against such intervention, as subjecting the East' 
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India Company 'W'IInece88aril!l and improvidentl!l to 
commercial liabilitie8, I formally prote8t. If indi. 
viduals allow themselves to be led away by the 
temptation of large dividends, they mut be content 
to undertake the concomitant risk. 

From these premises I deduce that a chartered 
Bank is not required at Bombay-that there is 
great danger to be apprehended from the undue 
extension of a paper currency.in India, to the ex .. 
clusion of its metallic currency; and, finally, that 
the Court of Directors cannot be too cautious in 
withholding their countenance from projects how
ever specious, whose' object or tendency may be to 
uphold an artificial state of credit, and to foster a 
spurious trade, alike hazardous to the parties en
~"'ed.in it, and injurious to the public. 

THE COFFER CURRENCY OF INDIA. 

[Written in 1836.] 

The despatch to the Government of India regard
ing the copper coin, contains many just remarks, 
proceeding, as I think. generally upon correct views 
and sound principles, which are calculated ·to set 
the Government right on different points where they 
have fallen into error. But I am not satisfied that 
their present orders reach the root of the evil, espe
cially with relation to Bombay. 

That evil consists, primarily, in an over-valuation 
.of the copper coin j and, next, in an over-supply of 
that coin. . 

The Bengal Government, with the concurrence of 
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the Court, erected some years ~go a very costly Mint 
at Calcutta, with most expensive apparatus and ma· 
chinery; and this was done at a time when the 
importation. of the precious metals had greatly de. 
creased; }IDd when, consequently, -there was, com.' 
paratively, 4ttle work to be performed by such a 
Mint.· . 

Concurrently, or nearly -so, with the erection of 
this expensive Mint, the price of copper experienced 
a considerable fall in Calcutta; and the Mint having 
little work to execute, and a great _ temptation pre. 
senting itself to realise a large profit on copper,as a 
means of defraying the very burdensome charge of 
the establishment, a. coinage was undertaken on a 
scale greatly disproportioned to the wants of the 
community, and:.the: coin, was urged into circulation 
by measure$' highly injudicious and objectionable. 

When the price of copper was from 65 to 70 
rupees per maund, which was the case at a period 
not very remote, there was a fair and just propor. 
tion between the c1U'rent value and the metallic 
value of the Bengal pysa, weighing troy grains 100 ; 
and no difficulty could occur in maintaining its cir. 
culation to the full extent of the wants of the 
community. 

But when copper fell to 35 or' 40 rupees per 
maund, this proportion was destroyed: the Govern. 
ment actually realised a profit, 01' seignorage, exceed· 
ing 100 per cent.; and coins from other quarters 
(and especially those which individuals were per. 
mitted most unadvisedly to fabric~te at the Mint at 
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Saugor) :O.owed in; and not only maintained a com
petition with the established coin, but produced 
great derangement and confusio;" by the multiplica
tion of the currency. 

It is, certainly, possible to maintain a cqpper cur
rency at a very high valuation, if the manufacture 
be so perfect as to render it difficult and expensive 
to counterfeit the coin; and, indeed, a high valua
tion ought to be taken to cover the ordinary fluctu
ations in the price of the metal; but still it must be 
difficult always to give an artificial value of above 
100 per cent. to a currency; and this cannot be 
done unless all competition be effectually excluded. 

But what do the Government of India now pro
pose to do? and how am I to understand the fol
lowing passage in the Court's letter ?_cc Secondly, 
That it was expedient immediately to issue a copper 
co~ooe adapted to the chaIlo0'6S which had taken 
plare in the silver. On the latter point, we ~OTee in 
your latest decision. It was certainly desirable that 
the copper currency, at the earliest possible period, 
be adjusted in conformity with the coin which was 
in future to be both the medium of circulation and 
the standard of account." 

If I correctly apprehend the intentions of the 
Government, and the import of this passage, it is 
proposed to reduce the standard of the copper coin 
to the ext.ent of 6} percent., in order to accom
modate it to the reduced standard of the silver 
currency. 

This may be done in one of two way~ither by 
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reducing the weight of the pysa from 100 grains 
troy to 93t grains~r by reducing the number of 
pyce representing the rupee from 64 to 60. 

If the fOl'ID.er alternative be adopted, the present 
copper 80in must be called in, at an enormous 
expense, and at very great inconvenience; and we 
shall otherwise aggravate the existing evil. We 
cannot cOntinue to circulate two descriptions of 
pysa, varying only 6+ per cent. in metallic value, 
without :producing great· confusion and embarrass
ment, nor without exposing the lower classes of the 
people to exactions .on the part of the shroffs, or 
money-changers. Nothing can be more favorable 
to the operations of these persons than the multi
plication of the c~eri{ coins; for it rests with them 
to produce fluctuations, even if fluctuations did not 
necessarily .occUi':in such cases; and on every ex
change the weaker or necessitous party will in
variably be the sufferer. 

But the expense of calling in the copper coin, as' 
shown by the Mint Committee, would be enormous; 
and would far exceed the value of 6! grains of 
copper to be taken from the pysa of 100 grains. 
Copper cannot easily be melted; and if the fusion 
be not conducted with the utmost care and 'atten
tion, the metal becomes brittle. It cannot, more
over, be laminated without great difficulty, in con
sequence of the hardness of the metal; and, on 
every account, the resort to a new coinage of copper 
ought, in my opinion, to be avoided. It cannot be 
an object with any Government to make so great a 
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change, and to subject the community (the lower 
classes in puticular) to vexatiqus exactions for so 
trifling a consideration. Why not allow 64pyce 
to represent the new rupee, as well, as the old 
sicca, which will soon disappear from cir~tion; 
the baser currency being ,found almost invariably 
to drive out that of superior value. ' 

If it be intended to reduce the number of pyce 
from 64 to 60, to represent the new currency, 
another source of derangement will arise. We shall 
have two rupees in circulation, exchangeable for 
different quantities of copper; and the new rupee 
will be considered as representing 15 annas, instead 
of 16. The people will be extremely embarrassed 
in all their little money transactions by this new 
division of the silver coin, which cannot fail, I 
think, to expose them to imposition. The natives 
of India are not only familiar with the present 
division of the rupee into 16 annas of 4 pyce each, 
but it is practically convenient, the subdivision of 
16 into halves, &c., running in integer numbers 
down to the unit. Why, then, should we 'introduce 
a change? Such changes are inconvenient in all 
countries; but in India they are particularly ob
jectionable, inasmuch as they run counter to the 
feelings of a people remarkably attached to old 
habits and established usages. 

I would add'a few remarks upon another matter 
of detail. It. has been usual of late years tli} coin a 
third of a pysa of 33t grainli. in order to have some
thing to represent the English pysa of account, or 

., 
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twelfth of the anna; but the natives do not divide 
the anna into twelve parts in their accounts, nor is 
the division into thirds so convenient ,as that into 
halves, and the half pysa of 50 grains appears to me 
as small a copper coin as can conveniently be fabri
cated and circulated. 

The present pysa is usually, I. believe, cut from 
the sheet or sheathing copper, which is of a con
venient thickness _ for the purpose -; but if we coin 
below'the half pysa of 50 grains, the copper must, 
I apprehend, be l~ated, or beaten out, at some 
trouble and expense. 

Nor . can we, after all, dispense with the use of 
cowries or shells. H<.>w is . a native, receiving only 
2annas per diem iil"the country, or 4 annas in 
the principal cities (and these, I believe, are high 
wages)-how, I ask, is he to purchase vegetables, 
fruit, and other trifling articles for the subsistence 
of his family? how is he to pay for crossing a ferry, 
or such trifling services, in any copper coin? Where 
wages and subsistence are upon so Iowa scale, even 
copper may be found too costly as a general medium 
of exchange. In the district of Sylhet, c(l'wries 
constituted the general circulation; and the reve
nues of Gove1'DlIl:ent were paid in these shells. 

I will here repeat, that it appears to me highly 
inexpedient, and quite um::tecessary" to reduce the 
weight of the copper coin 6t per cent., in order to 
accoIDilodate it to the new silver currency. The 
little difficulty which may be experienced while the 
two rupees circulate together, will be temporary 
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only; and it is only one of the many inconveniences 
long since foreseen and foretold,which must result 
from the late reduction of the silver standard. Its 
tendency to derange the established relations be
tween the silver and copper currency, is matter of 
very inferior consideration when compared with the 
more serious eVil which must be felt by the land
holders, and thek numerous under-tenants and 
others, from the ~erangement of existing contracts. 
Indeed, by allowing 6400 grains of copper to repre. 
sent only 165 grains of fine silver, instead of 
175'923 grains, as at present,we shall so far reduce 
the disproportionate valuation of the copper coin. 

The Court's orders that this coin should not be a 
legal tender of payment beyond half a rupee, are so 
far judicious, that the limitation will tend to check 
a forced circulation; but then we must be prepared 
always with a sufficient supply of small silver; and 
as the expense of coining half and quarter rupees 
is as great as that of coining the rupee, while the 
ratio of charge is double and quadruple, there will 
not be a disposition, I apprehend, on the part of our 
offi.cers~ to. furnish a liberal supply of the : smaller 
pieces. . 

'Vith respect to the proceedings at Bombay, I can. 
only observe that they appear to me to have been 
both impolitic and arbitrary in the extreme. The 
pre-existing copper currency seems to have satis:fiecl 
ihe wants of the people; and as its metallic value 
considerably exceeds the intrinsic value ·of the' new 
coin, it was impracticable to· force the latter into 

VOL. J. 2 E • 
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circulation, without calling in the former. They 
could not . circUlate together; and unquestionably 
the old coin ought to .have been withdrawn by re
ceiving it weight for weight (for a certain time at 
least) in exchange for the new currency, or at a fair 
valuation. The Government which does not act 
upon this plain principle, and which is not -strictly 
just in its dealings with the public, must not be 
surprised' at the state of confusion which has taken 
place at Bombay, to the great injury of the native 

. pop~ation in the districts under that presidency. 

REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE. 

[From Notes,.lnnancia1, Political, &c., drawn up in Oct{)ber, 1841.] 

FINANCE ACCOUNTS, &c.-Accounts may be re
garded as the machinery of finance; and this ma
chinery is either very defective, or very much out of. 
order at present in India. Our" General Books," 
as they are called, are about three years in arrear; 
and it is impossible to exercise an efficient control 
over our finances while those documents are want
ing. I know, from experience, that the books 
endin'g the 30th April can be closed in the Decem
ber following, and be transmitted to England in the 
course of February. Nay, if I recollect right, I 
once had the general books closed so early as the 
month of AugUst, and forwarded to England b~fore 
the end of the year. It does not follow that the 
multiplication of accounts necessarily causes delay, 
although this has been urged as an excuse for the 
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present arrear; because, as in mechanics, it is only 
necessary to incr~ase the power. But, in point of 
fact, our commercial accounts were those most diffi. 
cult of adjustment, and they have now been super· 
seded, leaving our books the record of mere cash 
transactions, as they ought to be. The military 
accounts, I believe, usually produce the delay; and 
I have long been of opinion that they might be ad. 
vantageously reformed. The estimates and books 
of the military Auditor-General are most cumbrous, 
and I would say, worse than useless; for it is in the 
power of that officer to bring forward, or retard, his 
audits, and thus to shape the actual charge so as to 
correspond with. his estimate, which generally is not 
brought forward until the end of the year, when 
the actual disbursement ha~ been nearly ascertained. 
The simple remedy for this inconvenience would be, 
to exhibit the disbursement as the actual charge, 
which it is in a series of years, leaving the adjust. 
ments upon audit to be subsequently effected .. 

As a means, however, of bringing up the existing 
arrear, I am. disposed to think that it would be very 
desirable to send out from this House two or three 
of our experienced accountants, who in the course 
of twelve months would, I think, be able to bring up 
the books outstanding. It is not very ~asy to com. 
mand the services of good European book-keepers in 
India; and, although the natives are excellent ac
countants, they require in this, as in other cases, the 
moving power of the European. 

DEFICIT.-The deficit on the account of the Indian 
2 E 2-
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revenue and charge, including the home charge, may 
be estimated at present at one million and a half, or 
two. millions sterling; and while our relations with 
Afghanistan, Scinde, the Punjab, and China con
tinue intheir present unsettled state, it is quite cer
tain that this deficit cannot be extinguished, nor 
be materially reduced. Her Majesty's Government 
have undertaken, it is true, to defray the charge of 
the military operations against China; but they will 
of necessity involve the Indian Government in many 
expenses which can scarcely be estimated, and which 
cannot well be debited to the account of the Chinese 
war, from the difficulty of discriminating and tracing 
them to their particular source. Such, for instance, 
as the highe~ rate of interest incurred on the public 
debt-:-the expense of our steamers-and of the irre
gular corps maintained to supply the place of regi
ments employed on the Chinese expedition, &c. 

It may be supposed that our Indian establish
ments are susceptible of great reduction; but I am 
quite satisfied that any reductions which could pru
dently and safely be effected, would scarcely make a 
sensible impression on a deficit of two millions. I 
have myself· been a member of two finance com
mittees in. India; and, although. we worked dili
gently to reform the public establishments, the re
ductions effected were absolutely insignificant. 

The judicial establishments cannot be materially 
reduced, without withholding from the people that I 

which they have a right to expect-ju.stice. I 
The revenue establishments cannot be reduced in : 
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any great degree without endangering the revenue 
itself; and generally, I should say, that any material 
reduction of the civil allowances would have a ten
dency to re-introduce corruption, or to convert our 
high functionaries into the condition of scrubs, to 
the great scandal of the service. LordW. Bentinck 
made great changes with a view to economy, but 
effected little, if any, improvement. We have since 
resorted to a cheaper agency by the employment of 
uncovenanted Europeans and Indo-Britons (or half
castes), and by the more general use of native 'agency-; 
but I doubt whether the public business has been so 
well executed, and whether corruption has been so 
effectually guarded against. Native agency is most 
efficie~t and useful under vigilant European super
vision; but while the tenure of office is with them 
precarious (as it is at present), we cannot possibly 
expect that they will resist temptation, and display 
generally that scrupulous integrity, upon which the 
success of our judicial and revenue administration 
so much depends. 

Far from contemplating a diminution in the num
oer of our European functionaries, the local Govern
ments are perpetually calling for further rellforce
ments (civil, military, marine, and, ecclesiastical), 
and the Court have lately been induced to make 
various additions to the public establishment~with
out, as I was disposed to think, any very urgent 
necessity. 

,Lord W. Bentinck did, it is true" propose a most 
sweeping reductio~ of our military establishment '(to 
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the extent of one-thlrd in one arm, and one-fifth 
in another branch of the military service); but he 
would have rendered the army absolutely inefficient~ 
and probably discontented and mutinous. Sir Charles 
Metcalfe took a much more statesmanlike view of 
the question;* and Lord William's propositions did 
not meet with the slightest countenance in this 
country • 

. I may advert in this place to a practice which has 
obtained within the last twenty-five or thirty years, 
and which occasions unnecessary expense, although 

. this is not the only, nor perhaps the greatest, objec
tion to what I consider to involve a great abuse of 
patronage. 

ACTING· MpOINTMENTS. t-It has become a very 
common practice to give our civil servants acting 
appointments, with the benefit of deputation allow
ances; and it will be found that a large proportion 
of our officers are employed at stations to which 
they do not properly belong. We had lately an in
stance where five different moves were made, when 
one was not perhaps required. :B. was appointed to 
act for A.; C. for B.; D. for C.; and E. for D.; 
when by the appointment of A.'s assistant, a very 
competent officer, the whole move ~ght have been 
prevented. 

The Court of Directors have strongly denounced 
this abuse, which goes far to render the civil service 
inefficient; for' our officers have not time to become 

• See minute of Lord W. Bentinck, and propositions from Ootacamund. 

t Or Yek-tung, one-legged system, &8 it is nicknamed. 
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acquainted either with the people or their own 
U mlah; and our native officers, seeing the frequent 
changes of masters, are disposed to regard their own· 
situations as precarious, and to make the most of 
their temporary tenure. I could cite the case of an 
individual who has been employed at four different 
stations in the course of about two years; and he 
himself had the candor to acknowledge that, in 
consequence of this rapid transition, his services 
could not have been of any real utility at either of 
those stations. * 

• Tbia is one of the gravest defects in the working of the present system of 
civil administration. It results from the circumstance of certain fixed sala
ries being attached to certain appointments, so that a civil servant, entitled 
to promotion, must be removed to some new office before he Clill draw higher 
allowauces from the Company's treasul'1. There are some practical difficul
ties in the way of the application of a sufficient remedy-but the evil itself is 
so great that the remedy ought to be applied, in spite of the inconvenience it; 
may involve. 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

ROADS IN BENGAL. 

[Written in 1882.] 

I AM generally of opinion that roads are not abso
lutely essential in Bengal Proper for commercial 
purposes,as that fine province enjoys the advantage 
of nver navigation throughout nearly its whole ex
tent; and as the annual inundation which takes 
place in a large portion of it would render the con
struction and preservation of good roads matter ·of 
great difficulty, and would be attended with an ex
pense disproportionate to the advaJ?tages likely to 
be derived from them. We ought, no doubt, to 
look rather to. the improvement of the river and 
canal navigation, as the best means of facilitating 
tlte transport of commodities. in that province. 

But I cannot admit that goo~ roads are not 
essential, even in Bengal Proper, with a view to 
political and' military objects; and in the Western 
Provinces they are moreover highly necessary as a 
means of promoting the operations of (Jo'ln'flterce. 

For example: the road from Kalpee to Cawnpore 
across the Doab is used for the conveyance of a 
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large portion of the raw cotton which comes to the 
Calcutta market for exportation to China and this 
country; and the road from Agra to Furruckabad, 
which intersects the Doab in the same manner, is 
not only used for the transportation of cotton and 
other bull-y articles, but it is the principal route by 
which the western salt is conveyed from the Jumna 
for the supply of our provinces west of Behar, as 
well as the' whole territory of Oude. 

The cross-road from Patna to Sherghatty, through 
Gyah, is also highly useful; both as it connects one 
of our largest cities and the military cantonment of 
Dinapore with the high road to Benares, but as it 
facilitates the communication between North Behar 
and the whole country south of the Ganges~ 

No person can for a moment doubt that it would 
be extremely useful and desirable to have good roads 
to connect the line of our principal military stations, 
from Fort William to our western frontier, if we 
possessed the. means of defraying the expense. Nor 
can any person doubt the expediency of connecting, 
by means of a good road, the city of Delhi with the 
presidency, with a -yiew to . political considerations. 
A. tolerable road, still bearing the inappropriate.de
signation of the" new road," was constructed about 
fifty years ago, from Calcutta to Benares, by the 
late Captain Charles Ranken; and it was kept in 
repair for twenty-five or twenty-six years by his 
two brothers in succession, under a sort of contract, 
at an annual· expense, I think, of 16,000 rupees, or. , 
20,000, as estimated. by Lord William Bentinck. 
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This road was· ex.tended from Benares to .Allahabad 
not many years ago; but I have learnt with con
cern, from the Governor-General's and Mr. Blunt's 
minlite~ that th,e repairs have of late been very 
much neglected. 

The road during a part of its course traverses a 
hilly and desolate country ; and it is not, in con
sequence, so much frequented as it otherwise would 
be; but although a better line might, perhaps, have 
been chosen, it is impo~sible to deny that this road 
has been productive of great convenience and ad
vantage. Indeed, one means of civilising the rude 
race of men who inhabit the hills and jungles of 
Rhamghur, and who have lately been in a state of 
insurrection, must be sought in those facilities 
which would bring them into nearer communication 
with the cultivated parts of the country. It is true 
that, in a rude state of society, roads must, in 
general, follow the track of cultivation; but in its 
more advanced stages, roads produce cultivation, 
and in every stage they promote agriculture and 
commerce in a greater or less degree. 

I have the utmost reliance on the prudence and 
judgment of Sir Charles Metcalfe and Mr. Blunt; 
and no two individuals in the service have, perhaps, 
traversed the country more frequently; but these 
ex.perienced officers, as well as the Court, appear to 
me to underrate the advantages of good roads, just 
as much . as the Governor-General has (it may be 
suspected) overrated them. The argument, too, 
which has been drawn from particular failures, is 
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not at all conclusive. We may have made roads 
at a vast and disproportionate expense; but. such 
mistakes only prove that we have proceeded in 
ignorance, and that we have thrown away_ money 
which might have been applied to similar objects 
with better success. 

The opulent natives are well disposed to aid in 
the construction of roads, tanks, wells, serais, and 
other works of public utility; and we ought to 
encourage this disposition, ~ven where it originates 
in personal vanity. Rajah Sookhmoy, of Calcutta, 
contributed 1,50,000 rupees towards the .construc
tion of the road to J ugemath: and Rajah Mittergeet 
Singh, of Tikm, one of the most intelligent of our 
Zemindars, undertook to make a substantial road 
through his flourishing domain soon after· he began 
to reap the fruits of the Permanent Settlement. We 
owe the work to this much calumniated settlement; 
as we do many other benefits which ·are now over
looked and undervalued by us. 

Our Government cannot assess the Zemindars and 
Talookdars for the purpose· of defraying the expense 
of keeping up the public roads, as proposed by Lord 
William Bentinck, because this would be an in
fraction of the Pe:mianent Settlement, the land
holders not having made themselves liable by their 
engagements to execute such works,- except in the 
single instance of Shahabad; but it is a great re
proach to _ the Rajah of Burdwan that, with his 
princely income, he should not have maintained good" 
1'oads throughout his extensive Zemindarry j and if 
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the Governor-General had intimated to him. that 
this was a duty, although not a legal obligation, I do 
not think that his lordship would have overstepped 
the bounds of propriety. 

Several of· our magistrates have succeeded in 
making very good roads within their respective dis
tricts; but this has resulted from the particular 
disposition of the individual. The late Mr. John 
Eliot was eminently successful, and was among the 
few who have contrived to turn the labor of the 
convicts to good account by a vigorous discipline; 
but we have never proceeded in the prosecution of 
this object upon any systematic plan, and it is un
questionably matter of serious reproach to us that, 
with an annual revenue of twenty millions, and with 
the power of commaltding European skill, science, 
and machinery, we have not yet succeeded in getting 
o:ur mails conveyed at a greater speed than four 
miles per hour, although it is a well-known fact 
that the native bankers have their expresses con
veyed with much greater expedition. * 

One of my motives for recording my opinions, in 
the present instance, is to impress upon the Court 
of Directors the expediency of our discouraging the 
Governor-General in the prosecution of some regular 
plan for. accelerating internal communication. We 
may disburse enormous sums in building cc iron 
tugs" and cc accommodation boats j" but although 

• See letter from the Commissioners in the Ceded and Conquered ProTinces, 
of the 30th NOTember, 1807, proposing a plan for the more expeditious con
veyance of the public mails.-H. St.G. T. [Tile transit of the mails hili\, 
been greatly accelerated since this was written.] 
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such costly vessels may minister to the convenience 
of the great, they will not, in my opinion, contribute 
one atom towards the comfort of the people of India; 
nor relieve, in any degree, those useful animals, the 
elephant, the camel, the horse, and the bullock, 
whose Vainful labors are now prosecuted through 
sloughs and heavy sands, under circumstances which 
prevent their carrying the same burden, or tra
velling with the same speed, as would otherwise be 
practicable. 

Good roads economise both time and labor: a 
circumstance which has been illustrated in a very 
extraordinary manner by railways now in general 
use in this country. Mr. Trotter observes, that the 
natives of India are perfectly well aware of the 
advantage of carriage roads, .. the slightest experience 
being sufficient to show that two bullocks will draw a 
much greater weight than they can carry; and that 
the same animals will draw, on a good road, a much 
greater weight than they can draw on a bad one, 
with much less wear and tear, or waste of the animal 
powers. 'Ve have done little or nothing in India to 
effect this economy of time and labor (time always in 
commerce representing value); and nothing but the 
want of pecuniary resources can excuse our apparent 
indifference towards an object which is equally re
commended to us by considerations of' duty and 
policy. It is scarcely an exaggerat!on to maintain 
that good roads would bring the great divisions of 
our army into nearer contact, and render that army 
(which at ~he present moment, at particular stati~n~~ 
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can with difficulty supply a single battalion for extra 
service) much more disposable and efficient. These 
are the considerations which evidently engross the 
attention of the Governor-General. 

THE EDUCATION OF THE CIVIL SERVICE. 

[The following observations, extracted from a paper on Hailey:bury educa
tion, written in 1843, may be read with peculiar advantage at the present 
time, when it is proposed to throw open to competition all the civil and scien
tific appointments in the Company's service. Mr. Tucker was of opinion, as 
many very able men are of opinion in the present day, that little is gained to 
the service, in respect of its administrative effectiveness, by raising the scale 
of scholastic acquirement, and over-educating the candidate for office. He 
did not think that the vigor of the man was to be secured by sapping the 
vital energies of the strip~g. No!: can it appear to anyone, who considers 
the practicalities of the matter, that the forcing process, which under the 
proposed competition system is sure to be bronght destrnctively into use, can . 
really produce the most vigorous plants.] 

Our excellent and "accomplished professors at 
Haileybury wish to send forth men, like themselves, 
eminent and highly-finished scholars; but this is not 
what we want. We do not require literary razors to 
cut blocks. Our service presents a vast deal of rough 
hard wotk, for which intellectual hatchets are more 
suitable. We want young men of sound principles 
and good understanding and moral habits, with 
minds fresh and pure, and with frames healthful and 
strong to sustain the laborious duties of the service. 
l\l[ark the attenuated frames of some of our first-rate 
scholars, and say if they are fit to undergo the 
fatigues and annoyances of a suffocating cutckerry 
for eight or ten hours successively. This was no un· 
cornmon occUrrence -with our judicial functionaries. 
Before the College was thought of, the civil service 
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of India produced men of vigorous intellect, and of a 
masculine character, fully equal in every attribute of 
statesmen to those who have succeeded. Not that I 
undervalue education; on the contrary, I appreciate 
it most highly; although it may happen, now and 
then, that the usefulness of the scholar is neutralised 
by the pride of the pedan.t. I must repeat, that we 
do not require for our service deep theologians, pro
found lawyers, erudite physicians or metaphysicians, 
or subtle political economists. The men most dis
tinguished in our service have gone out to India 
before the age of eighteen; an.d when they felt a defi
ciency, some of them have educated themselves. I am 
not, however, at all disposed to depreciate the value 
of our College-far from it; I have myself too often 
had occasion to regret that I did not enjoy the advan.
tage of a College education. Let us not, however, be 
led away by visionary speculations so f~ as to sacri
fice. a substan.tial good, or to incur a contingent evil, 
by giving an. undue preference to scholastic learning. 
If our :first soldiers an.d civilians had possessed the 
learning of the :first James, India, I suspect, would 
never have been conquered by us; or, if conquered, 
would not long have been .retained by the force of 
erudition. In fact, what we most wan.t in India are 
men of good understan.ding, of moral character, and 
of industrious habits. There are some situations, no 
doubt, where talents an.d attainments of a high order 
are eminently useful; butt in general, the substance, 
and not the polish, is that to which we should most 
look. ," 
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Ii I were satisfied that the judicial branch of the 
service could be completely separated~ I should be 
disposed to make an exception in favor of a more 
extended course of education for that branch, be
cause a more particular knowledge of the principles 
of law, of the rules of ev;idence, and of the practice 
of our Courts, as well as a knowledge of our local 
code. of regulations, might be highly useful to our 
judicial functionaries; but this service is so blended 
with the revenue branch (especially in the Ryotwar 
provinces), that a complete separation cowd not, I 
fear, be effected without inconvenience. 

It will be seen from the foregoing remarks that 
I am not an advocate for forcing up the standard of 
qualification; but whatever may be the statutes and 
regulations of the College, they should be promptly 
and peremptorily enforced with a firm hand; and in 
-every C!1se where, from idleness. and dissipation, or 
from refractory, immoral, and ungentlemanly con
duct, a fair presumption shall arise that the indi
vidual is not likely to become a respectable and use
ful memJ:>er of the service, he should at once be 
summarily rejected. This we owe to the people of 
India; and a regard for·our own reputation arid our 
own interests would also dictate the expediency of 
excluding from situations of high trust all unworthy 
objects. Lord Fitzgerald justly observes that" there 
are still to be found individuals whom it should be 
the object of a discreet but rigid discipline to cor
rect, or to remove.' It is to be regretted that in this 
respect the system appears to fail, and that it affords 
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no. adequate test for the exclusion of the incompe~ 
tent or ill-disposed." This is quite true. 

The new statutes still prescribe the study of three 
of the Oriental languages to the Bengal student. 
This I consider to be unreasonable and unnecessary. 
It is impossible to make any useful progress in the 
study of three of . those langUages, in addition to the 
Latin and Greek, to mathematics, theology, law, 
history, and geography, political economy, and Eng
lish composition. The student is confounded by the 
multiplicity of the subjects presented to him, and he 
can only acquire a superficial knowledge of any 
branch if he endeavour to embrace the whole; and 
in this vain attempt our most promising youths, 
whom a sense of duty and a laudable- ambition may 
prompt to the unnatural effort, are liable· to break 
down and ruin their constitutions. 

I would then dispense with the Persian language, 
for, although it is the French of India, it is still a 
foreign language, and the use of it has been very 
generally discontinued in Bengal, in favor of the 
vernacular dialects. If it be objected tliat we must 
continue the study of it here, while our students are 
examined in it abroad, the reply is simpl~discon
tinue the study of it prospectively at both places at 
the same time. 

On. one point we are, I believe, all agreed-that if 
the College is to be continued, every means should be 
adopted to render it efficient for its ends and objects, 
and that the exertions of those learned and eminent 
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men who are charged "With its administration should 
receive our cordial and uniform support and co-
operation. • 

SLAvERY IN INDIA.* 

X cannot perceive the advantage of legislating in 
this country for the abolition of slavery in India; . 
for if it be necessary or expedient to make so great a 
change in the state of society in that 'Country, it can 
be done most safely by the local Legislature. Do
mestic slavery exists in Bengal; but the slave, or 
bondman, is in .reality a servant, who sometimes 
occupies a .station of trust, and evep. of influence. 
Abyssinian slaves have at different times been intro
duced in small numbers in .Arab sbips, and they are 
much prized by the more QPulent lIahomedans; but 
the existence of sla~ery may be traced .chiefly to 
those famines with which India has unhappily been 
visited. The parent, during these seasons of dis
tress, is willing to part with his .child for food, to 
prolong the existence of both; and the child be
comes domesticated in the family.of the purchaser. 
The natives are not severe masters; but although we 
see little Qf what passes in their household, and 
although cases of mal-treatment of the slave have, 
in the course of my own experience, been judicially 

• These remarks form part of a paper reviewing the claus;s of the last 
Charter-Act, one of which related to the abolition of slavery. Many oC Mr. 
Tucker's objections, however, were removed by the manner in 'Which the 
provisions oC the Act were carried into effect. The slave was not" 1brcibly 
manumitted j" but by conCerring on him the eame civil rights as other men, 
and giving him equal protection, in aU the Company's Courts, we gave him 
the means oC emancipating himself. 
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established, I consider it :an act ·of justice to the 
people to express my belief that such fustancesare 
rare, and that :hen t1i.ey do occur, they m-e not 
likely to obtain impunity under 'Our existing laws. 
Predial slavery exists on the .MaJabar coast,.and in 
some other partsoffJle country with which I am 
not sufficiently acquainted to be enabled to pro
nounce upon its effects. }Jut we must not forget 
that slavery is expressly recognised and regulated by 
the Mahomedan law;- that it has been long tole
rated by our own Government; and that it has ex
isted in India from time immemorial. 

Considering .. then, that we have by the l)1.Ost 
formal enactments guaranteed to our native subjects 
their laws, usages, properties, and rights, we surely 
ought to pause before we proceed peremptorily to 
supersede a state of things which the people. may 
regard as part 'of the compact subsisting between 
them and their rulers. If it be intended .only to 
allow the 'slave to claim manumission whenever .m.al
treatment can be established.the.natives would, I 
think, submit to such &l. enactment;t for.they will 
have little reason to :apprehend that the slave will 

• 'See lIamilton'8 '" Hedaya." 'The ",arious questions Telating to slavery 
are treated at great length in that 'Work. Slavery is also recognised by the 
Emdoo law. Menu says, cb. viii, sec.. &15; Ie There are servants of Beven 
sorts; one made 'Captive under.. standard,'or in battle i onemaintaineli in 
consideration of IIIln'ice; >ODe DI11'II of a female slaIre in the house i one JloliI, or 
given, or inherited from ancestors; and one ensIaved by way of punishment 
on bis inability to pay a large fine."-H. St;G. T. 

t Even aD eDllCtment to this effect must, however, be framed with great 
caution and delicacy. An Afghan would proceed to the most desperate ex
tremities if an attempt were made to "Violate his 'ZeDAn& by reIeasin~ a 
female slave. Are 'We prepared, moreover, forcibly to emanci,pate the slaves 
of our SoubaMara, and other natiVll officertt" ana without an indemnifica-
tion?-H. St.G.'X. -
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often avail himself of the means of obtaining his 
freedom. If, on the other hand. slavery is to be 
denounced, and authoritatively put an end to, a 
great change will be produced in the state of society, 
the feelings' of the people will be highly excited, 
and our Government will be considered to act in a 
very unjust and arbitrary manner. 'Who, let me 
ask, is to be charged with the c¥,e and maintenance 
of the infant slave; or of those who are old and 
infirm, and incapable of work? And in other cases, 
where the services of the slave are of value, is it 
proposed to grant a pecuniary indemnification to the 
master P If not-on what pr~ciple ilo we proceed 
in forcibly depriving a Mahomedan of that which 
he has acqulied and held under the sanction of his 
law and )ris religion? It cannot be urged, I ima
gine, that the' slave in India enjoys no civil rights, 
or that he is excluded from the protection of the 
law, or that his condition,. physical or moral, is 
worse than that of our infant manufacturers or our 
paupers, upo:n whom neither· the loom nor the land 
can bestow more than a· bare subsistence. If' it 
were wise to legislate upon theor~tica1 evils, it is 
still unsafe to frame laws. in this country for the 
people of India, without knowing how far they will 
harmonise with the feelings, habits, and usages of 
those for whose benefit they are intended, and whose 
hostility may render them inoperative. If slavery, 
as existing in India, be attended with real evil 
either to the individual or. to the community, it will 
be qUite competent to the local Legislature to apply 
the appropriate remedy; but I strongly deprecate 
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the idea of any premature declaration by Parliament 
requiring its peremptory abolition~ Such" an enac~ 
ment may be very grateful to the feelings of the 
philanthropist, and may produce "a momentary popu
larity; but let us not legislate in ignorance; and 
let us have some regard for the feelings and the 
interests of the people who are expected to obey our 
laws. 

CIVIL AND l'OLITIC.AL EMPLOYMENT. * 
1st. Offices purely civil should be occupied exclu

sively by the <:ivil servants, who are specially edu
cated and prepared for their duties. 

2nd. If it be found advisable to employ military 
officers in the Thuggee department, or other similar 
selections (in the Saugor and Nerbudda'territory, 
&c.), their duty should be confined to apprehending 
and committing; but the accused should be tried by 
the civil magistrate. 

3rd. The political offices (foreign residencies, &c.) 
should be open, as heretofore, to both branches of 
the service. At present there are only, I believe, 
two civilians and one medical man employed in this 
department." In what manner are we to obtain 
political knowledge in the Governments of India, if 
our civil servants be excluded from this department? 

4th. The duties to be performed by some of our 
residents (at Prince of Wales' Island, in the Tenas
serim. province, &c.) are not political, but adminis-

• Written in 1844. See preceding paper on" the same subject at page 6~. 
The importance of the subject, at the present time, seemB to justify this 
addition. 
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trativey and require experienc~ :in. the civil depart
ment of the' service'~ 

5th. The. restriction imposed by the Legislature in 
regard to. the extent of allowances: to. be: drawn. by 
the, civil servants. of a particular standing,. or'resi
dence, should be applied equallY' to' the' military. 

6th. The oaths of office required to be imposed on 
civil servants appointed to judicial, revenue,. and 
other offices of trust, should be equally imposed on 
the military holding such situations, if they are to 
be so employed. 

7th. Military officers aspiling to be employed in 
the civil department of' the service, should be re
quired to pass an examination in two of the n~tive 
languages, and otherwise to give the same evidence· 
of qualification" as may be required from the civil 
servants. This supposes their appointment to situa
tions of' a mixed character, as in the mstance of'the 
Tenasserim residency, &c. . The duties of' the assist
ants in the Saugor and N erbudda territory appear 
to me to be "pu1'ely civil.">' The resident, Colonel 
Sleeman" alone, I believe, is invested with a political 
charge. 

8th. The number of military to be detached from 
their regiments should be peremptorily restricted, 
and the limitation be strictly enforced. The military 
service is otherwise made quite a secondary object. 

9th. No military officer should be eligible to a 
political situation until he shall have served witn, l~is 

. , 
regiment for a given number of years (say siX), s:u:ffi- , 
cient to make him: familiar with his regimental and 
other professional duties. This would operate as, 
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some check against the abuse of patraDaoooe, and fur
nish same presumption in. favor. of qualification. 
Instances might be cited where. v&T yaung .officers 
have been emplayed. in. palitical and civil situatians 
before they can have. had any oppartunity .of acquir
ing the necessary experience. 

• • • • The foregaing suggestions,. if adopted, 
would go far,. I trust,. tn pLice matters an. a. more 
satisfactory footing. I have. not referred to Scinde, 
because we are officially uninfarmed with respect to 
the course .of administratianin. that country, which 
seems ta have been assumed by the. Crown; but 
enough is knawn ta satisfy me that. the affairs .of the 
province are nat likely to be successfully canducted 
. until it be placed under regular civil and respo-rtSible 
gavernment. 

THE Su]>ERCESSION OF LORD HEYTES:BURY-POWER 

OF RECALL. 

[This paper was called forth by the revocation of Lord Heytesbury's ap
pointment to the Governor-Generalship of India, on the accession of the 
Whig Ministry in 1835. Mr. Tucker protested vigorously against this 
stretch of authority, and pointed. out the evila resulting from sUl:h. exercise of 
party iD1Iuence.l 

The lang experience, the acknawledged talents, 
and the peculiar qUalificatians of Sir Charles Met
calfe, are a guarantee that his temparary .or perma
nent charge .of the impartant .office of Gavernor
General, might lie mast advantage.ously confided to 
that dis~t:PUished servant of the C.ompany; but the 
greaf interests .of the Indian Empire, especially at 
the present peria~ require that it sh.ould nat be left 
withaut a settled and permanent Government •. The 
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present incomplete measure of a ProVisional Govern
ment has be,en occasioned by the exercise of a power 
which is believed to have been created for a purpose 
wholly at variance With 'that . to which, under the 
advice of his Majesty's Ministers, it has lately been 
applied, viz., in revoking' the appointment of a 
Governor-General-an appointment which had been 
made at the express desire of. his Majesty's Minis
ters, who, in the month of October last, informed 
the. Court of Directors "that to leave India under a 
provisional appointment would' be to apply such a 
nomination to a purpose for which it was not con
templated."* And yet, without any altered circum
stances, they nowt consider .that India may be. left 
to such provisional appointment. 

The circumstances which gave rise to the power 
of recall, or of vacating appointments under the 
Company, was first vested in the Crown in the year 
1784 ; t and afford ample proof that such power was 

• Letter from Right Hon. C. Grant, President of the India Board, 
I st October, 1834. 

t Letter from Sir J. Hobhouse, President, &c., 4th May, 1835. * The power of recall, &co (Act 24 Geo. Ill., cap. 25, sec. 22), originated 
in the course pursued by the Court of Proprietors in opposition to the reso
lution of the House of Commons (votes 28th May, 1782), as well as to that 
of the Court of Directors, for the removal of 1I1r. Hastings from the office of 
Gov'eri,.or-General (20th Nov., 1782); and those proceedings having, at the 
King's command, been laid before Parliament, the necessity of altering the 
constitution of the Company, in reference t-o the case of Mr. Hastings, was 
accordingly insisted upon, when the India Bills were brought forward in 
1783 by Mr. Dundas and Mr. Fox; when it was observed that if the DirectoN 
intended to "punish" (" Hansard's Debates," House of Commons, 18th Nov .• 
1783), they were obliged to apply first for his Majesty's sanction to the 
despatch, which, after it had been approved, was liable to revocation by the 
Proprietors. A clause, conferring the power of recall upon the King was 
accordingly introduced into the Bill, upon which the Act· of 1784 was 
founded j but that power being confined to the Crown, the Court of Directors 
remarked, It That the power of recalling every officer appointed by the Court, 
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intended as a provision. against misrule, and that it 
was never in the contemplation of those .who framed 
it that it should be exercised in this country, miless 
in the case of actual delinquency. This view is con
firmed by the caSe ot: Sir George Barlow;' whose ap
pointment as Governor-General was vacated· by 
the Crown, in 1806. In order, however, to. avoid 
for the future the invidious 'character' which at
tached to such a proceeding; a resolution was moved 
by the Minister in the House of Commons; on the 
discussion of the Charter in 1813, by which the 
appointments of Governor were to be subject to 
approval under the sign' manual. On. that occasion 
his l?rdship observed, "Whether or no the power 
()f recall was' originally designed to apply to cases 
of misbehaviour only, it waS ap. invidiouS way. of 
exercising the power of disapproving of appofut
ments." - JTiiJcount Castlereagh's speech;" Han
sard's Debates," 22nd March, 1813. ,The power 
of recall consequently became unnecessary, except
ing in cases of misconduct or delinquency. 

When the appointment of Sir George Barlow, who 
was then in India, was vacated by the ~rown, the 
Minister of the day with the President of the Board, . 

is, in their opinion, essential to the existence' of their' authority over their 
Be"ants abroad, and that it ought not to he taken away., They have no 
objection to the lame power ,being vested in the Crown, respecting the Presi
dents and Members of Council at each Presidency."- Court's Minutes, 
15th July, 1784. The clause was accordiuglyaltered, in conformity with 
the snggestion of the Conrt.-H. St.G. T. 

• The power of vacating being also given, to prel'e~t the necessity of the 
party coming away from India. Sir George Barlow heiug a Company's 
ae"ant, a recall would have Drought him home •. Hence both modes-were to 
be exercised in India anel not in this country.-H. St.G. T. . 
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in addition. to an; unreserved correspondence,. held 
full communication with. the Chairman and. Deputy
Chairm.an~ who, at one of the conferences" were. also 
accompanied by the Directors. who; had passed the 
Chair:; and when the.. subject. of what had passed at 
such cmllerences,. together willi the: correspondence, 
was. communicated to the Couxt~ 31 motion. was made 
by a. member- of the Court of. Directors. to· revoke 
Sir George. Baa-law's. commission. That motion 
passed in the negative; nevertheless,. an interval of 
seven. weeks from. that date took place, duxing which 
a fuxther unreserved.. expression of the sentiments 
en.tertained by his Majesty's, Ministers. and by the 
Court of Directors were: interchanged".* before.. the 
Crown was. advised by the: Ministers to: exercise its 
power of vacating the: appointment~ The course 
which has. been now adopted presents a. singular 
contrast to. that cnurse of proceeding~ Lord Heytes
bmy was appointed by the Court OR the 28th 
J anuary-:-tb.e approval of the Crown was given. on 
the 5th Februaa.-y-his lordship was sworn. in on the 
4th March-and at the close of the month of April 
his. preparations for- eniliarkatioIt were. complete; 
but at the :first interview which the Chairs had with 
the. President of the India Board, after. that right 
honourable gentleman. had assumed.. office on. the 
30th of that month, they were informed, under the 
injunction of 8trict confidence, that his. Majestyis 
}1inisters. intended to recomInend the revocation of 

,. Vide Proceedings. of Court of -Directors" 180&;. Secret Court, 8th.April; 
and Court, 20th May, 1806. 
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Lord Heytesbury's appointment; and the Chairs 
were not released from this. injunction. of confidence 
(which, indeed,. was repeated: at the: instance of the 
President· through one of the Board's Secretaries) 
until the Ca.binet had resolved upon.. the measure~ 
which was. accordingly :first officially announced in 
the President's letter-to the Chairs of the 4th instant. 
Not one reason,. however,. WIlJi given frur setting aside 
in sa. abrupt and unprecedented a. mannen the ap
pointment of a. nobleman who, was selected fon: the 
offi.ce of Governor - General, * solely upon.. public 
grounds, and free from. aJJ: party bias or political 
feeling .. 

The nominations which more particnla.rly bear 
upon the present question are those of Earl Minto 
and Lord William C~ BeDtinck.. Lorcl'Minto was 
appointed under Lord Grenville's. adnrinistration,. in 
July,. 1806; he did not. sail from England until 
February,. 1807,. and in. the following. month of
March,. Mr. Percival's administration. came into 
office; but. no change, was made in. the appointment 
of Lord 'Minto. Lord! William. Bentinck was nomi
nated Governor-General by the Court. of Directors 
during Mr.Camring·s administration, in J~y, 1827; 
he· did not sail until. the February following; and, 
although the: 'Ministry-was; twice changed subsequent 
to his: lordship's: a;ppointme~. and although. he did 
not sail until a. month after- the; accession. of the 
Duke. of Wellington as; Premier" his nomination re
mained undisturbed. 

• Vide Conrfa Minutellj 6th May, 1835.. 
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The appointment of Lord Heytesbury was in every 
point complete; 'it had 'been made as the President 
of the Board suggested it should be IQ.ade, "With 
the'·full confidence both of· the Company" and the 
King."· 'Scarcely three months haa intervened 
between his lordship's appointment and his being 
ready to embark for India; while, in the instances 
of ' Lord' :Minto and Lord William Bentinck, six 
months had elapsed from the time of appointment 
to'the period of sailing. 

The foregoing facts necessarily lead to the con
clusion that the change in his J\fajesty's Councils 
occasioned the revocation of Lord Heytesbury's 
appointment. It is an act which virtually invests 
the Board of Commissioners for the affairs of India 
with a character of political influence, whilst it ought 
only to possess. that of political control. 

It must be admitted that the party proceeding to 
fill . the office of Governor-General should possess 
the confidence of his Majesty's Government; but 
do not long and acknowledged public services in the 
highest diplomatic stations at the various Courts of 
Europe-soundness of judgment-firmness of pur
pos~and a character irreproachable both in public 
and private-give the best claims to that confidence P 
If the eXpression, "confidencb of his Majesty's Go
vernmerit," be intended to imply a concurrence of 
sentiments on public q-qestions with the Minister of 
the day, what security is there for any permanence 
in the Indian Councils P or, to use the words of Mr. 

• Letter from the ~sident of the Board, 11th October, 1834. 
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Fox, "if the dispenser of' the plan of governing 
India have not a greater stability in his situation 
than a British lfinistrY~'* what hope is there of 
the affairs being administered with advantaga to 
the interests tlither of India or of this country t 

For aJIpolitical objects which require confidence 
or secrecy, the Secret Political Committee, pre
scribed by Parliament, is the constituted channel oi 
communication; but if the Minister of the Crown is 
to carry on a' confidential communication with the 
Governor-General of India, by which measures 0:1 
Government are to be framed or guided, it" is a prin
ciple which cannot be too strongly deprecated .. It 
is also unconstitutional, and experience has shown 
it to be inconvenient; moreover, the most dangerous 
effects may result to the characters of functionaries 
abroad, from such confidential correspondence. 

The great redeeming quality. in the anomalous 
character of the India system, is its being one oj 
record, and consequently one of check, and it cann()t 
be one of too much publicity. . 

In the course of the discussions on the Company's 
affairs in Parliament in 1813, it was remarked that 
the system under which India had reposed for' a suo
cession of years, had not been formed upon narrow, 
selfish, and temporary principles, but upon princi" 
pIes comprehending the whole variety of . reciproca,l 
duties, and the whole train of interests remote and 
immediate. .Amongst the latter was the care with 
which Parliament had. disposed of the patronage~ ~t 

. . 
• "Hansard's Debates, n lIt December, 1783; Mr. Fox on his India. Bill>: .' 
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was observed by the present Lord Glenelg, that '" to 
have placed it mediately or immediately in "the hands 
of Government, would be f~tal to the Constitution is 
universally:agreed*-no part of it 'should fall under 
the command of Government. " Will- it not, then. 
be utterly hopeless to expect that the 'patronage of 
India will be preserved from ministerial i.n;fluence, if 
the highest post in that country is made subservient 
to political power at home P Ii the Jlrinciple but 
once obtains, it is not difficult to foresee the 'Various 
methods by which the appointments abroad will 
at length be wielded by the servants of the 
Crown. 

It was the declared intention of hls 'Majesty's Go
vernment, at the opening of the negotiation of 1833. 
that "the Company should commence the exercise 
of their resumed flI!1ctions in the utmost possible 
state of efficiency. "-Negotiation papers, 1833, p. :36. 
Yet, upon the first occasio~when they have dis
charged the most important of those functions, in 
making choice of a nobleman,l1gainst whom not a 
voice was raised, that choice is set 11side,and the 
appointment is revoked before the Court is per
mitted to urge one word in proof that it had not 
exercised its functions lIDwortbily. The inevitable 
effect will be to lessen its influence :and .considera
tion.in the eyes of the Indian community, both 
native and European,and to narrow the few .l'e

maining privileges which were supposed to ,be 

• "Hansard's Debate~" vol. xxvi, p. «2. On East India Company's 
aff~a--31at~.lSl~ 
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secured to the executive body lmder the late ~OTee~ 
ment between the public and the Comp;my. 

The revocation of Lord.Heytesbury's llppointment 
is, in fact, a measure unprecedented :in its character 
-uncalled for by circumstances-dangerous in its 
effects to the constitution of this country-and 
deeply injurious in its consequences to the welfare 
and interests of India.. 

EVll..S OF :PARTY INFLUENCE-LOBJ) .HEYTESllURY. 

[The fonowing paper !elates to the same 'subject, and enters more fully 
into the great constitutional question which the supercession of Lord Heytes
bury inTolved. This, &8 well &8 the preceding paper, may be lead with 
especial advantage at a time when it is proposed to increase the power of the 
Crown, and to render not only the Indian Governors, but a certain number of 
the Directors of the Company, dependent npon the will and pleasure of the 
Ministry of the day. The euperceasion of Lord Heytesbury 11'&8 a signal 
instance of the manner in which political infiuenceB may affect the destinies 
of India. It indicates that where the power exists it is likely to be exercised, 
and that no great forbearance is to be looked for from a political party re
cognising no duty 80 imperative &8 that of strengthening itself.~ 

I had indulged a hope that the circumstances 
which have led to the supercession of Lord Heytes. 
bury, who stood appointed to the high office of 
Governor-General of· India by the Court of Direc
tors, with the approbation ·of his Majesty, would 
have been publicly ·explained; 'RIl.d that thecorre
spondence which is understood iohave taken place 
on the subject between the CoUrt and the "President 
of the Board of Commissioners for thea:ffairs of 
India, would have been laid before the Court of Pro
prietors, in order that they might be made fully aG~ 
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quainted with the circumstances attending a very 
unusual proceeding, which may affect their interests, 
and that your Honorable Court might have an op
portunity of explaining the part which you may have 
taken on the occasion. That your Honorable Court 
have felt all. the importance of the proceeding,. and 
have been anxious to maintain your rights and inde
pendence, I cannot for a moment doubt; but the 
facts of the case not being yet officially before the 
Proprietors, or the public, the superces!,ion of Lord 
Heytesbury bears the appearance of the undisguised 
exercise of an arbitrary power on the part of the Go
verDment, in opposition to the will and the remon
strances of the Court. 

In this view I cannot regard the measure other
wise than with feelings of deep concern and alarm; 
for it is manifestly an attempt to render the high 
station of Governor-General of India subservient to 
political purposes in this country, contrary to the 
clear and express intentions of the Legislature, 
which has carefully provided against the assump
tion of ,the patronage of India, directly or indirectly, 
by the Minister of the Crown . 
. The appointment of Lord HeytesburY,to the office 

of G9vernor-Generalwas formally and deliberately 
made by the Court of Directors, under the provi
si()ns of the existing law, with the full approbation 
of ~is Majesty; and if that appointment can be can-
98lle~withou~ the plea or pretence of incompe~ency 
or other sufficient cause assigned, it is perfectly 
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clear, either that the right to appoint, conferred on 
the Court by the law, is a mere mockery, or that 
this right has been violated in a way calcuiated to 
de!?l'ade the Court of Directors in the eyes of their o • 
servants and of the public, and so far to weaken 
their legitimate influence and authority. 

The Act of 1784 gave the Crown, for the first. 
time I believe, the power to recall the servants of 
the Company; and this pow~r might be necessary 
and useful, while the Crown had .no share in the 
selection of those high functionaries, to whom the 
destinies of India, and the interests of th~ empire at 
large, might be confided. But th~ Act of 1813 ren
dered it necessary that the appointment of the Go
vernors of India' should receive the previous appro
bation of the Crown, and so far superseded the ne
cessity for the power of recall given by the Act of 
1784, except in cases of delinquency, mal-admiDis
tr~tion, or other circumstances, tending to establish 
the incompetency of the party selected. 

The Court of Directors possess the same power 
over the public functionaries and their servants 
abroad; but it can be exercised only upon the 
ground of misconduct, or other sufficient cause as
signed; nor has the power of recalling a Governor 
in anyone instance been exercised by the Crown 
since the passing of the Act of 1813. 

Lord Heytesbury's appbintmerit was the free and 
unbiassed act of the Court. It devolved upon me to 
have the honor of proposing him to my colleagues; 
and I did so, not hastily, not under the dominee~ng. 

VOL. I. 2 G .~ ~. ... 
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:ip..fluence of the Government, but deliberately, after 
inquiry, and after satisfying myself that his lordship 
was likeiy to do ample justice to the high and re
sponsible trust which it was proposed to confide to 
him. Sir Robert Peel's'Ministry, I can declare, 
acted most honorably on the occasion: the great ob
ject seemed to be to make the most judicious selec
tion for the office; and if it were permitted me to 
enter into the details, of what passed on the occa
sion, I could establish beyond all dispute that the 
late Ministry were prepared to concur in the appoint
ment of one totally unconnected with them in party 
politics. . 

In justification 'of an appointment in which I my
self took a responsible part (Lord, Heytesbury re
quires not my test~ony), I must say that I received 
from high authority the most satisfactory assurance 
of his eminent'qualification for office. 

I have been assured that on the Continent he is 
held in the greatest estimation, not merely as an able 
diplomatist, but as possessing those high moral and 
intellectual qualities, which distinguish some of our 
statesmen,and which, when found, have disarmed 
national prejudice, and commanded for our country
men the' involuntary respect of foreigners. 

Lord Heyt~sbury, on the ground of his services, 
and more particularly his services in Portugal during 
a season of peculiar difficulty, was recommended by 
the late Mr. Canning for the honors of the peerage, 
and effect was given to that statesman's intentions 
by his illustrious successor. 
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And what was the feeling of the Cabinet of 1830 
with respect to the merits and services of Lord 
Heytesbury ? I may be allowed to quote a letter 
from the present Secretary for Foreign Affairs, on 
his coming into office, dated in November of that 
year: 

"I have sent you by this messenger, copies of 
several despatches, which together with that ad. 
dressed to yourself, will put you in possession of the 
views of his Majesty's Government; and I am con· 
vinced that the execution of those views, and the 
interests of the King's service in Russia, could not 
be in abler hands than yours, nor in any in which I 
should prefer to see them." 

Lord Heytesbury was detained for about two years 
at St. Petersburgh, at the express desire of his Ma. 
jesty's Ministers, some of wkom are tke leading mem
ber, of tke present Oabinet; and it was not until his 
health had failed, and his life was ~onsidered in 
danger, that he was permitted by the Government, 
in .July, 1832, to resign his diplomatic situation, and 
to return to this country. 

I subjoin a copy of the very flattering letter which 
his lordship received from Lord Palmerston on the 
occasion: 

" I have received the King's commands to express 
to your Excellency, upon the termination of your em
bassy, his Majesty's graciollS approbation of your 
conduct during the whole of the period that you 
have held the office of his Majesty's .Am.bassad,or 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at -the . 

2G2 
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Court of Russia. The ability with which your Ex
cellency has performed your public duties, and the 
Co.b.ciliatory manner by which you have so fully suc
ceeded in obtaining the good-will and confidence of 
the Government of his Imperial ::Majesty, cannot but 
have proved highly advantageous to his ::Majesty's 
·service. It is with great pleasure that I find myself 
the instrument of conveying his :M:ajesty's gracious 
sentiments to the knowledge of your Excellency. 

"I have the honor to be, &c., &c., 
(Signed) "PALMERSTON." 

But the case of the individual, however eminent 
and respectable, is of minor consideration. It is a 
public principle for which I desire especially to con
tend. The Court of Directors have virtually been 
set aside as a useless organ of administration j and 
the spirit, if not the letter of the law, has been vio
lated. And 'Yhat will be the probable consequence? 
That body which the Legislature has wisely placed 
as a barrier between India and political parties. in 
this country, henceforward must become political 
partisans. An open attempt has been made to 
cancel an unobjectionable appointment for mere 
party purposes. By rendering the Governors of 
India the mere dependent nominees of the ::Ministry, 
holding office during pleasure, the administration of 
the day will acquire a power and influence which 
will enable it to assume and dispense the local patron
age of India cl~destinely;witkout responsibility, 
and (when bad men bear sway) for corrupt purposes 
-for the purpose of obtaining political power in this 
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country, in uiter contempt of the provisions of the 
Le~lature, both as they relate to Indian patronage, o . 
and to the objects of those more recent enactments 
which profess to secure the purity of Parliament. 

And what will be the situation of the Governor 
who holds under this precarious tenure P Will he 
command the same authority· and influence abroad P 
Certainly not. Will he be able to govern and keep 
in order that large and mixed coinmunity, among 
whom are found so many elements of discord P I 
fear not. Will he not be regarded as the mere_ 
pageant of the administration at home P as the ser
vile instrument for dispensing its patronage P Will 
any Jnan of honor, of high spirit, of iD.dependent 
principles, and independent fortune, be found to ac .. 
cept the office, and to embark for a distant country, 
when liable to be superseded upon considerations of 
political conveniency, or any of those changes of ad
ministration which have been so frequent of late 
years? No doubt the station will still be the object 
of desire to the mercenary and ambitious, but not 
to those eminent and disinterested men, who alone 
ought to be selected for so great a national trust. 

And what will be the consequence of this attempt 
to introduce the distinctions of party into India? 
What will be its effect upon the public servants, the 
European community, and the native population, 
which is rapidly acquiring European notions and 
habits? Our servants, much to their honor, have 
hitherto looked to distinction and promotion "as the 
reward of merit and useful service. They nave ~o~wn 
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no party. They were actuated by an ardent desire 
~() promote the public interests, well assured that 
their political opinions would never be questioned 
or thought of. They acted together with perfect 
cordiality to promote one great end-the public 
good-without reference to political principles, or 
party connexi.ons in this country. India was of no 
party; and the Court of Directors were considered 
to be perfectly independent of all political influence. 

But we are now to introduce the badges of pady 
into India. The European community is to be 
broken into those factions, which so often agitate the 
public mind in this country, which so often breed 
discord and disturbance, and cause public principle, 
the public interests, and the feelings of patriotism, 
to be sacrificed to party objects. That union which 
has hitherto co~tituted our main strength and 
superiority in India will be at an end; and our 
native subjects will learn to place confidence in 
. their own numbers and resources, as they perceive 
the foundations of our power to be shaken. Pro-
motion in the serv?:ce will be sought as the reward 
of political subserviency; and distinction and office 
will be bestowed to purchase the base and sordid 
services of political partisans in England. That 
high and independent tone of character which has 
hitherto distinguished our service, will degenerate 
into selfishness; while the business of managing 
adverse parties will be super-added to the multitu
dinous and arduous duties which already bear so 
heavily on our Governors, and which seem almost to 
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transcend the ordinary powers of man. Greatly 
must the difficulties of the situation be aggravated 
by the want of permanency in the tenure, by the 
want of confidence on the part of the public, by the 
diminution of that -influence which independence 
usually bestows; and serious will be the injury to 
the public service, if the high functionaries of India, 
feeling that their situations are held only from day 
to day, should be discouraged from undertaking 
those extended works of improvement which require 
time and persevering labor to bring them to ma
turity. 

My principles would lead me to regard the royal 
prerogative with profound respect; but he lowers 
the prerogative who abuses it. The supercession of 
Lord Heytesbury is the act of the Minister, for 
which he is responsible to the country. The ap
pointment was formally made and completed by the 
Court of Direct~rs, with the approbation of his 
Majesty, upon public considerations, without refer
ence to party objects; and to cancel that appoint. 
ment wantonly and capriciously, is to disparage the 
royal prerogative, and to set at naught the functions 
and powers which the law has assigned to the Court. 
The opinion of the humble individual who has now 
the honor of addressing. you, has been referred to, 
and misapplied. I fully admit that the selection for 
the high station of Governor of India must be made 
by the Court concurrently with his Majesty's Minis
ters, because the law assigns to the Crown the power 
of rejection, and because not merely the welfare of 
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India, but the security of the national interests, may 
be affected by such appointments; but I never can 
admit that, after the appointment has been made by 
the competent authorities, it can be arbitrarily set 
aside at the will of a Minister, merely because the 
party does not stand towards him in the relation of a 
political adherent. This is to render the act of the 
Court a perfect nullity, and to bring its authority 
into contempt. 

So far from considering his Majesty's Ministers 
to be supreme, as regards the selecting of our 
Governors, the Right Honorable the President of the 
Board might have learnt from the head of the 
present Government, that, both in theory and in 
practice, I insisted upon the right of the Court to 
exercise a sound discretion in selecting for the office 
of Governor-General; and no Minister, no human 
power, could have compelled or have persuaded me 
to propose to my colleagues for that important sta
tion, one whom I did not believe to be qualified for 
the trust. Lord Heytesbury was proposed by me 
under a conviction that his known talents, his ac
quired knowledge, his experience, his prudence and 
firmness, his high character, and his eminent ser
vices in various public situations, furnished the most 
satisfactory assurance tha~, in the high office of 
Governor-General of India, his lordship might be 
expected to promote, not only the well-being and 
prosperity of our Indian subjects, but the great 
interests of the empire at large. In this comicti~n 
I am. confi:med by everything which I have since 
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heard and seen in the course of a personal inter
course with his lordship; and it is to me matter of 
deep concern that an appointment which appeared to 
have met with such general approbation, and from 
which such favorable results might reasonably have 
been expected, should have been set aside from party 
motives. But, anxious as I feel to do his lordship 
justice, I should not have been justified in addressing 
the Court of Directors solely for this purpose. 

The question involves public considerations of 
vital importance; and although the Court of Direc
tors may be more competent than myself to appre
ciate justly those considerations, I shall not, I hope, 
be charged with presumption in laying before them 
a vindication of my own conduct as their late chair
man. I am called on more particularly to do so by 
the speech of Sir John Hobhouse in Parliament, 
which has come under my notice, and in which I am 
personally alluded to. The subjoined extract from 
what the honorable baronet is reported to have said, 
contrasted with the extract from the dissents to 
which, I presume, he referred, will, I trust, satisfy 
the Court of Directors that I have not compromised 
their rights by admitting the power of the Govern~ 
ment to appoint, by its sole authority, to the office 
of Governor of India j and still less can I be sup
posed, even for a moment, to have contemplated that 
an appointment, formally made and completed under 
the provisions of the law, could be set aside by the 
lfinister of the day, in opposItion 10 the Court of 
Directors, upon no other ground than party con
siderations. 
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APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS OF COUNClL. 

(The following brief passage relative to the selection of members of the 
Indian Councils, is extracted from a paper written in 1833. The Act of that 
year left the power of appointment uncontrolledly with the Court of Directors. 
Many of the observations in the preceding paper, relative to the evils of 
party in1luence in the appointment of the local Governors, are equally 
applicable to the present case. The additional arguments here used are 
worthy, also, of consideration. It would be difficult to furnish any sutllcient 
reason for interfering with the existing system and increasing the power of 
the Crown.) 

But I must observe upon the proposal to subject 
the appointment of Councillors to the approbation of 
the King, or in other words, to transfer the patron
age to his Majesty's Ministers, that the best security 
which we possess at present for good government in 
India depends upon the judicious exercise of the 
power to select from the service at large the mem
bers of Council at the different presidencies. We 
do not exercise the same independent power in ap
pointing the Governors of India: his Majesty's 
Ministers must, for obvious reasons, be parties to 
such appointments. These high functionaries have 
generally been political characters of distinction, 
connected with the administration, and they must 
pOJsess the confidence of the national Government; 
but· the Oourt of Directors are better acquainted 
with, the merits and pretensions of their' own 
servants, and it is of importance that the whole 
service should look up to them for protection and 
advancement. The high station of a member of 
Council is looked to as the reward of distinguished 
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service, and it operates as the great stimulus to 
exertion; but if his Majesty's Ministers be allowed 
to appoint their own partisans, or individuals not 
connected with the service, this fair and legitimate 
object of ambition is at once removed, and those mo
tives and feelings which have heretofore produced 
such devotion to the public service, will necessarily 
be weakened, if not extinguished. 

COASTING TRADE OF :BRITISH INDIA. 

[Written in 1849.] 

It has been proposed" that, if it should be deter
mined by the Legislature that the ships of foreign 
nations should be admitted to engage in the coast .. 
ing trade of her Majesty's colonial possessions gene
rally, the Court would not oppose the extension of 
that principle to the coasting trade oJ; British 
India." 

I am not prepared to concur in any such conces
sion; for I anticipate great inconvenience!IDd mis. 
chief from throwing open the coasting trade of India 
to our commercial rivals, just as her Majesty's 
Government wisely foresee that to throw open the 
coasting trade of Gre.at Britain to those encrmwhing 
rivals, would be regarded as a suicidal policy in this 
country. Else why insert in the proposed Bill 
clauses 2, 3, and 4, excluding foreign vessels. from 
our coasting trade ? Would, indeed, -the most in .. 
fatuated of our free-traders propose to supersede ou~ 
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colliers, the great nursery of our seamen and the 
support of our navy, in favor of men who at any 
time may become our most dangerous enemies? 

And if it be right to protect our coasting trade, 
is it not right to foster and protect every branch of 
our commerce? There may be a difference in de
gree; but there can be no real distinction in the 
application of the principle of protection. 

The Court seem to consider that if the coasting 
trade of the British colonies be set free, that will be 
a sufficient ground for opening the coasting trade of 
India; but there is not the slightest resemblance 
between the two cases. The West Indies, and our 
other colonies, have little or no coasting trade. They 
have few ports, and only some half dozen articles of 
produce (sugar, coffee, spices, &c.), which are sent 
to the mother country, heretofore as rent chiefly, but 
now as a return for stores and articles of consump
tion'received from Great Britain. 

India, on the other hand, has an immense and 
very miscellaneous produce-an extensive shipping 
-and numerous ports from Singapore round the 
Bay of Bengal and the Peninsula to the coast of 
Cambay-Cutch and Scinde, the Persian Gulf and 
the Red Sea. Here is a vast expanse of coast, and 
the materials for an almost unlimited trade, as dif
ferent from the localities and circumstances of our 
western col6:ci.es as can )Vell,be imagined. And why 
should we consent to}llake a valuable concession in 
the one case, beeause a nominal or trifling boon may 

,. be conceded in the other P If the Court had stipu-
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lated that our concessions should be made dependent 
on the British coasting trade being thrown open to 
foreigners, we should have had something like a 
precedent for our justification; but I hope alid be
lieve that her :M:ajesty's Government are too pru
dent to furnish us with such a precedent. 

I will now briefly submit those considerations 
which appear to me to demand the preservation of 
the native shipping of India. 

I will only cursorily allude to those noble vessels, 
the teak-built ships of Bombay, which heretofore 
engrossed a large portion of the carrying trade be
tween India and China and the Eastern Archipelago, 
and which also navigated occasionally between India 
and this country. They were perhaps the safest and 
most durable bf our commercial marine; and let 
it be remembered, that when an army was to be 
transported to Egypt and the Mauritius, their ser-. 
vices were found eminently us~ful. They are, I fear, 
fast disappearing; but is there any man so unobser
vant of what has been passing of late in Egypt, as 
to- feel satisfied that events may not again arise to 
render it necessary that another armament should 
be sent forth from India to secure om: commllllica
tion with that country? Alexandria has been most 
elaborately fortified by the subjeCts of a European 
Power, whose views have long been directed to this 
quarter, and who are now in a position to carry out 
those views under more favorable circumstances. 

But what" I would earnestly enforce is, the neces
sity of maintaining the native craft employed in the 
coasting trade" of India. 
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There is a large fleet of "])honeY8" which navi..; 
gate between the coast of Coromandel and Bengal, 
and convey salt to Calcutta from that coast, return
ing with cargoes of grain. The chief place of resort 
for equipment and repair is the Bay of Coringa; and 
from this quarter the grain can be distributed, not 
only throughout the northern Circars, but for the 
supply of his Highness the Nizam's territory. 

Those, who have witnessed the fearful ravages 
of famine in India, must feel that anything which 
can tend, even remotely, to aggravate the calamity, 
ought to be carefully avoided by every friend of 
humimity. Admit the Americans into our coasting 
trade, and there cannot be a doubt that this enter
prising people will speedily become carriers of salt 
on their outward voyage to Calcutta i and although 
they might not, under ordinary circumstances, 
engage in the trade in grain, yet, by depriving the 
"Dhoney" owners of one of their freigh~s (the 
voyage now yielding two), they would, at no distant 
period, cause those vessels to be gradually disused 
and set aside. The property of the owners would 
be thus destroyed, a large body of native seamen 
would be deprived of their employment, and if a 
fam.iri.e or scarcity should unhappily arise, we should 
no longer possess the same means of furnishing the 
necessary supplies of grain from the fertile districts 
of Bengal. ", .' 

.And who would benefit by this unnatural change? 
Certainly not any class of oUr own subjects, either 
as consumers, or producers, or merchants, or navig-a
tors, or capitalists, or others., The only parties who 
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would gain would be the indefatigable Americans, 
who will never willingly make any adequate conces· 
sion to us in return. 

I was not a party to our Free.trade despatch to 
India in April, 1846, for it had passed the Court 
before I resumed my seat in that month; but I 
shall never cease to deplore the fatal infatuation (as 
I consider it) which has caused this country to de.· 
part from its ancient policy in a way to involve large 
classes of our people, and many valuable interests, in 
bankruptcy and ruin. 

When I see the enterprising and intelligent Ame
ricans, or any of the commercial nations of Europe, 
adopt our policy and fairly reciprocate "the advan. 
tages of Free trade," I shall be content to revise my 
opinion. In the mean time, our commercial rivals, 
no doubt, regard with extreme complacency that 
liberality which is ready to make gratuitous conces..; 
sions and national sacri:fi~s without the slightest 
prospect of a return. . 

Yes, the expected return is to be cheap ships and 
cheap mariners, in substitution for our superb marine 
and our discarded seamen, unequalled though they 
be in every quality of the profession. 

Rough is the life of a sailor, and short, and oft
times perilous; and yet we would grudge him his 
hard-earned pittance. These noble fellows were once 
the pride and boast of a grateful country; but that 
country is now become an unnatural mother, bent 
upon destroying her own offspring I Are we' pre
pared to see these men parading our streets as men-
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dicants, or consigned to our already over-crowded 
workhouses? or do we desire to see them transfer 
their service!!! to a rival Power, for the purpose of 
strengthening its naval force and extending its com
merce? I remember, some years ago, to have hear(l 
of three hundred of these fine fellows embarking in 
a body from Liverpool to the United States. An 
attempt was made to dissuade them, by one of our 
officers on the spot; but they stated that their only 
reason for abandoning their country was, that they 
could no longer find employment in its service. 
Can we expect to find substitutes for such men in 
foreigners? Will they fight our battles with the 
same ardor and spirit? What has given us supre
macy on the seas? and where have we been defied 
and defeated at sea,. except by a navy manned in 
part by our oWJ?-.'native seamen? And yet we coolly 
propose to discard our. gallant sailors to promote 
some sordid object; and the proposition is supported 
by those who never encountered a danger, or suffered 
a privation! 

Our Indian seamen, or Lascars, are also, I must 
contend, entitled to our protection. They do not . 
possess the physical powers,' nor the energy of Bri. 
tish sailors, nor can they bear up against the seve
rity of a northern climate; but they are orderly an(l 
industrious, and their displacement by foreigners 
would not only be a hardship~ to a large body of our 
own. subjects, but would involve loss to the COltntry. 

It was urged. that the consumer of 'salt in Bengal 
would be benefited by the relaxation of our com· 
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mercial restrictions, and that freedom, of commerce 
and navigation must tend generally to, promote the 
prosperity of the country. All this I am, prepared 
to deny. ' The price of salt to the consumer is re
gu4l.ted in Bengal by the Government-tax;, and 
whether the salt be imported" as heretofore,- on 
"Dhoneys," or on American vessels, the consumer 
will have to pay the duty of 275~ rupees, per 100 
maunds, plus the prime cost of 15, rupees charged 
by the Madras Government, and the, freight from 
the coast. The only difference will be, that the 
Americans may obtain the freight, instead of the 
owner of our native craft. 

As to the happy results of unrestricted trade, I 
shall only observe that it is easy to deal in gene
ralities, when there is no question as, to their, prac
tical application. Have these results been mani-

, fested in the prosperous condition of the Mauritius, 
or of Ceylon? Has Jamaica, and" our ' other West 
Indian colonies" felt the invig<?rating influence, of 
unrestricted trade? Can the fallen houses, hereto
fore engaged in the commerce of India, be cited as 
instances of national improvement?, Have: the 
people of India, the agriculturist, the manufacturer, 

• Government-tax • 275 rupees per 100 maunds. 
Price on the coast. • 15" "" 
Ordinary freight-say" • 55.. "" 

345 rupees. 
The price of Bengal salt may be stated at from 353 rupees to 375 rupees. 

From the beat acCOllDt which I can procure, the coasting~trade employs 
abont 9000 vessels, giving an aggregate tonnage of about 500,000; but this 
may include double voyages. Returns have been made, I understand, to the 
House of Commons.-H. St.G. T. 

VOL. I. 2H 
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the' merchant,. and the agent,. become more pros
perous and wealthy? Have the East India Com
pany- sustained no loss or disadvantage by the late 
change in OUI' commercial policy? Why-, we can no 
longer command, through commerce, a remittance 
from India to defray the home expenditure. 
Withill the last twelve months we have been com
pelled to resort to two large remittances in bullion, 
and we have lowered the exchange on OUI" bills from 
Is. lId.. to Is. 9d., making a difference against 
India of about 10 per cent., or on the sum annually 
required to be remitted to this country, of not less 
than 300,OOOl. This operates virtually as an ad
dition to the ann..ual tribute, which the people of 
India must pay, or we must go on borrowing from 
year to year without the prospect of ever being in a 
condition to r~deem the debt. 

It -has been alleged that "the fall of' the great 
houses in this city, in 1847-48, was a coincidence, 
and not a. consequence of the introduction of Free
trade; but I must maintain, on the contrary, that· 
the commercial derangement which took place at 
that period is directly traceable, in various instances, 
to the alteration in the sugar dutie~; a. change 

I 

which has ruined the Mauritius, and which has 
impoverished Jamaica and oUI' other West Indian 
colonies. The facts are notorious, and beyond 
dispute. 

It may be considered presumptgous in me to 
engage in the discussion of a great national question 
which at this moment occupies the attention of the 
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Legislature j but the Court have been called upon 
to give an opinion on the proposition to open the 
coasting trade of India to foreign competition; and 
I, as a responsible member of the Court, have not 
only the right to record my individual opinion, and 
the grounds on which it has been formed, but I feel 
it to be a. point of public duty to resist, by all legi~ 
timate and becoming means, a measure which I 
honestly believe to be anti-national, and calculated 
to be injurious to a. country whose interests we are 
bound to defend. * 

• In connnexion with the above Bubject, and bearing upon the general 
question 01 the Navigation Lawa, the following letter, written by Mr. Tucker 
to tbe preaen' Lord Derby. may be advantageously Inserted :-

"111' Lord,-I am not 01 BU1IIcient importance from political connexions, 
or otherwise, to take part in tbe public atrairs of this country; and, indeed, 
I bave found abundant occupation in attending to the immediate dllties of 
the station w bich I bave long held in tbe service of India. 

.. But I have not been altogether inattentive to passing eventa; and being, 
upon principle, what is termed a .. Protectionist," I view with jealousy and 
wstrus' every attempt to extend to India the application of those novel 
doctrines, which, in my opinion, have already produced infinite mischief in 
our own country • 

.. The Court of Directors have lately been called upon to state how far the 
abrogation or relaxation of the Navigation Laws would be liable to atrect the 
commerce of India, with reference especially to our coasting trade; and a 
mlliority of the Court have expressed an opinion that, provided the coasting 
trade of the British colonies generally be open to foreign competition, there 
would appear to be no objection to the extension of the same policy to the 
coasting trade of British India.· . 

.. But I could not concnr in this opinion; and I have thought it right, as an 
independent member of the Court, to record my protest against the projected 
concession, 

.. I take the liberty of submitting a copy of this document for your lordship's 
perusaI, in order that it may not be supposed that the Court were unanimous 
in their jlldgment, and that your lordship may ~ve an opportunity of exa
mining and weighing.the facta and reasoning on which my opposition to the 
proposition of the Go\"erllDlent was mainly founded. 

.. It has alway_ apPeared to me that our recent commerciallegialation mlllt 

2n2 
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PRIVY COUNCIL APPEALS. 

[The following paper, written in 1828, contains the substance of a proposed 
letter to the Board of ControL As the letter was not adopted by the Court, 
the Editor has substituted the personal pronoun for the collective designation 
of the" Court of Directors," in whose name it was originally written.] 

The measure contemplated by the Board of Com
missioners of appointing a Registrar of ,Appeals, 
coming from the Courts of Sudder Dewanny Adaw
lut in India, involves questions which are attended 
with some difficulty; and I propose, therefore, to 
take a preliminary review of the circumstances con
~ected w:ith these appeals, in order to ascertain how 
far, and in what manner, the difficulties apprehended 
can best be obviated. 

By the ~lst Geo.lII., cap. 70, sec. 21, the nath'"e 
Courts in India,' e~tablished by the authority of the 
Governor-General in Council (the Sudder Dewanny 
Adawlut being the highest civil tribunal), are con-

have a direct tendency to cause the transfer of the landlord's rent-of the 
farmer's earnings-the wa.,oes of labor, and the profits of capital, from this 
country to other states; and the capital so transferred must, I apprehend, 
sooner or later, be employed to promote the manufacturing industry of those 
states. In this case, the parties who have been intent only to extend their 
manufactures, may find, by-and-by, rivals, where they expected to find cus
tomers; while the country will have sacrificed some of its most valuable 
interests, by giving way to their audacious clamor. 

"Our colonies are notoriously reduced to the utmost distress, with their 
affections, I fear, alienated from the mother country; and although it is 
pretemled that the relaxation of the Navigation Laws is to become the me&llll 
of alleviating that distress, no reflecting person can seriously believe that it 
will rescue them from impending ruin, or that the abrogation of those laws 
will tend in any way to promote,the prosperity or that country, which, in an 
emineni degree, owes to them its rank, its power, and it~ safety. 

II I have, &c., I:c., 
" H. ST.G. TuCII:&R. : 

II 5th March, 1849." 
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stituted Courts of Record; and an appeal is allowed 
by the same section from the decisions of those 
Courts to the King in Council, in all cases where 
the subject-matter in dispute may amount to the 
sum of nve thousand pounds. 

Section 23 of the same Act, recognised and con
fumed by the 37th Geo. III., cap. 113, sec. 8, em
powers the Governor-General in Council to frame 
regulations for the Provincial Courts, which regula
tions his Majesty in Council may disallow or amend; 
but which, "if not disallowed within two years, shall 
be of force and authority to direct the said Pro
vincial' Courts, according to the tenor of the said 
amendment, provided the same do not produce 0/fI,'!J 
new expenlJe to the suitors in the said Oourts." 

Under the authority of this statute, a voluminous 
code of regulations has been framed by the Govern
ments of India, for the adIni,nistration of justice to 
the native subjects of Great Britain, according to 
their respective laws and usages; and in the pre
amble to Regulation 41 of 1793, which may be re
garded as the keystone of the co~e, it is expressly 
declared that "it is essential to the future prosperity 
of the British territories in Bengal, that all regula
tions which may be passed by Government, affecting 
in any respect the rights, persons, or property of 
their subjects, should be framed into a regular code, 
and printed, with translations, in the country'lan
guages;. that the grounds on which each regulation 
may be enacted, should be prefixed to it; and that 
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the Courts of Justice should be bound to r~D'Ulate 
their decisions by the rules and ordinances which 
these regulations may contain./' &c., &c. 

It appears to me, upon a careful consideration of 
t~e system under which justice is administered to 
the natives of India, that any regulation affecting 
their rights or interests ought to ori.::,oinate with the 
local Government, who must be most competent to 
judge how far such regulation may be ill accordance 
'With the laws 'and usages of the country, and with 
the local code which has been framed, under the 
authority of Parliament, for the express purpose of 
securing·to the people the full enjoyment of their 
peculiar rights and privileges. 

I am aware that the Privy Council is quite com
petent to frame rules for regulating their proceed
ings as a Court of .Appeal, as well. as to appoint a 
"Registrar of Appeals," or any other officer, whose 
services may be nece~sary to .promote the due ad. 
ministration of justice; but, at the same time, I 
entertain very serious doubts how far the East India 
Company can be called upon to conoUl' in the ap-

• pointment of a Public Agent for conducting the case 
of an appellant, or respondent,in appeal, without 
the knowledge or authority of the party -concerned; 
and still more reason hay~ I to doubt how far it 
would be expedient to employ .such an officer in 
the very new and anomalous situation ofa general 
agent for conducting the cases, both of appellant and 
respondent at one and the same time.; 
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I cannot, moreover, perceive the necessity of em.

ploying counsel in appeius from the Courts of Sud
der Dewanny Adawlut, because the case is submitted. 
to the Privy Council in the exact state in which it 
was decided upon written documentary evidence. 
New evidence iB not taken in this country, nor are 
any fresh pleas admitted; and ·as the decision of the 
Courts of Adawlut is founded upon. the Hindoo or 
Mahomedan law, or the regulations of the local 
Government, -with which the Bar of this country 
cannot be presumed to be generally acqu.amted, the 
Court cannot perceive that the services of counsel 
in . conducting these appeals .are likely to be often 
either necessary or useful 

I am fully sensible that delays mthe administra
tion of justice are liable to produce very-serious 
evils; and also see reason to apprehend that appeals 
are not unfrequently preferred to the Court of last 
resort for the purpose pf gaiIDng time, and of keep
ing individuals out of their just rights; but if the 
appellant in a suit wilfully neglect to "prosecute the 
appeal, he is liable to suffer for his default, since it 
is an inherent "power in every Courl to call ()nsuits, 
or appeals, in the order in which they may stand on 
the file, and m the absence of parties committing 
such default, to proceed to judgment without them. 
I observe, indeed, that when it is proposed to com
mit the case .botk of appeU(JIftt and respondent to tke 
same individual agent, nothing more is probably in
tended than to 'Provide for the due observance. of 
certain forms of proceeding, not at all essential to a. 
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faithful and satisfactory development of the merits 
of the particular case. 

While I think it is necessary that the Company 
should pause before they adopt a suggestion which 
may subject parties in appeal from the native Courts 
of India to a new exPense, not at present contem
plated by them, and which m,ay be regarded. by them. 
as violating the pl~!7C formally given by the Indian. 
Government, that all regulations affecting their 
l'ights shall be passed. under certain prescribed. sanc
tions; while I see reason, also, that they should 
pause before they undertake to advance from the 
territorial or commercial funds of the Company the 
amount of expenses incurred in appeal, which it 
may not be possible to recover afterwards from per
sons suing in forma pauperis, as well as from re
spondents generally who do not give security fot 
costs,-I feel assured that the Court. will most 
readily and cordially co-ope~te with the Commis
sioners for the affairs of India, for the purpose of 
promoting the very important object of expediting 
decisions in appeals from the Courts of Sudder De
wanny Adawlut to his Majesty in Council; and with 
this view, I would propose that the Court of Direc
tors should immediately prepare a despatch to the 
Governments of India, calling their particular atten
tion to the subject, and requiring them to take into 
consideration the expediency of passing a regulation 
in the manner prescribed by ~oW.ation 41 of 1793, 
for the appointment of one or more public officers, 01' 

~ooents, to conduct cases of appeal before the Privy 
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Council, and otherwise to give effect to those provi
sions for the speedy and better administration of jus
tice, which the Privy Council and the Board of Com
missioners may have contemplated in the arrange~ 
ment at present under discussion. 

The regulation so framed and passed by the local 
Government, will, in regular course, come under the 
consideration of his llajesty in Council; and it will 
then be competent to this high authority to sanction, 
or in its wisdom to amend it in such manner as may 
be deemed'most suitable and most conducive to the 
attainment of the objects which the regulation may 
have' in view~ . 

THE AFFAIRS OF THE PUNJAUB. 

(The annexed observations, on tbe state of our relations with Lahore, 
written in 1843, were accidentally omitted from the series of political papers 
to which they belonged. They are inserted here, in illnstration of the con
listency with which Mr. Tncker set his face a"aainst all uncalled-for aggres
lion and all impolitic extension of empire. The continued absorption of 
principality after principality. w"hich finds favor in tbe eyes of some poli
ticians, was ever condemned and resisted by him. The native princes had no 
steadier friend, and no more powerful adv0C8te.] 

I contend that the Government of India is not 
called upon to interfere in the internal concerns of 
the Sikh . state of Lahore; and that considerations 
both of justice and of policy should restrain: us from 
any such interference. 

The plea of " dum proximus ardet" cannot be 
urged here; for the Sikhs have no power to molest 
us. We shaU not necessarily. be affected by the dis
order and commotions which prevail in the Punjaub ; 
and it may be safely asserted that not a Sikh will 
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venture to cross the Sutlej* for the purpose of com· 
mittingaggression on the British territory. 

We ,are not bound hy treaty to uphold the succes
sion in the family of Runjeet Singh, 'or any other 
family, or to aid in suppressing rebellion, or in 
~aintaining order and tranquillity in the Sikh terri. 
tory. The treaty of the 26th June, 1838, contains 
no stipulation of the kind; and Runjeet Singh would 
have :scouted any' proposition from us to afford our 
'assistance in controlling his 'Subjects, or in settling 
the inter.n.aJ. :affairs of his government. 

The international law of Europe does not authorise 
an. armed interference to put down commotions in a 
neighbouring state-to suppress the spirit of revolt 
-or to punish outrage and ,assassination. 

The Government, of France does not dare at this' 
moment to interfere in the ~evolutionary movements 
whiCh have lately taken place in Spain; although 
she would gladly send her armies across the Pyrenees 
to establish a paramount influence in that ,country. 
Nor has Turkey, or Russia, ventured to take part 
in the late -revolution in Greece, although the former 
of those Powers was not long since despoiled of the 
territory now constituting Greece, and the latter is 
nnquestionably anxious to extend her influence to 
the shores of the Mediterranean. 

But, it may be said, considerations of policy will 
not permit us to neglect so favorable an opportunity 
for acquiring a territory so highly desirable, and so 

... Nor would they, if it had not been for our llroceedings in Scinde and 
Gwalior.-H. St.G. T. 
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valuable for giving strength and compactness, and 
an impenetrable frontier to the :British possessions in 
India. 

There is not a highwayman who may not use this 
plea, or who would have any diffi:culty in showing 
that the purse which he seizes is more necessary and 
useful to him than to its original possessor. But it 
is not clear to me that considerations of mere policy 
would dictate the forcible seizure of the Punjaub by 
the :British Government. We cannot stop at any 
particular point-we must take the whole territory 
of the Sikhs-we must advance to Peshawur, Kash
meer. and LadlLk. We must appropriate Moultan, 
and the strip .of country on the right bank. of the 
Indus. 

Now, it is well known that the Afghans claim 
Peshawur, and covet Kashmeer, which was heretofore 
possessed by them; and our advance beyond the 
Indus must inevitably bring us again into collision 
with that people. 

Our advance into Udak and the hill districts, 
over which the Sikhs at present exercise authority, 
would bring us. to the <confines of Chinese Tartary, 
where we should iip.d an ~nemy by no means con
temptible; for we have seen on .a recent {)ccasion 
that the Tartar troops in that quarter signally de
feated and drove back the Sikhs who attempted to 
penetrate ~to their country. Nor can it be doubted, 
I think, that the Government of .Pekin would take 
the alarm if they found us on their western frontie:t" 
so soon after our .attack upon'their southern and~, 
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eastern coasts. If will be difficult enough to pre~ 
serve friendly relations with China under any Cir
cumstances; but the difficulty will be greatly in
creased if any cause of jealousy should be super
added in another quarter. 

And where is our grasping policy to end? We 
have just seized and appropriated the territory of 
Seinde, without the slightest plea or pretence for 
this act of aggression. 

The Gwalior state is distracted; and we shall find 
little difficulty in reducing it to subjection, if we 
seek an excuse for this purpose; but we cannot 
expect that the Mahrattas will long remain indif
ferent spectators. of our encroachments. -

The death of Maharajah Maun Singh will afford 
us a similar· occasion for invading the territory of 
Joudpoor; but here, too, we must be prepared to 
encounter, sooner or later, the hostility of the 
Rhatore Thakoors, and other tribes of Rajpoots. 

We are by degrees appropriating, as escheats, the 
independent Sikh principalities on the left bank of 
the Sutlej; and in advancing our military line of 
cantonments from the Jumna to that river, the 
Sikhs will naturally have concluded that it was 
done for' a hostile purpose; and that, even' before. 
the late commotions, at Lahore, we meditated the 
conquest of their country. At Hyderabad we are 
pursuing the same. aggressive policy by different 
means. We have lately. submitted to his' Highness . 

. the Nizam a shorf treaty, by which he is Called upon 
to surrender his' territory to the management of the 
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British resident, as "Dewan," in consideration of 
our advancing a sum of money "at' five per cent. 
compound interest" for the discharge of his High-· 
ness' debts. To whom this functionary, or "Dewart," 
is to be responsible, I do not exactly know; but he 
will have to administer a country yielding an annual 
revenue of 1,73,00,000 rupees; and if any surplus 
should be realised, the last article of the treaty pro
vides that it· shall be at the disposal of the British 
Government. , 

Now, I would observe here that it may be clearly 
shown that the financial difficulties of .the Nizam's 
Government have been produced mainly by the 
British authorities, who have compelled him to. 
maintain an expensive* military force, contrary to 
treaty, for our own purposes, and not }rith any view 
to his Highness' interests or wishes. 

Under such circumstances, can we be surprised 
if the attachment of the people of India has been 
alienated' from us? I may venture, indeed, to 
assert that there is not now a single chief in India, 
or any man of rank and consideration (a few Hin
doo capitilists excepted), who would not draw his 
sword against us on the first favorable occasion, and 
who is not at this' moment anxious to drive us out 
of the country. 

This feeling did not prevail heretofore, except, 
perhaps, among the higher class of Mahomedans, 
whom we have superseded in the administration of 

• ~o,oo,ooo rupees per annum. 
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the country; but I believe it now to. be general; 
and a prudent statesman would be careful not to 
call. it into action. 

But if our present councils continue to prevail, there 
will not be found an independent native state, in the 
course of a few years" throughout India; and our 
colossal empire will exceed in extent and magnitude 
that mighty fabric which fell to pieces by its own 
bulk in the last cen~. 

And yet we cannot m!IDage well our present ex
tensive possessions~ We were engaged during three 
years in putting down the Cole insurrection ; and 
about the same period has been occupied :in the 
attempt to suppress, by a large military force" the 
disturbances, which still prevail in the province of 
Bundelkund~ • 

An immediate consequence of the occupation of 
the Sikh territory will probably be the a1loomenta
tion of the regular army; and if our establishment 
of European officers be once increased, it cannot be 
again reduced without, cert~ inconvenience. We 
cannot throw a large body of officers out of employ 
without manifest injury to the individuals and to 
the public: service; and they cannot be seconded 
upon the existing corps without putting a stop to 
promotion; and nothing tends more.to dispirit and 
enervate our army in India,. than a stagnation. of 
promotion. In England, regiments. are reduced 
from the war establishment without; a murmur; 
and although individuals undoubtedly suffer, they 
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are absorbed in the mass of society, and their 
grievances produce no public disorder. 

I would deduce from the foregoing remarks that 
even motives of policy do not recommend an inter
ference in the domestic strife of a barbarous people, 
who hold us in detestation, who are not to be 
trusted as friends, and who are not to be despised as 
enemies. 

There is no necessary connerion between the pre
sent state of affairs in the Punjaub and our late occu
pation of Scinde; but if it be contended ~hat the 
Scinde question cannot be safely entertained while 
the Governor-General is engaged in another quarter, 
and that he must be left to :finish the work which 
he has begun, then I would submit that the present 
Governor-General will never be without work of the 
kind while a 'native state exists in India; and to sus
pend the consideration of the case of the Ameers 
until the country settles down into a state of com
posure, will be to postpone it to a term which' may 
never arrive. 

I would, in conclusion, submit that those who 
have condemned his lordship'S councils in Scinde, as 
wanting in policy and justice, are bound to show 
that there are now just grounds of confidence, which 
should determine us to commit the arrangement of 
our affairs at Lahore, Gwalior, J oudpoor, Hyder. 
abad, and throughout the vast continent of India, to 
the same hands whose proceedings in Scinde have 
been formally disclaimed by the Court of Directors'" 
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CHARACTER OF THE NATIVES OF INDIA. 

[From a letter addressed in 1821 to the Right Hon. J. C. Villiers.] 

It appears to me unnecessary, injudicious, and 
even unjust, to stigmatise the whole Hindoo race as 
a degraded people. It is. extremely difficult, if not 
quite impossible, to characterise any nation by a 
few epithets; and I certainly could not undertake 
to describe the great body of Christians in any terms 
which should be justly and universally applicable. 
The moral and intellectual condition of. the people' 
of India, it must be admitted, is generally degraded 
when compared with the moral and intellectual con
dition of the inhabitants of this favored island; it 
is 'susceptible, no doubt, of great improvement, and 
it is a legitimate and laudable object o~ the Society 
to assist in . effecting this improvement. But let us 
not offend the Hindoos at the very threshold by the 
use of opprobrious terms; and let us always hold in 
mind that we come forward as auxiliaries, and not 
as principals-that it is our object to aid and en
courage them in their own spontaneous efforts to 
emancipate themselves from a lamentable state of 
ignorance, and not to sit in judgment upon their 
national character, or to dictate to them the appro
priate remedy for their real or supposed vices and 
defects. Such.a proceeding would probably damp 
their own ardor, impress them with doubts and 
apprehensions with' regard to the intentions of the 
Society, and perhaps determine them to abandon at 
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once the very useful undertaking in which they 
have so unexpectedly engaged for their own im
provement. Moreover, it is, in my opinion, unjust 
to condemn this people indiscriminately. Among 
the Brahmins are to be found men of a simplicity 
and purity of life and manners scarcely to be . sur
passed by the genuine professors of Christianity in 
its purest form; and even the errors of such men 
deserve to be treated with tenderness and forbear
ance. 

The Hindoos are frequently reproached with false
hood, meanness, and deceit. But falsehood and 
deceit are the arms resorted to by the weak against 
the strong. Servility and meanness are the natural 
offspring of an arbitrary arid oppressive Govern-. 
ment. It is the misfortune of this people that they 
should have been exposed for ages to the injuries, 
the exactions, and oppressions of successive -con-
querors ; and until lately, they have had no ex
perience of the security and the blessings enjoyed 
under a wise, just, and paternal Government, ca
pable of affording them protection against foreign 
invaders, as well as against the instruments of its 
own power. 

In the little experience which I had in the admi
nistration of justice in India, I . certainly found it 
extremely difficult to satisfy my m.4td on the evi
dence which was produced. The witnesses were 
often contradictory, and their testimony, was some
times highly .improbable and irreconcilable with 
my view of the facts. But, although the crim~. of 

VOL. I. 2 I 
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perjury is certainly not uncommon, the difficulty in 
these cases partly originated with myself, and the 
apparent defects in the evidence were sometimes, I 
believe, to be referred to the deficiencies of. the judge. 
Few Europeans succeed in acquiring that accurate 
knowledge of the languages which is essential to the 
due administration ·of justice, 'and few possess that 
knowledge of the manners and habits of the natives 
of India which is necessary to enable them to enter 
into the feelings of this people, to understand their 
character, to appreciate justly their motives, and to 
deduce the true value and import of their evidence. 
On this subject the Committee might; I think, with 
great advantage consult the official reports of Sir 
Henry Strachey, and· other gentlemen who have 
distinguished themselves in the judicial department 
of our service. 

But it is with the ignorance of the population of 
India that we have to deal more immediately. The 
lIindoos are little acquainted with any of the 
sciences-their knowledge of astronomy is under
stood to be very limited-they have not, I believe, 
any knowledge of natutal~ history, anatomy, or the 
important. art connected with it; to chemistry, 
optics, and· other branches of science in which so 
rapid and extraordinary a progress has been made 
of late years in Europe, they are- utter strangers; 
and although. I do not profess myself to be in any 
respect a competent judge of their attainments or· 
their deficiencies, I am disposed to join in the com
mon opinion that there is an absolute want of all 
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useful knowledge among them, and that we should 
perform a most valuable and praiseworthy service in 
assisting to raise them from their present state of 
ignorance. To this great object our'labors will, I 
hope~ be directed, and, for a time at least, be exClu:. 
sively confined. 

It appears to me' absolutely necessary that we 
should scrupulously avoid all interference with the 
religion of the Hindoos, which is so interwoven and 
blended with all their social habits and affections, 
that it cannot be assailed without giving ilnmediate 
alarm to the whole Hindoo population. The politi .. 
cal consequences to be apprehended from such an 
alarm I will not enlarge upon;. but as' I firmly be
lieve that the establishment of the British empire in 
India is conducive to the welfare and happiness of 
many millions of human beings-as I am persuaded 
that its subversion would be followed by a pro
tracted state of anarchy; bloodshed, and misery-as 
I am convinced that, upon its preservation, our best 
hopes of introducing the' lights of Truth by human 
means must be founded-and, that, in Its dissolu
tion,. we must be prepared to witness the wreck of 
every project which aims at ameliorating the moral 
and intellectual condition of the people of India
I am, I confess, at all times alive to the dangers 
which threaten this noble structure, and at all time~ 
unwilling to hazard a certain good in the· prosecu
tion of attempts whose failure- would be attended 
with certain and wide-spreading mischief. 

It may be admitted that some of the superstitions 
2I2 
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of the Hindoos are absurd and extravagant, and re~ 
volting to humanity; but no good purpose will be 
answered by branding them with this reproach. 
Let us hope that, by opening and cultivating the 
mind-by exercising and directing it to the proper 
objects of study-and by familiarising it with the 
demonstrations. of Truth which the exact sciences 
supply, the errors of superstition will be gradually 
dispelled in India as they have been elsewhere, and 
that sound principl~s, and a purer system of morals 
and religion, will succeed to that intellectual dark
ness which we at present deplore.. . . . 

It is not easy to analyse the nature and sources of 
the British power in India; but one of the ,elements 
in it is our union, or the faculty of acting in concert 
under the guidance of a single mind. The wisdom 
and energy of our councils-the intelligence, and 
vigor, and enterprise of the British character-the 
justice and good faith usually observed towards our 
soldiery and subjects, as well as in our public trans
actions generally, constitute a .solid foundation of 
strength; but the effect of these in India is 
heightened by the imagination. The natives of, that 
country perceive extraordinary results proceeding 
from some remote source, which is entirely removed 
from observation. Under circumstances of the 
greatest difficulty they see us extricate ourselves and 
command resources which seem to he inexhaustible: 
if arms, men, and money be wanting, they appear
and they are employed and directed, with the preci
sion of machinery, to the accomplishment of any ob-
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ject which we propose to ourselves. They contem
plate these effects of an unknown agency with some
thing of the same' sentiment with which they re
gard the operations of Nature as manifested in the 
thunder and the lightning, without comprehending 
the cause. I would not wish to have recourse to hyper
bole, or to the ~ouage of exaggeration, or I should 
say that the British power has hitherto been re
garded in India with something of the same feeling 
of awe and reverence which is felt towards the en
shrined idol of the temple, which is veiled from the 
profane gaze or' the multitude. Some persons may 
consider this an evil, because it is not founded in 
reason and truth; I am disposed to consider it as a 
good, because it imparts influence to our government 
and national character, and influence is power exerted 
in a milder form. Destroy this influence, and we 
must then depend upon the exertion of actual force 
-we must govern with an iron sceptre, instead of 
leading and directing an immense population by the 
movements of a wap.d.. . • . 

The natives of India are not generally deficient in 
personal courage. Some classes of them are remark
able, indeed, for possessing this quality in an eminent 
degree; and it should always be held in mind that 
our own military force is composed chiefly of this 
people. Still less are they deficient in ,natural saga
city; but these elements of strength are scattered 
and dispersed, and cannot be brought to bear upon 
anyone point from the want of union and of con
fidence in each other. But'give them, by means of 
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a free press, a chain of communication and connexion, 
and we unite these dispersed fibres, and convert 
them into a cable of strength. On the. political. in
convenience which may be experienced from an ill
disposed press, during a period of war with the 
native Powers, it is quite unnecessary to insist. 

THE ABKARRY ESTABLISHMENT. 

[The subjoined remarks, written in 1841, form the substance of a docu
ment in which Mr. Tucker declared his opinions regarding the impropriety of 
an extension of the Abkiirry Establishment. The Abkllrry is a source of 
revenue somewhat resembling our own Excise. It is, in fact, a tax on spirit 
lioeuses. The right of opening shops for the sale of sp~tuous liquors is sold 
to certain contractors or farmers, who, again, underlet the privilege. There 
is no doubt that the sale of intoxicating drinks has greatly increased of late 
years in India, and that many of the evils anticipated by Mr. Tucker have 
actually come to pass.] 

In authorising a large addition to the Abkarry 
Establishment (estimated at about 5 lacs of rupees 
per annum), we incur a certain evil, without any 
sufficient or satisfactory assurance that there will be 
a commensurate increase of revenue. It is proposed 
to quadruple the public establishIDents upon a mere 
speculative project of augmenting the receipts into 
the public treasury . 

. 1 object to this ;-
1st. Because I consider the deputation of a vast 

number of petty excise-officers into the interior of 
the country, as likely to be productive of much 
oppression to the people, who will be harassed by 
their vexatious exactions. 

2nd. Because I consider the Abkhrry-tax generally, 
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and our retail opium shops in particular, as a most 
disreputable source of revenue. This tax is justi
fiable only m so far as it may have the effect of 
checking the consumption of intoxicating liquors 
and deleterious drugs, and of promoting the pur
poses of an efficient police j but we ,now come for
ward with the avowed object of rendering the Ab
karry a. productive source of revenue to the Go
vernment. 

This can be effected only in two ways: either by 
encouraging and increasing' the consumption of a 
noxious article, injurious to health, or by imposing 
such efficient checks as .shaJlprevent an evasion of 
the tax. 

The :first mode of producing an. .increase I should 
consider discreditable to.any .. Govel'Dment; but most 
particularly to our Government in India, where the 
people regard with greater disgust the degrading 
habit of intoxication, than is felt in this and some 
other countries. The Abkar is always a person of 
very low caste; and it was heretofore held to be a 
pollution to any respectable Hindoo to enter his 
shop. Before the year 1790 few shops were tole
rated in a Hindoo district; a!ld in the extensive 
Zemindarry of N uddeah, there was not, I have 
reason to believe, a single shop to be found. In this 
particular, the natives of India evince.d a nicer sense 
of propriety, and a greater solicitude to preserve 
decency and correctness of conduct in the lower 
classes, than their more civilised conquerors. 

If the present tax be evaded by-the Abkar, or if 
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the collections made from him have found their way 
into the pockets of -our native servants, instead of 
flowing into the public exchequer, these are abuses 
which call for greater vigilance, and a more efficient 
superintendence; but our establishments are already 
very large, the present charge amounting to 1,27,280 
rupees, upon a revenue of 17,19,568 (exclusive of 
the collectors' salaries); and if these establishments 
be not sufficient to suppress the illicIt vend of spi
rituous liquors, what reasonable ground of assurance 
have we that a greater number of petty officers will 
be more successful ? 

On the other hand, if the deficiency of revenue 
result from their corruption and peculation, what 
assurance have we that the new officers will be more 
honest and trustworthy than those at present' em
ployed? 

But it is scarcely concealed that our object is to 
increase our resources by enlarging the sphere of 
taxation;* and a more impure source of revenue 
could not well be devised, if it be viewed without 
reference to objects of police, and to the duty of 

• The following extract from the Asiatic Journal for May, will show that 
,similar means have been adopted to extend the Abkllrry at Fort St. George: 

"The report of the Madras Temperance Society complains of the many 
obstacles the friends of temperance in India have to contend with, in the 
many thousand. of arrack shops esta.blished under the sanction of Govern
ment, by the Abkllrree contractors, all o'·er the country. The Abkllrree 
contractor, it is stated. was enabled to give upwards of 68,000 rupees for the 
exclusive sale of intoxicating liquor in the Chingleput district, only for the 
year 1840. This will give an. idea of the consumption of liquor there must 
be among the natives; and the arrack farmer will not confine himself' to the 
exclusive sale of ardent spirits or intoxicating liquors to the inhabitants, but 
will also find the means of selling clandestinely to European and native 
8oldiel'l." 
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checking the consumption of a perniciO'us article. 
The Abkirry shO'Ps are the resO'rt O'f the idle and 
the dissolute-of vagrants and thieves, whO' rendez
VO'US at these places fO'r the purpO'se O'f concerting 
plans fO'r carrying O'n their depredatiO'ns uPO'n the 
cO'mmunity; and the prO'ject which has been coun
tenanced by the CO'urt must have the effect O'f in
creasing the number of thO'se O'diO'US haunts O'f vice. 
They were heretO'fO're shunned by all whO' had the 
slightest pretensiO'ns to' character; but nO'w that 
they are sanctiO'ned and patrO'nised by the Govern
ment, the same degree O'f O'PprO'brium does nO't attach 
to' thO'se whO' frequent them. 

Ever since I have had the hO'nO'r O'f being a 
member O'f this CO'urt, I have unifO'rmly and steadily 
opPO'sed the encouragement given to' the extensiO'n 
O'f the manufacture O'f O'pium; but of late years we 
have pushed it to the utmost height; and disprO'PO'r
tiO'nate prices were given fO'r the article in Malwah. 
We contracted burdensO'me treaties with the Rajpoot 
states to introduce and extend the cultivatiO'n of the 
PO'Ppy-we intrO'duced the article intO' our O'wn dis. 
tricts where it had nO't been cultivated befO're, O'r 
where the cultivatiO'n had been abandO'ned; and we 
gave our revenue-O'fficers an interest in extending 
the cultivatiO'n in preference to' O'ther prO'duce much 
mO're valuable and deserving O'f encouragement; 
finally, we established retail shO'Ps fO'r the sale O'f 
the drug, which brO'ught it hO'me to' every man's 
dO'O'r. 

How different was the PO'licy of those statesmen 
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(Lord Cornwallis, Sir John Shore, Lord Wellesley, 
and Lord MintO). who . circumscribed the produce 
within the narrowest limits, confining the cultiva
tion of the poppy to two of our provinces, * and 
actually eradicating it from districts where it had 
been previously cultivated'. And how fatal have been 
the consequences of a departurefrqm· this wise and 
humane policy I Is there any mari. still so blind as 
not to perceive that it has had ·amost injurious 
effect upon our national reputation? Can any man 
be found so hardy or perve:rse as to deny that it has 
led to the total derangement of our trade with 
China, which was heretofore the source of wealth 
and prosperity both to India .and to the mother 
country? 

In conclusion, I would call attention to a state
ment which I have prepared~ exhibiting an abstract 
of the Bengal revenue and charge at four different 
periods or intervals o( ten years; and from this com
parative review it will be seen that the revenue has 
not increased with the increase' of establishments 
(the speculation indulged in with respect to the 
Abkarry); that the ratio of .charge has in most 
cases greatly increased, and especially. in the in
stance of the opium :revenue; and that the utmost 
care and vigilance on the part of the Court will 
be required, to prevent the charge of collection from 
absorbing a large and an undue proportion of the 
public income. 

• See my remarks of the 1st of October, 1829, to which I would willingly 
call attention, aa applicable to the present question.-H. St-G. T. [..Illite, 
p. 149, et seq.] 
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DECLINE OF INDIAN ~UFACTURES.* 

[Written in 1831.] 

One great argument urged against the East India 
Company has always been, that those who conduct 
this multitudinous concern, having no immediate 
interest in its success, are· accustomed to disregard 
those prudential c~nsider.ations which regulate the 
conduct of other merchants; that they purchase 
dear and sell cheap, with little reference to the 
state of supply and demand; and that, by thus 
deranging prices, they destroy the equilibrium which 
ought to exist between the markets of supply and 
those of consumption. 

As far as India is in question, the charge must, to 
a certain extent, be admitted; for the trade of late 
has not only been one of a force(l remittance, but 
the Company, in its commercial capacity, has been 
accustomed to perform the office of benevolent 
rulers. . We have continued to support the expiring 
manufactures of India long after they ceased to be 
supported by the demand of the consunier; and we 
have carried on the trade (injudiciQusly, no doubt) 
long after it ceased to be profitable to us as mer
chants. We have done this, moreover, in the face 
of great discouragement; for the British Legisla
ture, far from participating in those feelings and 
views by which the Company were actuated, have 
virtually excluded the manufactures of India from 

• From a paper on the lubject of Investments of raw silk ftom Bengal. 
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the home market by high and oppressive duties, 
while every encouragement is given to the intro
duction of British manufactur~s into our Eastern 
possessions. Even a raw commodity (sugar) bears 
at this moment a fixed duty, which operates gene
rally as an ad valorem tax of not less than 100 per 
cent. on the sale proceeds. And yet, under all these 
circumstances of disadvantage, the Company are 
required -to furnish a territorial remittance, at an 
exchange which neither corresponds with the cur
rent rates for bills, nor with the bullion value of the 
coins interchanged. Our commercial loss is thus 
aggravated; but as the facts of the case have been 
fully and ably set forth by the Court in their cor
respondence with the Board of Commissioners for 
the:,affairs of India, I shall not in this place advert 
more particularly to the question. 

In extending the 'order for the silk investment to 
the utmost, the Court are, no doubt, influenced by the 
desire to secure the necessary supply of funds to the 
home treasury; and this, I am aware, is an object of 
importance 'at all times; but it do~s not follow that, 
by increasing our purchases abroad, we shall, in a 
corresponding degree, increase the produce of our 
sales at home. Six thousand bales disposed of at the 
rate of 15s. per lb., will realise a greater value than 
seven thousand bales at the price of 12s. per lb.; and 
so; too, a difference in the rate of purchase abroad 
will make a great difference in the out-turn of the 
investment at home, although it may not augment 
the scale of the remittance. What, ,however, I 
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would take the liberty. of impressing upon the Court 
is, the expediency of circumscribing our investments 
as much as possible; for the time is arrived when it 
is become absolutely necessary that we should care~ 
fully examine our commercial situation,. and when 
we must determine to act 'upon principles and views 
in strict accordance with our commerciaf character. 

In reviewing the question of effecting the terri,;, 
torial remittance from India, the articles of raw silk~ 
indigo, cotton, saltpetre, and perhaps some minor 
objects, must no doubt be looked to as a means of 
obtaining a portion of the supply required; but the 
trade from China has constituted, and must consti
tute, the great and productive channel of remittance 
for political purposes. It would be worse than 
useless to keep this fact out of sight. As long as the 

. East India Company shall be permitted to enjoy the 
exclusive privilege of supplying the consumption of 
Great Britain with the article of tea, under any 
judicious modification of the existing system, this 
great body can continue to act as the organ of'the 
territorial remittance, with great benefit, as I pre
sume to think, to, the various interests concerned; 
but, divest it of the privilege, and no person will, I 
apprehend, be found to maintain that it can continue 
to exercise this important function, by carrying on 
as heretofore the trade of India, without risking and 
gradually exhausting its commercial capital. We 
cannot, indeed, go on for another season with safety; 
unless this preliminary question be decided in our 
favor. We cannot give an order for the provision of 
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another investment, without the danger of injuring 
those whose property and interests are confided to oUr 
care; 'and· if· the: wisdom, ar the will, of the Legis
lature:' should:6nallyadopt the policy of throwing 
open the· Ohina trade to general competition, we 
cannot too soon prepare to close our books, ·since 
such a decision must inevitably operate as a sentence 
of a,nnibi1ation to the East India Company as a com
mercial body. 

COMMERCIAL INJUSTICE: TO INDIA.,........1J:HECLA.IM:S OF 

BRITISH INDIA.. 

[From a letter to Mr. HuskissoD, written in 1823.] 

I fully admit that our administration abroad has 
been conducted on just and benevolent princi
.ples.NoGovernment ever manifested, perhaps, a 
more constant solicitude to promote the welfare of a 
people ; and . it is with satisfaction and with· pride 
that I can bear an almost unqualified testilnony'in 
its favor. 

On the other hand, what is the commercial policy 
which we have adopted in this country with relation 
to India ?The silk manufactlU'es, and its piece 
goods made of silk· and cotton intermixed, have 
long since been excluded altogether from our mar';· 
kets; and of late, partly in consequence of the 
operation of a duty of 67 per cent., butchiefiy from 
the effect of superior machinery, the cotton fabrics, 
-which heretofore constituted the staple of India, 
have not only been displaced in this country, but 
we actually export our cotton manufactures to sup-
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ply a part of the consumption of our Asiatic pos
sessions. 

India. is thus reduced from the state of a manufac;. 
turing, to that of an agricultural country; but"are we 
content to stop here? Are we content to exchange 
our manufactures for the produce of its soil? to make 
that exchange which naturally takes place between a 
m,anufacturlng and an agricultural country? No. 
We impose a duty equal to about 200 per cent. on 
the prime cost of the sugars of India. In the 
course of excluding sugar, we pursue measures 
which have a tendency to exclude cotton, another 
article of raw produce; and we deliberately tell. our 
Asiatic subjects that they must receive and consume 
whatever we are pleased to send them, but that
with some few exceptions-we will receive nothing 
from them in return. 

This would be sufficiently absurd if we were no 
more than commercial dealers with India.; but the 
absurdity is carried to the extreme when, in quality 
of sovereign, we come forward to demand a tribute 
from our territorial possessions. Here we are cre
ditors, requiring payment· or a debt amounting to 
between four and five millions per annum (public 
and private); and this debt" with a sort of caprice 
and perverseness quite unaccountable, we resolve 
not to receive in that way in which alone it can be 
paid by the debtor. India tenders her produce and 
manufactures absolutely gratuitously, and you will· 
take neither~ Even her very gifts are urged as an 
argument against her. Because she sends you seven 
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and a half millions in return for three, we are told 
that this is a demerit, and that such a state of the 
trade must be disadvantageous to the mother country, 
I will not stop to point out the ignorance, both with 
respect to facts and principles, on which this objec
tion is founded. The excess of imports into this 
country is not a balance of trade-such a balance 
could not exist for any length of time. It represents 
the public and private trib.ute paid annually by India, 
and it is a perennial stream of wealth which flows 
into the mother country. Were it necessary to 
enter into details, I could easily show that the ex
cess of imports from China constitute a portion of 
the tribute paid by India to Great Britain. 

And for what end, and in favour of whom, is this 
stream to be dried up ? We are called upon to pro
tect a particular interest which cannot be supported 
without artificial props. And is it practicable to 
support this· interest by the means adopted for that 
purpose P I believe that it is not. The West Indians 
may .embarrass the trade of India, but they cannot 
prevent the growth of sugar in that country, nor can 
they ever obtain the effectual monopoly of the home 
market while they produce and import more than 
that market can or·will consume at the present 
prices.· The surplus connects this market with the 
market of the world,· just as a canal may connect 
two lakes or rivers; and it tends directly and irre
sistibly to reduce prices to one common level. 

I am not disposed, however, to dwell upon the 
commercial branch of the question, because you, sir, 
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are better qualified to take a jus . e'F?jdGffi.tJJ.' I 
can pretend to be. Had this qu . ,.., no~~t~~ 
bearings, I. do not know that I should 'liave""iiiter
meddled with it; but it appears to me to mvolve 
political considerations of the highest importance, 
and I am led to apprehend consequences which I 
would most earnestly deprecate, should the Govern
ment proceed upon a partial and narrow view of the 
interests at issue. 

The value of India seems scarcely to be known, or 
if it be known, it seems scarcely to be regarded in 
this country. It is certainly better understood on 
the Continent, where our possessions in the East are 
not only viewed with envy, but with feelings ,which 
distinctly show that those extensive possessions' are 
considered as one main source of our national 
strength. In fact, it is most strange that any doubt 
should exist with respect to the value of a . territory 
which yields a revenue of twenty millions per 
annum, which does much more than defray its own 
charges, and which adds an efficient army.of150,OOO 
men to the 'military power of the country. Allow 
me to draw a hasty contrast between our possessions 
in the East and the West. The one defends· itself; 
the other must be defended at a heavy expense. The 
one adds to the revenue of the State,' after defraying 
its charge-;the other isa drain upon that :revenue. 
The one places military strength in the national 
scale; the other takes from that force. The one can 
exist without protecting duties; the other must be 
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supported by artificial props,' at the expense of the 
nation. Theone can supply the British consumer 
with the article of sugar at thirty shillings per cwt. ; 
the other cannot, it is alleged, at less than sixty. 
The one can be preserved to the mother country by 
the simple application of just principles of govern
ment; the other may be wrested from .it by a 
foreign enemy, in spite of every effort of prudence 
and every exertion· of military prowess. And yet 
the former is to be endangered, in a vain attempt to 
uphold the interests of the latter I 

And what would be the condition of this empire, 
if we should unhappily be deprived of British India? 
The separation. can never take place without a vio
lent struggle, nor without having those angry feel-. 
ings which, at the present day, are scarcely eradicated 
from the minds of the people of the United States of 
America. Would India, in that calamitous event. 
receive your manufactures at a duty of 2! per cent .• 
while you imposed a duty of 67 per cent. on her 
fabrics-while you declared some of them actually 
contraband-and while you even excluded her raw 
produce by prohibitory duties? Would she. receive 
your manufactures at 'all? And, with the simple 
habits of her population, would she not be perfectly . 
mdependent, and be in a condition to . cut. off all 
commercial intercourse. without experiencing the 
slightest inconvenience? 

I consider thegraildeur and power of this empire 
to depend i:q. ,so great a degree upon the possession 
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of India, that I cannot too strongly urge the neces· 
sity of guarding against the most remote contingen. 
cies which can affect the security of our Eastern. 
dominion. The separation of India would leave 
this country dismembered-the finest branch would 
be violently severed, and the trunk it~elf would not 
escape without injury from the shock. 

If it be asked what are the 'dangers which I 
apprehend, I reply that the people, of India are 
advancing in opulence, and knowledge, and civilisa
tion-that the number of Europeans is increasing
that the mixed race, or Creoles, are already very 
numerous, and are rapidly increasing-and that our 
Government" or rather my Lord Hastings, has lately 
(most unwisely, as I think) bestowed upon this 
varied population the" liberty of the press," a boon 
which could not fail to excite new feelings among 
them. This powerful instrument has already been 
put in operation, and it will be made use, of to con. 
nect tog~ther the different parts of the population; 
whenever they are led to propose to' themselves one 
common object. If' I mistake not. you ~ be told 
in a very few years, and perhaps in a very few 
months, that protection and allegiance are reciprocal 
duties. and that where the one is withheld~ the other 
is not due-that whatever system of commercial 
policy it may be thought expedient to adopt ,with a 
view to the general interests of the empire, ,it' can 
never be right or justifiable to place restrictions on 
one colony or dependency for the benefit of another, 
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&c., &c., &c. ~ clearly perceive symptoms of such a 
spirit already; and the time is certainly arrived 
when the Government must decide not only upon 
the commercial policy to be observed towards India, . 
but upon the political principles which should be 
applied to the government of that country. 

And, in truth, what could show in a stronger light 
the necessity of. a decided line of c~nduct, than an 
occurrence which is very likely to take place? The 
Court of Proprietors of East India Stock, who are 
apt (somewhat strangely) to consider themselves the 
sovereigns of India, determined on Friday last, by a 
great majority of voices, to petition Parliament for 
an equalisation of the duties on sugar, or rather to 
ask for inquiry into the subject, for we offered to 
modify our proposition to that effect; but certain 
individuals, for the avowed purpose of setting aside 
this vote, thought proper to call for a ballot j and it 
is by no means improbable that they will succeed on 
this appeal in overruling the resolution. In this 
case, it will result that individuals exercising the 
functions of Proprietors of India Stock, may apply 
their powers, as such, against the interests of India, 
to favor the interests of the West Indies-that our 
possessions in the East are to be governed, not with 
any view to what is right and :fitting with relation 
to India, but with a view to wliat is convenient and 
advantageous with relation to the 'West Indies
that a great question of political rights, and of com
mercial policy, is to be decided, not by those who 
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attended the debate for the purpose of" becoming 
acquainted with the merits of the case, but by 
certain sovereigns of a day, who openly avow that 

. their decision is governed by Considerations which 
have no relation w1ui.tever to their own interests or 
duties as Proprietors of East India Stock. Such a 
state of' thinoll'8 is so little recoricilable with reason 
and commonsense, that I am willing to hope it 
cannot long be suffered to exist. At all events, if it 
is to be continued, the Government have not a mo
ment to lose in putting a. termination to "the liberty 
of the press," and in applying in the administration 
of India principles more suitable to the situation· in 
which the West Indians seem disposed to place that 
country. 

I have no personal interest in the question which 
weighs a feather in the scale ; and if I had a greater 
interest in it, I should still say that the man who 
cannot abstract himself from himself on a great 
public question, is not qualified to take even· that 
humble part in public life which has devolved upon 
me. All which is asked or wished, by myself, and 
those with whom I concur, is a fair and impartial 
inquiry by the Legislature; and such an· inquiry 
cannot now be refused without retracting the pledge 
which was given by the Government in the last 
session in Parliament, nor without furnishing an 
inference that the case of the West Indians will 
not bear a scrri.tiny, even by those who are most 
anxious to view it favorably. In truth, as was justly 
observed by Mr. Baring in the House of Commons, 
if there were no other reason for the inquiry, it is 
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proper to institute it for the purpose of setting' the 
question, if possible, at' rest.. The property at stake 
is so large-the interests involved are so extensive 
and various, that they cannot be allowed to remain . 
in an unsettled .state without serious inconvenience. 
In this remark 1 concur,.confined as it was to com
mercial objects; but it acqUires great additional 
force when its application is extended,to the political 
bearings of the question. 
. I myself am no uncompromising theorist, nor am 
I. much of a political enthusiast.. My life has been 

, passed in assisting in the administration of public 
affairs; and in this school a man not only finds his 
enthusiasm moderated, whatever may happen to be 
his natural temperament, but he also learns to re
duce theories to their practical value. I lament the 
distress of the West Indians, some of whom, as indi
viduals, I highly respect and esteem; and I would 
not willingly do anything to aggravate that distress; 
but I cannot overlook the situation, and disregard the 
claims of other parties, and I feel perfectly satisfied 
that, if the concessions which the West Indians 
demand were absolutely granted by the Legislature, 
such concessions would have no other effect than to 
embarrass. and. divert the trade; of India into a 
foreign channel,. without affording"the relief which 
the West Indians expect. In fact, if relief could 
have been obtained by commercial restrictions, it 
ought to have been' obtained in the course of the 
last nine years, during which they have enjoyed the 
full benefit of protecting duties. 
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[With the two following brief extracte from papers written at the time of 
the Charter discllllSioDS of 1833, this series of selectioDs from Mr. Tucker's 
writings may be appropriately brought to a close. The first contams a jnst 
tribute to the general government of the East India Company.] 

GENERAL GOVERNMENT Oll' THE EAST INDIA COMPANY. 

-The Court of Directors feel satisfied, indeed, that 
no unnecessary change will take place in the leading 
features of the existing system, under which the 
Empire of India has been acquired and preserved to 
the British Crown' by the East India Company. 
All human institutions may be susceptible of im
provement, and must be modified to accommodate 
them to those changes which time and circum
stances may produce; but the Court cannot believe 
that, with a view to any untried theory, however 
specious, a rash hand will be applied to subvert a 
structure which . has been raised in a distant and 
foreign land, by the most signal efforts of political 
wisdom and military virtue, and under circum
stances· of extraordinary difficulty; and which in 
magnitude and moral strength transcends anything 
of the kind to' be found within. the whole range of 
authentic history . 

. The Court do not merely express the sentiment of 
the humble individuals who compose it, when they 
affirm ~t the remote empire acquired by the East 
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India Company in India has been administered for 
half a century with wisdom and prudence, with 
moderation and justice, with purity and disin
terestedness. It is the concurring sentiment of the 
intelligent portion of the people of this country and 
of India. . It is the sentiment of the civilised world, 
which has. done homage (and in some instances, 
perhaps, reluctant homage) to the character of the 
Company's Government. That body has stood firmly 
as a barrier for the protection of the people of India 
against commercial cupidity and political rapacity; 
and it was also considered by _ this nation, on a 
memorable occasion, to be a necessary bulwark 
against a dangerous inroad upon the British Con
stitution. 

ACCEPTANCE OF THE BILL. 

[The following extract cont&ins Mr. Tucker's recommendation to the Court 
of Proprietors to accept the India Bill of 1833. The circumstances under 
which, in 1853, a similar recommendation might be made, di1Ier considerably 
from those set forth on the opposite page; but the two last paragraphs of this 
paper are as applicable to the state of things in the latter as in the former year, 
and fitly close the present volume.] 

Feeling, as I do, such weighty objections to parts 
of the Bill before me, w~at is the duty which I owe 
to my constituents and to·the public? Ought I to 
advise the Proprietors of East India Stock to reject 
the plan of the King's Ministers, and to stand upon 
their chartered rights? This is a question which 
must not be lightly-treated; and we must look for
ward to the probable consequences of such a decision 
with that deliberation and forecast which. become 
men who have valuable interests at stake. ,We must 
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examine cautiously and carefully our situation, to 
determine in what scale the good or evil may be 
expected to preponderate. 

1st. By rejecting the plan, our Stock, which a.t 
present bears a. value approaching to fifteen millions 
sterling, would probably fall back to twelve millions; 
and it is not difficult to foresee that all arrange
ments connected with India must be thrown into a 
state of utter confusion. 

2nd~ We should be exposed to a destructive. com
petition in the course of conducting the Company's 
trade; and the eager adventurers' who would in
stantly rush into the tea trade, would soon render it 
the source of loss to both parties. 

3rd. However unjustly, we should probably be 
burdened with t~HomeBondDebt, without having 
any means of relief against the King's Government. 

4th. That Government might even interpose di:ffi
culties in the way of our obtaining reimbursement of 
the large sum which has been advanced from our 
commercial funds for territorial purposes. 

5th. A question might be raised as to our right to 
appropriate heretofore any commercial profits to the 
augmentation of our commercial capital. 

6th. The King's Mi.n.isters might demur to the 
admission of our just clain1 to our lands and 
estates, our forts, factories, and other buildings on 
the territory and islands of India; and although 
such a proceeding would be unjust in the extreme, 
we must not conceal from ourselves that such a con
tingency may occur; and' that, if these and other 
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arbitrary proceedings of the kind should be resorted 
to, the .value of .our ,commercial property must be 
materially affected, and it might be found difficult 
to realise for. the 'Proprietors even their capital of 
twelve millions. 

Let us not forget,moreover, that although the 
Court of . Directors will. be very inefficient as. an 
administrative body, they will still retain powers 
which may be beneficially exerted for. the. good of 
India. 

We shall retain, under section 27 of. the Bill, the 
power of appointing the members of Council at 'the 
different presidencies; and we shall continue to ex
ercise, concurrently with the Board, the power of 
appointing, and the absolute power of recalling, the 
Governors of India and other hjgh functionaries. 
This must give us'influence; ::.lld -it will .constitute 
. an important security against mal-administration. 

Under section 41 we shall be invested.with the 
power to repeal, alter, and amend.the laws and re
gulations enacted by the local Legislature; and this 
is, unquestionably, a very' salutary provision for 
seeming to the population of India the. benefit of 
good laws. There are other judicious and useful 
provisions in the Bill (that, for' instance, in section 
44), which ought not to be overlooked or under
valued by us. 

And if we throw up and withdraw, what will be 
the result? It is to be apprehended that the admi
nistration of. our Eastern .. possessions will fall into 
less experienced hands-that India.will be' overrun 
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and disturbed by commercial and political adven
turers-and that the integrity of the British Con
stitution will exist only by the sufferance of the 
:lfinister who should hold an uncontrolled sway over 
twenty-two millions of annual revenue. If (I must 
repeat) we should determine to abdicate our func
tions, those evils to India which are most to be depre
cated and dreaded will probably be aggravated; for 
the :lfinisters will be justified in assuming the entire 
administration and patronage of that vast empire, 
to gratify their political ~erents, and to strengthen 
their Parliamentary influence. 

Upon the whole. then, after long and anxious 
reflection, I am compelled to say to our constituents 
(not with perfect confidence, I own), accept the Bill 
with all its defect~\ and let us, by our prudence and 
firmness, remedy, aa'~.dB we can, the disadvantages 
of our situation; and, by the faithful and zealous 
fulfilment of our duties, promote to the utmost the 
prosperity and happiness of the people of India. 

THE END. 

c. WBITlNG, BEAUFORT BOUSE, STRAND. 
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